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ABSTRACT
THE DUALITIES OF ENDURANCE: A COLLABORATIVE HISTORICAL
ARCHAEOLOGY OF ETHNOGENESIS AT BROTHERTOWN, 1780-1910
Craig N. Cipolla
Robert W. Preucel, Supervisor of Dissertation
The Brothertown Indian community formed in the late 18th century when segments of
several tribal groups from coastal northeastern North America broke away from their
home settlements to move west together. What united the community was a shared belief
in Christianity, a dedication to practices of agriculture, and hopes of escaping the land
politics and corrupting influences of colonial culture on the East Coast. This dissertation
investigates the ethnogenesis, evolution, and endurance of the Brothertown Indian
community from the perspective of collaborative historical archaeology. In doing so, it
aims to reassess theories of culture, identity, and discourse in the modern postcolonial
world, and to incorporate archaeological data into the study of Brothertown history. In
order to accomplish these goals, this dissertation analyzes historical documents,
cemeteries, and settlement patterns using theories of practice and pragmatics. The results
of these analyses reveal the ways in which several tribal groups joined together to form a
new type of Native community and negotiate colonial politics, specifically the roles that
linguistic, material culture, and spatial discourses played in these processes. Certain
discourses challenged dominant schemes of social classification, obfuscating categories
such as “Indian” and “White,” but also had pragmatic impacts within the Brothertown
ix
community that shaped memory processes, conceptions of personhood and identity, and
overall communal structures. This study concludes that instances of ethnogenesis hinge
upon insiders and outsiders continually negotiating social boundaries via words, things,
and spaces. It rejects dichotomous frameworks of cultural change that classify materials
and practices solely in terms of their origins for more complex considerations of the long-
term, pragmatic results of such entanglements.
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1CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
What, then, of the corollary opposition between stability and change? Again, Western
thought presupposes the two are antithetical: logical and ontological contraries. Cultural
effects are identified as continuous with the past or discontinuous, as if these were
alternative kinds of phenomenal reality, in complementary distribution in any cultural
space.
Marshall Sahlins (1985:144)
INTRODUCTION
Fueled by capitalism, Enlightenment thought, and advancements in technologies
of transport and warfare, the past five centuries of colonialism literally distributed
“foreign” peoples, materials, and practices across the globe. The complexities of the
ensuing cultural entanglements garner much attention from across the social sciences and
humanities. As evinced by the last half-century or so of research, historical archaeology
has much to offer the study of culture contact, colonialism, and the long-term results of
each. In many instances, archaeological or material culture histories provide a more
“democratic” view of the past than do historical documents alone. Historical
archaeologies of such encounters reveal details of the past never recorded in writing,
which is particularly valuable when attempting to reconstruct the histories of those
individuals and groups that only used spoken language. More important, however, are the
multiple lines of evidence that historical archaeologists draw upon. By combining
written, oral, artifactual, and spatial data, practitioners weave new historical and
anthropological interpretations of past life. Furthermore, collaborative historical
archaeology, as employed in this dissertation, provides a venue in the present in which
multiple stakeholders—descendant communities, archaeologists, and other
2publics—engage with one another as they re-member the ways in which their ancestors’
and predecessors’ lived their everyday lives and contributed to our current social,
cultural, and political landscapes.
Contemporary understandings of culture are integral for such studies. While
previous generations of anthropologists conceived of cultures as relatively static and
stable, uniformly distributed across their “bearers,” physically bounded by land, and
derived largely from isolation and adaptation to certain environments, anthropologies of
the modern (global) world require more nuanced frameworks. Within this vein, cultural
anthropologists Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson (1997:4) note that, “all associations of
place, people, and culture are social and historical creations to be explained, not given
natural facts.” In order to study these phenomena in the increasingly connected modern
world, the authors (Gupta and Ferguson 1992:14, emphasis in original) advocate
historical and contextual studies of the processes by which communities differentiate
themselves from the rest of society:
We are interested less in establishing a dialogic relation between geographically
distinct societies than in exploring the process of production of difference in
worlds of culturally, socially, economically interconnected and interdependent
spaces.
On a related note, the introductory quotation from Marshall Sahlins implies that
simplistic questions of cultural continuity or change lose their salience in the study of
colonialism and its aftermaths. Building upon each of these general critiques, this
dissertation moves away from notions of European and Native American cultural
essences to consider precisely how distinct communities emerged and endured in such
contexts.
3The title of this dissertation thus refers to dualities of several kinds. In the
broadest sense, it builds upon Sahlins’ critique of Western (reductionist) schemes of
ordering and making sense of complex histories of cultural entanglement. From this
standpoint, the dualities of endurance at the heart of this research project are those
between cultural continuity and change. Earlier generations of anthropologists and
archaeologists studying contact and colonialism treated cultural continuity and change as
polar opposites. Archaeologists working in this era typically identified instances of
Native acculturation solely by virtue of the presence of European-manufactured (or
inspired) material culture on Native sites. Taking influence from practice theorists
(Bourdieu 1977; Certeau 1984; Giddens 1984; Ortner 1984; Sahlins 1985, see also Joyce
and Lopiparo 2005; Silliman 2010), contemporary approaches recognize the simultaneity
of cultural continuity and change in such contexts.
As European colonialism brought together peoples, practices, and materials once
separated by vast distances of geographical and cultural space, indigenous and European
cultures alike transformed as colonial subjects (both Native and non) engaged in the
“reproduction” of their respective cultural milieus (Gosden 2004; Loren 2008; Silliman
2009; Thomas 1991; see also Horning 2007). Individuals and groups often knowingly
accepted certain changes in order to persevere in these new social and physical
landscapes, mixing the “traditional” with the “foreign,” and redefined each in the process.
For example, although the Brothertown Indians clearly challenged and altered traditional
Algonquian schemes of social and cultural organization as they appropriated European-
introduced materials and practices, they sometimes did so in order to endure the
challenges of colonial encroachment. This dissertation explores these dualities through
4collaborative historical archaeological research, tracing the formation and endurance of
the Brothertown community in terms other than the dichotomous tropes just discussed
(e.g. cultural continuity versus change, indigenous versus European, or domination versus
resistance).
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Brothertown Indian community formed when segments of several tribal
groups from Rhode Island, Connecticut, and coastal New York (i.e. Narragansett, Eastern
Pequot, Mashantucket Pequot, Mohegan, Montauk, Niantic, and Tunxis) broke away
from their home settlements for a chance at starting over in central New York during the
last quarter of the 18th century (Belknap and Morse 1955[1796]; Brooks 2006; Cipolla
and Andler 2007; Commuck 1855; Love 1899; Murray 1998; see also Chapter III this
dissertation). What united the Brothertown Indians was a shared belief in Christianity, a
dedication to the practice of agriculture, and hopes of escaping the land politics and
corrupting influences of colonial culture on the East Coast.
During the second quarter of the 19th century, growing land concerns in New York
influenced the community to relocate once again, this time to current-day Brothertown,
Wisconsin. Although this move freed them from land troubles for a time, it was only a
short one. Within just a few years of their relocation to Wisconsin, the federal
government began pressing local Native groups further west into Indian Territory (now
Kansas) and the Brothertown Indians were no exception. In an effort to hold on to their
new lands, they petitioned for United States citizenship and associated land rights,
becoming the first Native American community officially recognized as United States
citizens in 1839.
5After allotment, or the division of the settlement into individually-owned plots, a
combination of high property taxes and a mid-19th-century influx of Euroamerican
farmers eager to purchase lands in Brothertown, Wisconsin led Brothertown individuals
and families to begin selling their private properties and moving away from the
community. This diaspora rapidly increased as the 19th century drew to a close; it spread
the Brothertown Indians across the Midwest and beyond, where many families remain
today, some traveling great distances each month to attend tribal council meetings held at
the Brothertown meetinghouse in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. In August of 2009, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs denied the tribe federal recognition based on the community’s
decision to become United States citizens 170 years prior. The Brothertown Indian
Nation is currently in the process of appealing this ruling.
As is evident from this brief historical synopsis, the story of Brothertown is
indeed unique. Moreover, it is relatively little known and under-explored in historical and
anthropological circles, particularly among historical archaeologists. Although my ties to
the community begin with my undergraduate and graduate work in the Northeast,
particularly my Master’s thesis research on the Eastern Pequot Reservation (Cipolla
2005; Cipolla 2008; Cipolla et al. 2007), they extend well beyond such practical
connections. Brothertown history presents an exceptional set of contexts in which to
explore the dualities of colonial endurance from an historical archaeological perspective.
Although each of the tribal groups that formed the Brothertown community
originally communicated via Algonquian dialects, they eventually came to speak and
write in the English language, leaving behind a rich documentary record (Brooks 2006;
Cipolla in review; Murray 1998; Schneider 2003). From a purely methodological
6standpoint, this allows a rare insider (emic) perspective of Brothertown history that can
be used to complement and challenge extant ethnohistorical and archaeological records.
From a more theoretical standpoint encompassing the dualities discussed above, it offers
glimpses of appropriated (English) language from the pens of Native authors writing as
early as the mid-18th century, sometimes directly in regard to their identities as Native
peoples. In addition to these linguistic changes, the Brothertown Indians also rapidly
incorporated a breadth of European-introduced practices and materials as they negotiated
their identities and made their places in the modern world. Given current disciplinary
concerns over the agency of objects (Gell 1998; Gosden 2005; Latour 2005), such a shift
in materiality presents an opportunity to assess the social, cultural, and political impacts
of these appropriations, both intended and unforeseen.
Finally, as outlined above, Brothertown history is one of constant movement to
foreign landscapes. As conceived in the broadest sense, landscape is the way in which we
experience our surroundings at any particular point in time; these surroundings are
imbued with memory (Basso 1996a; Ingold 1993) and therefore weigh heavily on our
senses of identity. As we experience and dwell in new landscapes, our self
understandings and relationships with one another are subject to change; once divorced
from yesterday’s landscape, we remember, we forget, and we sometimes choose to
represent our histories (and identities) in a new light. Since this Native American
community changed landscapes three times between the late 18th- and early 20th-
centuries, an historical archaeology of the Brothertown Indians provides the opportunity
for exploring the practical effects that continually starting “anew” in foreign landscapes
has on communities.
7METHODOLOGIES AND ORGANIZATION
At this point it should be clear that the Brothertown community ensconced itself
in European introductions. Given the critiques already discussed and the obvious
interpretive hazards of assuming that the Brothertown Indians and their contemporaries
simply conceived of their world as discretely partitioned into “Native” and “European”
elements at least two and a half centuries and numerous generations after Columbus, I
take a much more contextual approach. More specifically, I concentrate on the politics of
difference, examining the ways in which the Brothertown Indians negotiated communal
boundaries as they interacted with one another and with “outsiders,” Native, white, and
black. In the chapters that follow, I interpret documents, material culture, and uses of
space to explore shifting intra- and inter-communal relations and representations.
Beginning within, I investigate the ways in which tribal ancestries, religious beliefs,
emergent class differences, and other identity vectors affected the ways in which
Brothertown Indians materialized their surroundings, represented themselves, and related
to one another. Moving beyond the internal structure of the community, I also consider
the ways in which the Brothertown Indians negotiated their relationships with other
peoples, including their connections to the “home settlements” on the East Coast, local
Native communities in New York and Wisconsin, state and federal officials, local white
residents, and others.
This dissertation has three main segments—Introduction, Analysis, and
Conclusions—divided between nine chapters total. The first three chapters compose the
introductory segment. Chapter II contextualizes this study in terms of a larger theoretical
discourse. It provides an outline of identity studies in archaeology and the social sciences
8more broadly, introducing key concepts and arguments that inform this work. I focus
specifically on the concept of ethnogenesis, defining it in relation to other forms of
identity negotiation in colonial contexts. I conclude the chapter with a discussion of my
theoretical approach, which blends theories of practice and pragmatics (see Preucel 2006;
Preucel and Bauer 2001; Singer 1978).
Chapter III provides an historical overview of the Brothertown Indian community,
18th century to present. Drawing on both primary and secondary documentation, it
establishes a general backdrop for this particular study of Brothertown history. As an
example of the collaborative process, I also discuss the ways in which the Brothertown
Archaeology Project and this dissertation took shape as I interacted with various
stakeholders at Brothertown.
Analyzing Words
Chapter IV focuses on documentary analysis. It begins with a theoretical
discussion of textual artifacts, situating the approach taken in this dissertation within
historical archaeology and anthropology. I base the methodology employed in this
chapter on the work of linguistic anthropologists, particularly those using theories of
pragmatism. Such an approach treats historical documents as past speech acts, analyzable
not only in terms of what they “say,” but also how they “say” it. I analyze a collection of
documents written by, to, and about the Brothertown Indians between the years 1788 and
1842, focusing on modes of reference to the community, particularly the genesis and
negotiation of the name “Brothertown” as it occurred in written dialogue between
Brothertown Indians and “outsiders.” I also examine instances in which Brothertown
Indians intentionally manipulated texts in order to align their community to different
9addressees, navigate colonial politics, and achieve certain goals. Altogether, Brothertown
documents demonstrate the fluidity and dialogic aspects of social identification while
offering glimpses of Native agency from the perspective of 18th and 19th-century writing.
Analyzing Things
For material culture, I focus specifically on Brothertown grave markers in New
York and Wisconsin dating between the years 1780 and 1910. This particular area of
focus serves the needs and interests of multiple stakeholders (see Chapter III) and offers
valuable insights into issues of materiality, identity, and communal structure. During the
period under analysis, the Brothertown Indians replaced locally produced, “handmade”
grave markers with gravestones purchased from professional stonemasons. Furthermore,
since most historical representations of the Brothertown Indians frame Christianity as the
central tenet of the community, the cemeteries provide alternative perspectives of
spirituality and religion at Brothertown. Finally, common origins and experiences (i.e.
memories) play key roles in the forging and maintenance of certain dimensions of social
identity (e.g. ethnicity, see Barth 1994; Jones 1997), making commemorative practices
important clues into processes of ethnogenesis.
Chapters V, VI, and VII focus on various facets of the cemetery analysis. Chapter
V begins by setting the theoretical framework for all three chapters with a review of
archaeological studies of commemoration and burial. It considers the unique qualities of
gravestones and other monuments as artifacts marking and making memories of the dead,
usually created or purchased—and always “used”—by the living. The innovate work of
archaeologists attests to the unique perspective of large-scale historical transformations
offered by gravestones (Deetz 1997[1977]; Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967, 1971; Dethlefsen
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and Deetz 1966), to the active role that monuments play in social life, in some instances
serving as media used to manipulate class structures and other power relations (Parker
Pearson 1982), and to the importance of such artifacts as technologies of bereavement
and remembrance (Tarlow 1999). The chapter goes on to analyze the cemeteries and
gravestones of Brothertown, New York. Subsequently, Chapter VI analyzes the
cemeteries and gravestones of Brothertown, Wisconsin and Chapter VII presents
comparative cemetery data that serves to contextualize the preceding chapters’ analyses.
Analyzing Spaces
The last part of the analytical segment, Chapter VIII focuses on spatial analysis,
particularly settlement patterns in New York and Wisconsin. Similar to the preceding
chapters, I begin with a theoretical discussion of settlement pattern analysis. Taking a
practice theory approach, I recognize Brothertown settlement patterns as the result of
momentary decisions structured by personal preferences for certain landscape features
and neighbors, the results of which indexically linked to intra-communal social relations.
In particular I examine spatial relations between families descended from different tribal
groups through time as a means of gauging the shifting importance of ancestral tribal
affiliations within the Brothertown community. In this chapter, I also juxtapose these
patterns with uses of space in Brothertown cemeteries, investigating the link between
social relations in everyday life (i.e. seen in residential patterns) and representations of
social life (i.e. seen in Brothertown cemeteries).
CONTRIBUTIONS
Foremost, this study explores the implications of a collaborative historical
archaeology of the Brothertown Indians for theories of culture, identity, and discourse in
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the modern world. In a direction similar to that of Gupta and Ferguson (1992, 1997), I
reconstruct the social and historical contexts in which the Brothertown community
emerged, evolved, and endured. Rather than treating this process as based solely on
spatial, social, and cultural isolation and resistance, I focus on issues of interaction,
entanglement, and the active creation and negotiation of communal boundaries. The
documents, material culture, and spaces analyzed in the chapters that follow shed light on
the materiality of these processes along with their long-term pragmatic outcomes.
Next, this dissertation aims to uncover new facets of Brothertown history via
historical archaeology. Although I rely in part on existing historical interpretations and
draw upon the same documents used by historians, I do so from an anthropological
standpoint (discussed in Chapter IV). I also juxtapose these historical texts with new data
sets, namely those derived from archaeologically recovered patterns of material culture
and space. Altogether, these multiple lines of evidence have the potential to reveal
subtleties of Brothertown history previously muted by methods employed in other forms
of inquiry (see Chapter III).
Finally, this work fosters several under-developed areas of research in historical
archaeology. For a sub-field that traditionally concentrates on contact, trade, resistance,
and acculturation in Native communities between the 16th- and early 18th-centuries (see
Rubertone 2000), this dissertation’s focus on Native consumption of European-
introduced practices and materials up through the 20th century is novel in several regards1.
                                                 
1 This focus on Native American consumption practices is only in its infant stages; it is largely
associated with the work of researchers and graduate students at the University of Massachusetts
Boston (see Pezzarossi 2008; Silliman and Witt 2010; Witt 2007).
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Furthermore, its application of discourse analysis, theories of pragmatism, and
collaborative methodologies are also important from this perspective2.
                                                 
2 In designing the Brothertown Archaeology Project, I drew upon ideas of collaboration
developed in public archaeology (Merriman 2004; Shadla-Hall 1999), indigenous archaeology
(Atalay 2006; Nicholas and Andrews 1997; Watkins 2000), collaborative archaeology (Colwell-
Chanthaphohn 2008; Silliman 2008), and postcolonial archaeology (Gosden 2001; Liebmann and
Rizvi 2008; Preucel and Cipolla 2008).
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CHAPTER II: THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF IDENTITY
A categorical ascription is an ethnic ascription when it classifies a person in terms of his
basic, most general identity, presumptively determined by his origin and background. To
the extent that actors use ethnic identities to categorize themselves and others for
purposes of interaction, they form ethnic groups in this organizational sense.
Frederick Barth (1998[1969]a:13-14)
INTRODUCTION
Anthropology is forever tethered to issues of identity. Inherent in the act of
studying the anthropological “other” is the desire to come to terms with our own
identities and to understand the distinctions between them and us (Kluckhohn
1960[1952]; see also Gupta and Ferguson 1992, 1997 for a critique). Yet, in addition to
the central role it plays in motivating anthropological inquiry, identity also constitutes a
major area of study in the discipline. Archaeological materialities—the subject matter of
this dissertation—offer unique clues into the marking and making of identities (Clark
2005; McGuire 1982) and despite fluctuations in terminology and theoretical orientation
throughout, the history of archaeological identity studies runs deep. It spans from culture
history archaeologies that equated archaeological cultures with ethnicities, to studies of
social complexity that considered issues of social rank and status via the archaeological
record, to historical archaeological studies of the “holy trinity” of race, class, and gender
(Delle et al. 2000; Wall 1994), to more contemporary investigations of the multiple axes
of identification and their relations to one another (Meskell 2001:188; Voss 2008c). This
chapter focuses mostly on the latter phenomenon—the anthropological study of
identity—although in many ways it is impossible for anthropologists to fully separate
their own identities from those of the communities that they study (Daniel 1984:47-56;
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Meskell 2001, 2002). More specifically, this chapter reviews archaeological perspectives
of identity, particularly those associated with colonial encounters and subaltern
communities.
ARCHEOLOGIES OF IDENTITY
Taking influence from third-wave feminist theory (Hekman 2000; Meskell 2001,
2002; Voss 2008c; Wilkie and Hayes 2006; Wylie 2007) and drawing upon the reflexive
frameworks of practice theory and postprocessual archaeology, many archaeologists now
recognize the negotiated nature of social identities. Schemes of social classification result
only from the engagement of subjects with societies, making identities fluid and highly
situational rather than fixed and stable (Casella and Fowler 2005; Craib 1998; Díaz-
Andreu and Lucy 2005; Jenkins 2004[1996]; Jones 1997; Meskell 2001, 2002; Meskell
and Preucel 2004:122-123; Voss 2008c:9-37). Identities are simultaneously controlled
and out of control, exuded and absorbed, actively forged and “slipped” into, and often
tethered to larger political frameworks and power struggles (Cipolla 2008).
Although archaeologies of the 1980s and early 1990s focused mainly on single-
issue topics of social identity like ethnicity, race, class, and gender, more contemporary
studies accept the complex nature of social identification, recognizing the connections
between various vectors of identity (Delle et al. 2000; Meskell 2001, 2002; Meskell and
Preucel 2004; Orser 2001; Scott 1994, 2001; Voss 2005; Wilkie and Hayes 2006).
Barbara Voss (2008c:24-25) likens social identities to icebergs. Similar to the ways in
which the water’s surface conceals a majority of an iceberg at any given moment, only a
small portion of an individual’s identity is at play in any given instance of social
interaction. In each case, the exposed “surfaces” often reconfigure in accordance with
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environmental changes. The iceberg’s appearance transforms with climatic shifts, just as
the expression of identity transforms with each new social encounter. Although all
vectors of social identity are entangled, some are more significant than others for certain
types of social encounters. Furthermore, anthropological research foci often favor one
vector over the others.
Since this dissertation focuses on the processes by which a particular Native
community negotiated its place within the contexts of colonialism, I concentrate mainly
on schemes of ethnic (Jones 1997) and communal identification (Canuto and Yaegar
2000b), which I see as one and the same in the case of the Brothertown Indians. Since
partitioning ethnicity from other vectors of social identity risks oversimplifying past
schemes of social identification, this dissertation takes a holistic approach to Brothertown
ethnogenesis, considering issues of religion, race, sex, gender, and age in relation to
ethnic formation and change.
APPROACHING ETHNICITY
Ethnicity first made its way into archaeology in the 19th century. At that time,
culture history archaeologists focused on identifying ethnic groups in terms of their
respective archaeological “signatures” and tracing their distinct histories. This trend tied
directly to contemporaneous national politics, in which nationalities were increasingly
seen as ethnicities based in common linguistic, cultural, and racial characteristics
(Trigger 2006:212). Nation states such as England, France, and Germany funded large-
scale archaeological excavations in efforts to explore their respective ethnic (national)
histories, to further unite their citizens in terms of a shared cultural heritage, and to prove
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nationalistic superiority in some cases (Jones 1997; Trigger 2006:213-216; see also
Dietler 1998).
In the late 19th century, archaeologists incorporated the concept of culture to
describe the phenomena they studied (Díaz Andreu and Lucy 2005; Jones 1997; Shennan
1989: 7-11; Trigger 2006:232). Archaeological cultures were defined by the unique
characteristics of artifacts and sites found within a particular spatiotemporal context
(Jones 1997:16). Archaeologists assumed that continuities in the archaeological record
equated to cultural and ethnic continuities, while they attributed changes in the
archaeological record to diffusion—the movement of ideas—or migration—the
movement of peoples. Such studies operated on the assumption that ethnic and cultural
identities were stable, objective, and inherent, essentially treating pots as people (Díaz
Andreu and Lucy 2005:2). This culture historic approach represented the dominant
paradigm of archaeological thought up until the second half of the 20th century. It took
many forms, including Gustav Kossina’s direct ethnohistorical approach, notorious for
its overtly racist application (Arnold 1996[1990]; Jones 1997:16; Veit 1989), and V.
Gordon Childe’s large body of work from the early to mid-20th century3.
In the past 50 years or so, archaeologists and anthropologists have significantly
changed their perspectives on ethnicity4. Most contemporary studies draw upon the
seminal work of ethnographer Fredrik Barth and his colleagues (Barth 1994; Kelly and
Kelly 1980; Vermeulen and Govers 1994). In 1969, Barth (1998[1969]b) published an
edited volume, Ethnic Groups and Boundaries: The Social Organization of Cultural
                                                 
3 Of note, Childe (1933) explicitly rejected the racism inherent in the work of Kossina.
4 See Schuyler 1980 for an early example of ethnicity studies in historical archaeology.
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Difference, in which he conceptualized ethnic identities as social phenomena. In
opposition to standard views of the time, which treated ethnic groups as pre-given,
normative, and stable, Barth argued that ethnic identities were fluid and contingent upon
social interaction. Instead of focusing on the cultural traits exhibited by various ethnic
groups, Barth innovated a new approach by directing his attention towards the creation
and/or maintenance of ethnic boundaries. He saw such boundaries as negotiated between
insiders and outsiders rather than as stable and unchanging (Barth 1998[1969]a:15).
Thus, in contrast to the diffusionist assumptions mentioned above, Barth conceptualized
ethnic boundaries as rooted in culture contact, interaction, and entanglement rather than
spatial segregation, meaning that he saw societies as inherently polyethnic (Voss
2008c:26). In the introduction to Ethnic Groups and Boundaries, Barth (1998[1969]a:9-
10, emphasis in original) explained,
It is clear that boundaries persist despite a flow of personnel across them. In other
words, categorical ethnic distinctions do not depend on an absence of mobility,
contact and information, but do entail social processes of exclusion and
incorporation whereby discrete categories are maintained despite changing
participation and membership in the course of individual life histories…one finds
that stable, persisting, and often vitally important social relations are maintained
across such boundaries, and are frequently based precisely on the dichotomized
ethnic statuses.
Furthermore, Barth took multiple perspectives of ethnic classifications into account,
recognizing the importance of self-ascription in defining group boundaries rather than
relying solely on outsiders’ (etic) perspectives of ethnic groups5. According to this
approach, the boundaries of group identity are rooted both in the ways we classify our
social world and in the ways that the social world classifies us (Cipolla 2008:201).
                                                 
5 Barth was not the first to define ethnic groups based on actors’ perceptions of ethnicity (Jones
1997:60).
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Contemporary anthropologists (including many archaeologists) built upon Barth’s
work, defining ethnicity in the following ways:
Ethnicity must be distinguished from mere spatial variation and should refer to
self-conscious identification with a particular social group at least partly based on
a specific locality or origin (Shennan 1989:14, emphases added).
What, in my view makes an ethnic group specific, is the genealogical dimension,
which unavoidably refers to the origin, and always involves some form of kinship
or family metaphor. (Roosens 1994:83, emphases added)
Ethnic identity: that aspect of a person’s self-conceptualization which results from
identification with a broader group in opposition to others on the basis of
perceived cultural differentiation and/or common descent. (Jones 1997:xii,
emphases added)
[A]n ethnic group is most essentially a group whose members view themselves as
having common ancestry, therefore as being kin. As kin units larger than any
others, they must include members of more than one lineage or extended family.
Members of an ethnic group usually possess some common language. Ethnic
groups often are unified by constructions of their past, by perception of injustice
in the past or present, and often by hopes of a future reunification. Finally ethnic
groups are not states but exist in some relationship to them. (Emberling 1997:304,
emphases added)
[E]thnicity is that method of classifying people (both self and other) that uses
origin (socially constructed) as its primary reference…When the categories in use
refer to something other than origins (e.g. sexual orientation, disability, etc.) they
are not “ethnic categories” (Levine 1999:168, emphases added).
Here it [ethnic identity] pointed not simply to selfsameness but to sameness of self
with others, that is, to a consciousness of sharing certain characteristics (a
language, a culture, etc.) within a group. This consciousness made up a group’s
identity. (Sökefeld 1999:417, parenthetical and emphasis added)
[E]thnicity constitutes a collective understanding among people who find enough
social commonality that they believe they constitute a group they can distinguish
as “us.” (Orser 2007:7, emphasis added)
In varying degrees, the above quotations define ethnicity as subjective,
multivalent, and fluid. According to these definitions, ethnicity is a form of social
classification that cleaves the world into groups based on certain criteria shared by its
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members. Following Barth’s theoretical focus on actors’ self-perceptions, many of the
above authors explicitly define ethnicity as a form of self-classification (see Cohen
1994). However, the precise criterion for ethnic group membership wavers between
definitions. While a majority of the quotations place perceptions of common pasts
(experiences), origins, genealogies, or descent at the center of ethnic identification, others
refer, more broadly to shared culture, language and/or common opposition to another
group.
These distinctions relate to primordialist and instrumentalist understandings of
ethnicity (Barth 1994; Roosens 1994; Vermeulen and Govers 1994:2-5; see also Jones
1997; Voss 2008c). On one hand, primordialists conceptualize ethnicity as “an
involuntary attachment ascribed at birth and reinforced by shared experiences throughout
the life course” (Voss 2008c:27, emphasis added). From this perspective, the deep
emotional connections assumed to be inherent in ethnic ties set them apart from other
types of social relations and dimensions of identity (Jones 1997; see also Geertz 1963).
Hence, it is argued that primordial bonds between individuals result from the
givens of birth—‘blood’, language, religion, territory and culture—which can be
distinguished from other social ties on the basis of the ‘ineffable and
unaccountable’ importance of the tie itself. (Jones 1997:65)
Such an approach treats ethnicity as a rigid, determining, and immutable dimension of
identity, emphasizing the influences of an ambiguous “human nature” over the specific
social and historical contexts of ethnic groups (Jones 1997:68-71).
On the other hand, instrumentalists strictly conceptualize the formation and
maintenance of ethnic groups as strategic means of social negotiation, intended to assist
members in meeting certain economic and political ends. Such an approach pays little
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attention to the distinctions between ethnic groups and other collectivities (e.g. religious
groups) and places very little emphasis on the emotions at play in certain ethnic ties
(Jones 1997:78-79; Voss 2008c:27). Taken to the extreme, it also operates on the
assumption that human behavior is inherently rational and economic.
Since neither of these approaches accounts solely for all instances of ethnic group
formation (i.e. ethnogenesis) and/or maintenance throughout history, they should be
treated as differences of degree rather than kind and used in conjunction rather than in
opposition to one another. In other words, ethnic boundaries result from intentional
politicking, emotional connections related to common origins and/or shared histories, and
combinations of the two reflexively interwoven. As I discuss in Chapter IX of this
dissertation, the Brothertown case speaks to the mutual importance of each of these
perspectives of ethnicity rather than favoring one or the other.
COLONIALISM AND IDENTITY
Within colonial contexts, individuals and groups often refashioned their social
identities in relation to their exposures to new peoples, things, practices, and regimes of
power (Cusick 1998b; Ferris 2009; Gosden 2004; Loren 2008; Lucas 2004; Mrozowski et
al. 2009; Thomas 1991). Although not always explicitly at the forefront of archaeological
studies of colonial encounters, issues of social identity tie directly to processes of cultural
change and continuity, a key theme in such studies (see Chapter I). In this section, I
provide an historical outline of anthropological and archaeological studies of colonialism,
highlighting important theoretical and methodological developments relevant to the study
at hand.
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Acculturation theory occupies a central place in the history of anthropological and
archaeological studies of colonialism. It originated in 19th-century debates over
citizenship and immigration in the United States, which focused on the loss or
replacement of traditional ways of life that occurred as new citizens became part of the
“melting pot” (Cusick 1998a:127-128; Rubertone 2000:248). These early uses of the term
defined acculturation as rigid, determined, and one-sided in situations of culture contact.
For example, Herskovits (1938:2) noted that the 1928 edition of Webster’s Dictionary
defined acculturation as “the approximation of one human race or tribe to another in
culture or arts by contact.” Since these original uses, however, acculturation studies have
broadened significantly and now encompass a wide range of theoretical approaches to the
study of cultural entanglement (Cusick 1998a).
Anthropologists incorporated theories of acculturation in the second half of the
20th century, applying the term in a slightly more balanced manner than its earlier users.
In 1936, Robert Redfield, Ralph Linton and Melville Herskovits published their
“Memorandum for the Study of Acculturation” in American Anthropologist. They
focused on the processes by which traits from previously distinct cultural traditions came
to replace or complement one another as groups interacted. Redfield et al. (1936:149,
emphasis added) described acculturation as,
those phenomena which result when groups of individuals having different
cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent changes in
original cultural patterns of either or both groups.
In the same year, South African anthropologist Meyer Fortes (1936) published an
article on the dynamics of culture contact in northern Africa. More so than Redfield et al.,
Fortes (1936:26) recognized the complex nature of cultural entanglements, approaching
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culture contact as “a dynamic process and not a mechanical pitchforking of elements of
culture, like bundles of hay, from one culture to another.” Although his perspective of
culture was clearly not as fluid or situational as that of Barth, Fortes (1936:53, emphasis
added) described culture contact in terms similar to the subtitle of Barth’s volume—the
social organization of cultural difference—more than three decades before its
publication:
[C]ulture contact has to be regarded, not as a transference of elements of one
culture to another, but as a continuous process of interaction between groups of
different culture.
Unfortunately, Fortes’ work was an exception to larger trends in acculturation studies of
the time, most of which treated cultures and societies as homogenous, discretely bounded
entities. From this perspective, sustained contact between previously distinct cultural
groups would necessarily lead to a reduction of cultural differences (Jones 1997:53-54).
Like Fortes, later researchers eventually accepted the complexities of
acculturative change. For example, George Foster (1960) found instances of culture
contact to be structured but not deterministic (see also Cusick 1998a). Also, in
Perspectives in American Indian Culture Change, Edward Spicer (1961a, see also 1962)
set out to develop a list of universal characteristics of culture contact and change by
comparing case studies, but concluded by acknowledging the futility of such a task.
[T]he comparative analysis carried out by the seminar led to an abandonment of a
search for generalizations framed in terms of a universal differential susceptibility
to the change of aspects of culture. (Spicer 1961b:542)
Moreover, Spicer (1961b:542) commented on the complex relationship between material
culture and acculturative change:
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[I]t became clear that the same group sometimes changed rapidly its ceremonial
interests and practices and under other conditions clung desperately to them:
under some circumstances material culture items were replaced or changed
rapidly while little else changed, but in other situations social structure and
religion changed rapidly while material culture underwent little change.
Despite findings in cultural anthropology such as these, early archaeological
applications of acculturation theory relied upon material essences6. Acculturation theory
first made its way into archaeology and the study of material culture with George
Quimby and Alexander Spoehr’s (1951) Acculturation and Material Culture (see also
Hobler 1986). The authors constructed a typology of historic-era Native American
material culture7. They created four broad categories with which to classify such artifacts:
1) new types of artifacts introduced through contact; 2) native types of artifacts modified
by contact; 3) native artifacts modified by the substitution of an imported material whose
use involves a different technological principle, although the same end is achieved; and,
4) native types of artifacts modified by the introduction of a new element of subject
matter. From their analyses of collections housed at the Chicago Natural History
Museum, the authors concluded that artifact forms exhibited more stability than artifact
fabrics as they crossed cultural boundaries (Quimby and Spoehr 1951:146)8.
                                                 
6 For examples of early contact studies in archaeology see Anderson (1960), Baker (1971),
Bostwick (1974), Brew (1937, 1939), Cramer (1961), Dickens Jr. (1976), Fontana (1978[1965]),
Foresman (1983), Holder (1954), Kay (1968), Kehoe (1963), Kelly (1938), Kidd (1954), Lees
(1985), Maxwell (1964), Perino (1966), Skinner (1968), Sudbury (1975), and Woodward
(1993[1965]).
7 The research questions the authors posed are strikingly similar to those posed by Igor Kopytoff
(1986) in his essay on the biography of objects.
8 In a similar vein as Quimby and Spoehr, Griffin (1949) noted the hybridized properties of a
scraper made of thick green bottle glass recovered from a Spanish site in Florida dating to the 17th
and 18th centuries. Smith (1954) uses a similar technique for interpreting mid-late 19th-century
sites in North Dakota.
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Unbeknownst to Quimby and Spoehr, future archaeologists applied their typology
uncritically, assuming that changes in material culture accurately reflected cultural
change9. According to Patricia Rubertone (2000:429, parenthetical added),
later generations [after Quimby and Spoehr] of scholars would use studies of
artifacts to illustrate Native Americans’ acceptance of new and often alien things,
and to bolster ideas about emerging “Europeanization” and disappearing
“Indianness.”
Historical archaeologists partially avoided such pitfalls by drawing upon
historical and ethnohistorical sources to complement archaeological assemblages (Brown
1978). Such studies began to reveal the complexities of social identity in past instances of
culture contact and colonialism, particularly the connections between various identity
vectors like gender and ethnicity and their relations to cultural continuity and change.
An early example of such a study is Jim Deetz’ work at La Purisima Mission in
southern California. Most important for this dissertation are his interpretations of the
Indian barracks, where he found evidence for differential rates of gendered acculturative
change. Deetz (1978[1963]:176-177) recovered high frequencies of traditional materials
associated with female activities, like basketry and cooking, and very few traditional
materials associated with male activities, like stone tool production and use. He attributed
these patterned changes to the structure of the mission labor system, which allowed
Chumash males greater access to introduced items (European in origin).
                                                 
9 For example of these complexities, White (1974) used Quimby and Spoehr’s model to classify
artifacts from Fort Ross (see also Lightfoot et al. 1998) in an attempt to build a stronger model of
cultural change for use in prehistoric archaeology. Unfortunately, White completely disregarded
the documentary record at Fort Ross and operated on the assumption that culture was simply
copied and replicated without transformation as it crossed cultural boundaries (i.e. assuming that
material culture is reflective of those changes), ignoring the possibility that culture contact and
colonialism may lead to novel cultural formations (Brown 1978).
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In a later study of California mission systems, Paul Farnsworth (1992) compared
the contexts of Soledad, La Purisima, and San Antonio. At all three missions, he found
that neophytes maintained certain traditional ways of life despite other cultural
transformations. By contextualizing patterns recovered archaeologically with the extant
ethnohistoric literature, Farnsworth interpreted patterns of material culture in relation to
larger economic changes of the time. He noted that economic production increased
dramatically in Spanish California during the first decade of the 19th century, shifting
emphasis from food production to agricultural production, craft specialization, and
specialized production of livestock (Farnsworth 1992:34). This trend also caused
missions to shift their emphases away from attracting and assimilating neophytes to
concentrating on simply exploiting neophytes for labor and production. With these
decreased emphases on assimilation, neophytes were allowed more lenience in their free
time to practice their own cultural traditions. Similar to Deetz, Farnsworth ultimately
attributed the observed patterns in material culture to the structures of the mission labor
system, a top-down model, which places minimal emphasis on subaltern agency.
A related, albeit more nuanced study of colonialism, Native practices, and identity
is Stephen Silliman’s (2004) research at Rancho Petaluma in Alta California. On the 19th-
century rancho, Native females were generally required to work in the adobe as spinners,
weavers, and cooks, while Native males were required to work in the fields and tend
livestock. Silliman found that the remains of the laborers’ household trash contained high
frequencies of introduced material culture associated with women’s labor in the adobe,
such as pins, scissors, and thimbles, and a paucity of items associated with male labor.
However, in addition to incorporating introduced material culture into their households,
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females also maintained traditional food practices. Unlike the studies reviewed above,
Silliman (2004:192) explains these patterns in terms of gendered identity and choice
(along with the mission labor structure), acknowledging laborers’ agency in such
materializations despite their subaltern status. Silliman’s work also attests to the myriad
roles that material culture—“traditional” or “foreign”—could play in such contexts (see
also Silliman 2009).
Other historical archaeologists approach issues of colonial change from the
perspective of interethnic household sites. For example, Kathleen Deagan studied
interethnic marriages between Spanish men and Native women in Spanish Florida, a
practice that began in the 16th century (McEwan 1991). At the Maria de la Cruz site, an
18th-century household occupied by a “mixed” couple, she found that most traditional
indigenous artifacts recovered from the household were associated with female activities
of low visibility, while most of the traditional European artifacts recovered were
associated with highly visible male activities. Deagan (1983:271) argues that interethnic
households such as the Maria de la Cruz site, were strong forces of acculturative change
in the Spanish colonies:
We should expect this pattern of acculturation in any situation in which a
dominant group composed predominantly of males is imposed upon another
group with a normal sex distribution. (Deagan 1983:271)
Of note, Barbara Voss (2008b) warns of the hazards of approaching imperialism strictly
from the perspective of interethnic households as it “domesticates” the imperial project,
portraying colonialism as interpersonal and consensual by default rather than violent and
forced (as it often was).
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Similar to Deagan, Kent Lightfoot, Antoinette Martinez, and Ann Schiff (1998,
see also Lightfoot 2004) examine cultural change in interethnic households of the Native
Alaskan neighborhood at Colony Ross, a 19th-century Russian fur-trading settlement in
northern California. The neighborhood was composed of households, usually occupied by
couples of Native Alaskan men and local Kashaya Pomo women. Lightfoot et al.
(1998:209-215) found that domestic routines of households usually followed Kashaya
Pomo traditions while the overall village structure was based upon traditional Native
Alaskan ordering schemes. Although this example does not address how differences of
gender and ethnicity affected the ways in which individuals or specific gender groups
incorporated introduced forms of material culture, it does illustrate how different cultural
forms amalgamated in the social setting of the Native Alaskan village. In this instance,
both Kashaya Pomo women and Native Alaskan men reproduced traditional forms of
their culture, making their interethnic households hybrid in nature.
Each of the studies reviewed above illustrates the connections between social
identities and cultural continuity/change in colonial contexts. Gender, sex, religion, race,
and ethnicity were just a few of the identity vectors influencing these processes. While
Deetz (1978[1963]) and Silliman (2004) found patterns of material culture relating to
gendered identities within communities of indigenous people enmeshed in mission and
labor systems (see Mason 1963; Rothschild 2003, 2006; South 1988 for similar
approaches to colonial contexts), Deagan (1983, see also 2003) and Lightfoot et al.
(1998, see also Lightfoot 2004) focused on interethnic households and settlements as
sites of cultural (and also biological) admixture. Of course, colonial encounters also entail
power differentials. The subaltern individuals and groups enmeshed in such systems are
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constrained by overarching colonial power structures. Some researchers placed more
weight on the agency of subaltern communities than others. For example, Deetz
(1978[1963]), Farnsworth (1992), and Deagan (1983) treated power as a top-down
phenomenon, while Silliman (2004) and Lightfoot et al. (1998) portrayed it as slightly
more diffuse (à la Foucault).
ETHNOGENESIS
Ethnogenesis, or the process by which new ethnic identities emerge (Bateman
2002; Burch et al. 1999; Campisi and Starna 2004; Davis 2001; Hill 1996; Kurien 1994;
Larson 1996; Sider 1994; Sturtevant 1971; Zeitlyn and Connell 2003), represents an
important theme in studies of colonial social identity, but remains fairly limited in
archaeological circles (the exceptions include Cordell and Yannie 1991; Deagan 1998;
Hill 1998; Matthews et al. 2002; Van Gijseghem 2006; Voss 2008a, 2008c; Weik 2002;
Williams 1992). Within the contexts of colonialism, subaltern groups sometimes
“reinvented” themselves as a means of social negotiation. This is particularly true in
situations of colonialism, where individuals and groups created new identities and modes
of social classification as strategies of survival and/or resistance. Within the contexts of
North American colonialism, new identities emerged as once distinct Native
groups—oftentimes reeling from the aftermaths of colonial encroachment—consolidated
into larger multi-tribal and pan-Indian communities.
This was partially the case with the Brothertown Indians and many other
indigenous groups, such as the Catawbas of South Carolina (Merrell 1989). During the
18th century, the Esaw, Sugaree, Shuteree, and other distinct Native communities located
in the northwestern part of South Carolina came to be known simply as “Catawbas”
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(Merrell 1989:92). Originally the name of the river valley around which these groups
lived, “Catawba” transformed from a toponym to an ethnonym during this time. As seen
in the documentary record, this classification originated in non-Native circles, but was
eventually accepted by those Native groups that it lumped together (Merrell 1989:94).
Although a different sequence of events led to the emergence of the Brothertown
community, both the Brothertown and the Catawbas cases attest to the centrality of
ethnonyms in shaping social identities (Chapter IV).
Nearly two centuries later and thousands of miles west of the home of the
Catawba Nation, an analogous type of ethnogenesis took place. It began with the visions
of a single man, Jack Wilson (or Wovoka) of the Northern Paiutes of Western Nevada,
and took the form of a Native religious movement known as the Ghost Dance (Smoak
2007; Wallace 1956). Similar to the effects that Christianity had in the tribal factions that
would eventually move away from their home communities to start anew at Brothertown,
Wovoka’s message quickly spread across the western United States and united once
isolated reservation communities. Gregory Smoak convincingly argues that the Ghost
Dance served to forge and bolster pan-Indian networks of resistance to colonial power,
specifically assimilation programs orchestrated by the federal government.
It [the Ghost Dance] could be used to rally resistance to the cultural oppression of
the assimilation program as well as draw together socially and politically diverse
individuals in a reservation community. And it held the power to unite ethnically
plural peoples as Indians. (Smoak 2007:196, parenthetical added)
In other cases of ethnogenesis, subaltern groups fabricated or transformed
identities as means of manipulating and resisting the dominant social hierarchy. For
example, the residents of El Presidio de San Francisco, an 18th- and 19th-century Spanish
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military outpost, rejected the Spanish-colonial system of racial classification (sistema de
castas) by creating new identities (Voss 2008a, 2008c). The residents of the Presidio
were a diverse group of peoples of mixed Mexican Indian, African, and European descent
recruited from various parts of present-day Mexico (Voss 2008c). Rather than accepting
Spanish racial classifications, the group claimed new identities as “Californios,” taking
their name from their new home and challenging the accepted social order.
In a related study, Haley and Wilcoxon (2005) compare genealogy and census
records as a means of sorting out the fluidity of identities in Californian society since the
19th century10. Tracing the descendants of a group of Californios in the Santa Barbara area
through time, the authors identify a notable shift in ethnonymy between the early and late
20th century. This pattern coincided with larger trends in Californian society. Beginning
mid-century, people of Spanish and Mexican descent came to be seen more as a single
“people” rather than as two distinct groups (Haley and Wilcoxon 2005:440). To avoid
being lumped together with people of Mexican descent, some Spanish-descended
families asserted identities as Chumash peoples, a local indigenous group. Haley and
Wilcoxon’s case illustrates the significance of words—particularly ethnonyms—in
manipulating social taxonomies.
Archaeologies of Ethnogenesis
As mentioned above, archaeological studies of ethnogenesis are few and far
between; this is due both to the definition of the term and to the types of data available to
researchers. Since “ethnogenesis” refers to the forging of new ethnic identities, the main
criterion used by researchers to differentiate it from other types of identity negotiation is
                                                 
10 For a critique of their work see Boggs (2002) and Field (1999).
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the replacement of old ethnonyms (communal names) with new ones. The emergence of
new communal names like “Catawbas,” Californios,” or “Brothertown Indians” marks a
distinct type of identity transformation and signals a conscious shift in schemes of social
classification (Chapter IV). Unfortunately, evidence for past practices of ethnonymy is
limited to oral and written records, which are scant for most periods of human history,
thus reducing the number of archaeological studies specifically focusing on ethnogenesis
(see also Cordell and Yannie 1991:97). Furthermore, ethnogenesis is just one form of
identity negotiation, sharing many similarities with broader concepts of acculturation,
creolization (Ferguson 1992), and hybridization (Gosden 2001; Liebmann 2008a, 2008b).
Although most social scientists approach ethnogenesis primarily using
documentary evidence, Barbara Voss’ recent research on Californio ethnogenesis at El
Presidio de San Francisco demonstrates the merits of an historical archaeological
perspective. She reconstructs transformations in landscape, architecture, ceramics,
foodways, and dress at the Presidio by interweaving archival and archaeological data.
Settlers at the site rejected the racial hierarchy institutionalized in the Spanish colonial
system and emphasized a shared regional ethnicity within their new community using
linguistic, material culture, and spatial discourses (Voss 2008c:295-299). More
specifically, Californios at the Presidio strengthened intra-communal relations by
homogenizing the types of material culture used at the site, effectively reducing
distinctions within the community. The experiences and material culture shared by
settlers at the site decreased intra-communal differences and increased distinctions
between Presidio residents and the communities that they left behind in present-day
Mexico and beyond when they joined the Spanish Military.
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The same discourses also functioned to emphasize difference from—and
superiority to—Native Californians in the area. Although it was common for colonists at
other Spanish colonial sites to adopt Native materials and practices, this was not the case
at the Presidio. In fact, Voss (2008c:296) found that residents “abandoned some colonial
cultural practices, especially architectural ones, that had close parallels in traditional
Native Californian material culture,” demonstrating their efforts to widen the gap
between Californio and Native Californian.
With these changes also came shifts in gender identities, further emphasizing the
interconnectedness of identity vectors. For example, military rank (and the associated
differential masculinities) replaced racial designation as the main criterion for
differentiating members of the Presidio community. Also, women’s work became an
important arena in which Presidio residents materialized their new communal identity,
making colonial women crucial to this particular case of ethnogenesis.
In her conclusion, Voss (2008c:303-306, see also 2008a) warns against the limits
of ethnogenesis both as a theory of identity negotiation and as strategy of subaltern
resistance.
[T]he concept of ethnogenesis should not be adopted unquestioningly, nor should
it be used universally in studies of colonization and other moments of culture
change, since an emphasis on ethnic differentiation could obscure other social
alliances, accommodations, and coexistences that depend less on hierarchical
distinction. (Voss 2008c:304)
The formation and transformation of ethnic communities is not necessarily concomitant
with intra-communal homogenization. For example, as individuals and families living at
the Presidio supplanted their various ethnic (and racial) identities with new Californio
identities (i.e. a seemingly homogenizing process), they also adopted new means of
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cleaving their community apart based on military rank. This example also demonstrates
the need for researchers to acknowledge that, in addition to the emphasized shifts in
ethnic identities denoted by the term, ethnogenesis also has the potential to refract
through and transform other vectors of social identity, like gender.
Californio ethnogenesis also had its limitations as a strategy of social navigation.
Although Californios challenged and rejected Spanish colonial racial classifications by
fostering intra-communal homogeneity (in certain ways), by transforming gender
relations and hierarchies, and by emphasizing distinctions with Native Californians, in
the end they were still subject to “stigmatization, discrimination, and subordination by
Europeans and Anglo-Americans who followed the “one-drop” rule of hypodescent”
(Voss 2008c:304). Researchers must remember that, although agency is diffuse (à la
Foucault), individuals and communities will never fully control the ways in which
outsiders view and make sense of them. Following a general pragmatic approach,
discursive interactions rely on much more than the perspectives and goals of the senders
of messages (e.g. I am this type of person, and not that type.), and must take into account
the larger “receiving community,” particularly those with the power to substantially
constrain others’ potential to make a difference in the world. Returning to some of the
definitions of ethnicity discussed earlier, ethnicity is not wholly contingent upon insiders’
views, but rather entangled within a network of social constraints in which boundaries are
negotiated via discursive interactions between insiders and outsiders.
APPROACHING BROTHERTOWN ETHNOGENESIS
Building upon the studies discussed above, this work examines the ethnogenesis
of the Brothertown community in terms of intra- and inter-communal relations, paying
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particular attention to issues of memory and personhood, and employing theories of
practice and pragmatics.
Memory
Anthropological interest in memory has increased dramatically over the last few
decades (Cipolla 2008:197-201). The ways in which people remember is a social process
(Certeau 1984; Connerton 1989; Fentress and Wickham 1992; Fowler 2007; Gedi and
Elam 1996; Halbwachs 1992; Mills and Walker 2008; Schwartz 1982; Van Dyke and
Alcock 2003) and therefore draws upon individual and group interpretations of the past11.
These interpretations are subject to change as people age and interact with their human
and non-human surroundings (Silliman 2009; Thomas 1996). Also, since people cannot
remember every detail of their past, they learn to selectively forget (Connerton 2006;
Forty 2001; Joyce 2003:105; Lowenthal 2001; Lucas 1997). Thus, remembering must
always coincide with some form of forgetting (Mills 2008).
Monuments, death, and landscapes are the most popular topics investigated in
contemporary memory studies. The most obvious means of exploring memory may be
through the study of monuments, which often link closely with communal identities
(Bukach 2003; Robb 2001). On the most basic level, monuments are purposely created to
represent something from the past to the people of the present and future (Rowlands and
Tilley 2006). Scholars interested in power and discourse often ask how monuments relate
                                                 
11 Some (e.g. Mills and Walker 2008) argue that Halbwachs denies the social character of
memory practices in favor of a uniform collective memory. I read Halbwachs as acknowledging
that collective memories are not uniformly distributed across a community but rather negotiated
between individuals, each with their own unique perspective of the past (see Cipolla 2008:197-
198).
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to the social and political climates in which they were created and maintained. Such
inquiries deconstruct the relations of power, memory, material culture and social change.
In a similar vein, studies of memory and death focus on the ways in which
societies use material practices to remember the dead. Throughout history, people have
used a wide breadth of commemoration practices to mark and make memories of the dead
(Hallam and Hockey 2001; Tarlow 1999; Williams 2003, 2006; see also Chapter V).
These practices employ a variety of material culture, including gravestones, the main
focus of this dissertation.
Finally, studies of memory and landscape examine the ways in which natural
features, buildings, streets, monuments, and general layouts of social spaces shape the
ways that people remember and identify (Basso 1996a, 1996b; Holtorf and Williams
2006). Since people often inherit the places that they inhabit (from the past), connections
between memory, identity, and landscape are usually quite strong. In this sense, space, as
configured in the past by either natural or cultural processes, ties reflexively to social
relations in the present (Bourdieu 1977; Certeau 1984; Lefevbre 1991), and, in turn, to
social memories. Such studies focus on a variety of topics and time periods, including
monumental constructions such as the prehistoric mounds of the Mississippi Valley
(Pauketat and Alt 2003) and the castles of Dutch colonies (Hall 2006), or more mundane
features such as house placement at the prehistoric site of Lepenski Vir in southeast
Europe (Boric 2003) and the creation of road systems in 20th-century highland New
Guinea (O’Hanlon and Frankland 2003).
Given the social character of memory practices and their connections with
material culture, along with the centrality of shared histories in the forging of ethnic
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identities emphasized earlier, commemoration practices offer a potentially valuable
perspective of ethnogenesis at Brothertown. As already discussed, this dissertation
examines shifts in Brothertown cemetery patterns as a means of reconstructing their place
in large-scale communal transformations and colonial politics. How did communal
memory practices shift as Brothertown Indians began purchasing grave markers from
professional stonecarvers rather than making their own? How did these shifts affect the
ways in which Brothertown Indians related to one another and to other communities?
Finally, how did these changes tie to larger frameworks of colonial change and
navigation?
Personhood
In the broadest sense, personhood refers to the state or condition of being a person
(Fowler 2004:6-7). Personhood is the way in which people define themselves and others
in relation to their surroundings, and therefore ties closely to issues of identity. Although
21st-century Western academics tend to see society as divided into individuals, this is
only one way to conceptualize personhood. Throughout history and across the world,
human societies have perpetuated an array of distinct understandings of personhood (or
boundaries of the person) and the relationships between humans and non-humans
(Daniels 1984; Deetz 1996[1977]; Strathern 1988). Thus, as archaeologists we must
approach issues of personhood cautiously, taking care not to graft our understandings
onto past societies.
Anthropologist McKim Marriott (1976) developed the concept of the dividual in
his study of Indian personhood and caste. Dividuality is the “state of being in which the
person is recognized as composite and multiply-authored” (Fowler 2004:8), thus, viewing
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personhood as extended beyond the limits of the corporeal being to other human and non-
human entities. This concept stands in contrast to western individuality, which
emphasizes unique personal identities over relational ones. In his study, Marriott found
that Indian persons were internally divided and composed of many different substances,
which could be disposed of or continually circulated among other people (Fowler
2004:24-25 discussing Marriott 1976; see also Daniel 1984 for a discussion of substances
and Tamil personhood and Strathern 1998 for a discussion of personhood in Highland
New Guinea). This perspective bears some resemblance to contemporary theories of
materiality, such as Bruno Latour’s actor network theory (2005) and Alfred Gell’s
distributed personhood (1998) in which personhood and agency are viewed as channeled
through matrices of human and non-human entities.
In his archaeological study of the rise of the Georgian worldview in 18th-century
Anglo-America, James Deetz reconstructed society-wide transformations that
reconfigured conceptions of personhood12. Deetz (1996[1977]:62-64) described the
Georgian worldview as a fundamental break with medieval perspectives of the world in
which people forged new relationships with nature (and to one another)13. Within the
Georgian worldview, people came to believe that they could manipulate, conquer, and
improve nature with reason, leading to increased emphases on order and control in the
material world. By the 1760s, Anglo-Americans emphasized the cultural over the natural,
the mechanical over the organic, the symmetrical over the asymmetrical, and the
individual over the corporate. Deetz found evidence of this shift in architectural styles,
                                                 
12 Although he never used the term, Deetz wrote of personhood in terms of the dichotomy
between individual (Georgian/modern) and corporate (medieval) emphases in society.
13 In this study, Deetz built upon the work of folklorist, Henry Glassie.
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foodways, and material culture, including tableware, chamber pots, and gravestones. For
example, in reference to changes in ceramics, Deetz (1996[1977]:85-86, parenthetical
and footnote added) explains,
Gone now [post 1760] is the older, corporate emphasis, wherein sharing of
technonomic objects was the norm. In its place we see a one-to-one match, with
people probably having their own individual plate and chamber pot. This would
certainly be an expression of a newly emergent worldview characterized by order,
control, and balance14.
He also finds evidence of this transition in historical documents (Deetz 1996[1977]:256-
257). For example, the Mayflower Compact (pre-Georgian worldview) emphasizes the
larger community and makes no mention of individuals, while the Declaration of
Independence (Georgian worldview) emphasizes individuality. Of note, both before and
after this transformation, material culture played a role in perpetuating understandings of
personhood. Anglo-Americans might have seen themselves as a society composed of
“atomic” individuals more so than did their European ancestors, but—as evinced by
Deetz’ study—material culture continually reinforced senses of personhood both pre- and
post-1760.
Since modern conceptions of individuality are generally thought to be a product
of Enlightenment thinking and therefore European in origin, considerations of
personhood in colonial contexts offer potential insights into the dualities of endurance for
indigenous communities. How did the Brothertown Indians—known to have adopted
many European-introduced practices and materials—conceive of personhood? How did
they change their understandings of personhood as they became further immersed in the
                                                 
14 As indicated by this quotation, Deetz attributed little agency to objects (a structuralist bent).
Instead, he treated the observed patterns of material culture as reflecting the Georgian
transformation (which he saw as taking place mainly in peoples’ heads) rather than participating
in it.
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modern world system and how did these changes alter their identities as Indian people?
Such considerations will aid in reconstructing processes of ethnogenesis and community
formation at Brothertown. Furthermore, since this dissertation focuses on Brothertown
grave markers—monuments that represent people—such an analysis lends itself naturally
to considerations of personhood, as it did with Deetz’s analyses of colonial gravestones in
New England (Chapter V).
Practice and Pragmatics
This dissertation approaches the phenomena just discussed by combining theories
of practice and pragmatics. Practice-based approaches are nothing new to archaeology
(Hodder 1982; Hodder and Hutson 2003[1986], see also Dobres and Robb 2000; Gardner
2002; Pauketat 2001a, 2001b; Preucel 1991), especially those concentrating on issues of
social identity (e.g. Jones 1997; Stockett 2005). Practice theory is a body of thought
developed in the social sciences, which builds upon Marxist notions of praxis. It
generally focuses on the reflexive ties between individuals and their
surroundings—including other individuals, collectivities, and material culture. These
reflexive ties shape individuals’ choices and actions (practices). However, because they
are reflexively entangled, there is a “duality of structure” (Giddens 1979): social contexts
influence practices, just as practices influence the social contexts in which they occur.
Practice approaches thus strive to locate the individual (agent) within larger processes of
cultural reproduction (and transformation). Most notable amongst practice theorists are
Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1990), Anthony Giddens (1984), and to a lesser extent, Michel de
Certeau (1984). Although each of these theorists positions agency within processes of
cultural reproduction in a distinct manner than the next, all emphasize the simultaneity of
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structure and agency. Rosemary Joyce and Jeanne Lopiparo (2005:365) point out the
interpretive dangers of treating agency and structure as intermittent, “as an alteration of
moments of the exercise of agency in an otherwise continuous flow of structure,” rather
than as constant and seamless. I advocate a general pragmatic approach to avoid this
pitfall.
Unlike practice theory, pragmatics is a fairly recent addition to archaeological
discourses (Preucel 2006; Preucel and Bauer 2001). The roots of this large body of work
trace back to the writings of American philosopher Charles Sander Peirce. Robert Preucel
(2006:44) describes pragmatics as a theory in which “the meaning of an idea or action
can be determined by considering what idea or action it routinely generates, that is to say,
its practical consequences.” In other words, pragmatists often ask, “What difference did it
make?,” thus emphasizing an action’s effect in the larger social world rather than the
agent’s particular perspective and motivation underlying the action. As discussed earlier,
a pragmatic perspective of social identity examines the ways in which the surrounding
society views an individual rather than the individual’s personal sense of identity. In fact,
Peirce’s discussions of identity and personhood were well ahead of their time (Preucel
2006:79) 15. In 1893, he wrote,
[Y]our neighbors are, in a measure, yourself, and in a far greater measure than,
without deep studies in psychology, you would believe. Really, the selfhood you
like to attribute to yourself is, for the most part, the vulgarest delusion of vanity.
(Peirce Edition Project 1998:2)
                                                 
15 Peirce’s ideas of personhood and identity bear some similarities to practice theory, particularly
his concept of “habit,” which parallels Bourdieu’s “habitus.”
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He also noted that,
[C]arnal consciousness is but a small part of the man. There is, in the second
place, the social consciousness, by which a man’s spirit is embodied in others, and
which continues to live and breathe and have its being very much longer than
superficial observers think. (Peirce Edition Project 1998:3)
Following Peirce, individuals classify their surroundings (including other people)
and negotiate their identities via processes of semiosis. This was just one part of what
Peirce (Peirce Edition Project 1998:1-3) called synechism, a theory that the universe is a
continuous whole, increasing in complexity and connectedness via semiosis (Preucel
2006:49). Within a Peircian framework, signs are much more than the languages we
speak and the conventions of culture and society we negotiate. For the purposes of this
dissertation, I only focus on a few of the advantages that a Peircian approach has over
other semiotic approaches employed in anthropology.
Most famously, Peirce divided all forms of signification into three modes:
symbolic, iconic, and indexical (Parmentier 1994; Preucel 2006; Preucel and Bauer 2001;
see also Peirce Edition Project 1998:4-10). The symbolic mode links a sign to its
“meaning” (what Pierce called the object) via conventional knowledge. In other words,
the “readers” of these types of signs can only do so by drawing upon their respective
cultural milieus. Most linguistic signs work within the symbolic mode of semiosis, the
main foci of Saussurian (Saussure 2005[1972]) and other structural approaches to
semiotics. The iconic mode links a sign to its object via physical resemblance. For
example, a map iconically represents a locale via physical similarities. For the purposes
of this study, the most important sign mode is indexicality, which links a sign to its object
via spatiotemporal contiguity. For example, the direction that a weathervane points
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indexically marks the direction of the wind in that particular area. The contextual nature
of the indexical sign mode is important for practice approaches, which view practices (i.e.
a type of potential sign) as reflexively tethered to the particular contexts in which they
arise. It is important to note that most instances of semiosis draw upon more than one
sign mode. For example, a red traffic light conveys the message “stop” via convention,
but provides information on precisely where to stop via indexicality, and a wedding ring
marks someone as “married” via convention, but provides information on precisely who
is married via indexicality.
The Peircian model also treats signs as processual. Most notably, Richard
Parmentier (1994) illustrated the ways in which signs beget other signs with an example
from a game of golf. In order to gauge the direction of the wind, a golfer sprinkles some
blades of grass in the air and lets them fall. The manner in which the blades fall through
the air indexically marks the direction of the wind, which influences the golfer to hit the
ball in a certain direction. From afar, a second golfer observes the manner in which the
first golfer hit the ball. Knowing the first golfer as experienced and skilled, the second
golfer simply tries to copy the first. The way in which the first golfer hit the ball thus
serves as an iconic object for the second golfer. From the movement of blades of grass to
the bodily position of the first golfer, one sign led to another. By concentrating on these
relationships and processes, a Peircian semiotic approach bestows practice theorists with
a more precise set of tools for understanding processes of agency and structure as a
continuous whole.
A combined practice/pragmatic approach thus offers several advantages to studies
of colonial identity negotiation. As just mentioned, a Peircian semiotic approach adds a
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precise set of terms with which to understand the reflexive relationship between agency
and structure outlined by practice theorists. Also, the pragmatic focus on “social
consciousness” (see Peirce above) and the practical implications of social action provides
a means with which to interpret the intended and unintended consequences of practices.
More specifically, a pragmatic approach offers a means of interpreting Brothertown
documents not just in terms of what they say, but also how they say it (Chapter IV).
Similarly, a Peircian framework allows a more thorough deconstruction of the ways in
which gravestones mark memories of the deceased in terms of symbolic, iconic, and
indexical modes of signification. For example, gravestone sizes sometimes iconically
represent the relative age of the deceased (i.e. the larger the stone, the older the
individual) (Chapters V and VI). As already discussed, I use this integrated
practice/pragmatic approach to explore the ways in which Brothertown identities tied to
linguistic, material, and spatial discourses and shaped intra- and inter-communal relations
as the Brothertown community formed and transformed through time.
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CHAPTER III: HISTORICAL CONTEXT
INTRODUCTION
Before delving into the core analyses of this dissertation, it is first necessary to
discuss Brothertown history in more detail. In this chapter, I provide a basic historical
“backdrop” for the analyses and interpretations that follow16. I examine the biographies of
the two most prominent leaders in early Brothertown history, Samson Occom and Joseph
Johnson, provide brief sketches of the seven East Coast communities that contributed to
the Brothertown Movement, and discuss the emergence and transformation of the
community through time and space. In order to document the collaborative
methodologies used in designing and carrying out this research project, I also include a
brief history of the Brothertown Archaeology Project and its evolution over the last four
years.
SAMSON OCCOM, 1723-1792
The early history of the Brothertown Indians ties closely to Samson Occom, the
central figure behind the Brothertown Movement. William DeLoss Love’s Samson
Occom and The Christian Indians of New England, first published in 1899, is the most
oft-cited history of the community; it tells their story in terms of Occom’s life. Since this
seminal publication, many scholars have written about Occom (e.g. Ottery and Ottery;
Peyer 1997; 1989; Szasz 1994; Weinstein 1994; see also Stone 1993). A notable
contribution to this corpus of work is Joanna Brooks’ (2006) transcriptions of all of
                                                 
16 Although I draw heavily on secondary sources in this portion of the dissertation, subsequent
chapters, such as Chapter IV, focus predominantly on primary historical data.
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Occom’s extant writings. This chapter draws heavily on these transcriptions along with
Love’s work in order to reconstruct Occom’s biography and his unique perspective on
18th-century colonial politics.
Occom was born in 1723 at Mohegan in New London, Connecticut (Love
1899:22; Occom 2006 [1768a]; Ottery and Ottery 1989:35). His father, Joshua Okham
was Mohegan, and his mother, Sarah Sampson was Mashantucket (Groton) Pequot. As an
adult, Occom (2006[1765a]:51) described his upbringing in the following manner:
I Was Born a Heathen in Mmoyanheeunnuck alias Mohegan in N. London North
America, my Parents were altogether Heathens, and I was Educated by them in
their Heathenish Notions...
Although Occom characterized his parents as “heathens,” his mother, Sarah eventually
converted to Christianity and therefore likely influenced her son’s path towards the faith
(Love 1899:23, 32-33)17. Regardless of the precise source of his initial influence, Occom
began attending Christian sermons as a teenager, oftentimes actively seeking them out at
churches rather than waiting for missionaries to visit the reservation (Occom
2006[1768a]). It was during this period of his life that Occom began learning the English
language so that he could read the Bible. He (Occom 2006[1786a]:53) explained,
Constantly after I was convicted, I Went to all the meetings, I Could Come at;
Continued under Trouble of Mind about 6 months at which time I began to Learn
the English Letters...
According to Occom (2006[1768a]:54), by age 17, he was intent on converting other
Native people:
                                                 
17 In 1742, as a widow, Sarah Occom became part of Reverend David Jewett’s church in
Montville, Connecticut (Love 1899:32-33).
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I usd to wish, I was Capable of Instructing my poor Kindred, I use to think if I
Could once Learn to Read I Would Instruct poor Children in Reading, -and used
freequently to talk with our Indians Concerning Religion...
Following these ambitions, Occom looked for assistance from the local white
missionary community. When he was 20 years old, his mother asked Reverend Eleazar
Wheelock of Lebanon, Connecticut to train her son (Love 1899:36-40). Wheelock
agreed, allowing Occom to live with him in Lebanon for the subsequent four years18.
Under the tutelage of Wheelock, Occom learned to read several languages including
Latin, Greek, French, and some Hebrew. He also began keeping a diary at this time,
which he maintained regularly until the last days of his life (see Brooks 2006). Occom’s
training with Wheelock came to a close in the winter of 1749 when bad eyesight forced
him to cease his studies and begin working as an actual missionary.
In November of the same year, Occom moved among the Montauk Indians to
serve as their schoolmaster, preacher, judge, and general community leader (Love
1899:42-55; Occom 2006[1768a]). He remained there for a total of 12 years, during
which time he forged important relationships with the Montauk and became increasingly
well known among the white missionary communities of the Northeast (Occom
2006[1752])19. For example, he married Mary Fowler, a Montauk Indian in 1751 and was
                                                 
18 At first Wheelock funded Occom’s schooling himself, but later received financial assistance
from the Society for Propagating the Gospel.
19 Also during this period, a representative of the Society for Propagating the Gospel invited
Occom to go and work in New Jersey at Reverend John Brainerd’s Indian mission town (Love
1899:48), known as “Brotherton” (Flemming 2005:53-70), but Occom opted to remain at
Montauk and continue his teachings.
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officially ordained as a Presbyterian reverend in 1759, after receiving approval from
Eleazar Wheelock and The Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowledge20.
Inspired by Occom’s missionary success at Montauk, Wheelock decided to seek
out other Native pupils to train in Lebanon (Love 1899:56-63). Using funds from the
Society in Scotland for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge and the Society for
Propagating the Gospel he established a school that, unbeknownst to him, would train
many future Brothertown community leaders. Originally known as Moor’s Indian Charity
School after a land donor, Wheelock’s school was officially established in 1755. In
addition to spreading the Christian message, Wheelock also sought to teach Native
communities agricultural ways of life. Therefore, in addition to their traditional studies,
Wheelock required his male students to labor on neighboring farms several days a week
and his female students to learn sewing, knitting, and other domestic skills (Murray
1998:53). His first “official” Native students were sent from Brotherton, Reverend
Brainerd’s missionary town in New Jersey (Murray 1998:170). Also among the first
group of students were Samson Wauby (Mashantucket [Groton] Pequot), Joseph Johnson
(Mohegan), and Occom’s brother-in-law David Fowler (Montauk), each of whom would
eventually play significant roles in the Brothertown Movement.
It was not until the 1760s that Occom began to travel across the Northeast and
beyond to spread the Christian message. It was during this time that he forged many
important ties, began fighting for Native rights, and started to question the motivations of
                                                 
20 He accomplished these goals despite his poor financial condition. For the first few years he
lived off of whatever the Montauk could pay him, which was very little. Later, the Society in
Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowledge agreed to send him a very modest salary. Of note,
in his diary, Occom remarked frequently on the pay disparities between Anglo preachers and
himself (see Brooks 2006).
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the white missionary communities of the Northeast. He first left Montauk to work as a
missionary in Oneida country, where he established important connections with the
Oneida that later proved to be integral for the founding of Brothertown, New York
(Occom 2006[1761a], 2006[1761b])21.
Following his missionary efforts to the west, Occom returned to Mohegan in
1764, where he became embroiled in controversy. This was mainly due to his
involvement in the Mohegan Land Case (Love 1899:119-124), a long-standing land
struggle between the Mohegan and the Colony of Connecticut. Occom supported the
tribe, arguing that colonial officials had cheated them out of their lands. Moreover, he
openly critiqued the Anglo schoolteacher at Mohegan and lured away many congregation
members of the local preacher, Reverend David Jewett (Love 1899:124-126). These
tensions culminated in a meeting of the Connecticut Board of Correspondents in which
Occom was accused of misconduct against the Colony of Connecticut. He apologized for
his involvement, begging the pardon of the Board. Although they granted him
forgiveness in this instance, it was only short lived.
In the mid-1760s, Occom agreed to travel to England in hopes of fundraising for
Wheelock’s Indian Charity School (Love 1899:130-150; Occom 2006[1765/1766]). The
purpose of the journey was for Occom to serve as an example of Wheelock’s work.
Although this plan was met with some resistance from colonial officials, including the
Connecticut Board of Correspondents (Occom 2006[1765b]), Occom left for England in
                                                 
21 In late 1760, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel asked Occom to leave his work at
Montauk and travel to Oneida as a missionary (Love 1899:83-103). He departed for Oneida
country the following summer accompanied by his brother-in-law, David Fowler. Occom would
come and go between Oneida country and Montauk three times in the next three years. Although
meager funding and local strife made these missionary efforts challenging, he established many
important ties during this time (Occom 2006[1761a], 2006[1761b]).
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late 1765 nonetheless. While overseas, he delivered more than 400 sermons and
addresses in just over two years time, garnering much support from his audiences (Love
1899:147-148). One of his biggest supporters was the Earl of Dartmouth, from whom
Dartmouth College takes its name. The Earl contributed greatly to Occom’s cause and
even commissioned several paintings of him (Figure 3.1). In 1768, Occom returned from
England, bringing with him approximately 9,500 pounds in donations meant to fund his
efforts22.
Upon his return to Connecticut, tensions quickly arose between Occom and
Wheelock for several reasons (Love 1899:152-155). First, against his word, Wheelock
had failed to properly attend to Occom’s family while he was away in England. Occom
returned to find his wife in poor health and his children “undisciplined” (Love 1899:153;
Occom 2006[1768b]). Occom (2006[1767]:79) described the situation in his diary:
now my Children are growing up, and are growing Wild; and the Devil has been
Angry, yea he has & is Devilish Mad with me, and if he can, he will Drag all my
Children into all Manner Sins and Down to Hell.
                                                 
22 This equals more than $15,000 today. Occom actually raised 12,000 pounds in total, but used
the remainder for travel expenditures (Love 1899:147).
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Figure 3.1: Portrait of Samson Occom painted during his work in Europe (Love 1899).
In addition to these personal complaints, Occom also strongly disagreed with
several of the changes that Wheelock implemented at his school using the funds Occom
had collected in Europe. First, Wheelock decided to relocate to western New Hampshire,
where he founded Dartmouth College (in Hanover). Occom saw this location as too far
removed from his Native brethren in Connecticut (Occom 2006[1771a]). Moreover,
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Wheelock shifted away from primarily teaching Native students and began taking mostly
white pupils. In a letter sent to Wheelock, Occom (2006[1771c]:99, parenthetical added)
describes his disapproval and unease:
We told them [European donors], that we were Beging for poor Miserable
Indians,—as for my part I went, purely for the poor Indians, and I Should be as
ready as ever to promote your School acording to my poor Abilities if I Could be
Convincd by ocular Demonstration, that your pure Intention is to help the poor
helpless Indians, but as long as you have no Indians, I am full of Doubts...
Thus, Occom saw the changes in Wheelock’s school as a perversion of the funds he had
raised in England (Love 1899:160; Occom 2006[1771c], 2006[1773a], 2006[1783]).
To add to these difficulties, the Connecticut Board of Correspondents prevented
Occom from working as a missionary during this time because he had defied their wishes
by traveling to England. Unemployed and impoverished, Occom subsequently turned to
alcohol and fell into poor health (Occom 2006[1769c], 2006[1769d], 2006[1771b],
2006[1771c]). In letters written to the Connecticut Board of Correspondents of the
Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowledge (Occom 2006[1769a]) and the
Long Island Presbytery (Occom 2006[1769b]), Occom accused himself of drunkenness,
but was found not guilty by both institutions. Despite these findings, the word of
Occom’s brushes with alcohol only added to the negative feelings that white residents of
Connecticut had for him since the Mohegan Land Case. In a letter addressed to
Wheelock, Occom (2006[1769c]:89) explained,
I have many enemies round about here, yea they call me a lyar and rogue and
what not, and they curse & damn me to the lowest Hell.
It was during these difficult and uncomfortable times that Occom began
formulating plans that would lead to the Brothertown Movement. After delivering a
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famous sermon given at the execution of Moses Paul, a Native man from Cape Cod who
had been found guilty of murder due to a state of drunkenness, Occom began to focus on
the issue of alcoholism in Native communities (Love 1899:175). He thought it necessary
to separate Native people from such temptations. As described by William DeLoss Love
(1899:188-189),
[Occom] saw what would surely befall his people, if they continued in their
ancestral homes surrounded by whites. This was the reason why he originated the
plan of gathering into one tribe the better Indians and removing westward to start
anew in a more favorable environment.
Due to popular demand, Occom published his sermon for Moses Paul, which went
through 18 subsequent editions. He also published a book of hymns and spiritual songs at
that time. Love (1899:179) suggests that Occom might have intentionally used these
publications as tools to unify the several tribes that would eventually join the
Brothertown Movement, effectively creating an imagined community (per Anderson
1983).
JOSEPH JOHNSON, 1751-1776
Before discussing the founding of the first Brothertown settlement and the
remainder of Occom’s life, it is first necessary to introduce Joseph Johnson, another key
figure in the ethnogenesis of the Brothertown Indians. He was born in 1751 to parents
Joseph (Sr.) and Betty Johnson, both Christian Mohegans (Murray 1998:1-2). After her
husband died as a scout leader in the French and Indian War, Betty sent Joseph to
Wheelock’s Indian Charity School when he was only seven years old (Johnson
1998[1773a]). After eight years of study, Wheelock sent Johnson to work as a
schoolmaster among the Oneida (Murray 1998:1, 59), during which time he worked with
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David Fowler (Occom’s brother-in-law) and Samuel Kirkland, a white student of
Wheelock’s (Murray 1998:54, 57). In only a few years time, however, Johnson ceased his
work due to charges of drunkenness and misbehavior (Murray 1998:1-2). He then moved
to Providence where he served as a schoolteacher and later found work on a whaling ship.
In 1771, Johnson returned to Mohegan, where the thriving Christian community
inspired him to turn back to spreading the Christian message. His journal entries from the
month of November 1771 demonstrate this transition (1998[1771]). In a letter written a
few years later, Johnson (1998[1772-1773]:178) described the changes he underwent at
that time:
My dear friend, let me freely tell you, that I was 21 years in this World, before I
was born, and Soon as I was born, I had my Eyes Opened.
In 1772, he moved to Farmington, Connecticut, to work as a schoolteacher and general
community leader among the Tunxis Indians.
It was at this time that he became involved with Samson Occom and other future
Brothertown leaders. As they began considering the possibility of moving west and
starting anew, Johnson’s connections with the Oneida made him an important part of
what was to become the Brothertown Movement. In 1773 he married Tabitha Occom,
becoming Samson Occom’s son-in-law (Johnson 1998[1773b]). The last years of his life
were spent securing the land tract that would become Brothertown, New York (see
Farmington Indians 1998[1773a], 1998[1773b]). As their representative, Johnson spoke
for the New England Indians when they wanted land in Oneida country (Johnson
1998[1774a], 1998[1774b]). Unfortunately, he disappeared in the chaos of the American
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Revolution between the years 1776-1777 at the youthful age of 25 (for more on Joseph
Johnson see Murray 1998; Schneider 2003).
THE SEVEN EAST COAST SETTLEMENTS
As already discussed, the Brothertown Indians came from seven East Coast
Native settlements (Figure 3.2). In this section, I provide a brief sketch of each of these
communities. I pay particular attention to population sizes, general living conditions,
tribal affiliations, and exposures to Christianity. It is important to note that although there
was a clear interest in spreading Christianity to such communities as early the 17th
century, major efforts did not commence until the early-mid 18th century (Love
1899:189). These “awakenings” reached their apex around the year 1740, and by the
second half of the 18th century, Native schoolteachers and ministers had supplanted white
ones in each of the settlements discussed below.
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Figure 3.2: Map of the seven East Coast settlements
Charlestown
Beginning with the easternmost of the settlements, Charlestown or Misquamicut
sat in southern Rhode Island (Figure 3.2) and housed both Narragansett and Eastern
Niantic peoples (Love 1899:189-194). Out of the seven settlements, Charlestown
contributed the most to the Brothertown Movement in terms of population (Love
1899:90). In 1780, at the very beginning of the Brothertown Movement, Charlestown’s
population was 528 (Mandell 2008:4, see also Wonderley 1999:7)). It subsequently fell to
429 by 1815 and 300 by 1825 (Mandell 2008:4).
Like the other settlements discussed below, Christianity was prevalent in this
community. This began in 1721, when the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign Parts sent a minister to work in Charlestown. Charles Ninigret, the sachem there,
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allowed the missionaries to build a church on his land (Love 1899:190). In the 1740s, a
native minister, Samuel Niles, took over the role as preacher and schoolmaster for the
community. It should be noted that out of the seven communities discussed in this
section,  the Great Awakening impacted Charlestown most of all. For instance, a portion
of the Charlestown Indians became Separate Baptists in the mid-1740s (Love 1899:192-
195), creating religious tensions within the community.
The Eastern (Stonington) Pequot Reservation
The Eastern and Mashantucket Pequot split in the 17th century when Connecticut
Colony established two different reservations for the Pequot: the Mashantucket
Reservation, established in 1666 (discussed next), and the Eastern Reservation,
established in 1683 (Bragdon and Simmons 1998; DeForest 1964[1851]; see also Cipolla
2005, 2008; Cipolla et al. 2007). The Eastern Pequot Reservation, located in North
Stonington, Connecticut (Figure 3.2), spanned approximately 280 acres at the time of the
Brothertown Movement (Bragdon and Simmons 1998; Love 1899:198-199; Silliman
2009). Reservation soils were notoriously rocky and intractable, making life on the
reservation difficult. Historian Daniel Mandell (2008:4) estimates that the Eastern Pequot
Reservation’s population dropped from 237 in 1780 to just 30 by 1815 (see also DeForest
1964[1851]:431; Den Ouden 2005:248 for discussion of population size). This drastic
population decline is due largely to the fact that Eastern Pequot males were forced to
move away from the reservation in order to work as soldiers and seamen (Bragdon and
Simmons 1988:35), while others worked seasonal jobs in order to establish credit with
local merchant farmers (Silliman and Witt 2010; Witt 2007 see also Silverman 2001).
Anglo missionaries such as Reverends Nathaniel Eels and Joseph Fish began working
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with the Eastern Pequot community in the early-mid 18th century, but were replaced in
1758 by Edward Nedson, a Native teacher.
The Mashantucket (Groton) Pequot Reservation
Located in Groton, Connecticut, the Mashantucket Pequot Reservation (Figure
3.2) originally covered approximately 2,000 acres (Love 1899:196-198). Like the
Stonington reservation to its immediate east, Mashantucket had rocky soils that were
difficult to farm. In 1725, there were approximately 321 Pequot people living on the
reservation (Den Ouden 2005:248), but the population dropped drastically in the decades
to come; by 1766, records show only 164 individuals living on the reservation, the
majority of which were children no more than 16 years old, and, by 1815 the population
had dropped to only 35 (Mandell 2008:4). This pattern thus mirrored that of the Eastern
Pequot Reservation, with many able-bodied males leaving the reservation to find work.
Beginning in the 1720s, several Anglo ministers began working on the reservation and
established a school. By the 1750s, Native schoolmasters and preachers had taken over;
these included Samuel Ashbow, Samson Wauby, Hugh Sweetingham, and David Fowler,
Occom’s brother-in-law.
The Mohegan Reservation
The Mohegan Reservation sits near the Thames River in New London,
Connecticut (Figure 3.2). Fort Shantok, on the western bank of the Thames, was an
important part of the Mohegan settlement. In 1725, colonial officials estimated the
Mohegan population at 351, the largest of the Connecticut reservations of the time (Den
Ouden 2005:248). By 1800, however, only 84 individuals were reported as living on the
reservation (Mandell 2008:4). As previously discussed, Occom was born at Mohegan in
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1723 and returned to live there in the late 1760s. It is important to note that the Mohegan
settlement was both literally and figuratively at the center of the Brothertown Movement.
The Niantic Reservation
A small community of Western Niantic people lived on this 300-acre reservation,
located in Lyme, Connecticut (Love 1899:199-200) (Figure 3.2). In 1725, 163 individuals
lived on the reservation (Den Ouden 2005: 248). However, the population declined fairly
rapidly, with only 60 people reported as living on the reservation by 1800 (Mandell
2008:4). Anglo missionaries began working on the Niantic Reservation as early as 1736,
establishing a small school there.
The Farmington Reservation
Farmington is located along the Farmington River in west-central Connecticut
(Figure 3.2). The Farmington Reservation was about 260 acres in size (Love 1899:200-
203) and housed mostly Tunxis peoples (also known as the Sepous) (DeForest
1964[1851]:52) along with some Quinnipiac and Mattabeeset (or Wangunck) peoples
(Wonderley 1999:3). About 25 families were living on the Farmington Reservation by
1761 (DeForest 1964[1851]:373). At the time of the Brothertown emigration, historians
(Mandell 2008:4; Wonderley 1999:7) estimate a population of approximately 50 persons,
a large portion of which relocated to Brothertown. Among the Farmington people that
would become Brothertown Indians were Elijah Wampey and Solomon Mossuck
(DeForest 1964[1851]:373), each of who would go on to play important roles within the
community. Of note, it was these two individuals that petitioned the Connecticut General
Assembly for a copy of the colony laws. The Brothertown community later used this
copy of Connecticut laws as a model for their own form of governance. In the 1730s, a
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Native minister named John Mattawan began working at Farmington. Joseph Johnson
replaced him in 1772, becoming a key representative for the community and for the
Brothertown Movement in general (see above).
Montauk
The southernmost of the seven settlements was Montauk (Figure 3.2), located on
the southern fork of Long Island. In 1741, 34 families, or approximately 160 people,
lived at Montauk (Ales 1993:55), many of which joined the Brothertown Movement
(Wonderley 1999:7)23. As already discussed, Samson Occom served as minister, teacher
and judge among the Montauk beginning in the 1750s. Later, his brother-in-law, David
Fowler performed these duties.
ENTHNOGENESIS OF THE BROTHERTOWN COMMUNITY
Formulating the Plan
During the early 1770s Samson Occom continued to develop his plans for
removal (Occom 2006[1773b], 2006[1774]). He (Occom 2006[1773b]:108) describes the
early Brothertown Movement in a letter addressed to Wheelock’s school:
there is a motion among the tribes of Indians round about here, to unite together
and Seek a New Settlement among the Western Indians, Their view is if they can
find room, to embody together both in Civil and Religious State, their Main View
is, to Introduce the Religion of Jesus Christ by their example among the benighted
Indians in the Wilderness, and also Introduce Agriculture amongst them.
Occom’s plan thus hinged upon merging Christian members of the seven settlements into
one multi-tribal community and removing to Oneida country. He had three major goals
(Love 1899:208-209):1) to improve Native peoples’ condition by removing them from
the corrupting influences of colonial culture (i.e. most specifically the consumption of
                                                 
23 About a third of the adults living in Brothertown in 1795 were Montauk (Wonderley 1999:7).
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alcohol), 2) to gain access to higher-quality land in quantities large enough to sustain
agriculture, and 3) to create a community that would serve as an example for surrounding
Native communities, in turn spreading Christianity and European-introduced agricultural
practices to the Native people of New York. Although not discussed explicitly, another
benefit of relocating might have been escaping the “tyranny” of living under the power of
a sachem. In opposition to traditional Algonquian schemes of governance, Occom and his
followers had interest in instituting a democratic form of government where community
members would vote (Love 1899)24.
While Samson Occom is rightfully credited with the original Brothertown plan, it
was his son-in-law Joseph Johnson who was most responsible for bringing the plan to
life. He was young and possessed a knack for public speaking; thus, he could travel
between communities quickly, speaking on behalf of the New England Indians.
A key step towards removal, taken in March of 1773, was a meeting of members
of the seven communities at Mohegan (Love 1899:210-211). At that time, they decided to
send representatives to the Oneida to officially ask for land. By the fall of the same year,
the Oneida had granted the group ten square miles of land. The New England Indians
deliberated and decided to ask for additional land in order to sustain their entire group
(Occom 2006[1774]). They sent a subsequent group of representatives in the winter of
1774 to ask for the additional land, which was eventually granted to them by the Oneida
(Love 1899:220-221). In the summer of 1774, Occom, Fowler, and Johnson returned to
Oneida country to examine the land and decide upon boundaries with the Oneida. Finally,
                                                 
24 As already mentioned, Brothertown leaders would eventually use the government of
Connecticut as a model for that of Brothertown.
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in October of the same year, the Oneida officially deeded the land to the “New England
Indians” (Murray 1998:242-243; Venables 1993:519-520).
The next major difficulty to overcome was the actual move (Love 1899:223-229).
The plan was to send the able bodied males early in the spring so that they would have
ample time to build houses and plant fields before the harsh winter months. The first
group, including Joseph Johnson, David Fowler, Elijah Waumpy, John Skeesuck, John
Shattocks, and Samuel Tallman, set out during the spring of 1775. They arrived and
began executing their plan, but were soon interrupted by the Revolutionary War.
The Oneidas and the “New England Indians” were loyal to the Colonies. In fact,
during the Revolution, many Brothertown males enlisted as soldiers (Love 1899:231-
244). Those that remained in Brothertown were isolated and surrounded by the dangers of
warfare, including raids by pro-British Iroquois and Loyalists (Venables 1993:521). As
stated earlier, it was likely these dangers that led to the disappearance of Joseph Johnson
between the years 1776 and 1777. Since the remaining Brothertown Indians could not
journey back to the East Coast, they instead retreated east to Stockbridge, Massachusetts,
the home of a Christian Mohican community also known as the “Stockbridge Indians.”
At the time, the Stockbridge Indians were also unhappy with their situation.
During their stay with the Stockbridge, the Brothertown “refugees” influenced them to
attempt a move west as they had. In 1783 the Brothertown began moving back to Oneida
country, bringing with them several Stockbridge Indians. The Stockbridge eventually met
with the Oneidas and asked for land, receiving six square miles to the north of what
would become Brothertown.
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Founding Brothertown
After 1783, more New England Indians arrived in Brothertown (Love 1899:247)
(Figure 3.3). Occom described (2006[1785]) the official founding of the settlement in his
journal entry dated November 7, 1785 (see Chapter IV). Seventy years later, Thomas
Commuck (1855:293)—a Narragansett Indian who moved to Brothertown in
1825—wrote the following words about the founding of Brothertown: “and thus a new
Nation sprang into existence, phoenix-like, from the ashes (if I may so call it), of six
different tribes.” Occom continued to play an important role in the emigration process
and did not settle in Brothertown until 1789, before which time he perpetually moved
back and forth between New England and Brothertown (Love 1899:277-279; Occom
2006[1784]). In the early years of the Brothertown settlement, Occom served as minister
to both Brothertown and New Stockbridge and was widely accepted by both
communities.
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Figure 3.3: Map of New York State showing the location of Brothertown
In the late 1780s, Occom’s relationship with his community became stressed for
several reasons. A large fissure developed within the Brothertown community over land
issues (Love 1899:285-292; Occom 2006[1786]; Silverman 2003). It began in 1786 when
the Oneida attempted to renege on their land agreement with the Brothertown Indians.
They claimed that the New England Indians had not met certain conditions of their
agreement, which therefore voided the deed in their opinion (Brothertown Tribal Nation
1791:157)25. They wished to consequentially restrict Brothertown lands to as little as one
square mile (Venables 1993:524). Occom vehemently opposed the Oneidas on this
matter, arguing that the New England Indians had rights to the tract originally agreed
                                                 
25 These conditions might have been that the New England Indians were required to move onto
the new lands immediately, a task that the war impeded.
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upon. At this time, some of the Brothertown Indians began to oppose Occom in fear that
they would lose their new lands altogether if he challenged the Oneida too strongly
(Venables 1993:524-525).
These disagreements with the Oneida stemmed from two distinct understandings
of the original land negotiations. While the Brothertown Indians saw the new land as
strictly their property, the Oneidas saw it only as set aside for Brothertown use
(Wonderley 1999:4; see also Wonderley 1997). These tensions worsened as Oneida lands
became inundated with other “refugee” Native groups after the Revolution. According to
Oneida historian Anthony Wonderley (1999:5, referencing the Kirkland papers,
parenthetical added),
They [the Oneida] now anticipated the arrival of 360 fellow Iroquois (Onondagas
and Cayugas), 80 Delawares, and hundreds of Stockbridges (the Mahicans of
Massachusetts).
Wonderley (1999:5) suggests that the Oneida wanted to distribute lands evenly, in
relation to the size of each group. Since, in 1785, the Stockbridge Indians numbered more
than 400 and were restricted to six square miles, while there were only 200 Brothertown
Indians living in New York, the Oneidas likely felt justified in trying to redistribute some
of the Brothertown lands.
These tensions came to a close in 1788 with the Treaty of Fort Schuyler, in which
the Oneida ceded all of their lands to New York except their reservation and the lands set
aside for the Stockbridge and Brothertown Indians. The Treaty reduced Brothertown
lands to a 2 by 3 mile tract (New York State Assembly 1788:1-4). Again, Occom fought
for the tract size originally agreed upon, petitioning the General Assembly of New York,
which eventually complied. This decision was pivotal for Brothertown history as it
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officially transferred ownership of the land to the Brothertown Indians (Wonderley
1999:10).
The next major land issue concerned leasing (Brothertown Indians 1791:158;
Love 1899:288-292; Occom 2006[1791a]). One of the main problems with leasing was
its connection to alcoholism in Native communities. Native peoples would sometimes
lease or even sell their lands to gain access to alcohol (Belknap and Morse
1955[1796]:20-21), or settlers would purposely offer alcohol to Natives before
negotiating for land in hopes of cheating them while they were inebriated. Furthermore,
many Brothertown Indians lived in a state of poverty in the late 1780s and early 1790s
(Wonderley 1999:12), making the prospects of leasing their lands even more attractive.
Occom altogether opposed the idea of leasing and strove to seriously restrict Brothertown
leasing rights. He (Occom 2006 [1792]:138) explained,
But I think, we never were ripe yet for Leasing, even to this Day.—For our Land
never was Survey’d all round Yet; and we dont know What Quantity of Land we
shall have, and when ever we Shall be rip for leasing, it must be done in Union
and good agreament of the Whole Town; but what is done is done in party, in
opposition to the Most Substantial part of the Town, against oldest men and the
first Settlers, and the most Judicious men of the Town.
Elijah Waumpy, a Brothertown Indian originally from Farmington, disagreed with
Occom on this issue and successfully convinced a majority of the community to allow
leasing in Brothertown (Occom 2006 [1792]). After gaining support, Waumpy’s faction
immediately began leasing their new lands to Euroamerican settlers for periods of ten
years. In fear of what might happen next, Occom petitioned the New York state
government to regulate leasing in Brothertown, which led to the passing of “An Act for
the Relief of the Indians residing in Brothertown and New Stockbridge” (February 21,
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1791), a set of laws that regulated and restricted leasing while also officially establishing
the Brothertown system of governance. His actions against leasing made Occom
unpopular among many of the Brothertown Indians (Occom 2006[1791b]) to the point
that he moved away to New Stockbridge in the winter of 1791. Before he died, in June of
the same year, Occom predicted that ongoing land struggles in Brothertown would
eventually necessitate a subsequent move further west.
Brothertown, Post-Occom
Ironically, once the leasing problem was under control, most Brothertown Indians
(including Elijah Waumpy) came to agree with Occom’s stance against leasing. The
community banded together to oppose Euroamerican encroachment. In 1792, they wrote
to the New York state government and complained about Euroamerican trespassers,
which resulted in “An Act Relative to Lands in Brothertown” (New York Assembly
1795). This Act divided the settlement in two, allowing the Brothertown Indians to
remain on one part, while the other half was sold to Euroamerican settlers. At this time,
Brothertown was divided into individually owned lots (Belknap and Morse
1955[1796]:29;  New York State Assembly 1791, 1795, 1796; see Chapter VIII for an
analysis of Brothertown settlement patterns) (Figure 3.4). The funds from sales to
Euroamerican settlers went into an account for the Brothertown Indians (Brothertown
Indians n.d.; Love 1899:292; Commuck 1855:294; New York Assembly 1795) that
would later aid the Brothertown in their next move west. Section seven of the “Act
Relative to Lands in Brothertown” states (New York Assembly 1795):
And be it further enacted by the Authority aforesaid, that the monies arising from
the sale of the lands so to be made as aforesaid after deducting the expenses
which may arise in carrying this Act into effect, shall by the Treasurer, be vested
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in the funds of the United States, and so much of the interest thereof as may be
necessary shall be annually applied for maintaining a School in Brothertown for
the education of Indian children, and the remainder of the interest, if any, shall be
applied to the benefit of the Indians residing in Brothertown, and such other
Indians as have a right in the same lands, and shall be settled theron in such
manner as the Person administering the Government of this State for the time
being shall judge proper.
In addition to land politics, religious factions also developed within the
Brothertown community, particularly after Occom’s death (Love 1899:309-315). Visitors
to Brothertown, such as Euroamerican missionary Samuel Kirkland, noted the presence
of Methodists, Separatists, Baptists, and Presbyterians within the community (Love
1899:309-310). The Baptist faction eventually fragmented once again, this time into
Freewill Baptists (ministered by elders Issaac Wauby and Benjamin Garrett Fowler) and
Communion Baptists (ministered by elder Thomas Dick) (Love 1899:312).
In 1798, the Brothertown Superintendents hired a white Quaker schoolmaster
named John Dean. His son, Thomas succeeded him in 1801 and became well trusted by
the Brothertown community. Thomas Dean served as much more than a schoolteacher,
advising the tribe on legal matters and eventually assisting them with their move to
Wisconsin. This is where current-day Deansboro, New York (i.e. part of the former
Brothertown, New York) gets its name.
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Figure 3.4: Plot map of Brothertown, New York; dotted line represents southeast border of
Brothertown established by 1795 survey. Lands to the southeast were sold to settlers for the
benefit of the Brothertown Indians (map courtesy of New York State Archives)
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The Next Emigration
In the early 19th century, the state of New York began purchasing large tracts of
land surrounding Native settlements, isolating the various New York Indian communities
and seriously limiting their respective land bases (Cipolla and Andler 2007). This trend
coupled with continuing land conflicts with encroaching Euroamericans, forced the
Brothertown Indians and several other New York groups to look for new lands
(Commuck 1855:295; Love 1899:317-318). Following their neighbors the Stockbridge,
the Brothertown Indians first looked towards Indiana Territory among the Miami and
Delaware communities. In 1811, Brothertown community leaders wrote the following
words to these groups in regard to their ongoing land negotiations:
Brothers
We thank you for the good offers you have been [pleased] to make us of the
privilege of Living ^Having Lands^ in your cuntry for us to live upon and we
expect in the course of this fall or in the Spring & with your consent to make
choise of a place ^spot^ to build our fire place (Brothertown Indians 1811).
Unfortunately, the War of 1812 delayed the Brothertown Indians’ efforts to relocate to
Indiana, and, by 1818, the lands they wished to claim had been purchased from the
Delawares by the federal government (Brothertown Indians 1825).
During this time, Eleazar Williams—a Native preacher—was spreading his vision
of an Indian Empire in Michigan Territory (containing current-day Wisconsin) among the
Oneida (Bread 2006[1820]). Along with their New York neighbors that took influence
from Williams, the Brothertown Indians also turned their gaze west towards current-day
Wisconsin at this time (Love 1899:319-328). By 1821, they had secured an enormous
tract of land (8 by 30 miles in size) from the Menomonee and Winnebago tribes of
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Wisconsin (Brothertown Tribal Nation 1827a and b), which they paid for with funds from
their account in New York (see above). Unfortunately, the Winnebago and Menomonee
Indians tried to renege on the agreement, forcing the federal government to intervene
(United States 1832a). The Stambaugh Treaty of 1832 (United States 1832b) reduced
Brothertown lands from the originally agreed-upon 150,000 acres to 23,000 (4 by 8 miles
in size).
Brothertown, Wisconsin
Despite all of their difficulties and setbacks, the Brothertown Indians finally
began moving away from Brothertown, New York in 1831 (Figure 3.5). They gradually
sold their lots in New York to finance the emigration to Wisconsin, thus making the
move considerably more favorable than their previous move from New England decades
before. Although their new settlement was thickly wooded, the Brothertown Indians
began clearing the land, building homes, and creating infrastructure upon their arrival
(Titus 1938; Heller 1937)26. Once cleared, the land turned out to be optimal for planting
(and remains so today). In terms of infrastructure, the Brothertown hired a white
contractor named Moody Mann to build the first gristmill on Lake Winnebago in 1835
(Heller 1937; Venables 1993:529)27. In 1840, they also built a Methodist Church, the first
erected in Wisconsin.
                                                 
26 The first Brothertown Indians to move to current-day Wisconsin settled approximately 20 miles
north of their future settlement (currently know as Kaukauna). Following the Stambaugh Treaty
(1832), they were forced to move further south to current-day Brothertown.
27 It was also the second gristmill in the entire Fox River Valley (Heller 1937).
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Figure 3.5: Map of current-day Wisconsin showing the location of Brothertown; dark grey areas
represent state bounded land; light grey areas represent water
In 1837, the tribe had about 360 members, 250 of which then lived in
Brothertown, Wisconsin (Love 1899:319-328). Although the new land was held
communally at first, the Brothertown soon divided the land into 100-acre lots to be held
in fee-simple (Figure 3.6). This happened in 1839, when, after petitioning, the tribe’s
membership was granted United States citizenship with land rights (Brothertown Indians
1838; United States 1839, see Chapter IV). The reason the Brothertowns sought
citizenship at this time was to avoid being dispossessed of their lands once again. Just as
the Brothertown had begun to develop their new settlement, the United States passed the
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Indian Removal Act in 1830, which attempted to push all local Native groups west of the
Mississippi to Indian Territory (Loew 2001:117). By becoming citizens, the Brothertown
temporarily secured their new Wisconsin land base.
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Figure 3.6: Plot map of Brothertown, Wisconsin made in 1840 (courtesy of the Brothertown
Indian Nation)
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Eventually, financial hardships caused the Brothertown Indians to begin moving
away from Brothertown. In the 1870s, Euroamericans were able to purchase large
amounts of Brothertown land due to the fact that many Brothertown Indians could not
afford their land taxes (Loew 2003:133). Although the Brothertown Indians initially held
onto their new Wisconsin land by becoming United States citizens, this decision
ultimately had negative repercussions. By becoming the first Native American citizens of
the United States they unintentionally forfeited the “dual citizenship” (including
sovereign nation status and associated rights and United States citizenship) that the
federal government eventually granted all other Native communities. Although some
interpret the Brothertown Indians’ decision to become United States citizens a forfeiture
of their identities or their right to govern their land (for a review of such arguments see
Cipolla and Andler 2007; Loew 2001:119), after gaining citizenship, they continued to
function as a tribe (as they do in the present).
THE BROTHERTOWN ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT
Discussion of a potential archaeology project began in the fall of 2006 when I
contacted Brothertown tribal genealogist Caroline Andler. The Brothertown Indian
Nation soon invited me to one of their tribal council meetings to discuss our ideas in
person. I attended their monthly council meeting on February 17th, 2007 at their
meetinghouse in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. I presented a short proposal explaining my
interests in such a project and outlining my understandings of how it might work. We
spent most of our time discussing tribal interests in an archaeology project, a majority of
which centered on getting the younger generations of Brothertown Indians involved. In
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the end, the council voted to support the project, which was to commence as a field
survey of Brothertown, Wisconsin—involving both archaeologists and Brothertown
Indians—the subsequent summer (Figure 3.7). Tribal member and anthropology student
at the University of Wisconsin Madison, Courtney Cottrell was appointed the tribal
cultural preservation officer for the project. Also while in Wisconsin, several
Brothertown elders introduced me to the landscape by taking me on a tour of (then snow-
covered) Brothertown, Wisconsin.
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Figure 3.7: Letter of support from Brothertown Tribal Council, February 17, 2007
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I returned to Brothertown, Wisconsin in May of 2007. With Courtney Cottrell, I
began to map the town using a total station, performed pedestrian surveys on several
large fields near the center of the settlement, and dug a number of shovel test pits to help
identify and date archaeological deposits. I also met with several Brothertown tribal
elders during my stay in Wisconsin that summer. At that time, a few of the elders
mentioned their concerns over the current state of their historic gravestones and
cemeteries. Several of the stones were missing, likely toppled over and covered by the
heavy spring mud, and many were reported in bad condition. Since the elders showed
great interest in potentially mapping and cataloging these cemeteries, I began researching
them that summer, even visited Brothertown, New York to see the earliest Brothertown
gravesites.
It became apparent that locating Brothertown cemeteries, collecting gravestone
data, searching for lost stones, and mapping the precise locations of grave markers would
serve a breadth of academic and tribal interests and needs. On one hand, such a project
would preserve the information contained on gravestones while identifying those stones
in most need of conservation. Similarly, the Brothertown Indians could re-commemorate
“lost” graves detected with remote sensing and locate specific gravestones using our
database28. Additionally, the fieldwork would be relatively friendly to all ages of
Brothertown volunteers, particularly tribal elders. On the other hand, such a project
would provide an invaluable and unique perspective of Brothertown history (see Chapter
                                                 
28 I have already used my database to help several Brothertown Indians locate the graves of their
ancestors. In each of these instances, Brothertown individuals contacted me via email or through
the project website.
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I). I could also “test” the results of such a project with more traditional archaeological
fieldwork in the future.
In the fall of 2007, I applied for funding from the National Science Foundation to
support the cemetery project. I was awarded a grant in the winter of 2008, which would
support the mapping and cataloging of all known Brothertown cemeteries in New York
and Wisconsin along with a limited amount of remote sensing (ground penetrating radar,
see Appendix E) to look for unmarked graves and fallen headstones. I visited tribal
council once gain in the winter of 2008 to discuss plans for the upcoming summer. The
tribe—particularly Caroline Andler (then tribal genealogist)—helped greatly by
providing information on the locations of historic Brothertown gravestones throughout
the Midwest. At the meeting I was also introduced to Pete Wilson, a Brothertown Indian
who was already deeply involved in preserving cemeteries in the Brothertown, Wisconsin
area. We made arrangements to work together in the cemeteries the following summer.
I conducted fieldwork for the entire month of June 2008. Pete Wilson—who took
time off from work to volunteer—acted as the tribal representative (Figure 1.2). As
discussed in Chapter VI, we mapped and cataloged all known Brothertown cemeteries in
or nearby Brothertown, Wisconsin over the course of the month.
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of Pete Wilson working in Union Cemetery, Brothertown, Wisconsin,
June 2008
In September of 2008, I conducted fieldwork in Brothertown, New York.
Unfortunately, the great distance separating the New York cemeteries from Wisconsin
prevented any tribal members from volunteering for this portion of the research. During
this time, my team mapped and cataloged all known (extant) Brothertown cemeteries in
New York save one (Fowler cemetery, discussed in Chapter V). I also had time to
conduct archival research at the New York State Archives in Albany, and several small
historical societies in the area.
I returned for a third field season in Brothertown, Wisconsin in June of 2009. This
time, the main research objectives were: 1) to perform a ground penetrating radar survey
in the Indian half of Union cemetery, 2) to identify and catalog other isolated
Brothertown graves located well outside of Brothertown, Wisconsin, and 3) to conduct
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archival research. Pete Wilson volunteered for several days again, but the nature of the
fieldwork that season generally limited the amount of tribal involvement. The ground
penetrating radar survey only allowed one volunteer at a time. Finding and cataloging
other isolated Brothertown stones required large amounts of travel time and only small
amounts of actual data collection. Also, archival work required no volunteers, since I was
looking for very specific information. I thus spent much of the season working alone or
with the GPR specialists29. By the end of the month I had collected all of the data
analyzed in the proceeding chapters (see also Appendices A-E).
CONCLUSIONS
This brief historical sketch demonstrates the dualities of Brothertown endurance.
As the community navigated colonial politics, it teetered between “white” and “Native”
worlds. For Samson Occom, indigenous peoples of the Northeast could survive
colonialism only by adopting beliefs and practices that were European-in-origin, such as
the English language, Christianity, and agricultural ways of life. Following Occom’s
lead, the Brothertown Indians adopted these somewhat foreign cultural elements, but the
effects of these seemingly transformative processes remain unclear from the existing
historical literature30. As outlined in Chapter I, this dissertation explores the nature of
these appropriations from the perspective of both documents and material culture,
considering the pragmatic effects—both intended and unintended—that they had on intra-
and inter-communal relations in the long term (i.e. across generations rather than
                                                 
29 Dr. John Steinberg of the Fiske Center for Archaeological Research at the University of
Massachusetts Boston and Dr. Brian Damiata of the Cotsen Institute of the University of
California Los Angeles.
30 These concepts and practices might not have been considered foreign to younger generations of
Brothertown Indians (see Silliman 2009 for a discussion of memory).
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individual life spans). In other words, did the Brothertown Indians reshape the English
language, Christian practices, and Euroamerican uses of space as they “made them their
own?” How did these “new” practices and materials shape social relations within the
Brothertown community and between the Brothertown Indians and other groups? As
already discussed, Chapter IV examines Brothertown uses of the English language,
Chapters V, VI, and VII examine Brothertown commemoration practices, and Chapter
VIII examines Brothertown uses of space as seen in settlement maps and cemetery
layouts.
The historical and ethnohistorical literatures synthesized in this chapter offer
detailed information on Brothertown leaders like Samson Occom and Joseph Johnson.
The writings of Occom and Johnson are particularly valuable in that they provide a
detailed perspective of the world as seen from the most prominent leaders of the
Brothertown Movement. The journals and letters they left behind speak directly of the
ways in which they strove to change their world and that of their indigenous “brothers.”
While each of their biographies sheds light on the impetus behind the founding of
Brothertown and on the early years of the settlement, they represent only fragments of
Brothertown history. This dissertation expands upon these works by approaching
Brothertown history from the perspective of the entire community, exploring certain
community-wide practices. While the majority of the documentary record associated with
Brothertown focuses on powerful individuals, an archaeological perspective offers a
more “democratic” view. More specifically, I examine commemoration practices and
uses of space for the majority of the Brothertown community.
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There are also several ambiguous areas of Brothertown history, which this
dissertation aims to clarify. Foremost, how do archaeological data relate to the historical
interpretations discussed above? How were material practices of writing,
commemoration, and uses of space embedded in historic social relations? In the 1780s
and 1790s, when land politics divided the community, did such practices vary across the
community and between identities and/or factions? Is this the case for the religious
factions that arose in the 1790s? How did historic events such as becoming United States
citizens affect these practices? How did moving to new lands and having the chance to
start anew impact the ways in which Brothertown Indians commemorated their relatives
and used space? Finally, how did emergent economic differences within the community
shape these practices? As demonstrated in the chapters that follow, historical archaeology
offers new perspectives of these issues and processes.
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CHAPTER IV: TEXTS AS MATERIAL CULTURE:
AN ARCHAEOLOGY OF WRITTEN DISCOURSE
We inhabit a logocentric world, the world of the Word, and for many it is common sense
that words speak louder than things, that the written sources from the past are more
informative than those recovered archaeologically, since they represent the voices of the
past speaking directly to us in the present.
 John Moreland (2001:33)
INTRODUCTION
As outlined in Chapter I, historical documents represent the first of three
evidentiary lines employed in this dissertation. While Chapter III presented a brief
overview of Brothertown history, this chapter examines the pragmatic role that past
writing practices played in the ethnogenesis of the Brothertown community. Like all
forms of material culture, historical documents are more than mere reflections of the past,
but rather active participants that shape—and take shape from—their social contexts.
Furthermore, as discussed by Moreland above, documents are more than collections of
words to be decoded using “common sense,” but rather the outcomes of social practices
hewn within particular cultural contexts and motivated by specific goals and outcomes,
both overt and covert. This chapter moves beyond the “surface” meanings of the words
and phrases contained within historical documents to examine past writing practices in
terms of their ability to shed light on the agency of authors and their roles in shaping
social interactions and cultural processes.
ARCHAEOLOGY AND TEXT
Historical archaeology draws upon artifactual, archival, and oral data sets to
interpret and reconstruct the past. The confluence of these various sources has long been
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recognized as a key strength of the discipline (Deetz 1996[1977]; Orser 1996; Schuyler
1978[1970]:29, 1978[1977]; see also Wilkie 2006). Following philosopher of science
Alison Wylie (1989), these data sets represent lines of evidence, or “cables” that
researchers “tack” between in order to strengthen their interpretations. Practitioners
interweave these sources in a variety of ways (Funari et al. 1999:9), using them as
complements, to fill in gaps (Orser 1996; Schrire 1992; Scott 1994) and detect
contradictions in one another (Hall 1999), and to construct mutual expectations (Leone
and Potter 2003[1988]). In other words, the interconnections between historical
archaeology’s multiple lines of evidence offer practitioners new perspectives on each of
their data sources, particularly material culture (Beaudry 1988a, 1998b, 1998c; Hall
1992:273; Yentsch and Beaudry 2001).
Although the benefits of drawing upon multiple lines of evidence are fairly
obvious, the means by which archaeologists approach these data sets are not.
Archaeologists using archival materials to interpret archaeological remains risk falling
into tautological traps by simply treating archaeology as a means of confirming what they
already know from archival sources, effectively reducing historical archaeology to a
“handmaiden to history” (Beaudry 1988a:1; Moreland 2001:11). As discussed by
Moreland in the opening quote of this chapter, these interpretive dangers tie directly to
underlying assumptions that documents somehow preserve past realities more accurately
than do other material traces of the past. Historical archaeologists should thus treat
documents as another type of artifact rather than diametrically opposing them to “mute”
material culture. In 1970, Robert Schuyler (1978[1970]:29) recognized that,
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[T]he crucial problem is not how much information is excluded or only indirectly
reflected in the records, but our habit of thinking of material objects and archival
data as separate entities. On a methodological level such a dichotomy is a given;
but this unfortunately tends to carry over onto the synthetic and interpretive
levels.
Two important works published in the late 1980s explored this issue in depth.
First, Mary Beaudry’s (1988c) edited volume, Documentary Archaeologies of the New
World, focused on new means of using archival sources in historical archaeology.
Beaudry (1988a:1, parenthetical added) pointed out the issue of tautology on the very
first page:
They [certain historical archaeologists] tend to follow one of two paths in their
research: they may use historical sites as test cases for models developed in
prehistory; or they set out to discover whether archaeological evidence properly
reflects the documentary record or vice versa.
In her introduction to the volume, Beaudry (1988a) argued for a uniquely historical
archaeological approach to documents that would reconstruct the ways in which material
culture fit into its past cultural contexts. Most notably, Beaudry (1988b) used linguistic
analysis of probate inventories to reconstruct the meanings of certain artifacts. Also of
note, Stephen Mrozowski (1988) analyzed colonial newspapers in order to sort out
ceramic chronologies and explore gender relations in colonial society, thus demonstrating
that archaeologists can use documentary sources to understand more than meanings of
material culture alone.
Second, Mark Leone and Parker Potter’s (2003[1988]) edited volume The
Recovery of Meaning: Historical Archaeology in the Eastern United States, also explored
historical archaeological epistemologies. Similar to Beaudry and colleagues, the editors
voiced a critique of historical archaeological epistemologies, particularly the ways in
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which researchers connected documents and artifacts. According to them (Leone and
Potter 2003[1988]:11-12),
The problem is that there are currently only two ways to link the documentary
record and the archaeological record, and neither adequately advances the growth
of knowledge. With the first method, one excavates first and uses the
documentary record to identify the archaeological finds as if the documentary
record was some kind of time machine. With the second, one begins with a
history based on documents, in order to provide context, and then excavates to fill
in gaps or add detail.
Leone and Potter (2003[1988]:11-13) proposed an approach to documents modeled after
Lewis Binford’s “Middle Range Theory,” particularly his ethnoarchaeological research
(Leone and Potter 2003[1988]:11-19). They wished to use the documentary record as
Binford used ethnographic observation to develop new research questions for
archaeological sites. Following their model, the researcher should begin with the
documentary record, using it to develop research questions for archaeological inquiry.
Next, the researcher would use the archaeological findings (specifically the disparities
between artifacts and texts) to develop new research questions for the documentary
record, moving back and forth between “lines of evidence.” In this model, the lines of
evidence are treated as dialectical, allowing archaeologists to synthesize new research
questions each time they moved between lines. Although this method is similar to Alison
Wylie’s general “tacking” model (1989), Matthew Johnson (1999:29-31) later critiqued
Leone and Potter for privileging documents over archaeological materials.
Building upon these two important volumes, historical archaeologists continue to
debate these issues. As already mentioned, the mantra of such work is to treat documents
as material culture on the grounds that both texts and artifacts (associated with the same
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“site”) existed as part of the same cultural milieu31. For example, in her edited volume,
Text-aided Archaeology, Barbara Little (1992) argues that, “Archaeologists interpret
material culture, and that material culture includes representations and remnants of
culture, both objects and texts.” Similarly, in his broad examination of textually informed
archaeologies, Anders Andrén (1998:49) states that, “Neither artifact nor text can thus be
automatically given primacy of interpretation when these source materials are seen as
cultural expressions.” Likewise, in their volume, Historical Archaeology: Back From the
Edge, Funari, Jones, and Hall (1999:10) point out that,
Such an emphasis on materiality, and material culture as text, overcomes the
distinction between written and material sources, and the tendency to try to
prioritize one over another, as both can be treated as material texts, discursive
constructions.
In the same volume, Mathew Johnson (1999:32-33) explains,
If material culture is text, text is also material culture. How, physically, were
documents generated? What, for example, do different scripts tell us about the
bodily discipline of writing? What of the physical production of printed books?
How does the conceptual ordering of a feudal text like the Doomesday Book or
Boldon Book correspond (or fail to correspond) to material ordering of the
planned feudal landscapes found across much of Europe?
John Moreland (2001), a medieval archaeologist, argues that both text and artifact
must be studied anthropologically and weighted evenly in historical archaeological
interpretation. This is because, “Like other products of human creativity, they
[documents] were, in fact, active in the production, negotiation and transformation of
social relations” (Moreland 2001:31, parenthetical added). Moreland provides a history of
                                                 
31 Laurie Wilkie (2006:14) recognizes that, for many archaeologists, “texts are not only sources of
information, but are also artefacts that have been produced in particular cultural-historical
contexts for specific reasons.” Thus, historical archaeologists must strive to eradicate the assumed
distinctions between archival and archaeological sources of historical data since each are
outcomes of the same (or similar) cultural and social contexts.
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texts and writing, exposing the ways in which the written word came to hold authority
over non-linguistic (non-semantic, see below) artifacts, specifically as it pertains to
archaeological interpretation. Moreland also sees a common assumption in historical
archaeology that documents were somehow written for the archaeologists of the future.
Implicit in this assumption are the ideas that historical texts simply reflect past realities
and contain language easily deciphered using contemporary “common sense.”
In a similar study, Patricia Galloway (2006) uses Latourian Actor Network
Theory to reconstruct and compare the production of artifactual and textual
data—including processes taking place in both the past and the present—in order to
expose the “taken-for-granteds” in typical historical archaeological ontologies.
Galloway’s (2006) work demonstrates that the traditional divide between text and artifact
is in fact socially constructed in complex networks of past actors (or “actants” to use
Latourian terminology, see Latour 2005), materials, texts, and contemporary researchers
immersed in their respective professional genres of thought and practice.
Several recent works extend the arguments just summarized to uses of historic
imagery in archaeological interpretation, such as maps and paintings (Loren 2008; Loren
and Baram 2007; Voss 2007)32. For example, Barbara Voss (2007) uses the concept of
labors of representation—influenced by art criticism and practice theories—to
deconstruct representational practices as they occurred in the past and to demonstrate that
the products of such practices should not be taken as purer forms of reality than other
traces (artifactual or documentary). Voss looks specifically at a set of plan drawings
                                                 
32 In their recent edited thematic volume of Historical Archaeology, Diana DiPaolo Loren and
Uzi Baram (2007:2) write, “The archaeological record is read as a text, and the archival resources
are analyzed as material culture.”
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depicting Spanish-colonial presidios made by Joseph de Urrutia in the 18th century.
Previously, a number of historians and archaeologists made use of these drawings, often
times treating them as an objectified form of reality. The disparities between
archaeologically-recovered architectural information and Urrutia’s drawings of the same
structures and settlements demonstrate Urrutia’s tendency to represent those spaces as
much more organized and formal than the archaeology actually suggests. By
contextualizing the drawings in relation to Urrutia’s motives, Voss reconstructs the
processes by which Urrutia created representations to fit his particular needs and
interests. Since, “Any representation is an act of selection, interpretation, and translation,
a transformation of the messy, infinitely complex reality of daily life into something
tangible, contained and legible,” (Voss 2007:156) archaeologists must use caution in their
interpretations of such data sources.
In summary, historical archaeologists emphasize the importance of developing
approaches to the documentary record driven by anthropological research questions
(Beaudry 1988a, 1988b, 1988c; Moreland 2001; Schuyler 1978[1970]; Tarlow
1999:263), critically examining assumed distinctions between archival and
archaeological data, and using available data sets to inform interpretations of one another
(Hall 2000:26; Leone and Potter 2003[1988]; Wylie 1989). Each of these points
emphasizes the need to approach documents critically (Loren 2008; Moreland 2001:31;
Rubertone 2001). Rather than treating them as direct reflections of past realities,
archaeologists must recognize archival materials as participants in those realities, and
therefore subject to manipulation by past actors. Barbara Voss articulates this issue in
terms of the relationship between representation and reality.
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Assessments of documents as either biased or accurate is rooted in the fallacy of
representation—the belief in the possibility of an innocent correspondence
between representation and reality. In other words, categorizing an historical
document as “biased” relies on an underlying premise that another hypothetical
document could exist that would not be biased. Historical archaeologists must
recognize that all historical representations (texts and images) are produced both
through an engagement with the material world and through power-laden
conditions of perception and expression. (Voss 2007:149)
As discussed next, I advocate a pragmatic approach to documentary analysis as it allows
practitioners to analyze documents as material culture, and to examine the contextual
effects that certain actions and claims had in shaping—or failing to shape—social
interactions.
APPROACHING BROTHERTOWN DISCOURSE
Combining the concepts just summarized with theories of identity and
ethnogenesis (Chapter II), this chapter considers the Brothertown Movement in terms of
its ability to unify members of several distinct Native communities under a common
cultural moniker, the name “Brothertown.” as it emerged and transformed in written
discourse. I explore the ways in which the Brothertown Indians manipulated the
dominant social hierarchy via the written word, particularly schemes of ethnonymy. I
investigate the micro-scale processes by which Brothertown individuals asserted their
identities as they constructed new senses of place and community in written interaction
with outsiders. Since the Brothertown community adopted the English language by the
late 18th century (Chapter III), the documents under analysis offer unique perspectives of
both sides of such negotiations, detailing the gives and takes of identity formation
described in the Chapter II. Furthermore, from the perspective of ethnohistory, which
generally focuses on documents kept by (non-indigenous) outsiders, this case provides a
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rare glimpse of ethnogenesis and identity negotiation by tracking the ways in which
Native American authors negotiated their identities within the politics of colonial North
America.
As indicated by several of the researchers discussed above, linguistic acts are
reflexively tethered to social life (Agha 2007:14-83). This means that the words and
phrases that interlocuters use to communicate are not solely passive, descriptive, and
reflective, but rather active participants that shape the ways in which social interactions
unfold. Asif Agha (2007:14) explains,
In every human society certain uses of language make palpable highly specific
kinds of social effects such as the indication of one’s relationship to persons
spoken to or spoken about, or the presentation of self as belonging to some
identifiable group, class, occupation or other category of personhood. In such
cases particular features of utterance appear to formulate a sketch of the social
occasion constituted by the act of speaking.
Given the reflexive ties between language and social relations, it follows that patterns of
past language use—embedded in historical documents—also likely offer insights into
past social relations and identities (Blommaert 2005; Bucholtz and Hall 2004; Galloway
2001; Listen 1999; Moreland 2001; Mrozowski 1988; Silverstein 1996).
In order to treat Brothertown documents as material culture as called for in the
studies summarized above, I use a pragmatic approach. Taking inspiration from the work
of Michael Silverstein (1976) and other anthropologists theorizing language and signs in
terms of pragmatics (Agha 2005, 2007; Hanks 1987; Keane 2003; Silverstein and Urban
1996; Singer 1978; see also Joyce 2002; Preucel 2006; Preucel and Bauer 2001), I
approach Brothertown documents not only in terms of what they say, but also how they
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say it, and how they shaped the social interactions in which they participated. Silverstein
(1976:20) wrote,
In general, we can call the study of the meanings of linguistic signs relative to
their communicative functions pragmatics, and these more broadly conceived
meanings are then pragmatic meanings. Semantic meaning is, of course, in one
sense a special form of pragmatic meaning, the mode of signification of signs that
contributes to pure referential function.
Beyond the pure referential functions of words and phrases contained within, speech acts
(in this case represented as historical documents) contain subtle pragmatic clues into the
dynamics of past social realities. For example, in The Secret Life of Texts, Silverstein
(1996) reconstructs new understandings of anthropologist Edward Sapir’s interactions
with a Native informant in the early 20th century. Detected shifts in the voicing of a
narrative concerning traditional practices reveal the personal biases and orientations of
both Sapir and his informant. Treating instances of ethnonymy and other related modes of
reference as miniature “texts,” I investigate the emergence and transformation of the
Brothertown community as seen in 86 historical documents written by, to, or about the
Brothertown Indians between the years 1788 and 1842 (Table 4.1). A close examination
of ethnonymy as it occurred in written discourse provides insights into this particular
example of ethnogenesis and into broader issues of social identity and identity formation.
Returning to Barth’s work, ethnonymy represents a key form of boundary maintenance,
and Brothertown texts provide an ideal opportunity to explore its negotiated nature. Of
course, the subsequent chapters provide complementary perspectives of other discursive
forms that participated alongside the written discourses analyzed here.
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Table 4.1: Summary of analyzed documents by date and authorship
Year Author(s) Number of examples
1788 State Official 1
1789 State Official 1
1790 State Official 1
1791 State Official 1
1795 State Official 2
1796 Brothertown Commissioners 3
1796 General Floyd 1
1796 Samuel Kirkland 1
1796 New York Governor 1
1796 Brothertown Indians 1
1796 Brothertown Indians 1
1796 State Official 1
1796 Brothertown Superintendents 4
1797 Brothertown Commissioners 2
1797 New York Governor 1
1797 Brothertown Superintendents 9
1798 Brothertown Superintendents 6
1799 Brothertown Superintendents 8
1800 Brothertown Indians 1
1800 Brothertown Superintendents 4
1801 Brothertown Superintendents 12
1801 State Official 1
1802 Brothertown Superintendents 4
1802 Samuel Kirkland 1
1804 Brothertown Superintendents 2
1811 Brothertown Indians 1
1825 Brothertown Indians 1
1827 Brothertown Indians 3
1827 Brothertown Superintendents 1
1827 Oneida Indians 1
1832 Brothertown Indians 1
1832 Daniel Bread (Oneida) 1
1832 Federal Agent 2
1832 New York Indians 1
1832 Stockbridge Indians 1
1838 Brothertown Indians 1
1839 Federal Committee 1
1842 President Tyler 1
Total 86
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PEOPLING THE PLACE, PLACING THE PEOPLE
On November 7, 1785, Samson Occom (2006[1785]:308) described the formation
of a new multi-tribal Christian settlement in his journal:
But ^now^ we proceeded to form in^to^ a Body Politick—We Named our Town
by the Name of Brotherton, in Indian Eeyawquittoowauconnuck...Concluded to
have a center near David Fowlers House the main Street is to run North and South
& East and West, to Cross at the Centre Concluded to live in Peace, and in
Friendship and to go on in all their ^Public^ Concerns in Harmony both in their
Religious and Temporal Concerns, and every one to bear his Public part of Public
Charges in Town,—They desired me to be a Teacher amongst them, I Consented
to Spend Some of my remaining with them, and make this Town my Home and
Center…
Eleven years later the state of New York passed an Act, which contained the following
excerpt:
And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, and it is hereby declared that
the said tract of land so set off for the use of the Indians as aforesaid, is herein
after intended and shall hereafter be called and know by the name of Brother
Town, and shall not hereafter to be considered as any part of the Town of Paris...
(Brothertown Indians n.d.).
Both Occom and the New York Assembly clearly saw Brotherton, or “Brothertown,” as it
came to be known, simply as a place rather than an identity. In the decades that followed,
however, individuals and families living at Brothertown formed new senses of place and
identity distinct from those of Occom (and New York officials), and came to see one
another as more than just neighbors. Reflections of this social transformation show
through in the documentary record, specifically in uses of the name “Brothertown” and
other modes of reference to the community and its members. For example, in a letter sent
to state officials 42 year after Occom’s journal entry, a group of Brothertown community
leaders typified themselves as “the chiefs, head men and peacemakers of the Brothertown
Indians, a nation or Tribe of Indians residing in the County of Oneida—state of New
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York” (Brothertown Indians 1827a, emphasis added). Shifting uses of the name
“Brothertown” such as these offer valuable insights into processes of identity formation
and negotiation as they occurred between community members and their interlocutors.
An archaeology of Brothertown discourse therefore speaks to the role of
language—specifically toponyms (place names) and ethnonyms (the names of groups of
people)—in constituting places, peoples, and colonial interactions.
Naming Brothertown: A Place Then a People
In the first few decades of its existence, there were at least a few names for
Brothertown. In his journal entry, Occom offered the “Indian” (i.e. Mohegan-Pequot-
Montauk) gloss, “Eeyawquittoowauconnuck” (Brooks 2006:25). The precise meaning of
this term is unclear, though some argue that it roughly translates to, “a place of eternal
respect for each other,” “town or plantation of equals or brothers,” or “many eat from one
dish” (Caroline Andler [former Brothertown Indian Nation tribal genealogist], personal
communication). Since Occom’s journal is the only known historical document in which
the Native version of the name appears, its use may be a reflection of his personal views
of the settlement rather than those of his fellow community members; it might also
represent a primarily spoken version of the name. Regardless of the precise reasons for
the near omission of this “Indian” gloss from the historical record, authors writing in the
18th and 19th centuries—both Indian and Euroamerican—primarily referred to the
settlement using the English versions of the name, “Brotherton,” or “Brothertown33.”
                                                 
33 To further complicate matters, the name “Brotherton” was also the name of another Native
settlement, which predates the Brothertown Indian community. It was the name of a mission town
of Delaware Indians in New Jersey (Flemming 2005; Murray 1998:170) associated with a student
of Euroamerican missionary Eleazar Wheelock, one of Samson Occom’s teachers in Connecticut
(Brooks 2006; Love 1899).
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Shifting uses of these names through time and across social space offer insights into
processes of identity change and negotiation. I also contend that these names played a
significant role in the unfolding of Brothertown history as they allowed a number of
distinct cultural “readings,” and, as Feld and Basso (1996:9, parenthetical added) argue,
“when employed in certain contexts, [toponyms] contribute to the creation of senses of
place rich in moral, cosmological, and biographical texture.” In this case, the name
created a neutral ground on which Euroamericans and Native peoples could relate
(Merrell 1999; White 1991) reading “Brothertown” as the name of a community of
Christian and/or Native brothers.
Similar to the case of the Catawbas (Merrell 1989) discussed in Chapter II, the
name of their new domicile eventually replaced the ancestral tribal
names—“Narragansett,” “Pequot,” “Mohegan,” “Montauk,” “Niantic,” and “Tunxis”—of
those living at Brothertown. This is to say, that Brothertown’s inhabitants eventually
came to identify as “Brothertown Indians” rather than as “Narragansetts,” “Pequots,” or
otherwise. By necessity, this change coincided with new uses (and meanings) of the name
“Brothertown34.” As evinced by the excerpt from Occom’s journal, the name first
appeared as a toponym in the late-18th century. This changed as Brothertown’s
inhabitants and their interlocutors began gradually transforming the toponym into an
ethnonym. In fact, this change was conventionalized to such a degree by the time of the
Brothertowns’ next emigration to current-day Wisconsin in the 1830s, that they “took”
the toponym with them; subsequent to their departure for Wisconsin, “Brothertown, New
                                                 
34 It should also be noted that authors writing in the 18th and 19th centuries used “Brothertown”
much more frequently than “Brotherton.”
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York” became known as the towns of “Waterville” and “Deansboro.” These
transformations attest to the mutual constitution of place and people (Ingold 1993),
revealing the importance of a shared space (e.g. the Brothertown settlement) in forging
communal identities (e.g. the Brothertown Indians) and the role that the actual people
played in constituting the place that they inhabited, bestowing upon it certain attributes,
or “senses” (Feld and Basso 1996; Modan 2007).
Identity Shift and Negotiation
This transformation warrants further attention as it speaks to the processes by
which the place became a people via historical discourse between insiders and outsiders.
As they interacted, authors—both inside and out—used the name in a variety of manners.
To be precise, the name appears 306 times in the analyzed documents, 136 times as an
independent toponym and 170 times as part of ethnonymic nouns or noun phrases. I sort
instances of the latter cases into three types (Table 4.2). First are examples where
“Brothertown” appears as a locational adjunct to group designation (e.g. “Indians
residing at Brother Town”); second are examples where “Brothertown” appears as an
adjective modifying group designation (e.g. “the Brothertown Indians”); and third are
examples where “Brothertown” appears as an independent group designator (e.g. “the
Brothertowns”). The differences between these three types are key for this project, as
they typify the community in distinct manners, emphasizing varying criteria for group
membership. Similar to the reflexive links between toponymy and senses of place (Basso
1996a, 1996b; Feld and Basso 1996), ethnonymy and other modes of reference also
reflect and contribute to schemes of social understanding and classification.
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The three types summarized in Table 4.2 link the place with the people in a
hierarchical order. Within the first category, phrases such as “Indians residing at Brother
Town” use the term as a toponym, emphasizing shared residence as the sole criterion for
group membership and creating the weakest link between the place and its inhabitants.
Examples in the second category, such as “the Brothertown Indians” use the term as an
ethnonym, but as a modifier of another term, such as “Indians” in this case, formulating a
more coherent bond between members of the group (i.e. as sharers of Indian-ness).
Finally, examples in the third category laminate toponym and ethnonym so that there is
virtually no distinction between the two, such as in “the Brothertowns.” More so than the
other types of reference, examples in this category portray the group as a coherent,
bounded social entity. Thus, following Barth (1998b[1969]), these three categories
represent semi-distinct degrees of group boundary.
Table 4.2: Types of ethnonymic noun phrases
Type Example
Relation of toponym to
ethnonym
Implied relationship between
people
Locational adjunct to group
designation
the Indians residing at
Brothertown
Adjunct weakest
Adjective modifying group
designation
the Brothertown Indians Modifier intermediate
Independent group designator the Brothertowns Identical (no distinction) tight
As time passed and Brothertown identities congealed, authors shifted between the
first and second categories. In documents dating to the late 18th century (1788-1800), the
name “Brothertown” appears as a locational adjunct to group designation 65.5% of the
time, as an adjective modifying group designation 33.3% of the time, and as an
independent group designator only once (Table 4.3). During this early period, most
authors referred to the new community as, “the Indians residing at Brothertown,” “the
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Brothertown Indians,” “Inhabitants of Brothertown,” or “the Indians at/in Brothertown.”
Nearly all of these examples emphasized shared place as the sole criterion for group
membership, representing ties between individuals and families at Brothertown as loose
and boundaries between insiders and outsiders as fairly fluid.
Table 4.3: References using the name “Brothertown,” 1788-1800
Locational adjunct to group designation Occurrences Percentage
Indian(s) residing in Brothertown 25 29.8%
Inhabitance of Brothertown 10 11.9%
Indians at/in Brothertown 8 9.5%
Indian(s) entitled to land in Brothertown 7 8.3%
person residing in Brothertown 1 1.2%
Indian and Indian families living in Brothertown 1 1.2%
New England Indians now settled at Brothertown 1 1.2%
persons in Brothertown 1 1.2%
Indians as may be in law in Brothertown 1 1.2%
Subtotal 55 65.5%
Adjective modifying group designation
Brothertown Indian(s) 27 32.1%
Brotherton or Brothertown Indians 1 1.2%
Subtotal 28 33.3%
Independent group designator
Brotherton 1 1.2%
our Brothertown 0 0.0%
Brothertowns 0 0.0%
Subtotal 1 1.2%
TOTAL Ethnonymic noun phrases 84 100.0%
Independent place designators 96
This changed by the early 19th century (1801-1842), during which time, authors
used “Brothertown” as a locational adjunct to group designation only 5.8% of the time, as
and adjective modifying group designation 90.7% of the time, and as an independent
group designator only 3.5% of the time (Table 4.4). The most frequently occurring noun
phrases during this period were: “the Brothertown Indians,” “the Brothertown Tribe of
Indians,” and “the Brothertown tribe.” Each of these forms defines the group’s coherence
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as based in shared Indian ancestry and/or political organization. Although the term
“tribe” primarily referred to political organization, it also carried connotations of shared
ancestry and cultural identity, thus representing the ties between individuals and families
at Brothertown as much deeper than the prevalent modes of reference in the 18th century.
Table 4.4: References using the name “Brothertown,” 1801-1842
Locational adjunct to group designation Occurrences Percentage
Inhabitance of Brothertown 1 1.2%
Indian(s) entitled to land in Brothertown 1 1.2%
seven tribes to wit Mohegan Farmington Montock
Pequot Stonington Narraganset and Nihanticks now
inhabiting the Town of Brothertown 1 1.2%
Indians at Brothertown 2 2.3%
Subtotal 5 5.8%
Adjective modifying group designation
Brothertown Indian(s) 51 59.3%
Brothertown Tribe of Indians 8 9.3%
Brothertown Tribe 6 7.0%
Brotherton or Brothertown Indians 4 4.7%
Brothertown people 2 2.3%
Tribe of Brothertown Indians 2 2.3%
Brothertown Nation of Indians 1 1.2%
Brotherton Indians 1 1.2%
Brothertown Indian Nation 1 1.2%
the Tribe of Indians known by the name and style of
the Brothertown Indians... 1 1.2%
tribe of Indians known as the Brothertown tribe 1 1.2%
Subtotal 78 90.7%
Independent group designator
our Brothertown 2 2.3%
Brothertowns 1 1.2%
Subtotal 3 3.5%
TOTAL Ethnonymic noun phrases 86 100.0%
Independent place designators 40
Such a shift speaks to the reclassification of those Mohegan, Pequot,
Narragansett, Niantic, Montauk, and Tunxis individuals and families sharing residence at
Brothertown into a unified tribal entity, “the Brothertown Indians.” This transition took
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place in the early 19th century, approximately three to five decades after the Brothertown
Indians’ initial move from the East Coast. This period correlates loosely with the second
and third generations of Brothertown Indians. As reflected in the changes outlined above,
the new generations seemingly viewed themselves, their community, and their history in
manners distinct from their parents and grandparents (see Cipolla 2008; Silliman 2009 for
a similar discussion of memory in colonial contexts). Yet during the five decades under
analysis, authors rarely referred to the Brothertown community as they did other Native
groups, i.e. using ethnonyms as independent group designators (type 3 from above), such
as in “the Oneidas,” or “the Pequot.”
For example, Tables 4.5 and 4.6 quantify distinctions between references to the
Brothertown community and other Native groups. In contrast to the manners in which
they made reference to the Brothertown community in the late 18th century, authors
referring to other Native groups during the same time period used proper names as
location adjuncts to group designation only 6.3% of the time, as adjectives modifying
group designation 22.9% of the time, and as independent group designators 70.8% of the
time (Table 4.5). The most popular means of making reference to other Native groups
during this period were independent ethnonyms such as “the Oneida.” During this time,
authors emphasized shared space as the central criterion for group membership much
more with the Brothertown community than with other Native groups. As discussed
below, I partially attribute these patterns to the English roots of the name “Brothertown,”
which clearly limited the ways in which certain authors used and read the name.
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Table 4.5: References to other Native groups, 1788-1800
Locational adjunct to group designation Occurrences Percentage
the Indians residing in New Stockbridge 2 4.2%
the inhabitants of New Stockbridge 1 2.1%
Subtotal 3 6.3%
Adjective modifying group designation
(proper name) Tribe of Indians 4 8.3%
(proper name) Nation of Indians 3 6.3%
(proper name) Tribes 1 2.1%
Indians call the (proper name) 1 2.1%
(proper name) Indians 1 2.1%
(proper name) Tribe 1 2.1%
Subtotal 11 22.9%
Independent group designator
the (proper name)s 31 64.6%
the (proper name) 3 6.3%
Subtotal 34 70.8%
TOTAL Ethnonymic noun phrases 48 100.0%
Table 4.6: References to other Native groups, 1801-1842
Locational adjunct to group designation Occurrences Percentage
none
Adjective modifying group designation
(proper name) Indians 43 25.1%
(proper name) Tribe of Indians 31 18.1%
(proper name) Tribe 31 18.1%
(proper name) Nation 15 8.8%
(proper name) Nation of Indians 8 4.7%
(proper name) Tribe of Indian 2 1.2%
tribes of (regional designation) Indians 1 0.6%
tribe or Nation of Indians call the (proper name) 1 0.6%
Nations of Indians 1 0.6%
(proper name) Tribes of Indians 1 0.6%
(proper name) Tribe or Nation 1 0.6%
Subtotal 135 78.9%
Independent group designator
the (proper name)s 31 18.1%
the (proper name) 5 2.9%
Subtotal 36 21.1%
TOTAL Ethnonymic noun phrases 171 100.0%
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In contrast to 18th-century modes of reference, authors began to typify the
Brothertown community and other Native groups in similar manners during the early-mid
19th century. Those writing during this time period made reference to other Native groups
using proper names as adjectives modifying group designation 78.9% of the time, and as
independent group designators 21.1% of the time (Table 4.6)35. The most common modes
of reference to other Native groups during this period were “the (proper name) Indians,”
“the (proper name) Tribe of Indians,” “the (proper name) Tribe,” and independent
ethnonyms. These data show a shift in modes of reference to all indigenous groups
during this time period, marked by heavy use of terms denoting the political organization
of groups, such as “tribe” or “nation,” a pattern that likely stemmed from the increasing
institutionalization of Native-white interaction in regard to legal matters (e.g. land
claims) in the early-mid 19th century.
Table 4.7 illustrates the distinctions between Brothertown and Euroamerican uses
of the name. In most cases, Brothertown authors used the name as an adjective modifying
group designation. In contrast, Euroamerican authors used the name in a variety of ways,
most frequently as an independent toponym. Distinct spellings of the name used by each
group offer one possible explanation for these disparities. For example, Brothertown
authors spelled the name consistently, using the standard spelling (i.e. “Brothertown”)
94% of the time, while Euroamerican authors used a number of different spellings,
several of which emphasized the “town” in “Brothertown.” Approximately 25% of the
time, Euroamerican authors spelled the name, “Brother-Town,” or “Brother Town,”
                                                 
35 During this period, authors did not use proper names as locational adjuncts to group designation
for other Native groups.
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demonstrating the significance of the root “town” in the name for Euroamerican authors
and suggesting that the name simply denoted a domicile for Euroamericans, while it
meant something more for the Brothertown Indians.
Table 4.7: References using the name ‘Brothertown,’ by authorship
Brothertown authors to various
addressees Occurrences Percent
Locational adjunct to group designation 1 2.2%
Adjective modifying group designation 33 71.7%
Independent group designator 2 4.3%
Independent place designator 10 21.7%
Euroamerican authors to various
addressees Occurrences Percent
Locational adjunct to group designation 58 22.9%
Adjective modifying group designation 69 27.3%
Independent group designator 1 0.4%
Independent place designator 125 49.4%
When placed in temporal context, these patterns reveal even more. Between the
late 18th and mid 19th centuries, Brothertown authors consistently used “Brothertown” as
part of ethnonymic noun phrases marking shared ethnic and racial identities, such as in
“the Brothertown Indians,” and/or political organization, such as in “the Brothertown
tribe.” These uses stressed unified qualities of the group that ran much deeper than shared
residential space, portraying those living at Brothertown as an ethnic group united not
only in terms of shared Indian ancestry, but also organized as a politically coherent unit.
In comparison, Euroamerican authors clearly changed the ways that they used the
name through time. During the late 18th century, the most frequent means by which
Euroamerican authors referred to the Brothertown community were: “the Indians residing
in Brothertown,” “the Brothertown Indians,” “the Indians at Brothertown,” and “the
Indians entitled to land in Brothertown.” In contrast to those of Brothertown authors just
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discussed, most of these examples emphasized shared residential space as the sole
criterion for group membership, portraying those living at Brothertown as a mishmash of
displaced Native peoples from various tribes. For example, in an Act passed in the State
of New York in the 1789, the authors wrote,
[The] tract of land so laid out shall be called Brother-Town and shall remain for
the cultivation, improvement and use of the said New England Indians and their
Brethren, consisting of the tribes calleth Mohegan, Montague, Stonington and
Narragansett Indians, and the Pequots of Groton and Nihantics of Farmington and
their Prosperity… (Brothertown Indians n.d.)
In contrast to the patterns of the late 18th century, Euroamerican authors writing only a
few decades later (i.e. early-mid 19th century) mainly referred to the community as “the
Brothertown Indians.” Compared to the mode of reference used in the above quote, later
forms of reference such as this portrayed the groups as a discrete and unified social
entity.
These patterns indicate disparate internal and external conceptions of the name
and the community in the 18th century, followed by a marked shift in the ways in which
Euroamerican authors referred to—and presumably conceived of—the community in the
early-mid 19th century. Brothertown authors consistently represented their community as
unified in terms of ethnicity, race, and/or political organization, referring to their
community as “the Brothertown Indians,” “the Brothertown Tribe of Indians,” “the
Brothertown Tribe,” and “the Brothertown people.” At first Euroamerican authors
referred to the community as a collection of various peoples (usually, but not always
typified as “Indians”) sharing co-residence at the place known as “Brothertown,” but later
came to refer to the community as a cohesive entity. From this perspective it appears that
Brothertown authors influenced their Euroamerican addressees in certain ways. More
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important than this, however, is the fact that both insiders and outsiders played a role in
shaping this particular instance of ethnonymy (and ethnogenesis). Although the name was
clearly English in origin, the Brothertown Indians used it in distinct ways from their
Euroamerican interlocutors, presumably influencing them to refer to (and think of) the
inhabitants of Brothertown as a unified tribal entity by the 19th century.
Cultivating Ambiguity: What Kind of Brotherhood?
As with other cases of ethnogenesis, such as Voss’ study of Californio identities
at El Presidio de San Francisco (2008a, 2008c), the emergent identity (and ethnonym in
this case) challenged the dominant social hierarchy by rendering the community difficult
to classify in relation to contemporaneous Euroamerican and Native communities. This
ambiguity—tied to the non-Native roots of the name and its inclusion of the root word
brother—assisted the Brothertown Indians in their negotiations of colonial politics. The
“brother” in the name “Brothertown” allowed multiple, competing interpretations
depending on the reader or receiver, an ambiguity that helped the Brothertown Indians
align their community with a diversity of addressees, both Indian and Euroamerican.
Terms of fictive kinship—specifically fictive brotherhood—sat on the boundary of at
least two discursive conventions (one Christian and the other Native). The meaning one
ascribed to “brother” in such instances depended upon the classification of the overall
work in which it appeared, and to the orientation of the reader (Hanks 1987; Morson
1981).
Although when read from the perspective of a Christian community, references to
fictive kinship primarily denoted Christian brotherhood, the same terms likely carried
alternative meanings when read by a Native community. Native communities regularly
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used kinship terms to fictively align non-kin. For example, Lewis Henry Morgan
(1962[1851]) noted relations of fictive brotherhood between Iroquoian tribes.
In the eyes of an Iroquois, every member of his own tribe, in whatever nation, was
as much his brother or his sister as if children of the same mother. (Morgan
1962[1851]:81-82)
Similarly, in the Massachusetts language, netomp denoted both “my friend” and “sibling
of opposite sex,” a pattern also found in other Native languages such as Unami and
Munsee (Bragdon 1997:9-10). As Native communities converted to Christianity, these
two traditional uses of fictive kinship likely fused. For example, Bragdon (1997:5) notes
the use of terms such as nemattog (“my brothers,” or “my same sex siblings”) and
nettahtueog (“my sisters,” or “my siblings of opposite sex”) in a letter written by a native
minister of Martha’s Vineyard to address fellow church members (i.e. Christian siblings).
In cases such as this speakers and writers used Native kinship terms to denote Christian
brotherhood, a subtle semantic transformation.
The pattern also holds for Native uses of the English language, where terms such
as “father” and “brother” were employed to align various social entities in terms of power
relations. For example, Joseph Johnson referred to the Oneida as “brethren” or “older
brothers” when inquiring about land in Oneida country to found the Brothertown
settlement in the mid-1770s (Murray 1998:172, 206-221; Oneida Headmen 2006[1775];
Venables 1993:516;). The Oneida also used fictive kinship terms in their responses to
Johnson, at times explicitly discussing the nature of their relationship with the (future)
Brothertown Indians.
Brethren, we look upon you, as upon a Sixth Brother. We will tell you, of all your
elder Brothers, the Onoidas, Kiyougas, Nanticuks, Tuskaroras, Todelehonas, these
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five are your Elder Brothers. But as for the Mohawks, Onondaugas, and the
Senecas they are our fathers, and they are your fathers. (Murray 1998:219)
Native groups also used these terms to describe their relations to non-Natives. For
instance, the Ho-Chunk and the Menominee used the term “Great Father” to refer to the
President of the United States (Decora 2006[1829]; Potawatomi 2006[1836]).
Fictive kinship terms likely took on even more weight in contexts of multi-tribal
and pan-Indian communities. In North America, such settlements emerged in response to
colonialism and its legacies, consolidating small Native communities whose populations
had been desecrated by disease and warfare (Merrell 1989) and/or uniting disparate
Native communities against a common adversary (Smoak 2007). A letter written by the
Brothertown Indians (1811) and addressed to another multi-tribal community in White
River, Indiana, contains multiple uses of kinship terminology to align the authors with
their addressees. The authors addressed certain members of the Indiana group as “Fathers
Brothers & friends,” “Fathers & Brothers,” and “Grand Fathers & Brothers” on several
occasions. Since the Indiana group was largely non-Christian, such kinship terms were
used (and read) as a gloss for Indian kinship. Within the same letter, however, the authors
also refer to the Mohiconuck (Stockbridge) as “our Brother,” which might have denoted
Native and/or Christian brotherhood for the authors, since the Stockbridge comprised a
fellow Native Christian community (Frazier 1992). Despite this double meaning, their
addressees also likely read the latter example as denoting Indian brotherhood given their
particular orientation.
In another letter written by Brothertown community members to President John
Quincy Adams in 1827 (Brothertown Indians 1827b), several uses of fictive kinship
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terms hint at the nuanced meanings behind “brother” in such contexts. The letter concerns
the land conflicts between local Wisconsin indigenous groups and the “New York
Indians”—the Brothertown, Stockbridge, Oneida, Tuscarora and St. Regis
communities—which were planning a move west to current-day Wisconsin at the time. In
the letter, the authors referred to several different indigenous groups including the
Stockbridge, Oneida, Tuscarora, St. Regis, and Menominee communities. Each and every
time that the authors referred to one of the New York groups, they aligned their
respective communities as “brothers.” Yet, the authors never used kinship terminology to
align themselves with the Menominee (a Wisconsin group). In this particular context, the
authors used fictive kinship terms to denote both shared indigenous descent and shared
settlement area (New York State), regardless of religious affiliations.
Uses of fictive kinship in the letter to President Adams parallel the shifts that
occurred with the name “Brothertown” as it transformed from a toponym to an ethnonym.
As members of distinct Native communities came together to form the Brothertown
community and began sharing a residential space, they were transformed into a unified
tribe. Similarly, the spatial proximity of the Brothertown, Stockbridge, and other New
York tribes’ settlements translated into a fictive kinship alignment as seen in the letter to
President Adams. In each of these cases, the emergence of in-group unity relied on
strikingly similar tropes. As members of distinct groups came to share residence, they
became fictive kin albeit on different scales; in the case of the Brothertown Indians, this
occurred as members of the seven East Coast tribes came to live together at Brothertown,
while for the “New York Indians,” it occurred as various tribal entities came to live near
one another in New York State. As colonial encroachment pushed various coastal groups
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westward, forming new multi-tribal communities, it is possible that shared spaces came
to supersede deep kinship ties and cultural memories as criteria for in-group membership.
And of course, it is important to point out that shared spaces often led to new kinship ties
for obvious reasons.
Manipulated Texts
Since language is reflexively tethered to social life, authors and speakers often use
their knowledge of accepted “norms” of communication to manipulate meanings and
texts, which help them to achieve certain goals. Among other methods, speakers and
authors choose words and phrases to align with—or create distance from—other social
entities via the pragmatics of communication (Agha 2005, 2007). As mentioned
previously, the English roots of the name “Brothertown” set it apart from the
Brothertown Indians’ ancestral tribal names, such as “Mohegan,” and from the names of
other tribal groups such as the Oneida or the Menominee. This quality certainly set the
name apart from these other ethnonyms, which were typically read as “Indian” names.
Although, the name “Brothertown” generally supplanted the names of the ancestral tribes
from whence the Brothertown Indians came, there are a few notable exceptions where
Brothertown authors purposefully used the ancestral names instead of “Brothertown.” In
these cases, the broader contexts of the documents shed light on the reasons for the
intentional shifts.
In the 1811 letter written to the confederacy of Native groups in Indiana discussed
previously, the authors typified their community as, “the seven tribes to wit Mohegan
Farmington Montock Pequot Stonington Narraganset and Nihanticks now inhabiting the
Town of Brothertown” (Brothertown Indians 1811). The letter concerns a land inquiry, as
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the Brothertown Indians anticipated the necessity of a move from their New York
settlement due to Euroamerican crowding and scarcity of land at that time. In this
context, it was advantageous for the Brothertown Indians to tie themselves to their
ancestral communities as a means of aligning with their addressees. In this sense, they
accented the similarities (as Indian people) between them and their addressees and
downplayed any potential distinctions (e.g. the fact that they were Christian community
that practiced agriculture and spoke English). The authors also used nature metaphors
(e.g. “the clouds of misunderstanding”) and references to “traditional” (see Pauketat
2001a) native practices (e.g. “to smoke the pipe of Peace with you”), further
demonstrating Brothertown efforts to align their community with their addressees by
emphasizing shared Native roots.
In an 1825 letter written by Brothertown community leaders for President James
Monroe, the authors referred to their community as,
Inhabitance [sic] of Brothertown in the County of Oneida & State of New
York.....the remnants of the Six tribes or Nations of Indians formerly residing in
Connecticut Rhode Island and on the East end of Long Island known by the name
of Mohegan Montauk Stonington and Narragansett Pequot of Groton and
Nihanticks of Farmington. (Brothertown Indians 1825, emphasis added)
The letter concerns the federal government’s appropriation of the land that the
Brothertown Indians had reserved in White River, Indiana, mentioned in the previous
example. The Brothertown Indians argued their case by emphasizing their history of
displacement and struggle, in which it was necessary to accent their community’s multi-
tribal composition and East Coast origins. Their use of the term “remnants” added a tone
to the letter, which reinforced the seriousness of its subject matter (i.e. the group’s current
state and need for new lands). The authors used subtle distinctions in modes of reference
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to further emphasize their needs, portraying their community as incoherent and
fragmented compared to other Native groups in the area; in addition to “inhabitants” and
“remnants,” they also refer to their community as “tribes.”  Compared to their references
to other Native groups as “Nations,” “Tribes of Indians,” and “Tribes or Nations,” the
latter modes of references set the Brothertown community apart from other groups in this
particular instance.
In other cases, Brothertown authors clearly wished to distance themselves from
their traditional East Coast roots, particularly when addressing federal representatives
with the power to grant land rights. In the 1830s the community relocated once again, this
time to current-day Brothertown, Wisconsin (see Chapter III). Not even a decade after
their move, the Brothertown Indians had significantly transformed their new land base,
clearing much of the land for agriculture and erecting mills, schools, and other communal
buildings (Brothertown Indians 1838; Love 1899; Titus 1938). During these initial years,
the federal government began pushing Native groups to move further west into Indian
Territory (now Kansas), and the Brothertown Indians were no exception. In an effort to
hold on to their new lands, they petitioned for United States citizenship and associated
land rights (Brothertown Indian 1838). To make their argument, the authors appropriated
the rhetoric of social evolution, effectively placing distance between their community and
other Native groups, past and present. The petition reads:
your petitioners have long since laid aside the ancient manners and customs of
our forefathers and have adopted those of our white neighbors and have made
considerable improvements in almost all the useful arts and sciences of a civilised
people and are still making valuable improvements by building mills school
Houses etc. (Brothertown Indians 1838, emphasis added)
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In this document, the authors use “the Brothertown Indians” once, and “the Brothertown
Tribe” three times, with four additional uses of the word “tribe” to refer to the
community. The authors mention their recent move from New York, while omitting other
details of their past, such as their East Coast origins.
In each of these examples, the authors portrayed their community in distinct
manners depending on their objectives. In the 1811 letter written to tribes in Indiana
inquiring about land, the authors highlighted the Brothertown community’s traditional
tribal roots, portraying Brothertown simply as a refuge for tribes from the East Coast. In
the 1825 letter written to President James Monroe concerning their need for a new land
base, the authors portray their community as incoherent, marginal, and distinct from other
Native groups (perhaps because of the latter groups’ comparatively ample land bases). In
the 1838 petition for citizenship, the authors portrayed their community as a single tribe,
with no recognition of their multi-tribal origins on the East Coast. Unlike the other
examples, however, this petition explicitly depicts the community as neo-Indian, a tribe
that practiced agriculture and “improved” their Wisconsin land base, yet had no laws to
protect the fruits of their labor, as did their white neighbors. In each of these cases, the
pragmatics of their written discourse contributed to the authors’ overarching arguments in
subtle if not wholly transparent manners.
A federal report filed on the Brothertown Indians’ 1838 petition demonstrates the
success of their arguments.
Your Committee are further informed that the said Brothertown Indians having
laid aside the habits & customs of their ancestors have abandoned the chase, and
have devoted themselves to the cultivation of the Soil and have become both
civilized and Christianized to a higher degree than perhaps any other tribe of
Indians on this continent. (United States 1839)
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At another point in the report, the author refers to the Brothertown Indians as “this
community of Indians—(for tribe they ought no longer be called)” (United States 1839,
emphasis added). In 1839, the Brothertown Indians became the first Native community
granted citizenship and subsequently parceled out their Wisconsin settlement to
individuals and families within the community (Cipolla and Andler 2007; Loew 2001,
2003; Love 1899). The ways in which they represented themselves in writing—both
semantically and pragmatically—certainly played a role in their successful petition. In
addition to these particular discursive forms, cemetery (Chapters V, VI, VII) and spatial
(Chapter VIII) discourses also participated in the process of ethnogenesis and contributed
to Euroamericans’ shifting views of the community.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: WHAT’S IN A NAME?
The title of the previous section refers to several historic processes. On one hand,
“peopling the place” refers to the process of physically populating a geographic local
with bodies. In this case it refers to the peopling of the place known as “Brothertown.”
On the other hand, “placing the people” refers to the processes by which the name of a
place—“Brothertown”—transformed into the name of a people—“the Brothertown
Indians.” It also refers to the process of socially situating the Brothertown community in
relation to other Euroamerican and indigenous communities in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Both of these processes took place partially in the form of written discourse.
Using documents written by, to, or about the Brothertown Indians dating from the
late 18th through mid 19th centuries, I have tracked subtle shifts in naming and other
related modes of reference that speak to processes of ethnogenesis and the negotiation of
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colonial politics via the pragmatics of language. Similar to other studies of ethnogenesis,
this analysis demonstrates the centrality of a shared place in constructing new identities
(Basso 1996a, 1996b; Feld and Basso 1996). As portions of seven tribal groups came to
share residential space in Brothertown, New York, they also began sharing a new cultural
moniker, which supplanted their ancestral tribal designations. Nuanced uses of kinship
terminology to align groups sharing both Native roots and residential space further
support this notion. For example, when the Brothertown Indians wrote to President
Adams in 1827 they referred to their Native neighbors in New York as “brothers,” while
they offered no such gloss for the other groups discussed, Native or otherwise. James
Merrell found a similar pattern in his study (1989) of the Catawbas of South Carolina, a
conglomerate of several Native communities sharing a common landscape around the
Catawbas river valley. In each of these cases, new communal identities were contingent
upon shared places.
In many instances of ethnogenesis, new groups created new places (Feld and
Basso 1996; Ingold 1993), which in turn gave their inhabitants new communal names,
and identities to some extent (Larson 1996). This was clearly the case with the
Brothertown Indians as it was for the Californios (Voss 2008a, 2008c) and the Catawbas
(Merrell 1989). In such cases ethnonyms contributed to the internal cohesion among the
new group (i.e. a common name to rally under), while also providing a means for
outsiders to classify group members within their social milieu. Haley and Wilcoxon’s
(2005) study of the neo-Chumash attests to the importance of ethnonymy in social
negotiations. To avoid the anti-Mexican sentiments of 20th-century California where
people of Spanish and Mexican descent were seen increasingly as the same “type” of
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people, certain individuals and families of Spanish ancestry began identifying as
“Chumash” (Chapter II). In the case of the Brothertown Indians, the creation of a new
ethnonym was important in several regards. Instead of remaining Mohegans, Pequots,
Narragansetts, Montauks, Tunxis, and Niantics, those individuals and families living at
Brothertown became “Brothertown Indians.” This transformation forged ties to their new
home and to each other. The new ethnonym also represented the community as a
coherent social entity to outsiders rather than an admixture of various groups simply
sharing residence, a particularly important detail when negotiating with other politically
cohesive units (e.g. the Oneida Nation, the United States, etc.).
As nearly four decades of anthropological research shows, social identities often
result from the interaction of insiders with outsiders (Chapter II). I used the unique
qualities of the Brothertown context to explore the gives and takes of identity as seen in
the emergence and negotiation of the ethnonym “Brothertown”—an ethnic boundary of
sorts (Barth 1998b[1969]). The Brothertown Indians’ comparatively early adoption of the
English language allows a unique glimpse of the agency of Native authors and the roles
that they played in negotiating their identities by way of pen and paper. Their case stands
in contrast to that of the Catawbas, who—as told by the extant documentary
record—seemingly accepted their new ethnonym from white officials and residents of the
colony of South Carolina (Merrell 1989:94).
This was not the case at Brothertown. Samson Occom’s journal entry in 1785
represents a baptismal event (Agha 2007:65-68) for the place(s) and the people now
known as “Brothertown,” at least in terms of written discourse. It is true that Occom used
a slightly different spelling of the name, “Brotherton,” along with an Indian gloss,
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“Eeyawquittoowauconnuck” to refer to the new settlement. Yet, as various individuals
and groups discussed the new community, the name quickly changed to its current
spelling, “Brothertown.” This subtle transformation likely tied to Euroamerican readings
of the name. Since it began strictly as a toponym, it was natural that they “read” and
subsequently wrote the name with the contemporary English spelling t-o-w-n. The ways
in which Euroamerican authors used and spelled the name in the late 18th century support
this hypothesis. Despite Euroamerican modes of reference to the community,
Brothertown authors used the name in their own ways, in most cases as part of
ethnonymic noun phrases (as adjectives modifying group designation) such as, “the
Brothertown Indians” or “the Brothertown Tribe.” By the early-mid 19th century,
Euroamerican authors began using the name in similar fashions as their Brothertown
interlocutors. These negotiated forms and uses of the name resulted only from the
confluence of insider and outsider perspectives of the community. Neither group was
solely responsible for the transformations the name went through as they communicated
across their respective group boundaries.
Since it held salience for several different groups in the 18th- and 19th centuries,
the name “Brothertown” allowed a certain degree of cultural ambiguity. Tropes of fictive
kinship were traditionally used in both Euroamerican (specifically Christian) and Native
societies (Bragdon 1997; Morgan 1962[1851]:81-82; Murray 1998). This ambiguity
assisted the Brothertown Indians in aligning  (Agha 2007:96-103) themselves with
Euroamericans that read the name as that of a society of “progressive” Christian Indians
and Native communities that read the name as that of a multi-tribal and/or pan-Indian
community. The interstitial space that the Brothertown community occupied between
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Euroamerican and Native American worlds aided them in accomplishing certain goals
such as gaining United States citizenship and land rights as early as 1839.
The Brothertown Indians also used patterns of ethnonymy and other modes of
reference to wage subtle (and pragmatic) arguments, which reinforced the direct
messages sent in their letters. Taking influence from pragmatic anthropology (Agha
2007; Silverstein 1976, 1996; Singer 1978) I approached the documents as past speech
acts, analyzable not only in terms of what they say, but also how they say it. In the
broadest sense, this study demonstrates the need for historical anthropologists and
archaeologists to develop similar means of analyzing documentary artifacts. For example,
archaeologists have developed sophisticated theories for understanding the ways in which
material culture—both textual and artifactual—participated in past societies (Hall 1999,
2000; Johnson 1999; Loren 2008; Moreland 2001; Schrire 1992; Voss 2007; Wilkie
2006), but have yet to fully turn to linguistic analysis as a means of interpreting
documents. By incorporating such an approach, I gained new insights into the cultural
negotiations associated with colonial interaction and ethnogenesis, along with new
understandings of the importance of Brothertown writing in these processes. More
specifically, this chapter demonstrated the significance of ethnonyms and other modes of
reference in processes of ethnogenesis and colonial negotiation, in some instances
literally creating new cultural monikers and challenging (perhaps even transforming)
established modes of social classification. Although ethnonyms represent only one part of
social identities, this analysis demonstrates that it is an important one, particularly within
the contexts of colonial ethnogenesis.
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CHAPTER V: BROTHERTOWN CEMETERY DISCOURSES:
 THE NEW YORK ASSEMBLAGE
In memory of Esther Poquenup, who was a member of the Mohegan Tribe of Indians,
died Jan. 22, 1822, a practiced and exemplary Christian, aged 96 years and 3 months.
Esther Poquenup’s gravestone inscription
Deansboro Cemetery, Brothertown, New York
INTRODUCTION
The next two chapters analyze forms and spatial configurations of Brothertown
grave markers. In this chapter, I concentrate on the cemeteries and grave markers of
Brothertown, New York, which date between the late-18th and early-20th centuries. As
already discussed, the Brothertown Indians established their New York settlement in the
1780s, but began moving west once again after only five decades. During this period, the
Brothertown Indians altered their commemoration practices in several ways, the most
obvious of which was the replacement of handmade grave markers and burial mounds
with purchased gravestones. Below, I examine this transformation in detail, constructing
new historical and anthropological understandings of the Brothertown community during
their time in New York from the unique perspective of commemoration practices.
ARCHAEOLOGIES OF DEATH AND COMMEMORATION
Archaeologists have long held interest in mortuary practices. The ways in which
past peoples treated their dead offer unique perspectives of worldviews, social relations,
and processes of bereavement and remembrance. Archaeological studies of death and
commemoration thus span most time periods of human history from across the globe,
including studies operating within frameworks of culture history, processual, and
postprocessual “schools” of thought and beyond. Given the diverse temporal, regional,
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and theoretical breadth of such studies, a complete review of this topic is well beyond the
scope of the project at hand36. Instead, I mainly focus on studies of grave markers dating
to the 17th-century onward, particularly those that contributed to current understandings
of commemoration in historical archaeology and archaeologies of the recent past.
James Deetz and Edwin Dethlefsen’s (Deetz 1996[1977], 1989; Deetz and
Dethlefsen 1967, 1971; Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966) research on colonial cemeteries of
New England represents the most influential and oft-cited set of gravestone studies in
American archaeology. Deetz and Dethlefsen used New England gravestones, which
often bear inscribed dates of erection, to illustrate archaeological seriation and stylistic
change in material culture through time and across space. They were the first
archaeologists to discover a highly predictable sequence of stylistic change in gravestone
imagery and text in the colonial cemeteries of coastal Massachusetts. The sequence they
observed begins with the “death’s head” motif, followed by the “cherub,” and “urn and
willow” motifs, respectively (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). Deetz and Dethlefsen noted that these
shifts in imagery also correlated with textual changes in gravestone inscriptions. For
example, text inscriptions of stones bearing the death’s head motif often begin with the
clause, “here lies buried;” stones bearing the cherub motif often begin with the clause,
“here lies the body of;” and stones bearing the urn and willow motif often begin with the
clause, “in memory of” (Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967:31; see also Fitts 1990 for a
discussion of gravestone inscription analysis in colonial New England)37.
                                                 
36 See Bell 1994 for an in depth bibliography of historical archaeologies of cemeteries; see Meyer
1989 for a history of gravestone studies.
37 The first two were usually on stones with rounded corners. The last was most popular on stones
with squared corners. Deetz and Dethlefsen (1967:31) note that the switch to this last type of
stone shape may be part of the Greek revival movement.
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Figure 5.1: Death’s head (top), cherub (middle), and urn and willow (bottom) motifs (from
Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966:504)
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Figure 5.2: Battleship curve of stylistic cemetery change in Stoneham, Massachusetts (Deetz and
Dethlefsen 1967:30)
Using a structuralist-inspired framework that theorized the mind as the driving
force behind the organization of culture and society, Deetz and Dethlefsen interpreted the
observed transformations in gravestone types as reflective of changing attitudes towards
death in New England (Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967:30; Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966:502).
In their words,
[T]he replacement of one universal motif by another through time over the entire
area is certainly a function of changes in religious values combined with
significant shifts in views regarding death. (Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966:506)
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According to Deetz and Dethlefsen, the earliest gravestones in the sequence
reflect Puritanical beliefs, which emphasized mortality (Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967:31;
see also Ludwig 1966). The death’s head motif began as an icon of a human skull meant
to signify the ephemeral nature of life. Text inscriptions on these stones augmented the
“messages” sent by the death’s head motif by stressing the mortality of the deceased. For
instance, “Here lies buried …” conveys a tone of finality not present in later stages of the
sequence. As puritanical worldviews gave way to beliefs in the immortality of the soul,
people began marking the graves of their family members and friends with stones bearing
the cherub motif, which represented the enduring soul of the deceased. The text
inscriptions of such stones discuss the mind and soul as separate entities (e.g. “here lies
the body,” with no explicit mention of the soul). Finally, as Unitarianism and Methodism
became popular in the 19th century, New Englanders began using stones bearing the urn
and willow motif with inscriptions that spoke only of memories of the deceased. Deetz
(1996[1977]:99) explains,
The urn and willow is not a graphic representation of either the mortal component
or the immortal component of the individual but, rather, a symbol of
commemoration.
Deetz and Dethlefsen also noted that some markers from this stage in the sequence are
cenotaphs, or monuments erected to commemorate those buried elsewhere. For instance,
they found one stone that commemorated a sailor who drowned at sea in a shipwreck.
In addition to these society-wide shifts in attitudes towards death, Deetz and
Dethlefsen also recognized other local factors that impacted stylistic change. For
example, they placed special emphasis on the roles that individual stone carvers played in
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influencing regional styles (see their discussion of the “Medusa” motif, Deetz and
Dethlefsen 1967:37; see also Forbes 1927; Hawthorne 1974; Rainville 1999). In other
instances, they explained differential rates of change between cemeteries in terms of class
distinctions between communities. For example, Deetz (1996[1977]:102) attributed the
comparatively early adoption of the cherub motif in certain cemeteries around Harvard
University in Cambridge to local progressive elites’ preferences to mimic styles popular
in Europe at the time.
In some of his later work, Edwin Dethlefsen (1981) argued that cemeteries were
ideal loci for studying communities. In contrast to his early publications with James
Deetz, here Dethlefsen theorized cemeteries as more than just direct reflections of social
values and outlooks. He (Dethlefsen 1981:137) described the cemetery as,
a community of the dead, created, maintained, and preserved by the community of
the living,” thus representing, “a “filtered” and modified reflection of the living
community, with an added dimension of controlled chronological depth.
As I discuss next, postprocessual approaches of the 1980s focused primarily on just how
cemeteries acted as “filtered and modified” representations of the living communities that
created, used, and maintained them, treating commemoration practices as forms of social
negotiation driven primarily by class conflict.
For example, Michael Parker Pearson (1982) revealed the active role that
mortuary material culture played in social life in his groundbreaking study of 19th- and
20th-century British mortuary practices. Unsatisfied with the state of mortuary studies in
archaeology during the 1970s and early 1980s, Parker Pearson challenged widely
accepted interpretive norms of the time, which assumed a reflective relationship between
burial customs and social status (e.g. see Binford 1971).
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In his study, Parker Pearson observed two distinct periods of British mortuary
ritual over the past 150 years. Victorian-era mortuary practices functioned as displays of
the achievements of the dead, which were subject to social competition (Parker Pearson
1982:108-109). During this time, all social classes—including the poor—strove to fund
the most elaborate mortuary displays possible, spending exorbitant amounts of money on
the funerals and burials of their loved ones. This trend diminished in the mid-19th century
when attitudes towards the dead shifted as frameworks of rationalism, science, and
medicine began supplanting traditional religious beliefs (Parker Pearson 1982:110).
During this time, concerns with the unsanitary nature of urban life coupled with crowding
in urban cemeteries, led people to establish cemeteries in countrysides, moving the dead
from the physical center of society to its periphery. As Parker Pearson (1982:108,
parenthetical added) described,
Cemeteries [during this later phase] have outlived their Victorian function as
leisure amenities for the display of the achievements of the dead and have become
storage areas for the disposal of dead bodies; graves are tightly packed in well
regimented ranks oriented east-west or north-south to make maximum use of
space.
Within this particular framework, there is thus little correlation between the social
statuses of the dead and the materialities of their funerals and memorials.
Parker Pearson’s work demonstrated that mortuary practices served as potential
means of social navigation, but were also influenced by large-scale shifts in worldview.
As portrayed by Parker Pearson (1982:110, emphasis added), the relations between social
life and mortuary practices are highly complex and must be considered in relation to the
micro- and macro-scale contexts that framed them:
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Mortuary practices should be regarded not as a microcosm of social organization
but as the material expression and objectification of idealized relationships
formulated about the dead by different individuals or groups within society.
While somewhat reductionist and power-centric, this work was the first of its kind to
expose the complex web of social relations in which mortuary practices and material
culture were entangled.
Similar to Parker Pearson, Randall McGuire (2003[1988]) also took a Marxist
approach to cemetery analysis. He examined 19th- and 20th-century cemeteries in Broome
County, New York, and argued that shifts in commemoration practices correlated with
changes in ideology (see also Burke 2006). Like Parker Pearson, McGuire placed power
struggles at the forefront of cemetery discourses, describing burial ritual as “an active
part of the negotiation and struggle between the powerful and the powerless in society”
(2003[1988]:436). He found evidence for three major phases of commemoration in
Broome County. According to him, markers from the early 19th century downplayed
social inequalities, markers from the late 19th- and early 20th centuries emphasized (and
naturalized) social inequalities, and markers from the mid-20th century denied inequalities
once again (McGuire 2003[1988]:466-467). McGuire’s work thus revealed a cyclical
pattern in commemoration trends in Broome County, and portrayed such shifts as
intimately tied to the masking or naturalization of social inequalities.
In a similar vein as Parker Pearson and McGuire, Aubrey Cannon (1989) also
argued that trends in mortuary display tied directly to class struggles and social
inequalities. From his (Cannon 1989:437) perspective,
[M]ortuary practice is viewed as a medium for the competitive expression of
status and status aspirations, and it is this use that is considered the driving force
in patterns of mortuary elaboration and simplification.
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Cannon examined temporal shifts in the mortuary displays of British, Iroquoian, and
Greek societies, arguing that each followed cycles of mortuary elaboration and
simplification similar to those observed by McGuire. According to Cannon (1989:438),
such cycles begin when higher-ranked groups engage in more elaborate mortuary rituals
to demonstrate their wealth or power. The lower-ranked groups subsequently mimic these
displays, eventually influencing the higher-ranked groups to use less elaborate mortuary
displays in order to mark social distinctions between them and the lower classes. The
cycle continues as the lower classes return to less elaborate mortuary displays, forcing the
upper classes to readopt elaborate displays to mark difference once again. Although
Cannon makes a strong case for these patterns in English and Greek societies, his
Iroquoian example is less convincing. While studies such as this were ground breaking in
their examinations of the socially situated nature of mortuary practices, they still reduced
complex processes of grieving and commemoration to class struggles and power
negotiations. Furthermore, Cannon portrays the “upper ranks” as the universal “prime
movers” in any society, while more contemporary studies recognize the diffuse nature of
power along the lines articulated by Michel Foucault.
Another notable Marxist-inspired approach to cemetery analysis is James
Garman’s (1994) study of African American gravestones from an 18th- and 19th-century
cemetery in Newport, Rhode Island. Garman considered these gravestones in terms of the
multiple ways in which they might have been read by African- and Anglo-Americans in
the 18th and 19th centuries. He used hermeneutic theory to consider the intentions of the
makers or purchasers of such stones along with the pragmatic effects that the stones
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might have had on their readers. Ultimately, he saw a fundamental disconnect between
these intentions and outcomes. For example, he (1994:88) wrote,
White Americans were neither the writers nor the readers of the material culture
of death, although African Americans may have directed messages of
confrontation or demands to be recognized directly at them.
Ergo, similar to the studies just discussed, Gamin ultimately interpreted the gravestones
he analyzed as venues for negotiating power struggles.
Dissatisfied with the limitations of such Marxist interpretations of mortuary
material culture, Sarah Tarlow developed a novel means of theorizing gravestones as
artifacts of bereavement and markers of personal relationships and emotions. Her
research on shifting bereavement and commemoration practices in 17th- through 20th-
century Orkney Island graveyards and cemeteries stands out as an important contribution
to cemetery studies, anthropologies of death, and anthropological theory, more broadly.
On one hand, Tarlow acknowledged and built upon certain contributions of Marxist
approaches, such as their recognition of the active role that material culture plays in
social life (i.e. reflexive rather than reflective). On the other hand, she questioned the
Marxists’ ironic tendencies to use gravestone analyses as vehicles for uncovering
information on social issues other than death and mourning, such as class struggles
(Tarlow 1999:12). Arguing that any study of mortuary practices must prima facie
consider past emotional states, Tarlow oriented her own study towards the personal
relationships between the deceased and their loved ones38. As described by Tarlow
(1999:131),
                                                 
38 However, careful not to reduce all commemorative practices in terms of emotion and grieving,
Tarlow (1999:178-180) also recognized the multi-scalar forces affecting any individual act of
commemoration.
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The stone is a memorial to the deceased, but also, crucially, a memorial to a
relationship. The significance of the stone was personal and emotional, and the
fact that it was publicly visible should not make us cynical about the feelings of
bereavement experienced by those who erected them.
Tarlow (1999:36-49) argued that the bereaved used various material and textual
metaphors to liken death to more comfortable realms of experience. For instance, the
most popular metaphor for death in 19th century Orkney cemeteries was that of sleep
(Tarlow 1999:133-136). The bereaved likened death to sleep with inscriptions, which
often literally spoke of death as a long sleep, and stone shapes, which were sometimes
icons of bed headboards or cribs, depending upon the age of the deceased. In other
instances, the bereaved likened death to a long journey or ascent, or to the fading of
flowers (seen primarily in World War I memorials, Tarlow 1999:182). In each of these
examples, gravestones and monuments helped the bereaved come to terms with their
losses, while also preserving memories of the deceased. Following Tarlow,
archaeologists should avoid interpreting gravestones only in terms of their political
implications, as they likely functioned on a number of registers, both personal and
political, depending on their various “readers.”
Approaching Brothertown Cemeteries
Taking inspiration from the studies just discussed, I approach Brothertown
gravestones as active and multi-authored. As Hodder and Hutson (2003[1986]:3) pointed
out in Reading the Past,
the term ‘reflection’ misrepresents the relation between material culture and
society. Rather, material culture and society mutually constitute each other within
historically and culturally specific sets of ideas, beliefs and meanings.
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Instead of treating Brothertown cemeteries as passive reflections of social relations or
changing attitudes towards death (per Deetz and Dethlefsen), I see them as reflexively
embedded in social relations (Cannon 1989; Garman 1994; McGuire 2003[1988]; Parker
Pearson 1982; Rainville 1999; Tarlow 1999). I also reject simplistic models that reduce
individual and group gravestone preferences to any single motivating force, such as shifts
in worldview (Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967) or social strife (Cannon 1989; Garman 1989;
McGuire 2003[1988]; Parker Pearson 1982). In contrast, I see such choices as multi-
authored. For example, the identities of the deceased and their commemorator(s),
political structures, current trends in commemoration styles, interactions between the
bereaved and the stone carver, and many other factors potentially influence the final
forms that grave markers take39.
In regard to processes of ethnogenesis more specifically, I analyze Brothertown
grave markers and cemeteries in terms of both intra- and inter-communal relations.
Drawing upon my discussions of identity, memory, and personhood in Chapter II, I
examine the ways in which individuals and families living at Brothertown marked the
identities of their loved ones, forged social memories, and represented personhood via
grave markers. I investigate shifts in commemoration practices in terms of their
pragmatic effects on relationships between community members and their personal
histories, as well as between the Brothertown community and other Native and
Euroamerican individuals and groups. As discussed previously, the Brothertown
community’s adoption of professionally manufactured gravestones (oftentimes bearing
                                                 
39 See Brown 1971; Binford 1971; Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966; Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967, 1971;
Deetz 1996 [1977]; Parker Pearson 1982; McGuire 2003 [1988]; Cannon 1989; Garman 1994;
Tarlow 1999; Rainville 1999; Gorman and DiBlasi 1981; Fenza 1989; Veit et al. 2009
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text inscriptions) is perhaps the largest shift in commemoration practices to occur during
the period under analysis. Given the active role that material culture plays in social life,
such a profound transformation in the materiality of commemoration might have had
social repercussions, both internal and external. I investigate the nature of this
transformation and others in the sections that follow.
THE CEMETERIES OF BROTHERTOWN, NEW YORK
William DeLoss Love (1899) was the first to publish information on the
cemeteries of Brothertown, New York. In his biography of Samson Occom, he mentioned
a total of five Brothertown cemeteries. Although he focused most of his attention on
Fowler cemetery, a large communal burial ground said to contain the grave of Samson
Occom, Love (1899:294-295) also discussed four others in passing:
One was at the foot of the hill where the present cemetery is; another was near the
center of Deansville, north of the highway and between the railroad and the river,
called the “Dugaway” burial-place; the third was near John Tuhie’s place and the
fourth on the farm of Asa Dick. There may have been others.
In the fall of 2007, my research team mapped and cataloged two of the cemeteries
discussed by Love. Unfortunately, Dugaway and Tuhie cemeteries remain “lost” at this
time and the current owners of Fowler cemetery denied us access. Although we were not
permitted to map and record data from Fowler Cemetery, I was allowed to briefly visit
the site and take photographs the previous year, thus enabling me to discuss and analyze
the cemetery to a limited extent. In addition to the cemeteries mentioned by Love, the
team also located, mapped, and cataloged three other Brothertown burial grounds with
the help of the Brothertown Indians and local residents of Deansboro and Waterville,
New York (formerly Brothertown, New York) (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: Map of cemetery locations in Brothertown, New York: A) Tuhie Cemetery (precise
location unknown); B) Deansboro Cemetery; C) Fowler Cemetery; D) Dugaway Cemetery; E)
Skeesuck Cemetery; F) Shelley Cemetery; G) Dick Cemetery; H) Niles/Occom Cemetery (Map
modified from Love 1899).
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Niles/Occom Cemetery40
Also known simply as the “Brothertown Indian Burial Ground,” Niles/Occom
Cemetery (Figure 5.4) contains 44 handmade limestone grave markers, which date
between the late 18th- and early 19th centuries. Although not mentioned in Love’s book,
this cemetery is the largest New York burial ground cataloged for this dissertation. Based
on the relatively large number of grave markers contained within, I interpret this
cemetery as a communal burial ground, rather than a family plot.
The cemetery sits on a hilltop in the southern part of the historic settlement, just
off of Brothertown Road. A roadside sign, commissioned in 2001 by the Town of
Marshall Historical Society, marks its place (Figure 5.5). As seen in Figure 5.3, the
cemetery is located on the border of lots 40 and 41 of the 1795 plot map41. The
Brothertown superintendents’ book lists widow Patience Occom as the owner of lot 40
and James Niles as the owner of lot 41 (Brothertown Indians n.d.), hence the name
Niles/Occom Cemetery42.
                                                 
40 In order to identify the original (Brothertown) owners of the lands on which each cemetery sat,
I overlaid the 1795 plot map of Brothertown on top of my cemetery maps, which I made using
UTM coordinates. To avoid confusion, I standardized the cemetery names based on the surnames
of these 18th- and 19th-century landowners.
41 This medial location makes sense since the lots were primarily used for agricultural purposes.
42 In contrast, Love lists both “Widow Patience Occom” and James Niles as simultaneously
owning lot 41 and lists no owner for lot 40. The superintendents’ book clarifies this ambiguity.
Apparently Superintendent William Floyd wrongly assigned lot 41 to Patience Occom in 1796
after mistakenly assigning lots 42 and 43 (instead of 41 and 42) to James Niles. The
superintendents wrote, “As Wm. Floyd in Octo. 96, assigned No. 41 to Patience Occom by
mistake, this Lott No. 40 must be assigned to her instead of No. 41.” In regard to lots 41 and 42,
which were listed as owned by James Niles, the superintendents wrote, “Wm. Floyd in Octo. 96
assigned J Nyles No. 42 & 43 instead of No. 41 & 42” (Brothertown Indians 1785-1804:49).
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Patience Occom was of Mohegan descent and likely married to Samson Occom’s
son Andrew Gifford Occom, who died before 1796 (Love 1899:353). She had a son,
Samson Occom (II) who received lot 19 in 1827 and later moved to White River, Indiana
(Love 1899:353). James Niles II, a Narragansett Indian from Charlestown, Rhode Island
and a former Revolutionary soldier, moved to Brothertown in 1796, receiving lots 41 and
42 (Brothertown Indians n.d.). These lots were divided among his heirs in 1829. His son
James (III) later moved to Brothertown, Wisconsin in 1834.
Figure 5.4: Photograph of Niles/Occom Cemetery
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Figure 5.5: Photograph of roadside cemetery marker for Niles/Occom Cemetery
Skeesuck Cemetery
Commonly known as the “Dick Family Cemetery,” this burial ground contains
parts of at least 15 headstones, dating between 1830 and 1846, all of which now lie face
up between two Mulberry bushes. In contrast to those of Niles/Occom Cemetery, all of
the markers in Skeesuck Cemetery are purchased marble headstones. Based on the
relatively small number of stones contained within, I interpret this cemetery as a private
family burial plot. The names inscribed on the headstones further support this hypothesis.
The cemetery sits in the backyard of a residence located on the west side of Route
315 (Figure 5.6). A commemorative sign, commissioned by the Oneida County
Department of Public Works in 1969, marks its place (Figure 5.7). It reads,
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Historical Marker, Burial Ground, of Brothertown Indians. In 1783 Indians from
Seven New England Towns Settled This Area. Emigrated to Green Bay,
Wisconsin 185043.
Historically, Skeesuck Cemetery was located on the edge of lot 26 of the 1795 plot map.
Although Love referred to it as part of “Asa Dick’s farm,” Asa Dick never actually
owned the property (Love 1899:377)44. Beginning in 1795, the 100.5-acre lot was
assigned to John Skeesuck (Brothertown Indians n.d.), a Narragansett Indian born in
Charlestown, Rhode Island, in 1746. He was one of the earliest settlers in Brothertown
(Love 1899:396-397), receiving the lot after serving in the Revolutionary War. He likely
died around the year 1807, after which time, his wife Anne took possession of the lot.
John Skeesuck II, born in 1782, later inherited this lot from his mother. His cousin
married Asa Dick during the 2nd quarter of the 19th century, explaining the presence of
Asa’s gravestone (dating to 1843) in Skeesuck Cemetery45.
                                                 
43 The marker contains a number of historical inaccuracies; see Chapter III for a discussion of
Brothertown history.
44 He owned lot 36 beginning in 1804.
45 Residents even named a part of town (located around Skeesuck Cemetery) ‘Dicksville’ after
Asa Dick. This name remains prominent in folk memory.
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Figure 5.6: Photograph of Skeesuck Cemetery
Figure 5.7: Photograph of Skeesuck Cemetery marker
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Dick Cemetery
This cemetery (Figure 5.8) contains ten handmade limestone markers, which date
to the late 18th- and early 19th centuries. Today, it sits between several large agricultural
fields, far removed from any roadways. No commemorative signs mark its location and
very few residents even remember that it exists. Those who do remember, refer to it as
“Kindness Cemetery” after Tom Kindness, the last Brothertown Indian that lived in the
cemetery’s vicinity during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. On the 1796 Brothertown
plot map, this cemetery sits in the middle of lot 37, which was officially assigned to Isaac
Dick beginning in 1804 (Brothertown Indians n.d.).
The Dick family was Narragansett, and came from Charlestown, Rhode Island
(Love 1899:375). Isaac Dick moved to Brothertown in the year 1799, settling on the lot
in question. He died around 1812, and the lot was sold for his children (Asa, Martha,
Isaac, Hannah, and Betsey) in the year 1835. This sale reserved “three rods square for the
burial plot” (Love 1899:377). Of note, the listed size (3 rods square=15 meters square)
correlates with the current size of this cemetery (approximately 12 by 8 meters).
Similarly, the estimated dates of the grave markers within also correlate closely with
Isaac Dick’s recorded death date. Based on this information, along with the small number
of stones contained within and the cemetery’s location in the middle of a lot, I consider
this cemetery a private family burial plot.
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Figure 5.8: Photograph of Dick Cemetery (New York)
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Figure 5.9: Photograph of Deansboro Cemetery
Deansboro Cemetery
This is a large communal cemetery located on Route 12B in Deansboro (Figure
5.9). It is the only known New York cemetery containing both Euroamerican and
Brothertown Indian graves. It houses three Brothertown graves, respectively dating to
1822, 1864, and 1907, all of which are marked by purchased marble gravestones.
Shelley Cemetery
This site (Figure 5.10) contains only two known grave markers, one handmade
limestone marker and one purchased marble gravestone. Given the very small number of
grave markers contained within, I interpret this cemetery as a private family plot. It
currently sits in the backyard of a residence located between Routes 12b and 315.
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Historically, it was located on the eastern edge of lot 68, a 49.25-acre piece of land
assigned to Simeon Shelley in the year 1820 (Brothertown Indians n.d.).
Figure 5.10 Photograph of Shelley Cemetery
The Shelley family came from the Eastern Pequot reservation in North
Stonington, Connecticut (Love 1899:394). As suggested by the date of his lot assignment,
Simeon Shelley arrived relatively late in Brothertown. Only 14 years later, he sold the lot
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in order to move to Brothertown, Wisconsin, where he died in 1860. His wife was
Sabrina Welch, a Stockbridge Indian, who died in 1869.
Fowler Cemetery
This cemetery (Figure 5.11) contains anywhere from 60-100 Brothertown burials,
which date to the late 18th- and early 19th centuries. Unlike the other Brothertown burial
grounds of New York, graves in Fowler Cemetery are marked with handmade grave
markers and small burial mounds approximately one to two feet in height, a few feet
wide, and six or so feet in length46. After visiting this cemetery in the late 19th century,
William DeLoss Love remarked that, “There are at least sixty indian graves in this
ground, many marked by stones, but more by mounds” (Love 1894). Brothertown Indians
interviewed in the late 19th century by William DeLoss Love (1899:294) described this
cemetery as a communal burial ground.
                                                 
46 Of course, it is possible that the mounds were originally accompanied by non-permanent
markers (e.g. wooden markers) that did not preserve, or by small stones that have since broken
off or otherwise disappeared.
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Figure 5.11: Photograph of Fowler Cemetery (arrows point to burial mounds)
Fowler Cemetery sits near the top of Bogusville Hill in Deansboro. A
commemorative sign, erected by the Oneida County Department of Public Works in 1969
marks its location (Figure 5.12). The sign reads,
Historical Marker, Samson Occom, Indian Preacher of the Brothertown Indians,
believed to be buried in cemetery 1/4 mile south of here.
Historically, the cemetery sat on lot 105 of the 1795 Brothertown plot map. David
Fowler, a Montauk Indian and Samson Occom’s brother-in-law, owned this lot of 151 3/4
acres. He was born in 1735 and moved to Brothertown in 1775 (Love 1899:379). The lot
was officially conferred to him in the same year (Brothertown Indians n.d.). Fowler died
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in the year 1807, followed by his wife Hannah in 1811. Their shared headstone in Fowler
Cemetery reads:
DAVID FOWLER
Died March 31, 1807. Aet.
72 years
HANNAH wife of
DAVID FOWLER died
Aug. 1811. Aet. 64 years.
It is also important to note that Fowler’s lot functioned as an early Brothertown
communal center; in addition to the cemetery, it also contained a barn where communal
meetings and religious services were held. Occom delivered sermons to Brothertown and
Stockbridge Indians alike in the Fowler barn and led funeral services in Fowler
Cemetery.
Figure 5.12: Photograph of roadside marker for Fowler Cemetery
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Dugaway and Tuhie Cemeteries
Love (1899:334) mentioned these cemeteries in passing and depicted their
approximate locations on the historic plot map. To date, I have not been able to locate
either cemetery; thus, it is very possible that their markers have fallen or otherwise
disappeared. In Love’s map, Dugaway Cemetery sits on lot 20, which was assigned in
1795 to Benjamin Touee, a Farmington Indian (Brothertown Indians n.d.). In regard to
Tuhie Cemetery, Love described its location as “near John Tuhie’s place.” Tuhie was a
Narragansett Indian from Charlestown, RI. He owned lots 11 and 18, which were
assigned to him in 1795 (Love 1899:364). According to Love (1899:364), Tuhie’s
gravestone inscription read, “John Tuhie Esq. Died December 14, 1811.”
Summary of Brothertown, New York Cemeteries
Table 5.1 summarizes the information just discussed. Of the known burial
grounds, Fowler, Niles/Occom and Dick cemeteries are the oldest, each likely in use
between the late 18th- the early 19th centuries. Among these early cemeteries, Fowler and
Niles/Occom cemeteries were used communally, while Dick Cemetery functioned as a
private family plot. Shelley, Skeesuck, and Deansboro cemeteries date from the 1820s
into the 20th century. Shelley and Skeesuck burial grounds were private family plots,
while Deansboro Cemetery is a communal space.
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Table 5.1: Summary of New York cemeteries (shaded areas denote cataloged cemeteries)
Cemetery name Use Landowner Size Estimated date range Inscriptions
Fowler Communal Montauk Large 1770s-1811 Yes
Niles/Occom Communal Narragansett/Mohegan Large 1790s-1830s No
Dick Family Narragansett Small 1800s-1830s No
Shelley Family Eastern Pequot Small 1830s Yes
Skeesuck Family Narragansett/Mohegan Small 1830-1848 Yes
Deansboro Communal Public Large 1822, 1864, 1907 Yes
Dugaway ? ? ? ? ?
Tuhie ? Narragansett ? early 1800s ? Yes
STONE ANALYSIS
In total, the team cataloged 74 Brothertown grave markers in New York47. We
used a data collection sheet patterned after those presented by Harold Mytum
(2002[2000]) in his book, Recording and Analysing Graveyards. Table 5.2 lists the types
of data collected. In addition to collecting this information, we also photographed all
stones and mapped their locations using a total station in most cases.
Table 5.2: Types of data collected
Stone height
Stone width
Stone thickness
Orientation
Raw material
Memorial type, e.g. headstone, ledger, obelisk
Memorial shape
Mason's mark (when applicable)
Location of mark (when applicable)
Condition of stone
Text
Technique used for text e.g. inscribed, relief, inlaid
Decorative motif(s)
                                                 
47 It should be noted that the gravestone assemblage from New York is much smaller in sample
size compared to that of Wisconsin (discussed in Chapter VI), a factor that limits the depth of
analysis possible with the New York assemblage.
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Raw Materials
Most of the stones analyzed in this chapter are handmade grave markers, likely
manufactured by the loved ones of the deceased, or specialists within the Brothertown
community. In total, 55 markers or 74% of the New York stones are of this type. These
handmade stones were likely quarried from local limestone sources, which are abundant
in the Brothertown-area of New York. Although the manufacturing techniques vary
slightly between stones, most appear to have been cut or knapped directly from outcrops
or from medium-sized limestone “fieldstones.”
The remaining 19 markers (26%) are marble headstones shaped and sometimes
inscribed by professional stonemasons (or semi-professionals, see Forbes 1927). The
predominance of marble among the purchased stones of Brothertown, New York is not
surprising since it was the most popular raw material for gravestones beginning in the late
18th century (Forbes 1927:11). In her classic study of the stonemasons and gravestones of
New England between the years 1653 and 1800, Harriette Forbes (1927:12-16) explains
that carvers usually kept a number of blank stones bearing only decorative motifs on
hand. Customers chose from the limited array of designs that happened to be “in stock” at
their time of need. The carver then customized the stone with an inscription of the
customer’s choice. It was also common during this time for carvers to provide a book of
suggested inscription formats.
Stone Dimensions
To ensure the detection of even minute distinctions between gravestones, this
project examines the heights, thicknesses, widths, and estimated volumes of each of the
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gravestones under study whenever possible48. Means, standard deviations, and
coefficients of variation were calculated for each of these dimensions. Coefficients of
variation (referred to as ‘CVs’ hereafter) are calculated by dividing the standard deviation
by the mean (Thomas 1976:82-85). Researchers use this calculation to compare the
differences in variation between distinct “populations,” or data sets.  For instance, below
I use CVs to compare the degree of variation in gravestone heights to that of gravestone
widths.
Table 5.3 summarizes these data, listing average heights, thicknesses, widths, and
volumes along with standard deviations, and CVs for each of the measurements. The CVs
presented in this table show that heights exhibit the highest degree of variation between
gravestones, followed by stone thicknesses and widths. As discussed below, this pattern
makes sense since the relative heights of some gravestones iconically represented the age
of the deceased at time of death. Overall, the stones exhibit high levels of variation in
their dimensions49. This degree of variation is not surprising since the collection is made
up of both handmade and purchased stones.
                                                 
48 Out of the entire New York assemblage, the team recorded the height of only 34 stones (46%),
the thickness of 53 stones (72%) and the width of 67 stones (91%). The goal in recording these
dimensions was to document how much of the stone was originally exposed when standing. I thus
estimated the standing height of stones that are now toppled over and fully exposed. The notable
lack of recorded heights is primarily due to the fact that many of the hand-made stones’ tops are
broken off. This is due to two factors. First, limestone is not as sturdy as marble. Second, some of
the areas containing hand-made stones were once used to graze cattle, which might have broken
some of the stones. Although the team recorded the current heights of these broken stones, this
data will not be used here. The team was also unable to record the thicknesses of many of the
toppled stones without disturbing the cemeteries since many of these stones are now nearly grown
over. Stones that had been broken lengthwise or partially buried were the only instances in which
widths were not recorded.
49 For example, 30 of the 67 stones (45%) with at least one dimension recorded were two or more
standard deviations away from the mean of at least one dimension. Likewise, 11 of the 53 stones
(21%) with at least two dimensions recorded were two or more standard deviations away from the
mean of at least two dimensions. Of note, no stones were two or more standard deviations away
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Table 5.3: Summary of stone sizes, New York assemblage (*range of standard deviations present
in assemblage)
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 464.56 334.46 3 72.00
Thickness (mm) 51.45 24.77 4 48.14
Width (mm) 303.36 109.36 3 36.05
Volume (cubic cm) 9,393.92 13,071.64 5 139.16
Memorial Types and Shapes
Beginning with the 19 purchased stones, 17 are headstones and two are vacant
bases for headstones (GC 010, GC 012). The majority of the headstones (76%) are type 1,
a basic rectangular shape (Figure 5.13)50; there are also single examples of four additional
shapes. These include type 2, a version of type 1 with a rounded top edge, type 3, a
slightly more complex shape with a point in the center of the top edge and two smaller
points on the tops of the upper corners, type 4, another complex shape with a rounded
central point and two embellished upper corners, and type 5, a stone with a rounded cone-
like center point and two rounded corners. Of note, types 3 and 4 mimic the shape of
headboards on beds (McGuire 2003[1988]; Tarlow 1999).
                                                                                                                                                  
from the mean of all three dimensions. For volume, 15 of the 26 stones (58%) with estimated
volumes were two or more standard deviations away from the mean volume.
50 Deetz and Dethlefsen (1963:84) note that this basic rectangular shape was most often
associated with stones bearing the urn and willow motif, the last major phase of their colonial
New England gravestone sequence.
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Figure 5.13: Shapes of purchased gravestones: Types 1-3 (top row, left to right); Types 4-5
(bottom row, left to right)
Figure 5.14 depicts the shapes of handmade stones. I use three criteria for
classifying the stone shapes into four basic types. The first criterion is stone surface. Of
the analyzed stones, 25% (N=14) bear cortex on at least one surface. These markers are
presumably made from fieldstones (Figure 5.15). The remaining 75% have no cortex.
The second criterion is the angle of the sides of the marker. Of the analyzed stones, 35%
(N=19) have sides that are relatively parallel with one another (e.g. BC 001, Figure 5.14),
while 33% (N=18) have sides that are either divergent or convergent (e.g. KC 003). The
third criterion is the shape of the top edge of the marker. Of the analyzed stones, 35%
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(N=19) have convex top edges (e.g. BC 016), while 13% (N=7) have either straight or
concave top edges (e.g. BC 015).
Figure 5.14: Shapes of handmade markers (with catalog numbers)
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These attributes cluster in patterns. Of all stones with parallel sides, 37% have
convex top edges, 31.5% have flat or concave top edges, and 31.5% are not classifiable
due to breakage. Of these stones, 26% bear cortex. On the other hand, of all stones with
splayed sides, 47% have convex top edges, 5% have flat or concave top edges, and 42%
are not classifiable due to breakage. Of these stones, 37% bear cortex. Thus, stones with
parallel sides are more likely to have flat or concave top edges compared to stones with
splayed sides; likewise, stones with splayed sides are more likely to have convex top
edges than are stones with parallel sides. Stones with splayed sides are also more likely to
bear cortex.
Of the analyzable handmade assemblage, 26% have parallel sides with flat or
concave top edges (type A, Figure 5.16), 31% have parallel sides with convex top edges
(type B, Figure 5.17), 39% have splayed sides with convex top edges (type C, Figure
5.18), and 4% have splayed sides with flat or convex top edges (type D, Figure 5.19). It is
important to note that these types—particularly those with parallel sides—resemble some
of the purchased stone shapes discussed above. Types A and B are similar to types 1 and
2, while type C resembles type 6 (shown in Chapter VI). Type D does not resemble any
of the observed purchased stone shapes.
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Figure 5.15: Photograph of grave marker made from a fieldstone; note the cortex around the
edges of the stone; the faces are flat from either natural fracture patterns or from knapping and
smoothing
Figure 5.16: Photograph of stone BC 028, an example of shape type A (parallel sides with flat
top edge)
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Figure 5.17: Photograph of stone BC 013 (toppled), an example of shape type B (parallel sides
with convex top edge)
Figure 5.18: Photograph of stone BC 024, an example of shape type C (“splayed” sides with
convex top edge)
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Figure 5.19: Photograph of stone BC 031, an example of shape type D (“splayed” sides with flat
top edge)
INSCRIPTION ANALYSIS
In this section, I analyze inscription content, including texts and décor. In the New
York assemblage, only purchased stones exhibit these characteristics. There are 12 stones
(70%) bearing inscriptions, eight of which are strictly textual and four of which bear both
text and decorative motifs. Of note, I define “décor” as any type of inscription beyond
text. Since there are only a few stones with inscriptions in the assemblage, I include the
complete transcriptions below.
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Texts
All three Brothertown stones in Deansboro Cemetery bear inscriptions.
Stone DS 001:
In
Memory of
Prude Harry
Daughter of Sampson & Eunice
POQUENUP
Died Dec. 24 1884 (could be ‘1864’)
(two additional lines of illegible script).
Stone DS 002:
In
Memory of
ESTHER POQUENUP
who was a member of the Mohegan
Tribe of Indians
Died Jan 22 1822
a practiced and exemplary Christian
Aged 96 years and 3 months.
Stone DS 003:
ROMANCE WYATT
CO. K. 9. REGT. N.Y.V.
DIED SEPT. 30, 1907
AGED 81 YEARS
Shelley Cemetery contains only one inscription bearing stone.
Stone KS 001:
WE
In Memory of
NANCY WELCH
wife of william welch
died may 18 1835
AE 56 Y 7 Mo & _ D
depart my friends
dry up your tears
I must ly hear
Till Crist appears
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Skeesuck Cemetery contains eight stones bearing inscriptions.
Stone GC 001:
D P
L P
Stone GC 003:
THOMAS D
son of
Asa & Nancy
DICK
died
Aug. 20, 183[likely ‘2’]
AE 2 M.
Stone GC 005:
DIED
Aug. 22, 1845
HARRIET
wife of Allexander
FOWLER
Aged 23 yrs. 5 ms.
24 days.
Stone GC 006:
JOHN SKEESUCK
died
July 15, 1830,
Aged 23 Years.
____________
ABBY JANE, daughter
of John & Hannah Skeesuck
died June 16, 183_
Aged 2 Years.
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Stone GC 007:
AARON POQUIANTUP
formerly a member of
the Nahantic tribe of
Indians, R.I.
AE 58 y’s
LOVINIA
his wife died Aug. 14
1835
AE 45 y’s.
Stone GC 008:
IN
Memory of
ASA DICK
who died
Sept. 13, 1843, aged
47 years, 3 mos
& 22 days
Stone GC 009:
DIED
January 13
ELLEN
daughter (cracked off, but likely ‘of’)
(cracked off, but likely ‘Asa’) & Nancy
Stone GC 011:
JOHN W.
son of
John & Hannah
Dick died Jan.
27, 1846 AE 7
Years, 5 mo. &
5 days.
The 12 inscribed stones commemorate 15 people, consisting of eight adults and
seven children51. The ages of the deceased range from two months to 96 years old, with
an average age-at-death of 40 years old52. In terms of marked gender, seven stones
                                                 
51 These figures only reflect the cataloged stones. As discussed above, the stones of David and
Hannah Fowler and John Tuhie were not cataloged. When included, they bring the total number
of inscribed stones up to 14, and the number of commemorated individuals up to 18.
52 Five stones commemorate individuals that were 23 years old or younger and six stones
commemorate individuals between the ages of 47 and 96 years old.
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commemorate females, six commemorate males, and two commemorate children, sex
unknown.
The majority of these stones date to the 1830s (N=5), the decade of the Wisconsin
emigration, but there are also three stones from the 1840s, and single stones from the
1820s, 1880s, and 1900s, respectively (Figure 5.20). The earliest inscribed stone is that of
Esther Poquenup in Deansboro Cemetery, which dates to 1822, while the most recent
inscribed stone is that of Romance Wyatt, also in Deansboro Cemetery, dating to 190753.
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Figure 5.20: Number of inscribed stones per decade; note that the numbers from the 1800s and
1810s are only based on information reported by Love (1899)
                                                 
53 The uncataloged inscribed stones bear older dates than any of the cataloged stones discussed
here. David and Hannah Fowler’s shared stone bear the death dates of 1807 and 1811
respectively, while John Tuhie’s stone dates to 1811. Love (1899) infers that the Fowler stone
was erected sometime in the mid-19th century. He offers no explanation for this interpretation.
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As displayed above, the inscriptions contain a limited array of biographical
information. The range of information displayed includes the deceased’s name, the
deceased’s parents’ names, familial relations (e.g. the daughter of…), death dates, and
ages at death. A few stones also contain information on tribal affiliations, religious
identity, and military service, discussed further below. Of note, the full name of the
deceased is only included on the stones of adults. In the case of children, the first name
and middle initial are explicitly stated, but the reader has to infer the deceased’s surname
from the name of their parents. Similarly, parents’ names only appear on the stones of
children, and familial relations (e.g. the wife of…, the son of…) are only discussed on
stones of children and adult females. Also, the inscriptions almost always include death
dates (92% of the inscribed stones). The only exception to this trend is a stone that
presumably commemorates two children, bearing only two sets of initials. Similar to
death dates, the age at death usually appears in the inscriptions (on 75% of the inscribed
stones), four of which list the precise age of the deceased to the year, month, and day.
Beyond the information that they contain, there are also several patterns in the
phrasing of inscriptions that warrant further discussion (Table 5.4). For example, four
inscriptions begin with the clause, “In memory of,” six begin with the first name, full
name, or initials of the deceased, and two begin simply with the verb “died,” followed by
the deceased’s name and death date. Of note, the phrasing on the latter group of stones
emphasizes the actual event of death, while the former two primarily emphasize the
memory of the deceased, patterns also exhibited by the Wisconsin assemblage (Chapter
VI).
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Table 5.4: First clauses of inscriptions
First clause of inscription Number of stones
“Died" 2
First name of the deceased 2
Full name of the deceased 3
"In Memory of…" 4
Initials of the deceased 1
The inscriptions typically stress only one characteristic of the deceased’s life
(Table 5.5). For instance, eight inscriptions discuss familial relations; the relationship
listed is presumably that shared between the deceased and the commemorator(s). These
include three instances of “the daughter of,” two instances of “the son of,” and three
instances of “the wife of.” Of note, there are no references defining the deceased as “the
husband of,” “the father of,” or “the mother of.” Women’s identities were thus
represented as largely contingent upon their male relatives (from males’ perspectives, i.e.
those who likely commissioned the gravestones) (see also Rainville 1999:570-571).
Other than family roles, one inscription emphasizes the military career of the deceased
and another emphasizes the deceased’s devotion to Christianity. Finally, two inscriptions
define the deceased as former members of Native groups. These two inscriptions,
discussed next, also represent the only examples of stones explicitly referencing the
Native ancestry of Brothertown individuals. This is true for both New York and
Wisconsin assemblages. Similarly, no inscriptions contain the ethnonym “Brothertown”
(see Chapter IV).
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Table 5.5: Relationships listed in stone inscriptions (*this example occurs with a reference to
former membership in the Mohegan tribe, discussed below)
Emphasis of inscription Number of stones
the daughter of 3
the son of 2
the wife of 3
military career 1
*devotion to Christianity 1
(former) Native identity 2
Stone DS 002 presents an interesting, albeit subtle juxtaposition between the two
clauses inscribed on the stone. It reads,
Esther Poquenup, who was a member of the Mohegan tribe of Indians, died Jan
22, 1822, a practiced and exemplary Christian, Aged 96 Years and 3 months
(emphasis added).
The first clause, written in the past tense, signifies a former state (i.e. membership in the
Mohegan tribe), while the second clause emphasizes the state in which the deceased died
(i.e. as a practiced and exemplary Christian). By including the past tense “was” in the
first clause and omitting it from the second, intentionally or not, the “author” portrayed
Mohegan and Christian identities in opposition to one another.
The inscription on stone GC 007 presents a similar case. It defines Aaron
Poquiantup as “formerly a member of the Nahantic tribe of Indians, R.I.” The precise
meaning of the word “formerly” is unclear in this context. On one hand, it might refer to
the state of the deceased (i.e. formerly living, and thus formerly a member of the
Niantic). On the other hand, it may refer to his leaving his home settlement in Rhode
Island to join the Brothertown community.
The inscription of stone KS 001 (Figure 5.21) is also interesting in several
respects. First, the “We” at the very top of the stone remains a mystery. It is possible that
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the carver began inscribing the surname, “Welch” and left it unfinished, with only the
“W-e.” Second, the inscription includes an epitaph which speaks to the worldview of the
commemorator(s): “depart my friends, dry up your tears, I must ly hear, Till Crist
appears.” This epitaph is unique in that it speaks from the perspective of the deceased and
explicitly discusses a belief in the second coming of Christ.
Figure 5.21: Photograph of Welch stone in Shelley Cemetery
Beyond the text inscriptions, four stones also bear décor. Stones DS 001 and GC
011 each have willow motifs, stones DS 003 has a waving flag (military stone), and GC
006 has a floral and geometric border design. Although the willow motif on DS 001
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closely resembles those found in New England cemeteries, the willow on GC 011 is
slightly modified54 (Figure 5.22).
Figure 5.22: Photograph of willow motif (stone GC 011)
Correlating Stone Characteristics with Identity and Personhood
In this portion of the analysis, I compare what is known of the deceased from their
headstone inscriptions with the physical qualities of their stones. This analysis thus
juxtaposes the semantic messages inscribed on the stones’ faces with the pragmatic
qualities of the stones.
In several regards the shapes and sizes of stones loosely correlate with marked
characteristics of the individuals that they commemorate. This is most evident in
comparisons of adults’ stones with those of children. The average adult’s stone is 953
                                                 
54 In Euroamerican cemeteries of the East Coast, carvers introduced the willow motif in the late
18th century (Deetz and Dethlefsen 1967), and it remained popular through the first three decades
of the 19th century (Linden 1980).
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mm by 72 mm by 513 mm with an estimated volume of 39,020 cubic cm. In comparison,
the average child’s stone is 658 mm by 60 mm by 305 mm with an estimated volume of
31,773 cubic cm. The biggest difference between these dimensions is that of height, with
adults’ stones standing an average of 30 cm taller than children’s stones. Randall
McGuire (2003[1988]), James Garman (1994) and Lynn Rainville (1999) found similar
results in their cemetery analyses in Broome County, New York, Newport, Rhode Island
and Hanover, New Hampshire, respectively. The stones of adults are also more diverse in
shape than are children’s stones; there are four different stone shapes commemorating
adults and only two marking children’s graves.
In terms of inscriptions, children are most often commemorated in terms of their
relationship to their parents, either as “daughter of,” or “son of55.” In contrast, adults’
stones mark them in terms of other characteristics such as their relationship to their
spouse (only on female stones), their military service, or as members of certain ethnic or
religious groups.
Some correlations also exist between the marked gender of the deceased and the
qualities of the stones that mark their graves. When comparing the stones of marked
females with those of marked males, the females’ stones are generally larger. The
average female stone is 1,048 mm by 58 mm by 446 mm with an average volume of
38,751 cubic cm. In comparison, the average male stone is 621 mm by 100 mm by 400
mm with an average volume of 33,120 cubic cm. The biggest difference between the two
groups is that of stone height, with females’ stones standing an average of 42 cm taller
                                                 
55 When considering decor, the only two examples of the willow motif in the New York
assemblage occur on children’s stones. There are only two examples of decor on adults’ stones in
the assemblage. These are the waiving flag on stone DS 003 and the floral and geometric border
design on stone GC 006, which is shared by a male adult and his female child.
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than males’ stones. Interestingly, this difference is larger than the average height
differences between the stones of adults and children56. It is also more common for
males’ inscriptions to begin simply with their name. This occurs on five males’ stones
compared to only one female’s stone (i.e. a female child sharing a stone with her
father)57.
SPATIAL ANALYSIS
In this section of the analysis, I examine stone orientations, groupings of stones
within cemeteries, and the locations of cemetery spaces within the settlement of
Brothertown, New York. As discussed below, these patterns offer information on religion
and worldview, social relations, social memory, and Brothertown history in general. Of
note, the team used a total station to map the spatial configurations of gravestones in most
instances. Deansboro and Shelley cemeteries were not mapped due to the small number
of Brothertown stones in each; instead, the team used compasses to measure the
orientations of the stones within.
                                                 
56 One might expect that this discrepancy is due to relatively more male children’s stones in the
assemblage, but this is not the case; the assemblage contains only two male children’s stones, two
female children’s stones, and one stone shared by a female child and her father.
57 Conversely it is more common for females’ inscriptions to begin with the phrase “In memory
of.” This occurs on three female stones and only one male stone. Also of note, the only two
stones that begin with the verb “died” commemorate females.
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Stone Orientation
For the purposes of this dissertation, the orientation of a stone is defined as the
direction in which the widest part of the stone faces. In the case of inscribed stones, it is
the direction in which the main text surface faces. Since it is not possible to narrow the
orientation of blank stones down to just one direction, the team recorded the two
opposing directions in which each of the broadest parts of the stone faced (e.g.
northwest/southeast).
Out of 44 stones in Niles/Occom Cemetery, 36, or 82% are oriented
northwest/southeast (Figure 5.23)58. Most of these face an azimuth of approximately
290/110 degrees. It is important to note that the slope of the hill on which this cemetery
sits is also 290 degrees (see topography in Figure 5.23). The stones in this cemetery are
roughly laid out in rows. Although the stones fall into two rough clusters (denoted with
dashed lines in Figure 5.23), they all sit fairly close to one another compared to the stones
examined in the subsequent chapter59.
                                                 
58 Out of the eight remaining stones, only one is in-situ; Stone BC 024 faces east/west rather than
northwest/southeast.
59 On average, stones in the western cluster are 44 mm taller and 19 mm wider than stones in the
eastern cluster. The western cluster exhibits all stone shapes A-D (see above for a discussion of
stone shapes), with 42% of the stones bearing cortex. On average, stones in the eastern cluster are
15 mm thicker and more voluminous (by 777 cubic cm) than stones in the western cluster. The
eastern cluster only exhibits shapes B and C, with 29% of the stones bearing cortex. Although
there are distinctions between the clusters, sample sizes are relatively small and none of the
differences between clusters are dramatic enough to suggest that they represent two distinct types
of burial (e.g. distinct family traditions of stone manufacture).
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Figure 5.23: Plan view of Niles/Occom Cemetery; large grey shape on top edge of map
represents part of the trail leading to the cemetery; dashed lines denote possible cluster
boundaries
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Similar to Niles/Occom Cemetery, in-situ stones in Dick Cemetery also generally
face northwest/southeast (Figure 5.24) on the same azimuth of 290/110 degrees. Unlike
Niles/Occom Cemetery, however, the gradual slope of the ground in Dick Cemetery
follows an angle of 310 degrees, suggesting that it is just a coincidence that most stones
in Niles/Occom Cemetery face in the same direction as the slope of the hill they sit upon.
The stones in Dick Cemetery are roughly laid out in rows and divided into two rough
clusters60. Again, these stones sit in much closer proximity to one another than do most
stones in Brothertown, Wisconsin (Chapter VI).
                                                 
60 On average, stones in the southern cluster are wider than the northern stones by approximately
13 mm. Only one of the stones in the southern cluster has a classifiable shape (type A), and none
bear cortex. On average, the stones in the northern cluster are thicker than the southern stones by
22 mm. Only two stones in this group have classifiable shapes (types A and C), and one bears
cortex. The distinctions between the clusters in Dick cemetery are even less pronounced than
those between clusters in Niles/Occom cemetery.
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Figure 5.24: Plan view of Dick Cemetery (New York); dashed lines denote possible cluster
boundaries
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Similar to the cemeteries already discussed, the two in-situ Brothertown stones in
Deansboro Cemetery also face northwest. However, this is not the case for the stones in
Shelley and Skeesuck cemeteries. The two in-situ stones in Shelley Cemetery face
east/west61. Although the team mapped the stones of Skeesuck Cemetery (Figure 5.25),
none appear to be in-situ. All of the stones are toppled and lying face-up. The close
proximity of the stones suggests that they were moved from their original positions rather
than simply falling backwards to where they currently sit. If one were to stand the stones
up in their current positions, they would all face approximately northeast.
Figure 5.25: Plan view of Skeesuck Cemetery; the two large grey shapes on the sides represent
Mulberry bushes
The significance of the northwest/southeast orientation pattern found in
Brothertown cemeteries makes sense given the topography of the area. The Oriskany
Valley cross cuts the Brothertown settlement from northeast to southwest (i.e. an azimuth
of 20/200 degrees), exactly perpendicular to the orientation of the stones. The Valley’s
                                                 
61 Stone KS 001, an inscribed stone, faces west and stone KS 002, a blank stone, faces east/west.
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shape and orientation potentially makes the rising sun appear in the southeast and set in
the northwest. Brothertown gravestones are thus oriented to the sun’s daily path across
the Oriskany Valley. The consistent 290/110 orientation of non-Brothertown graves in
Christian cemeteries in and around the Oriskany Valley further supports this hypothesis.
This pattern suggests that the Brothertown Indians wished to replicate the classic
Christian grave orientation, which is said to tie directly to beliefs in the second coming of
Christ from the East. In these instances, the gravestones face west, with the bodies of the
deceased buried in front, the tops of their heads also facing west62. Upon the second
coming, the deceased can sit up from this position and face Christ (Cunningham
1989:211-212)63. Interestingly, Mohegan historian and author, Melissa Jayne Fawcett
(2000:41) notes that Mohegan spirits pass from east to west, following the sun’s daily
path. As discussed in Chapter VII, the southwest/northeast orientations of many
Narragansett and Wampanoag graves in New England speak to a different set of beliefs
in the sprit world among Native communities just north of Mohegan country.
Cemetery Locations
Now that I have discussed the spatial configurations of gravestones in
Brothertown, I broaden my focus to examine cemetery locations within the settlement.
When considering space in Brothertown more generally, an important distinction
between the northern and southern halves of the settlement becomes apparent. I base this
                                                 
62 Muslim burials are often oriented northeast/southwest (Parker Pearson 1982:104).
63 Despite these explanations of grave orientations, many Christian burials do not conform to this
pattern. This could be due to a number of factors such as crowding in cemeteries that prevents
ideal placement of monuments and graves (Parker Pearson 1982) or landmarks such as lakes,
mountains, or even roadways in the vicinity of cemeteries that might influence burial patterns.
There are thus multiple factors potentially influencing the spatial orientations of graves beyond
religion and worldview.
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interpretation on the relative locations of known communal spaces in the settlement (e.g.
schools, the meeting house). This distinction sheds light on the significance of the various
cemeteries and their uses within the community.
In his journal entry for November 7, 1785, Samson Occom (2006[1785])
described the town center, located in the northern half of Brothertown:
Concluded to have a Centre near David Fowlers House the main Street is to run
North and South & East and West, to Cross at the Centre.
Figures 5.26 highlights the center to which Occom referred along with other relevant
landmarks in existence up to the first decade of the 19th century. As previously noted, the
Fowler property was an important communal space as it contained a barn, which was
used as a place of worship and a meetinghouse for the community. The northern half of
Brothertown also contained Samson Occom’s house (until 1791), located on the western
half of lot number ten (Love 1899:308), the first schoolhouse, built in 1788 on lot 11, a
sawmill built in 1798 on the western part of lot number 24, and a gristmill built in 1801
on a creek between lots 16 and 20. In addition, there were four Brothertown burial
grounds located in northern Brothertown: Fowler, Dugaway, Tuhie, and Deansboro
cemeteries. Fowler Cemetery was the earliest communal burial ground in the settlement.
The only other known communal burial ground in northern Brothertown is Deansboro
Cemetery, which was established in the second quarter of the 19th century, after Fowler
Cemetery had fallen out of use. The dates of Dugaway and Tuhie cemeteries might
overlap with those of Fowler Cemetery, but it is unclear when or in what capacity they
were used.
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Figure 5.26: Map of Brothertown showing cemeteries (circles), public buildings (squares), and
important Brothertown leaders’ homes (stars) up to the first decade of the 19th century; the grey
area denotes the location of the town center as identified by Samson Occom
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In comparison to the northern part of the settlement, the southern half contained
fewer communal spaces. A second Brothertown schoolhouse (location unknown) was
established there in 1809 (Love 1899:309), and a third was established on Asa Dick’s
property (lot number 36) sometime in the mid-19th century (Figure 5.27). In contrast to its
apparent lack of public buildings and spaces, the southern half of the settlement does
contain a number of cemeteries. Niles/Occom burial ground is the only known communal
Brothertown cemetery in the area. The other cemeteries in southern Brothertown (i.e.
Dick, Shelley, and Skeesuck) were family burial plots. Since Shelley and Skeesuck
cemeteries were not established until the second quarter of the 19th century, Dick
Cemetery was likely the only burial ground in southern Brothertown that overlapped in
time with Niles/Occom Cemetery.
This information shows an important distinction between lived spaces and
cemetery spaces in Brothertown. The town center was clearly located in the northern part
of the settlement and was composed of the only school (until 1809), communal building,
and mills, along with the homes of important figures in Brothertown (e.g. the minister,
the schoolmaster, many of the political officials, etc.). This meant that Brothertown
Indians living in the southern part of the settlement had to travel in order to engage in
certain communal activities. They would have had to walk or ride north to attend school,
town meetings, and religious services, or to work or conduct business at the mills or with
the Brothertown Peacemakers, an elected group of Brothertown leaders that dealt with
intra-communal disputes and communicated with state and federal officials. Although all
Brothertown Indians likely shared these important communal spaces in northern
Brothertown, the existence of two large contemporaneous communal cemeteries located
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in opposite sides of the settlement suggests that residents of northern and southern
Brothertown might have used separate cemetery spaces. Based on their respective
locations and sizes, it is possible that Fowler and Niles/Occom cemeteries served their
respective halves of the community.
The relative locations of cemeteries and other communal spaces depicted in
Figures 5.26 and 5.27 also suggest that the earliest Brothertown cemeteries were often
located in close proximity to other communal spaces. The exceptions to this rule were
Niles/Occom and Dick cemeteries, which were both far removed from known communal
spaces. However, this general pattern began to change during the second quarter of
the19th century; following larger trends in 19th-century mortuary practices (see Parker
Pearson 1982), Brothertown cemeteries dating to this period were located relatively
farther away from other communal spaces than were the earliest Brothertown cemeteries.
This trend could be due to the increased number of Euroamericans living in the area in
the mid-19th century as compared to the earlier years.
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Figure 5.27: Map of Brothertown showing cemeteries (circles), public buildings (squares), and
important Brothertown leaders’ homes (stars) between 1810-1850; the grey area is the town
center of Deansboro; hollow shapes denote cemeteries or buildings no longer in use at the time.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
Cemetery Comparison
Based on the number of cemeteries in the settlement, Brothertown Indians always
had a choice of where to inter their deceased loved ones. The most obvious distinctions
between these cemeteries were their respective locations within the settlement, but did
these distinct cemetery spaces correlate with different styles of commemoration? In
comparing these cemetery assemblages, my goal is to detect any such distinctions. This
comparison will help contextualize the options that Brothertown Indians had when
choosing a cemetery. As evinced by the presence of several private family plots in
Brothertown, familial ties were obviously influential in shaping decisions of where to
bury the dead. This analysis thus also has the potential to reveal aspects of burial
practices that were unique to certain families, and other social groups within the
Brothertown community.
Summary of results
The first part of Appendix D summarizes this analysis, which demonstrates that
the most prominent distinctions between cemetery assemblages relate to differences in
stone manufacture. Except for the Shelley burial ground, the Brothertown cemeteries of
New York contain either all handmade markers or all purchased stones. As discussed
further below, the purchased stones in the assemblage are generally taller and narrower
than handmade stones, but are also much more homogenous in terms of stone shapes.
They also typically bear text inscriptions, which mark memories of the deceased in more
distinctive manners than do blank handmade stones. Beyond these distinctions, the
cemeteries of Brothertown, New York are strikingly similar to one another. In addition to
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similarities in stone forms, these cemeteries also share the same grave orientations.
Shelley Cemetery is the only exception to the consistent northwest/southeast orientation
of grave markers across all cemeteries in Brothertown, New York.
Handmade Versus Purchased Stones
The cemetery comparison discussed above demonstrates that the most
pronounced differences between Brothertown cemeteries are those related to gravestone
manufacturing techniques. The Brothertown Indians began using purchased marble
gravestones in place of handmade limestone markers during the early 19th century. This
transition occurred mostly in Brothertown, New York, though the cemeteries of
Brothertown, Wisconsin also contain a few handmade stones. By shifting from
manufacturers to consumers of gravestones, the Brothertown Indians gained access to
novel types of grave markers previously unseen in Brothertown cemeteries. Not only
were purchased stones available in new materials, shapes, and sizes, they also came with
inscriptions—both textual and decorative. These novel features certainly offered new
means of marking memories of the deceased and social relations, more broadly.
However, along with introducing these new options, this transition simultaneously
limited the amount of control that Brothertown Indians had over the final forms of the
stones. Variables such as the stonemasons’ individual styles and larger trends in
gravestone consumption patterns also played roles in the final forms that purchased
stones took.
As discussed throughout this dissertation and in the introduction to this chapter
most specifically, archaeologists currently recognize that the “things” a person made,
purchased, used, and discarded were not simply passive reflections of who they were, but
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rather active constituents of their social existence. Given the reflexive relation between
material culture and social relations, major shifts in materiality—such as that which
occurred in the cemeteries of Brothertown, New York—may lead to new expressions of
social identity along with other social and cultural transformations64. In this section of the
chapter, I explore this transformation in the materiality of commemoration more closely.
Summary of results
The second part of Appendix D summarizes the differences between the
handmade (N=55) and purchased (N=19) stones in the New York cemeteries. In addition
to the inscriptions usually included on purchased stones—the most noticeable difference
between the two assemblages—this analysis also demonstrates other important
distinctions in variation. In terms of stone dimensions, the purchased stones exhibit
relatively more variation in stone heights and widths, while the handmade stones exhibit
more variation in stone thicknesses. As mentioned previously, the biggest distinction is
that of stone height. In terms of stone shapes, the purchased assemblage is also slightly
more diverse than the handmade assemblage.
However, despite the wide variety of sizes and shapes of purchased stones
available to consumers in Brothertown, New York, most Brothertown Indians chose—or
were otherwise limited to—purchased stones of similar sizes and shapes. For example,
76% of the purchased stones in New York are rectangular shaped (type 1, see above),
while the most popular handmade shape represents only 35% of the handmade
assemblage (Appendix D). Since purchased stones typically bear text inscriptions, it is
                                                 
64 For example, Marx was most concerned with capitalism and its associated commodity
fetishism, which robbed the workers (i.e. manufactures) of their chances to reflexively engage
with the products they created (the relationship between people and their materialized
transformations of nature was key for socio-cultural evolution in Marx’ eyes).
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thus possible that the inclusion of texts reduced the need to mark distinctions between
stones via other dimensions of materiality such as stone sizes and shapes. Yet, if text
inscriptions became the most important means of marking distinction between graves as
the Brothertown Indians adopted purchased stones, the data suggest that stone heights
might have played the second-most important role; widths, thicknesses, shapes, décor,
and orientation seem to have played much less important roles in marking distinctions
between gravesites. When the Brothertown Indians began consuming stones with
inscriptions bearing the names of their relatives and friends, dates of death, and other
textual “messages,” therefore infusing their commemoration practices with enduring
semantic meanings, the significance of stone dimensions and shapes (i.e. pragmatics)
diminished in importance. In other words, relative dimensions and shapes became
homogenized as Brothertown Indians began using text inscriptions to mark memories.
Words and phrases began to speak louder than the properties of the stones on which they
were incised. As I discuss further in the conclusion of this chapter and in subsequent
ones, this shift represents a fundamental reordering of certain memory processes at
Brothertown, reconfiguring traditional cemeteries, which were spaces of communal
remembrance, into spaces of individual remembrance.
Temporal Comparison
Beginning with the earliest gravestones and burial mounds dating to the mid-
1770s (Fowler Cemetery) and ending with the stone of Romance Wyatt (Deansboro
Cemetery), which dates to 1907, the cemeteries and gravestones of Brothertown, New
York span approximately 120 years. The majority of the stones date between the mid-
1770s and the mid-1840s. As discussed in Chapter III, most of the Brothertown Indians
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had relocated to Brothertown, Wisconsin by the mid 19th century. There are only two
known Brothertown gravestones in New York that post-date the 1840s: Romance Wyatt’s
stone, just mentioned, and Prude Harry’s stone, which likely dates to 1884 (although it
could be 1864). It is important to consider changes in commemoration practices during
the Brothertown Indians’ time in New York rather than simply comparing the New York
stones with those from Wisconsin (discussed in Chapter VI). As discussed in the previous
sub-section, during their time in New York, the Brothertown Indians adopted novel types
of gravestones (Figure 5.28). This shift began in the early 19th century, evinced by the
stones of David and Hannah Fowler and John Tuhie, the earliest known purchased
Brothertown gravestones. Unfortunately, these specific stones remain uncataloged at this
time, making Esther Poquenup’s stone in Deansboro Cemetery the earliest cataloged
purchased stone in the assemblage.
In this section, I rely upon the relative cemetery dates established earlier. It is
important to note that, since many of the New York stones bear no dates, the historical
information summarized earlier are the only (non-invasive) means of organizing them
chronologically. I divide the New York assemblage into three sub-assemblages based on
estimated dates of erection: 1) stones dating between the 1790s-1830s, 2) stones dating
between 1830s-1850s, and 3) those that post-date 1850. There are 55 stones in the first
group. Among these are all the stones from Niles/Occom Cemetery, all the stones from
Dick Cemetery, and Esther Poquenup’s stone (DS 002) in Deansboro Cemetery. These
stones are nearly all handmade from limestone. The only exception is the stone of Esther
Poquenup, which was manufactured from marble by a professional stone carver.
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Figure 5.28: Transition between handmade (black) and purchased (grey) stones between Periods
I (1780-1830), II (1830-1850), and III (1850-1907)
As discussed earlier, Niles/Occom Cemetery sits between two lots, one owned by
widow Patience Occom and the other by James Niles. Each of the owners received their
respective lot in the year 1796. It is uncertain when Patience Occom died, but her son
received another Brothertown lot in 1827 and later moved to White River, Indiana. James
Niles’ land was divided among his heirs in 1829. One of his sons is known to have
emigrated to Brothertown, Wisconsin as early as 1834. Niles/Occom Cemetery therefore
likely came into use during the 1790s when Patience Occom and Samuel Niles moved
onto their respective lots, and fell out of use sometime after the landowners’ deaths and
the Wisconsin emigrations.
Isaac Dick, the owner of the Dick Cemetery received his property in 1799. He
died in 1812 and his lot was sold for his heirs in the year 1835. Dick Cemetery thus likely
came into use the early 19th century and fell out of use around the time of the Wisconsin
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emigration, when the lot was sold. The easiest stone to date in the early group is that of
Esther Poquenup, which bears a date of 1822.
The second group consists of 17 stones, including all of the stones from Skeesuck
and Shelley cemeteries. Nearly all of these stones were carved by professional
stonemasons and made from marble, with only one example of a handmade stone
manufactured from limestone. The stones of Skeesuck Cemetery bear inscribed dates
ranging between 1830-1848. Similarly, one stone in Shelley Cemetery bears an inscribed
date of 1835. Simeon Shelley is the only recorded owner of the lot on which Shelley
Cemetery sits. Since he received the lot in 1820 and quickly sold it off in 1834 to move to
Brothertown, Wisconsin, it is possible that the other (blank) stone in the cemetery dates
to the 1830s as well.
As previously mentioned, there are only two stones in the final group, each of
which sits in Deansboro Cemetery. Both of the stones are made of marble and were
carved by professional stonemasons. The stone of Prude Harry dates to the year 1884,
while Romance Wyatt’s stone bears a date of 1907.
Summary of results
The third part of Appendix D contains the details of this temporal comparison. To
summarize, the greatest period of change in Brothertown, New York cemeteries occurred
between the 1830s and 1840s. During this time, the Brothertown Indians switched from
making their own grave markers out of local limestone to purchasing marble gravestones
from professional stone carvers. Many of the purchased stones from this time period bear
inscriptions. Also during this period, stone sizes increased dramatically, particularly the
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heights of stones. As purchased stones became popular, variation in stone heights,
thicknesses, and shapes decreased significantly.
Despite these changes, some aspects of commemoration practices remained
constant through these periods. The consistent orientation of stones from the first and
third periods show that the Brothertown Indians laid their cemeteries out on a
northwest/southeast axis between the 1790s and the late 19th-century. It is also important
to note that the handmade stone shapes of the first and second periods mimic some of the
purchased stone shapes from the second and third periods (See Appendix D).
Ancestral Tribal Affiliations
As discussed previously, the Brothertown community formed when peoples of
several tribal groups broke away from their home settlements on the East Coast and
moved west together in pursuit of more favorable living conditions. To review, the
Brothertown community is composed of the descendants of Narragansett, Eastern and
Western Niantic, Eastern and Mashantucket Pequot, Mohegan, Montauk, and Tunxis
Indians. In addition to these coastal groups, it appears that at least one Stockbridge Indian
(i.e. Nancy Welch, stone KS 001) and one Native person of unknown tribal affiliation
(i.e. Romance Wyatt, stone DS 003) also lived (and died) at Brothertown, New York.
This section of the chapter considers these ancestral tribal identities (e.g. Pequot) in terms
of the cemeteries of Brothertown, New York. Did these ancestral distinctions influence
the forms and spatial configurations of gravestones in Brothertown, and if so, how?
The Narragansett and Eastern Niantic
The Narragansett and Eastern Niantic originally from Charlestown, Rhode Island
are the most widely represented ancestral group within the cemeteries of Brothertown,
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New York. For instance, it is highly likely that all of the stones in Dick and Skeesuck
cemeteries mark graves of Charlestown Indians or their descendants. Both of these
cemeteries are small family plots—the former dating between 1800-1830 and the latter
dating between 1830-1848. Although there are no names inscribed upon any of the stones
in Dick Cemetery, the owner of the land on which it sat was Isaac Dick, a Narragansett
Indian from Charlestown. Moreover, historical documents suggest that he had a family
burial plot on his land, adding further support for this hypothesis. The owner of the land
on which Skeesuck Cemetery sits was also a Charlestown Indian and the inscriptions
contained within (N=11) exclusively list the names of Charlestown-descended
individuals. Of note, one inscription bears the name “Harriet Fowler”—a Montauk
surname—but marks the grave of the daughter of Asa Dick, a descendant of the
Charlestown Narragansett. I return to this stone below as it speaks to the roles of
consanguineal and affinal kinship ties in shaping the identities of females (as marked
upon gravestones). In addition to the gravestones in private Charlestown plots, Prude
Harry’s stone (DS 001 in Deansboro Cemetery) also marks the grave of a descendent of
the Charlestown Indians; the stone dates to the late 19th-century. Finally, Tuhie Cemetery,
which remains lost at this time, was also possibly a Charlestown cemetery since the
landowner (John Tuhie) was a Narragansett Indian from Charlestown. In total, there are
at least 26 stones commemorating Charlestown Indians or their descendants in the
cemeteries of Brothertown, New York.
The Mohegan
Esther Poquenup’s stone (Deansboro Cemetery, DS 002) is the only clear
example marking the grave of a Mohegan-descended individual in Brothertown, New
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York. Although the surname “Poquenup” is either Pequot or Niantic in origin, the
inscription on the stone describes Esther as descended from the Mohegan. This is because
she had Mohegan parents, but married Samson Poquenup, a Groton Pequot. Like Harriet
Fowler’s stone mentioned above, this stone also speaks to the influence of consanguineal
kinship ties in shaping females’ identities, at least as marked on gravestones. In addition
to Esther Poquenup’s stone, there are other possible Mohegan gravestones in
Niles/Occom and Fowler cemeteries. Patience Occom—a Mohegan Indian—owned part
of the land on which Niles/Occom Cemetery sits, but since all of the stones are handmade
(without inscriptions), it is impossible to determine the identities of those that they
commemorate. Fowler Cemetery is said to contain the grave of the most famous
Brothertown Indian, Samson Occom, who was also Mohegan by descent.
The Eastern Pequot
The most likely Eastern (Stonington) Pequot marker in New York is the
handmade stone in Shelley Cemetery (KS 002). Simeon Shelley, an Eastern Pequot,
owned the land on which this cemetery sits. The only other stone in the cemetery is that
of Nancy Welch, Simeon Shelley’s mother-in-law. Since this small cemetery was a
family plot, it is very possible that the stone marks the grave of one of Simeon’s children.
The Montauk
The only known Montauk stones in New York are those in Fowler Cemetery,
which remain uncataloged at this time. Fowler Cemetery certainly contains the graves of
several Montauk Indians, including those of David, Hannah, and Jacob Fowler (Love
1899).
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The Stockbridge
In addition to the East Coast ancestries represented in Brothertown, New York,
there is also one stone commemorating a Stockbridge Indian, Nancy Welch (KS 001). It
sits in Shelley Cemetery, which was owned by Simeon Shelley, an Eastern Pequot-
descended Brothertown Indian. His wife was Sabrina, daughter of Nancy and William
Welch. Given that this is the only cemetery in Brothertown, New York known to contain
the grave of a Stockbridge Indian, it is interesting to note that the stones contained within
are also oriented east/west as opposed to the consistent northwest/southeast orientation
observed in the other Brothertown cemeteries.
The Mashantucket Pequot, Western Niantic, and Tunxis
There are no gravestones in the New York assemblage that explicitly represent
these groups. It is possible that some of the handmade (blank) stones represent
individuals from these groups. For example, the owner of Dugaway Cemetery, which
remains lost at this time, was a Tunxis Indian from Farmington, so it is plausible that it
contained some Tunxis graves.
Comparing ancestral tribal groups
Among handmade stones marking the graves of individuals from different
ancestral groups, there are no significant differences in heights, thicknesses, widths, or
volumes. Of note, Niles/Occom Cemetery—a communal plot—exhibits the widest
variety of stone shapes. For example, it contains two shapes not present in any of the
other Brothertown cemeteries (Types B and D) and a relatively higher percentage of
stones bearing cortex. The relatively wide variety of stone shapes found in Niles/Occom
Cemetery could relate to the fact that multiple ancestral groups used the cemetery.
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Unfortunately, there are no other indications that this is the case and no means of testing
this hypothesis any further at this time.
The most explicit means by which gravestones marked social distinctions is with
their text inscriptions. However, ancestral tribal affiliations were rarely mentioned. In the
New York assemblage, there are only two examples of this phenomenon65. The stone of
Aaron Poquiantup marks him as a former member of the Niantic tribe of Charlestown,
while the stone of Esther Poquenup marks her as a former member of the Mohegan tribe.
Beyond these two exceptions, Brothertown gravestones were not used as explicit media
for marking tribal identities. Similarly, the name “Brothertown” does not appear on any
stone inscriptions. This contrasts starkly with the patterns found in written discourse
(Chapter IV), highlighting the distinctions between cemetery and documentary
discourses.
In contrast to the materiality of gravestones, the Brothertown Indians did use
space to mark social distinctions. The distribution of gravestones in several distinct
cemetery spaces is most telling in this regard. A majority of the early Brothertown
cemeteries (i.e. Fowler and Niles/Occom cemeteries) were communal (i.e. multi-tribal)
burial grounds. In contrast, Dick Cemetery, dating to the first quarter of the 19th century,
likely only contains the burials of Narragansett Indians and their descendants. It is
important to note that the dates of this cemetery overlap with the dates of both Fowler
and Niles/Occom cemeteries. This is to say that the Dick family chose to bury their
                                                 
65 These are the only explicit examples of marked ancestral tribal identities. More implicitly, the
stones of Charlestown Indians are the only known examples that commemorated more than one
individual. Furthermore, they are also the only group of stones on which the willow motif and a
floral border pattern appear (in New York). The only other stone bearing non-textual décor is that
of Romance Wyatt (of unknown ethnic affiliation).
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relatives in a separate burial plot rather than in one of the communal Brothertown
cemeteries. The only other private Brothertown cemeteries are Shelley Cemetery (1820-
1835), which likely post-dated the two communal cemeteries, and Skeesuck Cemetery
(1830-1848), another plot containing only Charlestown Indians and their descendants.
This pattern suggests that the Charlestown Indians of Brothertown were the only group in
Brothertown maintaining separate cemetery spaces. In fact, the only known stone
representing a Charlestown descendant that is not surrounded by other Charlestown grave
markers is that of Prude Harry, located in Deansboro Cemetery. Given the relatively late
date of her death (1880s), it is almost certain that her loved ones had no choice but to
bury her in Deansboro Cemetery as all other Brothertown burial grounds in New York
had fallen out of use by that time. As mentioned in Chapter III, the Charlestown
community is the only group represented in Brothertown that had a faction of Separate
Baptists when on the East Coast. In this light, it is possible that religious differences
(rather than ancestral tribal distinctions) led Charlestown Indians and their descendants to
use and maintain separate cemetery spaces in Brothertown. As discussed in the next
chapter, this pattern was also replicated in Brothertown, Wisconsin.
Based on these observations, cemetery discourses in Brothertown, New York
were somewhat silent in regard to ancestral tribal affiliations. The only detectable means
by which these distinctions were communicated in cemeteries was through inscriptions
(and only on rare occasions). Space played an important role in marking social
distinctions, but it seems to have marked religious rather than ancestral tribal differences.
Family identities, which are not unrelated to tribal identities, also played a role in the
spatial groupings of burials. The stones of Shelley Cemetery likely commemorate people
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from two distinct consanguineal groups (i.e. the Stockbridge and the Eastern Pequot) that
were related through marriage (affinal ties). As discussed above, Nancy Welch (KS 001)
was likely the grandmother of the person buried next to her and marked by stone KS 002.
In this case, immediate family relations played a greater role than did tribal ancestry
when it came to choosing a cemetery.
DOCUMENTS CONCERNING FUNERARY PRACTICES
The Brothertown record books documented the details of everyday life in
Brothertown, New York. Two receipts found within these books—now housed at the
New York state archives—reveal important information concerning Brothertown
funerary practices. Each receipt dates to the year 1827. The first (Figure 5.29) reads,
William Floyd Esqu one of the Superintendents of the affairs of the Brothertown
Indians Sir pleas to pay Aaron Poquiantup the sum of two Dollars it being for
making a Coffin for William Peters Decest Who Was Chargeable to the town and
Charge it to the account of Brothertown and oblige yours- [signed] William Dick,
Asa Dick, Eliphalet Marthers, Brothertown, May 17, 1827. (Brothertown Indians
1827c)
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Figure 5.29: Photograph of coffin receipt dating to May 17, 1827 (New York State Archives)
The next (Figure 5.30) reads,
William Floyd one the Superintendent of affairs of the Brothertown Indians Sir
please to pay Eliphalet Marthers the of Sum of three Dollars it being for a Coffin
he furnished Johnathan Coyhis who was Chargeable to the town and Charge it to
the account of Brothertown and oblige yours [signed] William Dick, Randall
Abner, Asa Dick [in margin] peace makers, Brothertown June 7th 1827.
(Brothertown Indians 1827d)
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Figure 5.30: Photograph of coffin receipt dating to June 7, 1827 (New York State Archives)
These receipts suggest that it was common for the Brothertown community to
provide coffins for its members. The funds for these coffins were likely taken out of the
Brothertown Indians’ New York account, which was generated from the sale of half of
their original New York land in 1795 (see Chapter III). Since there are no known
purchased stones marking the graves of William Peters or Johnathan Coyhis, it is
probable that their graves are marked with blank handmade markers.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
As the Brothertown Indians mourned their losses and commemorated their loved
ones, they simultaneously remade their collective identity and navigated the politics of
colonialism in small incremental steps, experienced and executed during the course of
their everyday lives66. The materiality of their New York cemeteries thus offers unique
                                                 
66 In a few instances, Brothertown Indians used metaphor to liken death to more comfortable
realms of experience. For example, Nancy Welch’s inscription likens death to sleep and two other
headstones mimic the shape of bed headboards (see Tarlow 1999).
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perspectives on Brothertown history, ethnogenesis, bereavement, and discourse, more
broadly. Here I discuss and conclude this chapter by tying the patterns discovered within
the New York assemblage to the dualities of endurance. Since ethnogenesis and other
forms of identity negotiation involve both intra- and inter-communal interactions and
relations, I begin with considerations of each of these perspectives.
Intra-Communal Relations
What do the New York cemeteries reveal of the Brothertown Indians’ relations to
one another between the late 18th and mid-19th centuries? As discussed in detail above,
the most prominent transformation in commemoration practices during this period was
the replacement of small burial mounds and handmade markers with purchased stones,
which typically bore text inscriptions. As the Brothertown Indians replaced their “mute”
mounds and markers with stones bearing the names and biographical information of the
deceased, processes of memory and conceptions of personhood were also reconfigured.
The earliest Brothertown cemeteries were spaces of communal remembrance that
the living visited to mourn and remember their collective ancestry and history. From a
pragmatic viewpoint, handmade stones and burial mounds did not preserve the precise
location of specific individuals’ graves67. This emphasis on communal remembrance is
especially evident in the controversy surrounding the precise location of Samson
Occom’s grave. By the time that William DeLoss Love went searching for Occom’s
grave in the late 19th century, its location had been forgotten, even by the Brothertown
Indians that he interviewed. At the time of Occom’s death (1792), the Brothertown
                                                 
67 It is also possible that each marks the grave of more than one individual, particularly in the case
of the mounds.
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Indians commemorated their dead in such a way that they were remembered as a
collectivity rather than as unique individuals. The most famous Brothertown Indian of all
time was no exception to this trend. Some may argue that these early forms of
commemoration were due largely to economic factors. Perhaps the Brothertown Indians
used handmade stones and mounds because they simply could not afford professionally
made stones with inscriptions. Such constraints were clearly influential in their choices,
but not deterministic. For example, since they clearly possessed the skills to quarry and
shape limestone grave markers, they would have also been capable of inscribing their
handmade stones, yet they did not (in any cases). In addition to the economic factors, I
see this pattern as closely tied to distinct conceptions of personhood in the early years of
the Brothertown community compared to what was to develop in the subsequent decades.
As the Brothertown community incorporated inscribed stones into their
commemoration practices, they began transforming Brothertown cemeteries into spaces
of individual remembrance, thus, altering memory processes and the relationships
between members of the living community and their ancestors. From a pragmatic
perspective, inscribed stones made it possible for the living to visit the precise location of
an individual’s grave and read their biographical information. This allowed Brothertown
Indians to remember their unique places within the community as part of particular
lineages and histories. Although this change tied to economic shifts within the
community, it also related to new conceptions of personhood that emphasized
individuality in the (living) present and the (dead) past.
In addition to increased emphases on individuality in the Brothertown
community, the New York cemeteries also speak to the significance of ancestral tribal
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identities68. Similar to the written discourse analyzed in the previous chapter, the
cemeteries suggest that members of the Brothertown community saw themselves as part
of a single tribe, rather than as part of a conglomerate of several distinct tribal groups. For
example, there are only two inscriptions that include ancestral tribal ethnonyms. The fact
that this practice was so rare suggests that such distinctions were not necessarily
important in the Brothertown community.
Subtleties in the phrasing of each of these inscriptions also speak to Brothertown
perspectives of identity transformation and ethnogenesis. As discussed previously, each
of these stones frames the ancestral tribal identities of the deceased in the past tense.
Aaron Poquiantup’s inscription typifies him as, “formerly a member of the Nahantic tribe
of Indians, R.I.,” while Esther Poquenup’s inscription states that she “was a member of
the Mohegan Tribe of Indians.” The phrasing of the former provides an interesting
perspective of tribal identity and its relation to shared landscapes. It implies that tribal
membership tied closely with geographic space (see discussion of “brotherhood” in
Chapter IV). The inscription equates a location (Rhode Island) with the tribal identity
“Niantic.” The location of Aaron Poquiantup’s grave in Brothertown, New York (i.e. not
in Rhode Island) indexically reinforces the message sent by the tense of the inscription,
further emphasizing that the deceased died as something other than a Niantic Indian. The
reader is left to contemplate how views (including his own) of Aaron Poquiantup
changed after he left his home community of Charlestown for Brothertown.
                                                 
68 The most prominent intra-communal distinction seen in the cemeteries of Brothertown, New
York relates to religion. A group of former Charlestown Indians who were presumably associated
with the Separate Baptist faction that developed in Charlestown, Rhode Island in the early-mid
18th century, maintained separate cemetery spaces in both Brothertown settlements. In addition to
these distinctions, age and gender differences also played out in Brothertown cemeteries,
described above (See also Chapter IX).
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Of note, Anne McMullen interpreted (1987:120-123, see also Fawcett 2000:41;
Fitzgerald 2008; Tantaquidgeon and Fawcett 1987) shifts in Mohegan basket décor
between the 18th and 19th centuries as tied directly to the politics surrounding the
Brothertown Movement. Such baskets often bear medallions—interpreted as representing
groups of people, such as the Mohegan—and borders or stockades—interpreted as
representing reservation or other land boundaries. Baskets manufactured at Mohegan
prior to the Brothertown Movement use the same types of stamps both inside and outside
of the borders, while baskets manufactured during and after the founding of Brothertown,
New York use different medallions outside of the represented land boundaries (Figure
5.31). Following McMullen’s logic, the Mohegan that chose to remain on their
reservation in Connecticut during the late-18th century intentionally marked distinctions
between them and their relatives and friends that chose to join the Brothertown
Movement, portraying tribal and communal identity as fundamentally contingent upon a
shared landscape.  They depicted the individuals and families that left the reservation as
something other than Mohegan.
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Figure 5.31: Mohegan basket designs discussed by McMullen (1987:115). The design on the
right predates the Brothertown Movement; according to McMullen, the central diamond-shaped
border represents the Mohegan land boundaries, while the four-domed Medallion within
represents the Mohegan people. Those Mohegan peoples represented outside of the boundaries of
the Mohegan land are similar to those within. The design on the left dates to the early-19th
century; according to McMullen, the distinction between medallions inside and outside of the
Mohegan land boundaries was meant to deny the Mohegan ancestries of those individuals that
had joined the Brothertown Movement.
Similarly, the lack of the ethnonym “Brothertown” in the inscriptions of
Brothertown Indians’ gravestones is also interesting. This pattern juxtaposes those
discussed in Chapter IV, likely because these two forms of discourse (i.e. writing and
commemoration) operated on distinct social registers. Since the only visitors to
Brothertown cemeteries in New York were likely Brothertown Indians, they were also
the only intended “receivers” of gravestone discourses. This pattern suggests that
Brothertown community members were comfortable with their own senses of identity
and felt no need to explicitly mark their loved ones in terms of tribal or ethnic identities.
Inter-Communal Relations
What do the New York cemeteries reveal of the Brothertown Indians’ relations to
other groups during this time period? While the transition to purchased stones changed
the ways in which Brothertown Indians related to one another and to their respective
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pasts, it also made Brothertown cemeteries look more like those of Euroamericans. The
Brothertown burial grounds containing only purchased stones were ambivalent spaces
(Ashcroft et al. 1989; Bhabha 1994:145-174; Liebmann 2008:5-6) in the sense that, if
experienced by non-Brothertown individuals, they likely gave no impression of “Indian-
ness.” These changes thus indexically marked the Brothertown community as similar to
Euroamerican communities and distinct from contemporaneous Native communities that
used more “traditional” forms of commemoration. As with the ethnonym “Brothertown”
discussed in Chapter IV, this transformation had the potential to challenge accepted
“norms” of social classification of the time, further blurring the lines between Indian and
Euroamerican essences.
Yet, since it would have been rare for Euroamericans to visit Brothertown, New
York cemeteries in the 19th century, what difference did these changes really make? As
discussed in the next chapter, the Brothertown cemeteries of Wisconsin were much more
public than those of New York. If these transformations had no pragmatic effect on non-
Brothertown Indians in New York, they certainly made a difference in Wisconsin, during
which time the Brothertown Indians petitioned for United States citizenship by explicitly
arguing that they occupied an interstitial position between white and Native societies
(Chapter IV). The materiality of their Wisconsin cemeteries, which relates closely to that
of their later-period New York cemeteries, served to support their written arguments.
Cemetery Discourses
Although their “primary” purpose was to help the living cope with their losses
and mark memories of the dead (Tarlow 1999), I argue that the Brothertown cemeteries
of New York also shaped conceptions of personhood and identity, in turn altering intra-
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and inter-communal relationships. The Brothertown Indians negotiated their identities by
entangling spatial, material, and linguistic discourses. I thus conclude this chapter with a
brief consideration of the interconnections between these different discursive modes.
Beginning with spatial discourses, most Brothertown stones in New York were
meant to face west and replicate Christian and/or Mohegan burial patterns, which were
distinct from those of 17th-century Algonquian communities (Chapter VII). Moreover,
some Brothertown Indians used spatial segregation to mark religious distinctions within
the community as evinced by separate cemetery spaces kept by Narragansett-descended
Separate Baptists from Charlestown. In terms of material discourses, certain handmade
Brothertown grave markers mimicked the shapes of popular (Christian) Euroamerican
gravestones of the time, and purchased stones used later transformed Brothertown
cemeteries into ambivalent spaces, indistinguishable from Euroamerican cemeteries.
With these stones came inscribed words and phrases, which diminished the importance of
other pragmatic aspects of grave markers in Brothertown, New York. In other words, the
messages written out on their faces were meant to speak louder than their other physical
attributes. As discussed above, this logocentric shift was just one part of a much larger
transformation in the ways that the Brothertown Indians imagined their community. In
the next chapter, I track these changes across the cemeteries of Brothertown, Wisconsin
and beyond through the early 20th century.
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CHAPTER VI: BROTHERTOWN CEMETERY DISCOURSES:
THE WISCONSIN ASSEMBLAGE
JOSEPH PALMER, DIED July 3, 1836, AE 42 yrs, He was murdered by the Stockbridge
Indians in Stockbridge. 
Joseph Palmer’s inscription
Union Cemetery, Brothertown, Wisconsin
INTRODUCTION
When the Brothertown Indians relocated to Wisconsin during the second quarter
of the 19th century, they divorced themselves from the landscape and associated material
legacies of Brothertown, New York. How did the Brothertown Indians maintain and
transform the commemoration practices described in the previous chapter as they created
and used new cemetery spaces in Wisconsin? In order to answer this question I analyze
data collected from eight Wisconsin cemeteries dating between the 1830s and 1910. A
small team of archaeologists and volunteers—both Brothertown Indian and non-Native
residents of the area—collected these data in the summers of 2008 and 2009. The
methods of collection were consistent with those presented in Chapter V.
THE CEMETERIES OF BROTHERTOWN, WISCONSIN
The research team cataloged 519 grave markers in Wisconsin, 270 of which mark
the graves of Brothertown Indians. Although these data come from eight cemeteries
located across Wisconsin (Figure 6.1), the team collected most of the data from four
cemeteries situated in or nearby Brothertown. The remaining data come from cemeteries
located 15 to 150 miles away.
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Figure 6.1: Map of current-day Wisconsin showing the location of Brothertown; dark grey areas
represent state bounded land; light grey areas represent water; black bullets mark locations of
cataloged cemeteries; grey bullets mark locations of uncataloged cemeteries
Cemeteries in or near Brothertown, Wisconsin
The stones in these cemeteries (Figure 6.2) constitute 94% of the Brothertown
grave markers analyzed in this chapter. It should be noted that all stones in these
cemeteries—new and old—were mapped using a total station, but the team only
cataloged gravestones dating up to 1910. As mentioned above, some of the data collected
in or nearby Brothertown were from non-Brothertown graves. In total, data from 502
stones were collected from these cemeteries, 253 of which mark the graves of
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Brothertown Indians. Although I only analyze the latter group in this chapter, I draw
upon the remaining (non-Brothertown Indian) data in my comparative analysis (Chapter
VII).
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Figure 6.2: Map of Brothertown cemetery locations
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Union Cemetery
Union Cemetery (Figure 6.3) is a communal burial ground containing both
Brothertown and Euroamerican graves. It is by far the largest cemetery analyzed in this
dissertation. As of June 2009, this cemetery contained a total of 526 grave markers. The
Brothertown Indians established Union Cemetery in the 1830s and it is still in use today.
With a few exceptions, most of the Brothertown graves in this cemetery sit in the
southern half. Of the 526 total stones in the cemetery, 306 date between 1830 and 1910.
Of these, 203 (66%) mark the graves of Brothertown Indians. Ironically, the sign on the
entrance gate to the cemetery (Figure 6.4) reads, “Union Cemetery, 1911.” It is unclear
why it bears this date since most of the graves contained within pre-date 1911. The
cemetery is about one mile northwest of the center of the historic (and current) town.
Historic plot maps of the settlement show that the cemetery sat between the northwest
corner of lot 24 and the southeast corner of lot 25 (Figure 6.3). According to the 1840
plot map, Phoebe Fowler (lot 24) and Sarah Dick (lot 25) were the first owners of these
plots.
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Figure 6.3: Photograph of Union Cemetery
Figure 6.4: Photograph of entry gate of Union Cemetery (note the date of 1911)
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Dick Cemetery
Like the Dick and Skeesuck cemeteries of New York (see Chapter V), the Dick
Cemetery of Wisconsin (Figure 6.5) was a private burial plot used by certain descendants
of the Charlestown Indians. It is the smallest cemetery analyzed in Brothertown,
Wisconsin, containing only 19 gravestones, most of which (95%) mark the burials of
Brothertown Indians. The only non-Brothertown Indian stone in this cemetery once stood
in the southeast corner and marked the grave of William Reed, a veteran of the Mexican
War (Heller n.d.). Dick Cemetery was in use between the mid-1840s and the late-1880s.
The cemetery sits in the northwest corner of the settlement (see Figure 6.2). In terms of
historic plots, the cemetery likely sat on the northeast corner of lot 3. The 1840 plot map
shows Cynthia Dick as the first owner of this plot. Unlike the other burial grounds
analyzed in this chapter, a fieldstone wall somewhat reminiscent of the architectural style
of New England bounds this cemetery.
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Figure 6.5: Photograph of Dick Cemetery
Elyard Cemetery
Elyard Cemetery (Figure 6.6) also appears to have been used as a semi-private
burial plot. Like Dick Cemetery, it is small in size, containing only 22 gravestones.
Caroline Andler, former Brothertown tribal genealogist, informed me that a number of
the individuals buried in Elyard Cemetery were of mixed Native, European, and African
ancestry. The surnames of those buried in the cemetery support this statement.
Approximately half of the inscribed names (47%) are Brothertown in origin, while 24%
are both Brothertown and Stockbridge in origin (i.e. surnames present in both
communities in the 18th and 19th centuries), 12% are non-Indian surnames known to have
“married in” to either of the respective communities, and 17% are of unknown origin at
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this time. This cemetery was in use between the mid-1850s and the early 20th century. Of
the 22 markers that it currently contains, 20 pre-date 1910, many of which are toppled or
loose. Although some of the stones mark graves of Brothertown Indians, the cemetery
does not sit within the historic (or current) boundaries of Brothertown; instead, it is
located in the town of Quinney, just north of Brothertown (see Figure 6.2).
On multiple occasions older local residents told me that they remembered Elyard
Cemetery containing many more graves than it currently does. They also report that the
cemetery once had a stonewall surrounding it, much like the one that still bounds the
Dick Cemetery today. Elyard Cemetery is the only analyzed Wisconsin burial ground that
sits in the middle of a planting field, so it is possible that farming practices have impacted
the cemetery, reducing the number of surviving grave markers.
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Figure 6.6: Photograph of Elyard Cemetery
Lakeside Cemetery
Lakesides Cemetery (Figure 6.7) is a large communal burial ground, which
contains burials of Brothertown, Stockbridge, Euroamerican, and African American
individuals and families69. It currently contains 211 grave markers, 157 of which pre-date
1910. Of these, only 11 (7%) mark graves of Brothertown Indians. The oldest stones in
the cemetery date to the mid-late 1850s, and the cemetery remains in use today. Like
Elyard Cemetery, this cemetery also sits outside the boundaries of Brothertown (see
                                                 
69 Local residents refer to it as the “English burial ground” because it is known to contain the
burials of European immigrants.
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Figure 6.3); it is located in the town of Stockbridge, approximately three and a half miles
north of Brothertown (see Figure 6.2).
Figure 6.7: Photograph of Lakeside Cemetery
Brothertown Stones Outside of Brothertown, Wisconsin
The stones in these cemeteries represent only 6% of the Brothertown grave
markers cataloged in Wisconsin. In total there are 17 stones in four cemeteries, each
ranging in distance between 15 and 150 miles away from Brothertown, Wisconsin
(Figure 6.1)70. The closest is Rienzi Cemetery, located in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, just 15
                                                 
70 In addition to these catalogued cemeteries, there are other Brothertown gravestones located
across the Midwest. For example, King Cemetery (shown in Figure 6.1) is known to contain
several Brothertown stones, and there are fairly large numbers of Brothertown stones reported in
Long Prairie and Little Falls, MN (Caroline Andler, personal communication).
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miles south of Brothertown. It was founded in the mid-19th century and contains 100
acres of land. Although Rienzi Cemetery is known to contain several Brothertown
gravestones, only one was cataloged for this dissertation (date of death not specified)71.
The second burial ground is a Methodist cemetery located in Oneida, Wisconsin, 45
miles north of Brothertown. This cemetery contains a number of Euroamerican and
Native gravestones, including Oneida and Brothertown markers. Of note, there appears to
be an “Indian” section of burials in the rear of the cemetery, some marked with handmade
stones. Although this cemetery is known to contain at least two Brothertown stones, I was
only able to locate one (date of death unspecified). The third burial ground is Red Falls
Cemetery, located in Gresham, Wisconsin, approximately 90 miles north of Brothertown.
This is another large cemetery containing both Euroamerican and Native gravestones,
including Stockbridge, Munsee, and Brothertown markers. In total, I located and
cataloged ten potential Brothertown stones in this cemetery72. Of these, four bear
surnames that are exclusively Brothertown in origin, ranging between the dates 1891 and
1903, while six bear surnames present in both Stockbridge and Brothertown
communities, ranging in dates between 1838 and 1907. The fourth burial ground is
Brighton Cemetery, located in Unity, Wisconsin, 150 miles northwest of Brothertown. I
cataloged five Brothertown stones in this cemetery, ranging in dates from 1882 to 1903.
                                                 
71 The size of this cemetery prevented the team from locating the other stones.
72 As discussed later, Brothertown genealogies are complex, sometimes making it difficult to
distinguish Brothertown stones from those of other neighboring Native communities, especially
in cemeteries outside of Brothertown. For example, it was common for two or more distinct
Native communities to contain unique family lines that shared the same surname.
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Summary of Wisconsin Cemeteries
Table 6.1 summarizes the information just discussed. To reiterate, there are two
private plots and two large communal burial grounds containing Brothertown gravestones
in or near Brothertown. In terms of dates, Union Cemetery contains the oldest
Brothertown stones in Wisconsin, followed by Dick, Elyard, and Lakeside cemeteries.
All of these cemeteries overlap in dates beginning in the 1850s, so Brothertown Indians
clearly had choices as to where to bury their loved ones. There are also four cemeteries
located relatively far outside of Brothertown that contain Brothertown stones; they date
between the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Table 6.1: Summary of Wisconsin cemeteries; shaded areas denote cemeteries located far outside
Brothertown
Cemetery
Name
Use Size Date Range Used by:
Union Communal Large 1830s-present Brothertown Indians, Euroamericans
Dick Private Small 1840s-1870s Brothertown Indians
Elyard Private Small 1850s-early 1900s Brothertown & Stockbridge Indians, etc.
Lakeside Communal Large 1850s-present Brothertown & Stockbridge Indians, Euroamericans, etc.
Rienzi Communal Large not specified Euroamericans, Brothertown Indians, etc.
Methodist Communal Large not specified Oneida & Brothertown Indians, Euroamericans, etc.
Red Falls Communal Large 1890s-1900s
Stockbridge, Munsee & Brothertown Indians, Euroamericans,
etc.
Brighton Communal Large 1880s-1900s Euroamericans, Brothertown Indians, etc.
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STONE ANALYSIS
In this section, I discuss general stone characteristics within the entire Wisconsin
assemblage, including raw materials, memorial types and shapes, and stone dimensions.
Refer to Chapter V for a discussion of the methods of quantification employed here.
Raw Materials
In contrast to the New York assemblage, 98.5% (N=266) of the Wisconsin stones
are purchased. The majority of these stones are made from marble (94%), but small
quantities of granite (6%) and concrete (less than 1%) stones are also present in the
assemblage (Figure 6.8). The high frequency of marble headstones comes as no surprise
since it was the predominant raw material used to make gravestones in the 19th century. In
regard to the few handmade stones in the Wisconsin assemblage (N=4), all are made
from limestone, which was abundant in Brothertown, Wisconsin.
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Figure 6.8: Relative frequencies of manufacture type and raw material
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Memorial Types and Shapes
In terms of memorial types and shapes, the Wisconsin assemblage is much more
diverse than that of New York (Figure 6.9). Headstones make up the entirety of the
catalogued New York assemblage, while they only represent 85% of the Wisconsin
stones. The next most prevalent type of Brothertown marker in Wisconsin is the obelisk,
which represents 10% of the assemblage. The obelisk, which is part of the Egyptian
revival in American cemeteries (Mytum 2002[2000]:36), is a four-sided stone pillar with
a pyramid-shaped top (Figure 6.10). Ledgers, or “flat slabs” (Mytum 2002[2000]:3)
represent 4% of the assemblage (Figure 6.11). In addition to these types, there are also
four stone lecterns (Figure 6.12) and one three-dimensional urn (Figure 6.13) marking
graves in Brothertown, Wisconsin.
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Figure 6.9: Relative frequencies of memorial types
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The Wisconsin assemblage consists of 27 distinct stone shapes (Figure 6.14)73.
Similar to New York, the most prevalent (purchased) stone shape in the Wisconsin
assemblage is type 1, represented by 44% of the stones. Type 2 (28%) follows in relative
frequency. These are the only stone shapes present in relatively high frequencies. The
remainder of the assemblage is spread evenly across the other 25 shape types. Figure 6.15
depicts types 1-17. Of note, types 12 and 13 are double stones and shapes 16 and 17 are
ledgers74. Beyond the shapes depicted in Figure 6.15, there are two handmade
shapes—types A and B—also present in the New York assemblage, along with the 23
obelisks, four lecterns, and a single urn-shaped marker, mentioned above. Additionally, a
few other gravestones and ledgers have “special shapes” (Figure 6.16); these include
headstones in the shape of a heart, a building, a leaf, an abstract rounded shape, and a
cylindrical shape.
                                                 
73 Of note, only 2.8% of the Wisconsin shapes remain unidentified due to breakage or other
preservation issues.
74 Type 17 is between a ledger and a headstone. For the purposes of this study, I consider it a type
of ledger.
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Figure 6.10: Photograph of obelisk (UC 012, Welch family stone)
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Figure 6.11: Photograph of ledger (UC 366, stone of Authlia and Alice Johnson)
Figure 6.12: Photograph of stone lectern (UC 049, stone of Benjamin and Hannah Fowler)
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Figure 6.13: Photograph of crumbled stone urn (UC 103)
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Figure 6.14: Relative frequencies of stone shapes
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Figure 6.15: Shape types 1-17 (left to right, top to bottom)
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Figure 6.16: Photographs of “special” stone shapes (left to right: heart (UC 101, stone of Archie
W. Baker), building (EC 012, stone of Elton Tousey), leaf (UC 362, stone of Ada A. Johnson),
cylinder (UC 234, stone of Etta C. Babbits)
Stone Dimensions
Since the Wisconsin assemblage is much larger and better preserved than that of
New York, the team was able to record a greater percentage of stone dimensions75.
Unlike the stones of New York, 18% (48) of the Wisconsin stones sit upon concrete,
marble, or granite bases (Figure 6.17). Tables 6.2 and 6.3 summarize the recorded stone
dimensions76.
                                                 
75 Of the 253 stones analyzed in this chapter, the team recorded 242 heights (96%), 232
thicknesses (92%), and 249 widths (98%). From these dimensions, it was possible to estimate the
volume of 224 stones (88.5%). Stone breakage, and toppling were the main issues that prevented
the team from taking measurements. As with the New York stones, standing heights were
estimated for toppled stones.
76 With or without bases, the average marker has a dimension ratio (height to width to thickness)
of 5:3:1. Within the entire assemblage, stone thicknesses exhibit the highest degree of variation
between markers, followed by heights and widths. As I discuss below, this pattern does not hold
for all types of markers. A comparison of tables 6.2 and 6.3 also shows that stone bases add an
average of 40 mm of height, 26 mm of thickness, and 22 mm of width to monuments.
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Figure 6.17: Photograph of stone with concrete base (UC 001, stone of John C. and Esther
Hammer)
Table 6.2: Stone dimensions with bases
Measurement Average S. Deviation CV
Height (mm) 715.77 368.14 51.43
Thickness (mm) 138.37 160.89 116.27
Width (mm) 388.92 152.11 39.11
Volume (cubic cm) 76,364.62 161,270.11 211.18
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Table 6.3: Stone dimensions excluding bases
Measurement Average S. Deviation CV
Height (mm) 673.34 312.95 46.48
Thickness (mm) 111.94 110.54 98.74
Width (mm) 363.93 127.61 35.06
Volume (cubic cm) 37,664.88 71,550.60 189.97
I summarize headstone and obelisk dimensions in Tables 6.4 and 6.5,
respectively77. Due to the relative small number of lecterns, ledgers, and special
headstones in the assemblage, average sizes were not calculated for these memorial types.
Table 6.4: Headstone dimensions
Measurement Average S. Deviation CV
Height (mm) 629.63 247.25 39.27
Thickness (mm) 70.23 64.07 91.22
Width (mm) 357.57 131.94 36.90
Volume (cubic cm) 21,492.64 56,918.45 264.83
Table 6.5: Obelisk dimensions
Measurement Average S. Deviation CV
Height (mm) 1,332.11 489.1 36.72
Thickness (mm) 470.43 112.89 24.00
Width (mm) 480.39 118.47 24.66
Volume (cubic cm) 358,682.79 246,633.11 68.76
                                                 
77 Not including bases, the average headstone has a dimension ratio of 10:6:1. With bases
included (only eight Brothertown headstones (4%) have bases), the ratio shifts from 9:5:1.
Similar to the data presented above, thicknesses exhibit the highest degree of variation between
headstones, followed by heights and widths. Also of note, when included in the calculations,
bases increase variation between headstone dimensions. With or without bases (all Brothertown
obelisks have bases), the average obelisk has a dimension ratio of 3:1:1. In contrast to the data
presented above for the entire collection and for headstones, heights exhibit the highest degree of
variation between obelisks, followed by widths and thicknesses. Also in contrast to the data
presented above, when included in the calculations, bases decrease variation between obelisk
dimensions.
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INSCRIPTION ANALYSIS
 Of the 270 analyzed stones, 251 (93%) bear inscriptions (Appendix C). Of these,
158 (63%) also have some sort of decorative motif ranging in extravagance from simple
border designs to popular 19th-century gravestone iconography, such as the urn and
willow. Of the remaining stones, 12 (4%) are blank and seven (3%) are completely
illegible. The oldest inscribed stone in the collection bears the date 1836, and the
assemblage includes stones dating up to the year 1910. As seen in Figure 6.18, most
stones date to the 1860s, although all decades between 1830 and 1910 are represented.
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Figure 6.18: Frequency of Brothertown stones per decade (Wisconsin)
Texts
It is important to note that gravestone texts in the Wisconsin assemblage are
technically not all inscriptions. In fact, inscription is only one of three methods used to
mark texts upon the gravestones. Relief and inlaid texts are also present in the
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assemblage. Inscription consists of removing stone so that the missing raw material forms
the characters of texts and the remaining raw material forms the negative shapes of the
characters. Relief is just the opposite, where stone is removed so that the remaining stone
forms the characters of texts and the absent stone forms the negatives. Finally, with inlaid
texts, characters are inscribed in the stone face and subsequently filled in with a different
type of raw material (usually another color of stone). The most common means of
marking texts in the Wisconsin assemblage was through a combination of inscription and
relief. This combination accounts for 66% of the text-bearing stones in the assemblage.
Typically, relief lettering was used to emphasize certain portions of the text—most
frequently the first name of the deceased—while inscribed lettering was used for all other
parts of the text. The next most common methods of marking text on the Wisconsin
stones were inscription only (17%), relief only (16%), and a combination of inscribed and
inlaid lettering (less than 1%).
The 251 text-bearing stones commemorate a total of 300 individuals. Two of
these stones are family plot markers and thus do not mark actual burials (Figure 6.19).
Although the majority (82%) of these stones commemorate single individuals, certain
stones in the Wisconsin assemblage commemorate up to five people each (Table 6.6).
Certain individuals also have more than one marker. In most cases these consist of
married couples or pairs of parents and children marked by three stones: one
commemorating the two individuals together, with the other stones commemorating each
individual separately (Figure 6.20).
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Figure 6.19: Photograph of Hammar family plot maker (UC 136)
Table 6.6: Number of individuals per stone
Number of Individuals Commemorated Frequency of Stones
1 207 (83%)
2 31 (12%)
3 6 (2.5%)
4 2 (1%)
5 1 (0.5%)
0 (Family Plot Marker) 2 (1%)
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Figure 6.20: Photograph of double grave (married couple); center stone commemorates both
individuals together, stones to either side commemorate each individual separately (UC 058,
stone of Charles and Abby J. Welch)
The average age of the deceased is 33 years old. The youngest individual
commemorated was only 14 days old, while the oldest was 93 years old. Figure 6.21
depicts the relative frequencies of represented age groups in the Wisconsin assemblage.
As seen in the graph, most stones mark individuals who died in their first ten years of
life; this group is more than double the size of any other group. The next most frequent
age groups are 10-19, 20-29, and 50-59 years of age. The graph also shows relatively low
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numbers of 30-39 year olds and 40-49 year olds. Overall, 42% of the stones mark the
graves of individuals less than 20 years of age, 36% mark the graves of individuals
between 20-59 years of age, and 22% mark the graves of individuals 60-93 years of age.
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Figure 6.21: Represented age groups in the Wisconsin cemeteries
In terms of marked gender, stones marking the graves of males and females are
fairly even in frequency. There are 139 stones (46%) marking the graves of females and
130 stones (43%) marking the graves of males78. The ages of Brothertown females
commemorated with inscribed stones ranges from one month to 93 years old, with an
average age of 35.2 years old. In comparison, the ages of Brothertown males
commemorated with inscribed stones ranges from 14 days to 93 years old, with an
average age of 31.1 years old.
                                                 
78 In addition to these, there are also 31 inscribed stones (11%), from which it was not possible to
identify the gender of the commemorated individuals; in most cases this was due to heavy
weathering, rather than intentional omission of this information in the inscription. The latter case
only pertains to stones marking the graves of infants.
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Figure 6.22 depicts relative frequencies of age groups in relation to marked
gender. The graph demonstrates that the relative sizes of age groups varied between
females and males. Among stones marking females’ graves, 35% mark the graves of
individuals younger than 20 years old, 43% mark the graves of individuals between the
ages of 20-59, and 22% mark the graves of individuals between the ages of 60-93.
Comparatively, among stones marking males’ graves, 50% mark the graves of
individuals younger than 20 years old, 26% mark the graves of individuals between the
ages of 20-59, and 24% mark the graves of individuals between the ages of 60-93. There
are thus relatively more stones marking “middle-aged” females compared to those
marking the graves of female children and adults over the ages of 60, and there are
relatively more stones marking male children’s burials compared to the other represented
age groups for males. This noticeable lack of represented “middle-aged” men likely
relates directly to the fact that many Brothertown males served in the military.
Furthermore, military stones from this time period typically omit the age of the deceased.
This is one reason for the elevated number of stones representing “adult” males of
unknown age shown in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22: Represented age and gender groups in the Wisconsin cemeteries
Beyond the demographic data just discussed, the text inscriptions also offer clues
into social relations and religious views. I begin with a consideration of the first clauses
of the text inscriptions (Table 6.7). Most of the inscriptions begin with the name or the
initials of the deceased. Within this group of inscriptions, the first name is the most
frequently occurring type of first clause, followed by the full name and initials of the
deceased in relative frequencies. In a few cases, stone inscriptions also begin with the
surname or surname initial of the deceased. Another common type of first clause lists
familial relations or roles, presumably those that the deceased held for the commissioners
of the grave marker. Examples of this type include “Brother,” “Children of…” and “Our
Mother.” In the case of the latter, the “our” in the clause identifies the authors of the
inscription as the children of the deceased (i.e. for whom she was a mother). A third type
of opening clause emphasizes the loss of the deceased. Examples of this type include
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“Gone Home,” and “Farewell.” Many of the inscriptions of this type also liken death to a
journey. In these cases, the deceased is described as on their way home. The last type of
first clause likens death to sleeping, as discussed by Sarah Tarlow (1999). The most
frequently occurring phrase in this group is “At rest.” There are also four inscriptions
with first clauses that are not classifiable in terms of the types discussed above. These
include “Eternal Life,” “Forever Darlings” (from a twin stone), “God is Love,” and one
stone beginning with the military rank of the deceased.
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Table 6.7: First clauses of inscriptions
First Clause of Inscription Frequency
Name/Initials
First Name 106
Full Name 73
Initials 14
Surname 7
Surname Initial 2
202
Familial relations
Brother 1
Children of… 3
Father 4
Infant 2
Mother 6
Our Darling 1
Our Father 1
Our Mother 2
20
Loss/Goodbye
Farewell 2
Going Home 1
Gone but not Forgotten 2
Gone Home 4
Gone so soon but not forgotten 1
Missed at Home 1
11
Sleep Metaphor
At rest 7
Gone to Rest 1
Only Sleeping 1
There is sweet rest in Heaven 1
10
Miscellaneous
Eternal Life 1
Forever Darlings 1
God is Love 1
Military Rank 2
4
In addition to the names or initials of the deceased contained in inscriptions,
gravestone texts also often emphasize at least one or more aspects of the deceased’s
social identity. The manners in which the deceased is typified in gravestone inscriptions
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shed light on the relationship of the stone’s authors (or the commissioners of the stone) to
the deceased. Unlike the New York assemblage, the stones of Wisconsin make no
explicit mention of tribal or religious identities. Instead they focus solely on familial
relations and military service (Table 6.8). The inscriptions on most Wisconsin stones
typify the deceased in terms of the former, the most popular of which are, “Wife of…”
“Daughter of…” and, “Son of…” Although in most cases only a single familial role is
emphasized in the inscription, there are a few examples where two roles are discussed,
such as in, “Daughter and Wife,” or, “Mother and Wife.” The only other type of identity
explicitly mentioned in the Wisconsin inscriptions are those relating to military service.
In two cases, both military service and familial relations are mentioned together. Since
the military stones seem to have been commissioned by the United States government, it
is not surprising that they only emphasize the deceased life in terms of their military
service. In most cases these stones exclude basic biographical information such as dates
of birth and death. Only military ranks and company numbers are included in stone
inscriptions in these instances.
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Table 6.8: Relationships listed in stone inscriptions
Familial relations
Brother 1
Children of 10
Daughter and Wife 2
Daughter of 43
Daughters of 1
Father 3
His Wife 1
Mother 5
Mother and Daughter 1
Mother and Wife 1
Our Father 1
Son of 25
Wife of 46
140
Other
Military 28
Father and Military 2
30
Table 6.9 summarizes other types of information included in the text inscriptions.
In terms of names and family structures, patterns found in text inscriptions speak to the
role of familial relations and gender and age identities in the Brothertown community.
Only 34% of the text inscriptions include the full name of the deceased. The remaining
inscriptions offer only the first name of the deceased. The reader must infer the full name
by other co-textual clues in the inscription. For example, stone UC 013 reads, “Phebe,
wife of David Fowler.” Like stone UC 013, many stones in Brothertown cemeteries
define the deceased in relation to other persons. The full names of the parents of the
deceased are present in 26% of the text inscriptions and the full name of the husband of
the deceased is present on 16% of the text inscriptions. Also, 35% of the text inscriptions
define the deceased in terms of their familial role (e.g. children of, son of). I discuss these
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phenomena further below, where I correlate patterns in stone forms with the marked
biographical qualities of those that they commemorate.
Table 6.9: Other types of inscription information
Names/Family Frequency
Full Name 34%
Parents' Names 26%
Husband's Name 16%
Familial Role 35%
Memories of Life/Death
Birth Date 18%
Death Date 63%
"Died" 53%
Years Old 37%
Months Old 26%
Days Old 17%
Other
Military Service 10%
Epitaph 21%
Other information contained in text inscriptions offer clues into exactly what the
stones commemorate. As mentioned in the previous chapter, some stones create
memories of a life, while others emphasize the event of death and loss associated with the
end of a life. For example, only 18% of the text inscriptions include the birth date of the
deceased while 63% include the death date. Also, 53% of the text inscriptions use the
verb “died,” while the remaining inscriptions omit the term completely. For example,
stone UC 044, reads, “FRANCIS F DICK, OCT. 7, 1864, JULY 11, 1890,” while stone
EC 022 reads, “LILLIE I, DIED Jan 15, 1879, MITCHELL, DIED Jan 10, 1879.” The
major distinction lies in the disparate emphases of these inscriptions. The former
emphasizes a life, while the latter emphasizes the end of two lives. In these two cases, the
gravestones mediate different social processes, one of memorialization and the other of
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bereavement and loss. Inscription data on the age of the deceased also tie to these themes.
For example, some text inscriptions include the precise age of the deceased at time of
death in terms of years, months, and days.
Epitaphs are the last aspect of text inscriptions discussed in this sub-section. They
are found at the bottom of text inscriptions and often appear in the form of a brief poem
or verse concerning loss, death, or the afterlife. Epitaphs occur in 21% of the text
inscriptions of the Wisconsin assemblage. Table 6.10 summarizes the various subjects
discussed in the epitaphs, the majority of which focus on the status of the deceased. Most
of the epitaphs in this group suggest either directly or indirectly that the deceased is in
heaven, resting, immortal, or simply elsewhere. For example, stone UC 194 reads,
She has crossed deaths stream before us,
and has gained the promised land,
basking in the Saviors presence,
as an angel bright she stands.
Each of these perspectives operates on the belief that the deceased endure
death—spiritually or otherwise, which makes it possible for a future reunion between the
deceased and their surviving loved ones. Also within this group are epitaphs that suggest
that the deceased live on in the memories of their loved ones. For example, stone EC 009
reads, “we loved thee and will ever cherish thy sweet memory.” It should be noted that
perspective such as this do not operate on beliefs in the afterlife or in heaven. Other types
of epitaphs in the assemblage focus on the deceased’s life, the event of death, and
spiritual understandings of death, while still others present moralistic messages for the
living, describe the process of bereavement and discuss the possibility of a future reunion
between the (then) living and the deceased. Finally, one group presents instructions for
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the bereaved or the deceased, urging the former not to grieve and the latter to rest in
peace.
Table 6.10: Epitaph themes
Status of the deceased
In heaven
Resting
State of immortality
Somewhere else (gone, but still in existence)
Living on in memory
Former life of the deceased
Accomplishments
Description of death
How the person died
Spiritual understanding of death
Gone to heaven
Higher power's will
Message to the living
Love one another (while you can)
Ephemeral nature of mortality
Process of Bereavement
Pain of loss
Sorrow
Future reunion of living and dead
Meet again in heaven
Instructions to bereaved/deceased
Do not grieve
Rest in peace
The epitaphs also commonly make use of metaphors to liken death to more
comfortable realms of human experience. The most commonly used metaphor likens
death to sleeping or resting. The second most popular metaphor likens death to a long
journey or to a journey home. Other epitaphs use nature metaphors, likening death to the
end of a crop cycle or to the movement or transformation of a star in the sky. For
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example, stone DC 006 reads, “Like the corn, fully ripe, to the grave thou hast gone, And
the Saviour in Mercy, Hast gathered thee home.” The last type of metaphor found in the
epitaphs likens the future deaths of the living to a reunion with the deceased.
Interestingly, the epitaphs voice their messages through a number of different
types of “speakers” communicating with an equally diverse number of types of
“receivers.” Most epitaphs voice their messages as spoken by the bereaved. For example,
stone EC 011 reads,
Light is from our household gone,
a voice we heard is stilled,
a place is vacant by our hearth,
which never can be filled.
In other cases, the message is voiced as that of the deceased. For example, stone EC 012
reads, “Weep not father and mother for me, for I am waiting in heaven for thee.” The
voice of god or some other higher power is also found in the epitaphs. In terms of the
intended receivers of the messages, most epitaphs are written for the deceased. For
example, stone UC 135 reads, “Rest, Mother, rest in sleep, while friends in sorrow over
thee weep.” Other intended receivers of epitaph messages include the bereaved, god or
some other higher power, and the living in general.
Overall, the text inscriptions of the Wisconsin stones speak—directly or
indirectly—to a number of important issues, including familial relations, gender, age, and
professional identities, perspectives on death, and processes of bereavement. Issues of
racial and ethnic identity and/or colonial and community politics are almost completely
absent from the inscriptions of the Wisconsin stones. The only exception is found on the
oldest inscribed stone in the assemblage, UC 150, which reads,
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JOSEPH PALMER
DIED
July 3, 1836
AE 42 yrs.
He was murdered by the Stockbridge Indians in Stockbridge.
This inscription is the only of its kind to mention the word “Indian.” This pattern
remained constant even when the Brothertown Indians came to share cemetery spaces
with individuals who were clearly not Brothertown, nor Native. The wording on Joseph
Palmer’s stone hints at some animosity between the Brothertown and the Stockbridge
communities at the time of the monument’s erection. Although two specific Stockbridge
Indians (i.e. the Konkapot brothers) were known to have murdered Palmer, the
inscription on his stone frames the event as if the entire Stockbridge community were at
fault. In this instance, the inscription frames the Konkapot brothers’ membership in the
Stockbridge Indian community as the most important aspect of difference between them
and the deceased. The stone implicitly marks a difference between the Stockbridge and
Brothertown communities. The fact that both groups were Christian Indian communities
that shared neighboring settlements in both New York and Wisconsin did not erase
distinctions between the two groups, the most prominent of which was their origins. The
Brothertown Indians trace their ancestry to the East Coast tribes already discussed, while
the Stockbridge—also known as “the Mohican” (not to be confused with
Mohegan)—trace their ancestry to the Hudson River Valley of New York and western
Massachusetts (see Frazier 1992).
Gravestone Imagery
In total, 158 stones in the collection bear some sort of non-linguistic decorative
inscription. Of these, 123 (78%) have imagery that occupies a central position in the
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stone design, and 35 (22%) have only border designs framing their texts (Tables 6.11,
6.12). Of note, 56 stones (35%) have both central imagery and border designs.
Common themes of the decorative motifs on the Wisconsin stones are
Christianity, military service, friendship/love, and nature. The most prevalent motifs are
the willow tree (Figure 6.23) and the military shield (Figure 6.24). In New England, the
willow motif emerged in the late 18th century and reached the peak of its popularity
during the first three decades of the 19th century (Linden 1980:149). Although this motif
originated as a depiction of an urn sitting underneath a willow tree, most examples in
Wisconsin (along with all of the examples in New York) do not depict the urn. Of course,
this distinction is almost certainly a function of larger trends in gravestone iconography
rather than the personal preferences of the Brothertown Indians. As discussed in Chapter
V, it was common practice for the carver to create “blanks” bearing pre-inscribed décor
rather than carving entire stones to order. Likewise, the military stones were mass-
produced by the federal government, meaning that their designs were pre-determined.
Other popular designs include lambs (for children), various floral designs, the bible (or
book), clasped hands of friendship, and hands pointing upwards.
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Table 6.11: Imagery themes
Type Frequency Percentage
Personal (accomplishments/character)
Military shield 26 16.5%
Lamb 9 5.7%
Dove 4 2.5%
Shield with drape 1 0.6%
Sword and rifle 1 0.6%
Status of the deceased/Spiritual interpretation of death
Willow 22 13.9%
Laurel Wreath 8 5.1%
Book/Bible 7 4.4%
Hand pointing up 7 4.4%
Dove See above See above
Angel 1 0.6%
Birds 1 0.6%
Lamb See above See above
Hand reaching down 2 1.3%
Mortality
Urn 5 3.2%
Leaf 1 0.6%
Flower (unidentified) 6 3.8%
Flower (Rose) 8 5.1%
Branch with fruit 2 1.3%
Book/Bible See above See above
Relationships
Friendship (clasped hands) 5 3.2%
Heart 1 0.6%
Christianity
Book/Bible See above See above
Cross 1 0.6%
Church bells 1 0.6%
Bereavement
Willow See above See above
Other
Unidentified and unknown 3 1.9%
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Table 6.12 Border designs
Type Frequency Percentage
Double line 31 34.8
Geometric design 22 24.7
Floral 16 18
Laurel leaves 11 12.4
Single line 7 7.9
Ropes 1 1.1
Tree trunks 1 1.1
Figure 6.23: Photograph of willow motif (UC 039, stone of Roseta Fowler)
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Figure 6.24: Photograph of military stone (UC 061, stone of Sgt. W.H. Johnson)
I divide these motifs in terms of six general themes, listed in Table 6.11. It should
be noted that what follows is only a loose interpretation of the potential meanings of
gravestone imagery. It is more than likely that the imagery discussed here held other
contextual and personal meanings for the Brothertown Indians who purchased and
viewed the stones.
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First are motifs that emphasize the personal accomplishments or character of the
deceased. The only accomplishments highlighted in the gravestone iconography of the
Wisconsin assemblage are those relating to military service, as seen in the relatively high
frequencies of military shield designs and other military-related motifs. The dove and
lamb motifs each symbolize the character of the deceased. The dove, which denotes
purity and peace and the lamb, which denotes innocence (Keister 2004:74-80) are both
common on the stones of children. I also include the dove and lamb in the next category
as they also refer to the current peaceful state of the deceased.
Second are motifs that typify the current status of the deceased and/or present
spiritual interpretations of death. Although I include the willow design in this category
because it stands for the peaceful state of the deceased for some, I also include it under
the category of “bereavement,” discussed below. The laurel wreath denotes eternity and
immortality as laurel leaves do not fade or wilt (Keister 2004:48). The book likely
represents the bible—discussed below, but it also might have denoted the completion of a
life when depicted as closed or openness to God when depicted as open (Keister
2004:112-113). The hand pointing up suggests that the deceased has gone to heaven.
Similarly, the birds likely symbolize the spirit of the deceased (which could then fly up to
heaven). Also in this category are the lamb, already discussed, and the hand reaching
down—representing the hand of god79. The latter motif symbolizes death as part of the
will of a greater power (God).
                                                 
79 The lamb could stand for the “lamb of god,” which represents Jesus in the New Testament.
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Third are motifs that represent mortality in various forms; these include mostly
plants and flowers, which denote the cyclical (and fleeting) nature of life. Also in this
category are the urn and the book. Fourth are motifs that symbolize personal
relationships (likely between the bereaved and the deceased); within this category are the
clasped hands of friendship and the heart. Fifth are motifs that depict Christian symbols
such as the bible, cross, and church bells, and sixth are motifs that relate to the process of
bereavement. The only image included in this category is the willow or weeping willow
motif, which denotes grief and sorrow in certain contexts (Keister 2004:67).
When comparing gravestone imagery with characteristics of text inscriptions,
some notable patterns emerge. To reiterate, this comparison is important because the
imagery and texts of gravestones are the result of two distinct types of choice, each with
their own sets of constraints. As discussed above, gravestone imagery was usually pre-
inscribed so that the customer had a limited range of choices. In contrast, the customer
had much more freedom when deciding upon the text of the stone. Although some
carvers used pattern books containing lists of potential text formats, it was ultimately the
customer who chose what information to include on the stone and whether or not to
include an epitaph—chosen from a pattern book or authored by the deceased’s loved
ones. The range of imagery available on the stones was likely dictated by larger trends in
gravestone imagery of the time and carver preferences, while the range of possibilities for
the text inscription was largely up to the customer. What is the relation between the two?
Does the theme of the imagery correlate closely with the types of information included in
the text, or do they clash? The answers to these questions will shed light on the
importance of the various constraints and agents involved in the processes of production
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and consumption of gravestones. Most importantly, they will offer novel perspectives of
the ways in which personal feelings and memories were refracted though, and altered by,
the processes of consumption (as opposed to those associated with making gravestones to
mark the graves of their loved ones as was common in Brothertown, New York).
The most striking correlation between imagery and text is that between
iconography related to bereavement (i.e. the willow motif) and text inscriptions that
include the death date, the verb “died,” and the age of the deceased in years, months,
and/or days. Stones bearing the willow motif contain the highest frequencies of these
inscription characteristics. All of the text inscriptions on these stones include the death
date and the verb “died,” 32% include the precise age of the deceased in terms of years,
months, and days, 50% include the age of the deceased in terms of years and months, and
86% include the age of the deceased in terms of years only80. This correlation makes
sense as both imagery and text emphasize the end of a life. The content of these text
inscriptions emphasize the event of death, while the willow motif stands for the sadness
associated with death. The relatively high frequencies of age information on these stones
makes sense, as the bereaved likely wished to memorialize the precise lifetimes of their
deceased loved ones over which they mourned. Similarly, imagery related to personal
relationships, such as the clasped hands of friendship and the heart correlate with text
inscriptions that list death dates. All of the inscriptions on such stones list the date of
death. In these instances, as the bereaved mourned the loss of a loved one and the end of
                                                 
80 This figure may seem low, but only between 0% and 23% of the stones bearing imagery types
other than the willow motif also contained the age of the deceased in years, months, and days.
Thus, on average, 17% of the stones bearing any of the image types discussed earlier also
contained this age information. The only stones with frequencies of this age information that
exceeded one standard deviation of the relative frequencies for the entire assemblage are those
bearing imagery relating to bereavement (i.e. the willow motif).
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their relationship, they found it important to mark the stone of their loved one(s) with
imagery that emphasized their former relationship and texts that listed the date on which
it came to an end.
Stones depicting Christian symbols tend to have texts containing birth dates and
epitaphs. The reason for the correlation between Christian symbols and emphases on
birth dates remains unclear at this time. The correlation with epitaphs is expected since
some epitaphs quote the bible directly. These epitaphs also often employ metaphors of
sleep and journey.
Overall, the imagery and texts of the Wisconsin stones are strikingly similar in
theme. There are a number of close correlations between the two, and no obvious
examples of dissonance. Several basic scenarios would explain this pattern. It is possible
that stone carvers and/or the pre-formed stones themselves influenced the customers to
choose texts that matched closely with the imagery of the stone of their choosing. It is
also possible that customers chose their blank stones carefully in relation to their feelings
for—and memories of—the deceased, subsequently choosing texts that also tied to their
feelings and memories. Although it is difficult to sort out these complexities, what is
clear from this analysis is that material and text, “thing” and “word,” tend to emphasize
similar themes about death, loss, memory, and spirituality. The gravestones of Wisconsin
thus present coherent perspectives of the deceased, the feelings and memories of the
bereaved, and understandings of death.
Correlating Stone Characteristics with Identity
 In this sub-section, I compare stone characteristics—memorial types, shapes,
sizes, raw materials, inscriptions, and décor—with marked qualities of the individuals
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that they commemorate. These qualities are gleaned from the contents of the inscriptions
on the stones, discussed above. I specifically examine the relationship between
gravestone forms and: 1) the number of persons commemorated, 2) the marked age of the
deceased, and 3) the marked gender of the deceased. In other words, did the stones
signify the social distinctions marked upon their faces in text via other subtle (pragmatic)
qualities? The answer to this question speaks to the importance of the semantic and
pragmatic qualities of the Wisconsin stones. This portion of the analysis also reveals
patterned distinctions in the types of information included on stones representing people
of different ages and genders.
Number of persons commemorated
As discussed previously, some stones in the Wisconsin cemeteries mark the
graves of more than one individual. Table 6.13 lists the relative proportions of memorial
types used to mark different numbers of graves. The Brothertown Indians used a variety
of memorial types to mark the graves of single individuals, the most popular of which
was the headstone. There are 11 shapes represented in this group, the majority of which
are of type 1 (48%) or 2 (39%). Most of these stones are made from marble (94%), but
granite (6%) was also used on occasion. Headstones also represent the most popular
means of marking double graves (i.e. two burials marked with a single memorial). Of
these, there are only three shapes represented, the most frequently occurring of which is
type 1 (80%). Again, most of these stones are marble (93%), although granite is also
present (7%). When it came to marking the graves of three or more individuals, however,
the Brothertown Indians typically used obelisks rather than headstones. All of the stones
in this last group were made from marble.
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Table 6.13: Memorial type and number of persons commemorated
1 person 2 persons 3 persons 4 persons 5 persons
Headstones 86% 67% 0% 0% 0%
Special Headstones 3% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Ledgers 4% 3% 0% 0% 0%
Lecterns 1% 7% 17% 0% 0%
Obelisks 6% 23% 83% 100% 100%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
The average size of markers also correlates with the number of persons
commemorated (Table 6.14)81. In other words, larger stones tend to mark more burials
than smaller stones, or relative gravestone sizes iconically represent the relative numbers
of persons commemorated. This pattern ties directly to the different types of memorials
used to mark different numbers of burials, with headstones as the primary means of
marking single and double graves, and obelisks as the primary means of marking three or
more burials. Stones marking relatively greater numbers of burials also tend to have
bases. Although relatively rare on stones marking single (12%) and double graves (34%),
all stones marking three or more burials have bases, which add to the overall sizes of the
markers.
                                                 
81 Coefficients of variation also decrease as the number of individuals commemorated increases.
This pattern is expected given the relatively low numbers of stones marking more than one
individual.
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Table 6.14: Stone size versus number of persons commemorated
1 person 2 persons 3 persons 4 persons 5 persons
Ave. Height 683.99 852.03 1274.83 1657.50 1980.00
Height CV 47.59 39.90 46.37 29.22 0.00
Ave. Thickness 116.90 217.78 488.00 538.50 455.00
Thickness CV 117.28 93.29 26.78 8.53 0.00
Ave. Width 377.43 493.83 516.66 535.00 455.00
Width CV 37.68 30.67 30.41 9.25 0.00
Ave. Volume 56,271.38 131,860.10 397,282.30 491,817.50 409,909.50
Volume CV 246.65 127.50 72.98 45.75 0.00
Age
As discussed previously, the Wisconsin stones mark the graves of individuals
ranging in age from a few days to 93 years old. For this portion of the analysis, I divide
the stones into the following four groups depending on the age of the deceased: 1) 0-9
years old, 2) 10-19 years old, 3) 20-59 years old, 4) 60-99 years old. These four groups
facilitate a comparison of stones memorializing children, adolescents, younger adults,
and older adults.
When comparing these groups, the first pattern that becomes apparent is that age
correlates loosely with the variety of monument types and shapes. That is to say the
Brothertown Indians used a wider variety of stone types and shapes to commemorate
older individuals82. Table 6.15 lists the relative frequencies of monument types used to
commemorate individuals from the four age groups. Each of the first two age groups
contains three memorial types while the last two groups contain four memorial types
each. Although headstones are the most common monument type found across all four
age groups, the two adult groups are also slightly more varied in their distributions of
                                                 
82 In the analyses of age and marked gender, only stones representing single individuals are
considered.
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memorial types compared to the stones of children and adolescents83. This pattern also
holds for the variety of headstone shapes marking the four age groups. Figure 6.25
illustrates the variety and distribution of different headstones shapes by age group. There
is clearly more variation within the older age groups. For example, the most popular
headstone shape—type 1—represents 83% of the youngest age group and only 40% of
the oldest. Furthermore, there are only four different shapes among the headstones of
children and adolescents compared to nine shapes present in the two adult age groups.
Also of note, several shapes are limited to certain age groups. Type 15 is only present in
the two youngest age groups, while types 7-11, and 14 are only present in the two older
age groups. Types 9 and 14 are limited to the younger adults (20-59), and types 6-8, and
11 are limited to the older adults.
Table 6.15: Age of the deceased by memorial type
0-9 years old 10-19 years old 20-59 years old 60-99 years old
Headstones 88% 87% 76% 78%
Special Headstones 0% 6.50% 10% 0%
Ledgers 9% 6.50% 6% 7%
Lecterns 0% 0% 0% 4%
Obelisks 3% 0% 8% 11%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100%
                                                 
83 When considering raw materials, the two middle age groups (adolescents and younger adults)
are each composed of 87% marble and 13% granite. The children’s stones are 94% marble and
6% granite, while the older adults’ stones are 93% marble and 7% granite.
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Figure 6.25: Headstone shape by age group
Stones marking the graves of older individuals are also generally larger in size
than stones marking the graves of younger individuals84. Table 6.16 lists average
memorial sizes for the four age groups85. On average, heights, thicknesses, widths, and
volumes increase between younger groups and older groups86. The average heights,
thickness, and widths of stones in the oldest group are more than one and a half times
greater than those of the youngest group. Furthermore, stones in the oldest group are
nearly three and a half times more voluminous than stones in the youngest group.
                                                 
84 This is likely related to the relative frequencies of stone bases among the different age groups.
Only 6% of the stones in the youngest age group have bases, compared to 20% of the adolescent
stones, 23% of the younger adult stones, and 21% of the older adult stones.
85 With CVs the volumes of stones in the youngest group are unusually high in relative variation.
Also of note, the widths of stones in the youngest group are unexpectedly low in relative
variation, while the widths of stones in the adolescent group are unexpectedly high in variation.
86 The only exception to this trend is in average volumes between the stones of younger adults
and older adults.
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Table 6.16: Stone size by age group
Age group 0-9 10-19 20-59 60-99
Ave. Height 566.17 760.80 809.74 910.55
Height CV 45.52 29.65 42.92 30.77
Ave. Thickness 85.76 123.64 155.19 158.46
Thickness CV 116.52 103.29 112.06 112.99
Ave. Width 298.88 424.60 460.60 491.83
Width CV 22.64 28.17 34.55 19.46
Ave. Volume 26,573.84 45,245.37 97,547.65 94,007.01
Volume CV 358.72 151.86 198.43 154.87
Inscriptions on the stones of older individuals tend to include a wider variety of
information than those of younger individuals (Table 6.17). When considering the first
clauses of inscriptions, there are only two types within stones of the youngest
group—first names and full names—compared to four, eight, and seven in the adolescent,
younger adult, and older adult groups, respectively. Not surprisingly, the inscriptions of
older individuals also typify them in terms of a greater variety of “social identities” than
do those of younger individuals. The children’s stones typify those they commemorate as
either daughters (52%) or sons (33%) and the adolescent stones typify the deceased as
daughters (53%), sons (13%), or wives (7%). The younger adults’ stones typify those
they commemorate as wives (43%), daughters (13%), sons (4%), daughters and wives
(2%), mothers (2%), and soldiers (2%). Finally, the older adults’ stones typify the
deceased as wives (17%), mothers and daughters (3%), mothers and wives (3%), and
sons (3%).
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Table 6.17: First clauses of inscriptions by age group (*denotes presences in more than one
group)
Age group First clause
0-9
First Name (85%)
Full Name (15%)
10-19
First Name (53%)
Full Name (20%)
*Gone Home (13%)
*Our Darling (7%)
Unidentified (7%)
20-59
First Name (55%)
Full Name (26%)
*At Rest (4%)
*Farewell (2%)
*Gone Home (2%)
*Going Home (2%)
*Gone so soon… (2%)
Mother (2%)
Unidentified (4%)
60-99
Full Name (55%)
First Name (21%)
*Gone but not… (7%)
Our Mother (7%)
*At Rest (3%)
*Gone to rest (3%)
Surname (3%)
Table 6.18 lists the types of information included in the inscriptions of the four
age groups along with their relative frequencies within the groups. Full names are most
common on the stones of older individuals, and they increase steadily in frequency from
youngest to oldest. Conversely, familial roles and the names of parents steadily decrease
in frequency from youngest to oldest. Although wives’ names do not appear in any
inscriptions, husbands’ names are fairly common on the stones of adults, particularly
within the younger adult group. Birth dates, which are somewhat rare in the assemblage,
occur most frequently in the inscriptions of children and older adults. One possible
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explanation for this pattern is that, in cases of notably short or lengthy lives, the
commissioners of the stones felt it important to emphasize the precise duration of the life,
more so than with lives of average or predictable length. In comparison, death dates are
nearly ubiquitous across all four age groups87. Finally, epitaphs occur most frequently on
the stones of adolescents and older adults. The reasons for this pattern are unclear.
Table 6.18: Other inscription information by age group
Age group 0-9 10-19 20-59 60-99
Full Name 15% 26% 34% 72%
Familial 84% 73% 61% 27%
Parents' Names 75% 60% 21% 6%
Husband's Name 0% 6% 40% 20%
Wife's Name 0% 0% 0% 0%
Birth Date 27% 20% 23% 27%
Death Date 96% 100% 95% 100%
Years Old 48% 80% 72% 75%
Months Old 63% 66% 38% 34%
Days Old 33% 46% 27% 31%
"Died" 81% 86% 82% 93%
Military Service 0% 0% 2% 0%
Epitaph 27% 46% 19% 37%
Likewise, there are also distinctions in gravestone imagery between the four age
groups. Imagery is most common on the stones of adolescents and older adults; in each of
these groups between 48-53% of the stones bear imagery compared to 36% of the
younger adults’ stones and 33% of the children’s stones. With nine distinct types, the
older adult group has the widest array of imagery. The stones of younger adults and
children follow, each with seven types, followed by the adolescent group, which has six.
Each of the age groups has at least one unique image type not present in any of the other
                                                 
87 The relatively low frequency of ages in years for the children’s stones is expected since many
of the stones mark the graves of infants younger than 1 year old. The prevalence of months of age
generally decreases as the age of the deceased increases. Days of age are fairly rare, but are most
commonly found on the stones of adolescents.
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groups (Figure 6.26). Again, with five unique image types, the older adult group is more
diverse than the other groups. Types of imagery found on stones of older adults include
books, the hand reaching down with a broken chain, the shield, the shield with drape, and
the sword with rifle. The children’s stones follow with four unique images, which include
crosses and doves. The stones of adolescents and younger adults each have only one
unique image, the church bells for the adolescents and the heart for the younger adults.
Of note, the rose appears in all groups except that of the older adults. Also of note, the
willow motif is much more common on adults’ stones, in fact the children’s group only
has one example of a willow motif and it is slightly different from the other examples as
it also depicts a lamb with the willow.
Imagery Children Adolescents Adults Elderly
Angel ! ! ! !
Cross ! ! ! !
Dove ! ! ! !
Willow w/ Lamb ! ! ! !
Lamb ! ! ! !
Rose ! ! ! !
Bells ! ! ! !
Branch w/ Fruit ! ! ! !
Willow ! ! ! !
Heart ! ! ! !
Handshake ! ! ! !
Point up ! ! ! !
Book ! ! ! !
Book/Angel/Gates ! ! ! !
Hand Reach/Chain ! ! ! !
Shield ! ! ! !
Shield w/ Drape ! ! ! !
Sword/Rifle ! ! ! !
Figure 6.26: Stone imagery by age group (shading denotes presence)
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Gender
For this portion of the analysis, I divide the assemblage into females’ stones and
males’ stones. In terms of relative distributions of memorial types, the two groups are
nearly the same (Table 6.19), with slightly more headstones marking the graves of males
and slightly more obelisks marking the graves of females88. The same holds true for
headstones shapes between the two groups (Figure 6.27). The female group exhibits
seven different headstone shapes while the male group exhibits eight. The most distinct
difference is that between relative proportions of the two most popular headstones shapes
(types 1 & 2) between the two groups. The ratio of type-1 to type-2 stones in the female
group mirrors that of the entire assemblage, while the male group contains an
unexpectedly high number of type-2 stones along with a relatively low number of type-1
stones. Some headstone shapes are also limited to just one of the groups. Types 7 and 15
are limited to the graves of females and types 5, 8, and 11 are limited to the graves of
males.
Table 6.19: Memorial type by marked gender
Females Males
Headstones 82% 88%
Special Headstones 4% 3.5%
Ledgers 5% 5%
Lecterns 1% 0%
Obelisks 8% 3.5%
Total 100% 100%
                                                 
88 This is also true for relative distributions of raw materials between the two groups. Females’
stones are 93.5% marble and 6.5% granite, while males’ stones are 93% marble and 7% granite.
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Figure 6.27: Headstone shape by marked gender
Similar to the New York assemblage, the stones of females are generally larger in
size than the stones of males (Table 6.20); the only exception to this rule are stone
widths, which are slightly larger in stones marking males’ graves. These size
discrepancies are partially due to the fact that females’ stones have a higher percentage of
bases (i.e. 15%) compared to the stones of males (i.e. 11%).
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Table 6.20: Stone size by marked gender
Marked gender Females Males
Ave. Height 726.78 671.34
Height CV 43.92 44.49
Ave. Thickness 114.86 118.60
Thickness CV 124.69 106.41
Ave. Width 405.96 386.17
Width CV 33.82 38.24
Ave. Volume 61,200.77 50,167.92
Volume CV 218.98 270.01
As compared to the stone types, shapes, and sizes just discussed, gender
differences are slightly more pronounced in terms of stone inscriptions. As seen in Table
6.21, females’ inscriptions begin with 11 different clauses, while males’ inscriptions
begin with ten. The only first clauses shared by both males and females are first names,
full names, and surnames. The remaining clauses are wholly unique to their respective
groups. Interestingly, each group makes use of unique metaphors for death not present in
the other group; 7% of the first clauses of females’ inscriptions liken death to a journey
home whereas, 5% of the first clauses of males’ inscriptions liken death to sleep.
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Table 6.21: First clauses of inscriptions by marked gender (shading denotes a shared quality
between the two sub-assemblages)
Marked gender First clause
Females First Name (66%)
Full Name (14%)
Gone Home (6%)
Mother (6%)
Our Mother (2%)
Farewell (1%)
God is Love (1%)
Going Home (1%)
Missed at Home (1%)
Our Darling (1%)
Surname (1%)
Males Full Name (59%)
First Name (24%
At Rest (4%)
Father (4%)
Gone but not Forgotten (4%)
Brother (1%)
Gone so Soon (1%)
Military Rank (1%)
Surname (1%)
There is sweet rest in heaven (1%)
Beyond the basic biographical information that they contain, stone inscriptions
often emphasize certain vectors of the deceased’s social identity over others. This is
considerably more common in the inscriptions of females (81%) than in those of males
(59%). The inscriptions in the assemblage typify females only in terms of the familial
roles that they occupied in life, while they typify males in terms of familial roles and/or
military service. Most of the inscriptions on females’ stones typify them as daughters
(45%), wives (44%), or mothers (6%), while some inscriptions typify the deceased in
terms of multiple familial roles, such as daughter and wife (3%), mother and daughter
(1%), or mother and wife (1%). The inscriptions on males’ stones typify them as soldiers
(48%), sons (43%), fathers (4%), brothers (2%), or as fathers and soldiers (2%).
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Table 6.22 lists the types of information included in the inscriptions of females
and males along with their relative frequencies within each group. The gender of the
deceased clearly shaped the types of information that the commemorators chose to
include in gravestone inscriptions. First, the full name of the deceased is much more
prevalent on the stones of males, a pattern directly related to the practice of typifying the
deceased in terms of their relationship to their husband or parents. For example, stone UC
451 reads,
OSCAR JOHNSON
MAR. 28. 1842
AUG. 26. 1907
ELLEN J.
HIS WIFE
APR. 16. 1844.
NOV. 21. 1901.
This practice also links directly to the relatively high frequencies of familial roles and
husband’s names listed in females’ inscriptions. As mentioned previously, none of the
inscriptions in the assemblage define a male in terms of his relationship to his wife.
Table 6.22: Other inscription information by marked gender
Females Males
Full Name 20% 67%
Familial 80% 29%
Parents' Names 36% 24%
Husband's Name 35% 0%
Wife's Name 0% 0%
Birth Date 21% 19%
Death Date 91% 65%
Years Old 57% 38%
Months Old 42% 24%
Days Old 29% 12%
"Died" 82% 58%
Military Service 0% 28%
Epitaph 30% 16%
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The relatively higher frequencies of death dates, ages of the deceased, the word
“died,” and epitaphs found on females’ stones relate to the formula of military stones, all
of which mark the graves of males. Military stones do not include such information,
which explains the elevated relative frequencies of these data on females’ stones. For
example, stone EC 007 reads,
M.V. CHARLES
CO. A.
21 WIS. INF.
Additional distinctions between the stones of males and females are found in
gravestone imagery. Compared to the stones of males, 63% of which bear imagery,
females’ stones are more modest, with only 41% bearing décor. Again the prevalence of
military-related imagery on the stones of males explains the relatively high frequencies of
imagery found on males’ stones. The military motifs account for 47% of the gravestone
imagery on males’ stones. The stones of females bear 15 types of imagery, while the
stones of males bear 14. The two groups overlap with only seven imagery types. The
remaining types are unique to their respective groups (Figure 6.28). Images of the angel,
bells, book, branch with fruit, cross, and dove are unique to the stones of females, while
images of the heart, shield, sword/rifle, and urn are unique to the stones of males.
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Imagery Females Males
Angel ! !
Bells ! !
Book ! !
Book/Angel/Gates ! !
Branch w/ Fruit ! !
Cross ! !
Dove ! !
Hand reaching ! !
Flower ! !
Handshake ! !
Lamb ! !
Laurel Wreath ! !
Point up ! !
Rose ! !
Willow ! !
Hand reaching/Chain ! !
Heart ! !
Shield ! !
Shield w/ Drape ! !
Sword/Rifle ! !
Urn ! !
Willow w/ Lamb ! !
Figure 6.28: Stone imagery by marked gender (shading indicates presence)
Summary of Inscription Analysis
As discussed in the preceding analysis, inscriptions in the Wisconsin assemblage
offer a variety of clues relating to Brothertown demography, social relations, religious
views, and understandings of death. The text portions of the inscriptions are remarkably
limited in subject matter. Similar to most of the stones in the New York assemblage, the
Brothertown stones in Wisconsin do not explicitly discuss issues of tribal and religious
identities or communal and colonial politics. They focus instead on basic biographical
information of the deceased, bereavement, the afterlife, and military service. A majority
of the stones focus on familial relations. For instance, in most cases, inscriptions define
the deceased in relation to one of their relatives, usually their parents or husband.
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A comparison of the different types of information included in each of the text
inscriptions reveals two major patterns or themes among the texts. The first pattern
creates and maintains memories of the event of death and loss; the inscriptions in this
group focus on the end of a life or relationship. The second theme creates and maintains
memories of a life, oftentimes omitting mention of death altogether. Each of these themes
represents a distinct method of coping with the loss of a loved one. Patterns of metaphor
and voicing found in the epitaphs of inscriptions reveal additional means by which the
living coped and came to terms with the losses of their loved ones. The epitaphs also
contain clues into spiritual and religious perspectives of death or lack thereof. Although
most epitaphs discuss spiritual understandings of death and the afterlife, a few make no
assumptions about the existence or nature of an afterlife. These findings suggest that
there was a range of orientations and understandings of death and bereavement within the
Brothertown community.
The imagery included on the gravestones offers additional perspectives of these
issues. Imagery in the Wisconsin assemblage speak to the personal accomplishments and
the character of the deceased, the current status of the deceased and spiritual
interpretations of death, mortality in general, relationships shared with the deceased,
Christianity, and/or the bereavement process. Interestingly, the only types of personal
accomplishments acknowledged via imagery and/or text are those related to military
service. Although my comparison of imagery and text-content revealed that the two
always complement one another, reinforcing the overall message “sent” by the
gravestone, certain images were used to speak when texts were not. For example, none of
the texts explicitly discuss religion, yet several of the stones bear Christian symbols.
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Thus, imagery, text, and general stone characteristics—discussed next—must be
considered in tandem.
The correlation analysis discussed above revealed information on the relationship
between gravestones and the persons that they commemorate. First, stone forms and sizes
correlate with the number of people they commemorate. Headstones were the most
common means of marking single and double graves, but obelisks were the most
common means of marking three graves or more. Likewise, stone sizes generally increase
with the number of people they commemorate.
Second, this analysis shows that the age of the deceased influenced the form,
shape, size, inscription, and imagery of their gravestone. As individuals grow older they
develop more complex social identities and relationships. This trend is refracted in the
gravestones of Brothertown, Wisconsin. There is more variation (and elaboration) in the
types of memorials, inscription information, and imagery used to mark the graves of
older adults (i.e. between the ages of 60-99) compared to other age groups. Also, stone
sizes roughly correlate with the age of the deceased, meaning that the older the
individual, the larger their stone. The inscriptions of older individuals include greater
relative frequencies of full names (as opposed to only first names) and smaller relative
frequencies of references to familial relations. These two trends suggest that as
individuals grew older, they were decreasingly defined in terms of their relationships to
other people.
Third, although the marked gender of the deceased clearly influenced certain
characteristics of their gravestones (mostly inscription content and form), it was not as
influential as age in shaping the overall form of gravestones. Compared to marked age,
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marked gender was much less influential in shaping choices of stone types and shapes. It
did, however, influence stone size. Similar to the New York assemblage, the stones of
females are—on average—larger than the stones of males. Gender identity is much more
pronounced in the text inscriptions. Patterns found in the inscriptions demonstrate the
nature of gender in Brothertown, Wisconsin. For example, females were usually defined
in terms of their relationship to male relatives, while males were only defined in terms of
their relationship to female relatives if they were under the age of 20, in which case they
were sometimes defined in term of their relationship with their parents or mother.
Overall, the cemetery discourses of Brothertown, Wisconsin are largely
concerned with death’s impact on the immediate family. The Brothertown Indians did not
feel the need to define their loved ones in terms of other vectors of social identity except
for the case of their military service in some cases. Although the inscriptions explicitly
discuss a limited range of information, the relationships between inscriptions reveal
different methods for coping with loss and variations in worldview and spirituality among
the Brothertown Indians in the 19th century along with information on age and gender
identities within the community. This portion of the analysis demonstrated that the forms,
texts, and images of Brothertown gravestones related to the identity of the deceased via
iconicity, indexicality, and symbolism (Chapter II). The analyses that follow approach
these relationships from several different perspectives.
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS
In this section, I investigate cemetery spaces in Wisconsin, examining stone
orientations, cemetery organization, and locations of cemeteries within the Brothertown
settlement. As discussed in the previous chapter, archaeologists often associate certain
gravestone orientations with particular religious or cultural identities. For example, they
often equate west-facing stones with Christian burial practices. A majority of the stones
in the New York assemblage face an azimuth of 110/290 degrees. Based on the
topography of the Brothertown, New York settlement, particularly its location in the
Oriskany Valley, which runs approximately northeast/southwest across the landscape, I
interpreted the orientations of the New York stones as the result of several factors. I
argued that the Brothertown Indians intended to orient their loved ones’ burials east to
west, but shifted the orientation slightly in relation to the edges of the valley, or the sun’s
path as (seemingly) modified by the valley. Since the landscape of Brothertown,
Wisconsin is significantly flatter than that of Brothertown, New York, it is much less
likely that topography influenced gravestone orientations in Wisconsin as it did in New
York.
Most of the stones in the Wisconsin assemblage face west (Figures 6.29-6.32).
This includes 188, or 82% of the in-situ stones. Although I classify the orientation of
some stones (6% of the in-situ assemblage) as “east/west” due to their lack of texts
identifying their face surfaces, it is highly likely that they were meant to face west like
most other stones in the assemblage. A few stones in the assemblage also face east
(11%), and one stone faces south (less than 1%). Unlike the stone orientations in New
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York, the west-facing stones of Wisconsin all face an azimuth of approximately 270
degrees.
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Figure 6.29: Plan map of Union Cemetery, Brothertown, Wisconsin; grey stones represent
Brothertown stones dating between 1830 and 1910; blue stones represent Brothertown stones,
date unknown; red stones represent Euroamerican stones dating between 1850-1910; green
stones represent stones post-dating 1910; black circles represent trees
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Figure 6.30: Plan map of Dick Cemetery, Brothertown, Wisconsin; grey stones are Brothertown
stones dating between 1840-1880s
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Figure 6.31: Plan map of Elyard Cemetery, Quinney, Wisconsin; grey stones are Brothertown
stones dating between 1850-1910
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Figure 6.32: Plan map of Lakeside Cemetery, Stockbridge, Wisconsin; grey stones are
Brothertown stones dating between 1860-1910; red stones are non-Brothertown stones; black
circles represent trees
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As depicted in Figures 6.29-6.32, the Brothertown Indians organized most of their
Wisconsin burials in rows running north to south. Stones are not evenly spaced, but rather
sit in clusters, and, although the cemeteries have rows (north to south), there are few
obvious examples of columns (east to west)89. The only exception to these trends is the
northern part of Union Cemetery, which contains most of the recent (post-1910) burials
in the cemetery. This section is also more crowded compared to the other cemeteries. The
organization of Lakeside Cemetery (Figure 6.32) is also unique. Of all the cemeteries, it
is the most diverse in terms of stone orientations and monument types, and the loosest in
terms of organization. The rows in this cemetery are not as neat as the other burial
grounds, and there are no clear examples of columns.
All of the known cemeteries of Brothertown, Wisconsin sit on the western edge of
the settlement near the shore of Lake Winnebago and Baseline or Old Road, now
Lakeshore Drive (See Figure 6.2). The latter is the western-most of three parallel roads
constructed in the 1830s, which still run north to south through the town. The
Brothertown built a communal building that served as a church, meetinghouse, and
school near Union Cemetery in the early 1830s. They also constructed a gristmill on lot 9
and a sawmill (location unknown) at that time. Later, in 1842, they built a Methodist
church on the corner of Thomas Commuck’s land, lot 23. A town center subsequently
emerged just south of the church along Military Road, now highway 151. Thus at first,
Union Cemetery sat directly next to a major communal building. Later, in the 1840s, the
                                                 
89 I performed a ground penetrating radar survey in the southern half of Union Cemetery in the
summer of 2009. My preliminary findings, shown in Appendix E, demonstrate that there are few
unmarked burials in the cemetery. Therefore, the “clustered” pattern in the Brothertown Indian
half of the cemetery (southern half) is not the product of bad preservation or lost stones, but rather
intentional clustering of stones marking the graves of immediate family members.
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communal center shifted slightly to the southeast, but Union Cemetery still physically
occupied a space near the communal center. The other cemeteries in or near Brothertown
are relatively far removed from this center.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Cemetery Comparison
In this section, I compare Brothertown stones in the eight cemeteries under
analysis—Union, Dick, Elyard, Lakeside, Rienzi, Methodist (Oneida), Red Falls, and
Brighton—in terms of basic stone characteristics, orientation/space, and inscriptions. It is
important to note that I sometimes exclude certain cemeteries from this analysis based on
their small sample sizes.
From Figure 6.33, it is clear that the cemeteries overlapped in terms of periods of
Brothertown use. As depicted in the graph, the Brothertown Indians used Union
Cemetery consistently between the 1830s and the early 20th century. In comparison, they
used Dick Cemetery between the 1840s and 1880s, Elyard Cemetery from the 1850s into
the 20th century, and Lakeside Cemetery between the 1860s and 1890s. Additionally, the
Brothertown Indians also buried loved ones in cemeteries located far away from
Brothertown (i.e. Red Falls, Brighton) mostly between the 1880s and early 20th century.
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Figure 6.33: Dates of Brothertown stones by cemetery; orange and red denote cemeteries far
outside of Brothertown, some of which are only potential Brothertown stones; Rienzi and
Methodist cemeteries not included due to lack of specified dates in stone inscriptions
Most Brothertown graves in Union Cemetery date to the 1860s (Figure 6.34).
Comparatively, Dick and Lakeside cemeteries respectively reached their peaks of
Brothertown use during the 1850s and 1860s, while Elyard Cemetery was used
consistently between the 1850s and 1900s. Of note, the numbers of Brothertown burials
drop in all of the cemeteries located in or near Brothertown during the 1870s and 1880s
as Brothertown individuals and families began moving away from Brothertown,
Wisconsin.
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Figure 6.34: Frequency of Brothertown stones per decade in Union Cemetery
Stone qualities by cemetery
The most basic distinction between cemetery assemblages is that of relative
proportions of memorial types in each. Headstones are the most common type of marker
in many of the cemeteries. With the exception of the Brighton assemblage, headstones
constitute between 73-100% of the Brothertown markers in the each of the cemetery
assemblages (Table 6.23). Obelisks also represent between 9-20% of the respective
cemetery assemblages, with special headstones, ledgers, and lecterns making up the
remaining 1-9%90. Also, Dick, Lakeside, Rienzi, Methodist, Red Falls, and Brighton
cemeteries contain only marble Brothertown markers, while the Elyard and Union
assemblages are slightly more diverse in raw materials. The Elyard assemblage is 95%
marble and 5% granite, while the Union assemblage is 91% marble, 7% granite, 2%
limestone (i.e. handmade stones), and 1% concrete.
                                                 
90 This is with the exception of Brighton Cemetery, which has a sample size of five stones.
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Table 6.23: Memorial types by cemetery
Union Dick Elyard Lakeside Rienzi Methodist Red Falls Brighton
Headstones 82% 100% 80% 73% 100% 100% 80% 40%
Special Headstones 2% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Ledgers 4% 0% 5% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Lecterns 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Obelisks 9% 0% 10% 18% 0% 0% 20% 60%
Other 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
In terms of headstone shapes, Union Cemetery is most diverse with 14 different
shapes, compared to four in the Elyard assemblage, three in both Lakeside and Dick
assemblages, two in both Red Falls and Brighton assemblages, and one in both Rienzi
and Methodist assemblages (Figure 6.35). Type 1 is the most common shape in Union,
Elyard, and Dick cemeteries, while type 2 is the most common shape in Lakeside, Rienzi,
Methodist, and Red Falls assemblages. Union Cemetery contains eight headstone shapes
not present in the other assemblages (i.e. types 7-9, 11, 12, 15, A, B), two of which are
handmade shapes. Lakeside Cemetery also contains one shape not present in the other
assemblages (i.e. type 14), while all shapes in the other cemeteries are found in at least
one other Wisconsin assemblage.
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Figure 6.35: Headstone shape by cemetery
In terms of size, the Brothertown markers in Union Cemetery are generally more
voluminous than those of the other cemeteries (Table 6.24)91. The markers in Brighton
and Lakeside cemeteries are—on average—taller and thicker than markers in other
cemeteries, while markers in Union Cemetery are generally wider. Also, Elyard
Cemetery has the shortest average stone height and Dick Cemetery has the thinnest and
narrowest average stone thickness and width92.
                                                 
91 This is partially due to the slightly higher frequency of stone bases found in Union Cemetery
(19%) compared to the other cemeteries.
92 In terms of variation in stone dimensions, the Elyard and Union assemblages are most diverse
in heights, thicknesses and volumes. This makes sense since each assemblage contains a variety
of different stone types including both obelisks and ledgers (the largest and smallest types). The
Dick assemblage is more diverse in terms of stone widths, which makes sense given the great
disparity in widths between its skinny blank stones (i.e. likely those of children) and its full-size
inscribed stones. Of note, the Dick assemblage exhibits the lowest levels of variation in heights,
thicknesses, and volumes, likely because it contains only one type of
marker—headstones—compared to the other assemblages that contain multiple stone types of
varying sizes.
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Table 6.24: Stone sizes by cemetery (*denotes only single stones in cemetery assemblage)
Cemetery Union Dick Elyard Lakeside *Rienzi *Methodist Red Falls Brighton
Ave. Height 735.52 622.83 547.18 745.00 670.00 740.00 708.50 774.00
Height CV 51.82 46.55 62.39 49.56 43.15 41.62
Ave. Thickness 143.68 49.75 141.17 173.09 100.00 100.00 122.00 224.00
Thickness CV 117.76 7.63 110.96 92.14 112.82 73.26
Ave. Width 407.34 318.47 346.11 346.45 305.00 305.00 322.00 326.00
Width CV 36.27 54.79 48.11 47.00 39.80 32.05
Ave. Volume 87,178.72 10,975.96 51,434.73 76,616.33 20,435 22,570 40,634.70 79,181.65
Volume CV 205.38 93.03 179.61 156.27 164.74 150.59
Uses of space by cemetery
Although most Brothertown stones in Wisconsin face west, there are slight
distinctions in orientations for each cemetery assemblage. All of the Brothertown stones
in Lakeside, Rienzi, and Methodist cemeteries face west, while the other cemeteries
range between 14%-94%. The remaining stones in each assemblage face east/west, east,
and south. Remarkably, Lakeside Cemetery, which contains the relatively largest
proportion of non-Brothertown graves compared to the other assemblages, is the most
diverse assemblage in terms of orientations overall (see Chapter VII). This pattern may
be due to the fact that the Brothertown Indians using Lakeside Cemetery found it more
important to conform to their traditional burial practices (i.e. including orientations)
precisely because they were surrounded by “foreign” graves laid out in a diversity of
orientations.
Inscription by cemetery
Although all of the Brothertown stones in Elyard, Lakeside, Rienzi, Methodist,
Red Falls, and Brighton cemeteries bear inscriptions, 32% of the stones in Dick Cemetery
and 3% of the stones in Union Cemetery are blank. All of the blank stones of Dick
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Cemetery likely mark the graves of infants or small children93. Perhaps the relatively high
prevalence of these stones in Dick Cemetery ties to the distinct views of death and
commemoration held by it users. Several of the blank stones in Union Cemetery are
handmade rather than purchased. These stones may represent early burials, as they
closely resemble the handmade stones of New York. Furthermore, since Union Cemetery
contains the earliest known inscribed Brothertown gravestones, it is not a stretch to
interpret these handmade stones as marking the graves of some of the first Brothertown
Indians to come to Wisconsin.
Turning to the inscribed stones, there are several interesting patterns within and
between the cemeteries under study94. Although each of the cemetery assemblages
contains examples of gravestones imagery, frequencies vary between cemeteries. Elyard
(53%) and Union (49%) cemeteries contain the highest frequencies of gravestone
imagery, while Dick (27%) and Lakeside (36%) cemeteries contain the lowest
frequencies. Given these figures along with the prevalence of blank headstones in Dick
Cemetery, it is possible that the Brothertown Indians that used Dick Cemetery rejected
ostentatious commemoration practices.
Comparing the types of imagery present in each of the cemetery assemblages,
Union Cemetery contains the widest variety, with 20 different types (Figure 6.36). Elyard
Cemetery follows with five designs, while both Dick and Lakeside cemeteries contain
only two types of imagery each. Although none of the imagery types are represented
across all four cemeteries, the willow motif is present in three. Also, thirteen of the
                                                 
93 I base this interpretation on their small sizes; as discussed previously, relative stone size often
correlates with relative age of the deceased.
94 Sample sizes in Rienzi, Methodist, Red Falls, and Brighton cemeteries were too small for this
analysis.
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imagery types present in the Union assemblage are not present in any of the other
assemblages. This pattern is likely a function of the comparatively large size of the Union
assemblage.
Imagery Union Cemetery Dick Cemetery Elyard Cemetery Lakeside Cemetery
Angel ! ! ! !
Bells ! ! ! !
Birds ! ! ! !
Book ! ! ! !
Branch w/Fruit ! ! ! !
Cross ! ! ! !
Dove ! ! ! !
Flower ! ! ! !
Hand reaching ! ! ! !
Hand shake ! ! ! !
Heart ! ! ! !
Lamb ! ! ! !
Laurel wreath ! ! ! !
Leaf ! ! ! !
Point up ! ! ! !
Rose ! ! ! !
Shield ! ! ! !
Sword & Rifle ! ! ! !
Urn ! ! ! !
Willow ! ! ! !
Figure 6.36: Imagery by cemetery (shading denotes presence)
Not surprisingly, Union Cemetery has the widest array of first clauses, with 30
types. Elyard, Lakeside, and Dick cemeteries follow far behind, respectively with five,
four, and three types. Across all four of these cemeteries, the most common first clauses
are those that list the full or first names of the deceased. Inscriptions beginning with the
initials and surnames of the deceased are also prevalent in most of the cemeteries.
Additionally, several stones use metaphors for death. For example, some stones in Elyard
and Union cemeteries begin with, “At rest,” while some in Lakeside cemetery begin with,
“Gone Home.” Union Cemetery also contains stones that begin with familial
relationships, such as “Mother.” Unlike any of the other assemblages just discussed, the
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stones in Dick Cemetery only begin with the names of the deceased. Again, this pattern
suggests that the users of Dick Cemetery preferred modest (unadorned) stones to mark
the graves and memories of their loved ones.
The cemetery assemblages also differ in the ways in which they typify those
whose graves they mark. For instance, 73% of the Lakeside stones and 68% of the Union
stones identify the deceased in terms of personal relationships, familial roles, or
professional identities, compared to only 47% of the stones in Elyard Cemetery and 27%
of the stones in Dick Cemetery. In terms of primary types of identification, Union
Cemetery is most diverse with 13 different types, followed by Elyard and Lakeside
cemeteries, each with three, and Dick Cemetery, with two. The only type present in all
four cemeteries is, “daughter of,” but “wife of,” military identification, and “son of” are
also common in the assemblages.
The other types of information included in stone inscriptions also differ between
cemetery assemblages (Table 6.25). For example, Dick Cemetery contains relatively low
frequencies of inscriptions discussing familial roles and parents’ names, and no examples
of birth dates or references to the deceased’s military service, yet also houses the highest
frequencies of inscriptions including the age of the deceased and epitaphs. Thus, although
the users of Dick Cemetery rarely chose ostentatious stones and often excluded basic
familial information in the inscriptions of their loved ones, they did feel the need to
include detailed information on the precise age of the deceased along with personalized
epitaphs. This pattern speaks to the differences between the forms of stones and the texts
that they bear, a topic I return to below. In comparison to Dick Cemetery, Elyard exhibits
relatively low frequencies of stones containing the age of the deceased, husband’s names,
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and epitaphs. Similarly, Lakeside Cemetery has a relatively low frequency of stones
containing parents’ names and relatively high frequencies of stones containing military
information and husbands’ names. This pattern likely relates to the fact that most of the
Brothertown individuals commemorated in Lakeside Cemetery were adults.
Table 6.25: Other inscription information by cemetery
Union Dick Family Elyard Lakeside
Full Name 40% 36% 32% 55%
Familial 58% 27% 42% 45%
Birth date 23% 0% 26% 18%
Death date 79% 72% 63% 64%
Parents' Names 33% 18% 37% 9%
Years 48% 64% 16% 55%
Months 34% 64% 16% 18%
Days 21% 36% 16% 18%
Military 9% 0% 11% 27%
Husband's Name 20% 18% 0% 36%
Epitaph 26% 36% 16% 27%
"died" 70% 64% 53% 64%
The cemeteries are also distinct in terms of the demographics that their stones
represent. Elyard Cemetery is the only Wisconsin gravesite commemorating a greater
number of males than females (at a ratio of approximately three males for every female).
Union and Lakeside cemeteries contain slightly higher numbers of female burials, while
Dick Cemetery contains only two known male burials, giving it a ratio of seven female
burials for every two male burials. For age groups, Lakeside Cemetery contains no stones
marking the graves of individuals older than 69 years of age. All of the cemeteries
contain relatively low numbers of stones marking the graves of individuals between the
ages of 30-59 years old.
As discussed previously, most of the Brothertown stones in Wisconsin
commemorate only one individual. This applies to all of the stones in Dick Cemetery and
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81-91% of the stones in the remaining cemeteries. The greatest number of Brothertown
individuals commemorated by single stones in Lakeside and Elyard cemeteries is two,
with 9% and 11% respectively. Comparatively, 81% of the Brothertown stones in Union
Cemetery commemorate single individuals, with 14% commemorating two individuals
and 1-3% commemorating three to five individuals.
The last distinction discussed here is that between the various family groups
buried in each cemetery. There is very little overlap between cemeteries in terms of the
surnames of the deceased present in each (Figure 6.37)95. None of the surnames appear in
all eight cemeteries. “Dick,” “Johnson,” and “Welch” are the only surnames that appear
in four different cemeteries, while “Hammer” is the only surname that appears in three96.
All other surnames are limited to one or two cemeteries each. Union Cemetery contains
the highest number of Brothertown surnames with 49 different family groups; the most
common surnames are “Fowler” (16%), “Johnson” (11%), and “Dick” (10%).
                                                 
95 Of note, there is absolutely no overlap between surnames present in Dick and Elyard
cemeteries.
96 The surname “Welch” was present in both Brothertown and Stockbridge communities.
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Names Union Dick Elyard Lakeside Rienzi Methodist Red Falls Brighton
Abrams ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Babbits ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Baker ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Baldwin ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Brown ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Brushel ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Charles ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Coffeen ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Cottrell ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Coyhis ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Crossley ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Crowel ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Daniels ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Davis ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Denslow ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Dick ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Fielding ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Fowler ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Froing ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Hammer ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Hart ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Jacobes ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Johnson ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Keevill ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Kellogg ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Kindness ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Kisner ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Lewis ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Marthers ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Marthers ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Mathews ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Mathews ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Modlin ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Morgan ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Moyer ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Murdock ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Niles ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
O'brien ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Palmer ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Paul ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Pemberton ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Quinney ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Rhodes ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Roberts ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Samplson ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Samson ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Schneider ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Schooner ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Shelley ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Skeesic ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Stanton ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Stevens ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Tousey ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Wauby ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Welch ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
White ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Wiggins ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Figure 6.37: Surnames present in Brothertown cemeteries; of note, some are not Brothertown in
origin
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Summary of cemetery comparison
To conclude this portion of the analysis, there are a number of distinctions
between the Wisconsin cemeteries97. In addition to the obvious differences in locations,
the cemeteries differ in terms of the physical aspects of their stones, inscription forms,
demographics, and family names. In spite of these disparities, the cemeteries share
common stone orientations (i.e. most face west) and organizational schemes (rows
running north to south).
Union Cemetery is the largest Brothertown burial ground in Wisconsin with the
greatest temporal span of use, beginning in the 1830s and extending into the 20th century.
It houses a number of Euroamerican burials in addition to the Brothertown stones
discussed in this chapter (I discuss the non-Brothertown graves in Chapter VII). The
cemetery is diverse in terms of memorial types, shapes, sizes, imagery, first clauses of
text inscriptions, types of identity discussed in text inscriptions, and the number of
individuals commemorated by single markers. The stones in Union Cemetery are also
generally larger than the stones of other cemeteries in the collection, particularly in terms
of volumes and widths. The stones within commemorate individuals from 49 different
Brothertown families, the most numerous of which are the Fowlers, originally from
Montauk, the Johnsons, originally from Mohegan, and the Dicks, a Narragansett name
originally from Charlestown, Rhode Island.
Dick Cemetery is the smallest cemetery of Brothertown, Wisconsin; it came into
use approximately one decade after Union Cemetery and fell out of use approximately 40
                                                 
97 I exclude Rienzi, Methodist, Red Falls, and Brighton cemeteries from this summary as they
each contain small numbers of Brothertown stones.
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years later. The stones of Dick Cemetery are less elaborate than the stones of the other
cemeteries. It contains the highest frequency of blank stones and one of the lowest
frequencies of stones bearing imagery. Furthermore, its stones are relatively smaller than
those of the other cemeteries. The inscriptions of Dick Cemetery generally contain only
the most basic information concerning the deceased. Although stones in other cemeteries
commonly make reference to the deceased’s family or professional identity, stones in
Dick Cemetery mainly emphasize names, death dates, and the age of the deceased. In
contrast to these characteristics, Dick Cemetery contains the highest frequency of
epitaphs on stones. In terms of demographics, the cemetery houses only two known male
graves. It is also unique in that its markers commemorate single individuals only. Of
course, the most common surname on the stones of Dick Cemetery is Dick, a
Narragansett name originally from Charlestown, Rhode Island.
Located just north of Brothertown, Elyard, and Lakeside cemeteries contain
relatively small numbers of Brothertown gravestones. The Brothertown Indians began
using Elyard Cemetery approximately two decades after Union Cemetery came into use
and stopped after 1910, while they began using Lakeside Cemetery three decades after
they founded Union and continued into the 20th century. Compared to the other
cemeteries, the markers in Elyard Cemetery are diverse in size and imagery, while those
of Lakeside Cemetery are generally larger than the markers found in other cemeteries.
Temporal Comparison
From the previous comparison (Figure 6.18), it is clear that the Brothertown
Indians chose to bury their loved ones in cemeteries located farther and farther away from
their communal center in Wisconsin as time passed. In the 1830s, they mostly used Union
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Cemetery, located in the heart of Brothertown. In the 1840s, some Brothertown Indians
began using Dick Cemetery, located near the northern boundary of Brothertown. In the
1850s, certain Brothertown Indians began using Elyard Cemetery, located just outside the
boundaries of the settlement, and a decade later, Brothertown Indians began using
Lakeside Cemetery, located several miles north of Brothertown, in the town of
Stockbridge. The Brothertown stones in Rienzi, Methodist, Red Falls, and Brighton
cemeteries, each located between 15 and 150 miles away from Brothertown, Wisconsin
also attest to the beginnings of a new Brothertown diaspora. Brothertown burial patterns
in Wisconsin thus clearly changed during the 19th century. In this section, I explore these
changes further in order to pinpoint shifts in stone forms, uses of space, and inscriptions.
Stone qualities through time
When considered in terms of temporal change, the cemeteries of Brothertown,
Wisconsin reveal shifting preferences for stones types throughout the 19th century.
Headstones were the only type of marker used until the 1850s, at which time a few
Brothertown Indians began using obelisks to mark the graves of their loved ones (Table
6.26). Throughout the 1860s and 1870s the Brothertown Indians only used these two
types of markers. In the 1880s, some Brothertown Indians began using lectern-shaped
grave markers and in the next decade, “special” headstone shapes appeared. Headstones
remained the most common type of marker until the 1890s, when obelisks became just as
popular. In the first decade of the twentieth century, the most common type of marker
was the ledger, followed closely by headstones and special headstones. As seen in Table
6.26, the last two decades under analysis are the most diverse in terms of memorial types.
It was also during these last two decades that the Brothertown Indians began using stones
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made from granite. Aside from the handmade stones, which are made from limestone, all
of the Brothertown gravestones in Wisconsin were made from marble until the 1890s.
Granite stones only represent 13% of the total gravestones erected in the 1890s, yet, in
the first decade of the 20th century, granite was the most common raw material used for
Brothertown gravestones (55%).
Table 6.26: Memorial type by decade
1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Headstones 100% 100% 91% 97% 90% 46% 37.5% 23%
Special Headstones 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% 21%
Ledgers 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 32%
Lecterns 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 16% 6% 8%
Obelisks 0% 0% 9% 3% 10% 38% 37.5% 16%
Other 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100 100% 100%
For headstones, the variety of shapes used by the Brothertown Indians generally
increased through time, reaching a zenith in the 1860s and slowly declining until the
1890s and 1900s, when it dropped abruptly (Figure 6.38). There were at least 12 different
shapes of headstone used during the 1860s, and eight types used during the 1870s. The
most popular shape was type 1, used between the 1830s and 1880s, and again in the
1900s. Shape type 2 was used in relatively small frequencies between the 1840s and
1860s, and became the most common headstone shape between the 1870s and 1890s. As
seen in Figure 6.38, the other shape types are only present in relatively small frequencies.
It is unclear whether this pattern resulted from limited availability of these other shapes
or preferences for types 1 and 2.
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Figure 6.38: Headstone shape by decade
The sizes of gravestones also changed through time (Table 6.27). In terms of
average stone dimensions, the sizes of markers generally increased with time, leveling off
or decreasing slightly between the 1860s and 1880s, after which time they increased
dramatically as headstones became less popular in favor of larger marker types, such as
the obelisk. The increase in size is partially due to the use of stone bases, which began in
the 1850s, but remained fairly rare until the 1880s, 1890s, and 1900s98.
                                                 
98 In terms of variation in stone sizes, the CVs listed in Table 6.27 demonstrate that variation was
generally at its peak during the periods when the Brothertown Indians used only headstones and
obelisks in their cemetery spaces. This makes sense given the dramatic differences in size
between these two types of marker.
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Table 6.27: Stone size by decade
1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Ave. Height 548.00 655.47 793.18 748.53 762.62 1,167.42 845.12 812.59
Height CV 51.80 29.69 40.55 35.38 27.53 48.53 66.59 58.11
Ave. Thickness 55.00 48.11 90.48 67.88 88.24 326.67 299.81 361.90
Thickness CV 12.86 10.05 145.25 116.09 120.02 70.91 66.56 43.41
Ave. Width 321.00 352.74 422.21 384.46 426.83 475.08 438.37 610.09
Width CV 26.40 27.00 32.10 27.56 20.83 24.07 27.32 33.02
Ave. Volume 7,427.00 12,221.05 47,147.10 27,348.45 34,390.48 283,648.64 190,873.19 244,768.53
Volume CV 53.28 57.49 261.95 260.82 204.34 101.82 130.38 84.01
Uses of space through time
In terms of spatial patterns, I have already presented the general sequence in
which the Brothertown Indians used each of the cemeteries (moving increasingly north as
time passed). Likewise, I have also noted that most Brothertown gravestones face west,
regardless of their date of erection. In this section, I investigate burial sequences within
Brothertown cemeteries in order to uncover information on shifting uses of cemetery
spaces through time.
Of the cemeteries under analysis, Union is the most complicated in terms of burial
sequence. This is due to the relatively high frequency of Brothertown burials contained
within, the wide time span of Brothertown use, and the fact that it also contains a large
number of non-Brothertown burials. The earliest Brothertown burials in Union Cemetery
were located in its southeastern corner and center99. As time passed, the Brothertown
Indians began burying in the southeastern corner and along the eastern edge of the
cemetery. In general, the pattern moves from east to west and south to north. Of note,
starting in the 1850s, a few Brothertown Indians were buried in the cemetery’s northwest
                                                 
99 Of note, these spatial designations are discussed in terms of the current layout of the cemetery.
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corner. This is significant since the northern half of the cemetery now contains mainly
Euroamerican burials. It is also important to note that the sequence is not smooth and
even, but rather patchy. This suggests that the Brothertown Indians used the spatial
relations between small clusters of gravestones to indexically mark groups of immediate
family members; I return to this concept in Chapters VIII and IX. Similar to Union
Cemetery, the other cemeteries also follow scattered interment sequences.
Inscriptions through time
Brothertown gravestone imagery transformed dramatically through time. As
depicted in Figure 6.39, the relative percentage of gravestones with imagery per decade
increased rapidly up until the 1880s, when it began to decrease just as rapidly. This
pattern correlates with the relative numbers of headstones used per decade (see previous
section). As headstones became less popular beginning in the 1880s, so did stone
imagery. This pattern suggests that the Brothertown Indians came to favor larger, more
elaborate stone types over headstones bearing imagery. That is, aesthetically they came to
value elaborate three-dimensional stone forms over two-dimensional imagery inscribed
on basic stone shapes.
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Figure 6.39: Relative frequencies of stones bearing imagery per decade
Figure 6.40 shows shifts in relative frequencies of imagery types through time.
Again, stones dating to the 1860s and 1870s contain the widest variety of imagery. There
are ten different imagery types on stones dating to the 1860s and 11 types on stones
dating to the 1870s. The willow is the most popular motif. It first appeared in the 1840s,
reached its peak in the 1860s, and disappeared by the 1880s. In addition to the willow,
which spanned four decades, the laurel wreath, rose, and generic flower were also
popular for relatively long periods of time (i.e. with the wreath spanning five decades and
the rose and flower spanning four decades each). Most of the remaining imagery types
span only one to two decades.
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Figure 6.40: Imagery type by decade
Turning to the first clauses of text inscriptions, stones dating to the 1870s and
1900s display the widest variety, with ten types each. Although stones dating to the 1830s
exhibit only one type of first clause (i.e. full name of the deceased), the variety increased
steadily by decade up until the 1880s and 90s when it temporarily dropped off, only to
increase again in the first decade of the twentieth century. The most common types of
first clauses during all time periods are those relating to the name of the deceased (i.e.
either first name or full name). Of note, during the 1860s, the Brothertown Indians began
likening death to a journey home within the first clauses of their loved ones’ inscriptions.
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Likewise, in the 1870s, they began using the sleep metaphor in their first clauses, such as,
“At rest.” Both of these metaphors remained popular into the twentieth century.
The frequencies by which text inscriptions defined the deceased in terms of
criteria beyond their names (e.g. social relations and accomplishments) fluctuate
throughout the 19th century. There are no examples of this phenomenon dating to the
1830s, but nearly all of the stones erected in the 1840s (95%) characterize the deceased in
this way. Between the 1850s and 1900s, the relative frequencies generally decline100. In
contrast to the relative frequencies, the manners in which the Brothertown Indians
typified their loved ones in text inscriptions remained constant through time. Between the
1840s and 1900s, the most common means of typifying the deceased was in relation to
the familial roles that they occupied. The only break in this pattern occurred during the
1880s and 1890s, when some Brothertown gravestones typified the deceased solely in
terms of their military service. As discussed previously, the most frequently mentioned
familial roles are those of daughters and wives. Building upon the findings presented
above, this pattern points to gender distinctions in the Brothertown community. In
general, Brothertown cemetery discourses define females in relation to other people
(oftentimes males) much more frequently than they do for males. Thus, males (even
children) are portrayed as possessing independent identities, while females are
consistently identified through parents or husbands.
When considering these patterns in relation to shifts in other types of information
included on gravestones between the 1830s and 1900s, two trends become apparent.
                                                 
100 To be specific, the relative frequencies are as follows: 1850s-68%, 1860s-67%, 1870s-76%,
1880s-38%, 1890s-56%, 1900s-55%.
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First, there was an increased emphasis on individual personhood through time. As seen in
Table 6.28, the older stones include greater relative frequencies of references to familial
roles and parents’ names, while newer stones (i.e. those dating to the 1880s and later),
include greater relative frequencies of full names of the deceased, birth dates, epitaphs,
and references to military service. The Brothertown Indians increasingly typified their
deceased loved ones as unique individuals rather than defining them in terms of their
relationship to other persons101. Second, these trends demonstrate an increased emphasis
on memories of loved ones’ lives (and accomplishments) and decreased emphases on the
event of death and associated loss. For example, stones erected in the late 19th century use
the word “died” much less frequently than do older stones.
Table 6.28: Inscription information by decade
1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Full Name 100% 11% 32% 33% 28% 69% 63% 59%
Familial 0% 95% 68% 67% 76% 38% 56% 50%
Birth date 0% 0% 15% 10% 7% 46% 63% 95%
Death date 100% 100% 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Parents' Names 0% 89% 41% 36% 38% 23% 31% 23%
Years 100% 74% 71% 82% 66% 46% 38% 9%
Months 0% 68% 59% 56% 41% 15% 31% 5%
Days 0% 37% 24% 36% 34% 15% 31% 5%
Military 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 6% 0%
Husband's Name 0% 11% 24% 28% 34% 15% 25% 18%
Epitaph 100% 32% 41% 18% 14% 46% 63% 36%
"died" 100% 100% 94% 97% 100% 85% 81% 36%
Shifts in the numbers of persons commemorated per stone per decade also suggest
that Brothertown Indians increasingly emphasized the individuality of their loved ones
between the 1830s and 1870s. Figure 6.41 illustrates these changes. The number of stones
representing single individuals increased until the 1870s, during which time it began to
                                                 
101 As discussed above, this transition occurred at differential rates for males and females.
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decrease steadily as the Brothertown Indians started moving away from Brothertown,
Wisconsin. In contrast, the number of stones commemorating two or more individuals
remained fairly constant through time, with a slight decrease between the 1850s and the
1900s.
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Figure 6.41: Number of persons per stone per decade
Table 6.29 lists surnames in the sequence in which they appeared in Brothertown
cemeteries or Brothertown sections of cemeteries. Of note, the most frequent names
across all time periods are “Fowler,” “Johnson,” and “Dick.” Similar to many of the
temporal trends discussed in the section, the 1860s and 1870s mark the time period of
greatest diversity in Brothertown surnames, which likely resulted from increased
exogamy.
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Table 6.29: Surnames found in Brothertown cemeteries by decade
1830s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1900s
Palmer Brushel Baker Baker Babbits
Clifford Brown Baldwin Baker
1840s Coffeen Clifford Cottrell Baldwin
Dick Crowel Coffeen Dick Crossley
Fowler DeGroat Daniels Fowler Dick
Hammar Denslow Dick Hammer Fowler
Hart Dick Fowler Johnson Hammer
Johnson Fowler Hammer Keevil Johnson
Kellogg Hart Hart Pemberton Marthers
Lewis Johnson Jacobes Samson Pemberton
Paul Kindness Johnson Tousey Schneider
Welch Kisner Kisner Welch Stanton
Marthews Mathews Tousey
1850s Moyer Morgan 1890s Welch
Baldwin Murdock O'brien Baldwin
Coyhis Niles Paul Coyhis
Dick Shelley Schooner Davis
Fielding Welch Shelley Dick
Fowler White Skeesic Fowler
Froing Wiggins Stevens Marthers
Johnson Welch Murdock
Kellogg Schneider
Marthers Tousey
Modlin Welch
Niles
Rhodes
Roberts
Sampson
Welch
Summary of temporal comparison
This analysis demonstrates that Brothertown cemeteries roughly went through
three periods of change between the 1830s and 1900s. The Brothertown Indians only
used headstones to mark the graves of their loved ones during the 1830s and 1840s. The
inscriptions on the stones from this period often explicitly define the deceased in terms of
their relationship with their commemorator(s), and emphasize the event of death and loss
rather than memorializing the life and personal accomplishments of the deceased.
Between 1850 and 1880, Brothertown cemetery material culture diversified
significantly. Stones dating to this time period display the widest array of headstone
shapes and stone imagery. Also, while most community members continued to use
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headstones during the period, a few Brothertown Indians chose to mark the graves of
their loved ones using obelisks.
Finally, between 1880 and 1910, Brothertown grave markers diversified even
further. Headstones, “special” headstones, obelisks, and ledgers were all used during this
period, although headstones were not nearly as common as they had been in previous
decades. Also during this period, inscriptions shifted to emphasize the individuality of the
deceased and memorialize their lives rather than their deaths. The average number of
individuals commemorated per stone also shifted through time. The number of stones
commemorating individuals generally increased through time up until the 1870s, while
the number of stones commemorating two or more individuals remained fairly constant.
Comparing Ancestral Tribal Affiliation in Wisconsin Cemeteries
In this section, I examine the relationships between stones representing distinct
ancestral groups within the Brothertown community. I confine this analysis to the stones
bearing surnames traceable to one of the ancestral tribes. I base my interpretations of the
tribal origins of each of the surnames on the genealogical research of Rudi Ottery, a
Brothertown Indian, William DeLoss Love’s work, and advice from Caroline Andler, the
former Brothertown tribal genealogist102.
Gravestones in Brothertown cemeteries or in Brothertown sections of cemeteries
only represent five of the seven ancestral tribal communities documented as contributing
to the Brothertown Movement (Table 6.30). These include descendants of the
                                                 
102 The archives of the New England Historical Genealogical Society in Boston, Massachusetts
house the Rudi Ottery Papers, which are extensive. Although a detailed anthropological analysis
of Brothertown kinship would clearly yield important and interesting insights on the emergence
of the community, no such analysis is possible here.
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Narragansett, Eastern and Mashantucket Pequot, Mohegan, and Montauk (Table 6.30).
Surnames known to have originated in the Niantic and Tunxis communities are not
represented by any of the Wisconsin stones. In addition to the represented East Coast
surnames, there are also several names or unknown tribal ancestry associated with the
Brothertown Indians along with Stockbridge, Oneida, and Euroamerican surnames, some
of which are known to have “married in” to various Brothertown family lines.
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Table 6.30: Tribal ancestries of surnames found in Brothertown cemeteries
Narragansett Surnames Surnames "married into" Narragansett lines
Coyhis (also Caise) Baker
Dick Modlin
Hammer/Hammar Morgan
Marthers/Marthews/Mathews Tousey
Niles
Potter
Skeesic
Eastern Pequot Surnames Surnames "married into" Eastern Pequot lines
Crossley Jacques
Hart
Kindness
Shelley
Mohegan Surnames
Brushel
Johnson
Montauk Surnames Surnames "married into" Montauk lines
Fowler Moyer
Mashantucket Pequot Surnames Surnames "married into" Mashantucket Pequot lines
Sampson Babbits
Samson
Brothertown Surnames (Origin Unknown) Surnames "married into" Brothertown lines
Charles Baldwin
Paul Cottrell
Palmer Crowel
Tousey Keevil
Wauby Kiesner
Wiggins O'Brien
Pemberton
Schooner
Stanton
Welch
Stockbridge Surnames Surnames "married into" Stockbridge lines
Charles Denslow
Jacobs (?) Rhodes (?)
! Tousey
! Welch
Oneida Surnames !
Denny !
Of the all the represented groups, stones marking the graves of Narragansett
descendants are most numerous with 49 known examples, representing nine surnames.
Stones marking the graves of Montauk descendants are the next largest group with 31
stones representing only one surname. Mohegan stones follow in frequency with 27
stones representing two surnames. Likewise, 16 stones represent four surnames of
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Eastern Pequot origin, and four stones represent two surnames of Mashantucket Pequot
origin. The oldest stones in most of the ancestral tribal assemblages date to the 1840s.
Likewise, the newest stones in most of the tribal assemblages date to the first decades of
the 20th century. Similar to the preceding sections, I compare each of these groups in
terms of stones characteristics, spatial distributions, and inscriptions.
Stone qualities by ancestral tribal group
Across all five groups, headstones are the most common type of marker, although
in varying frequencies (Table 6.31). The Narragansett assemblage exhibits the greatest
variety of marker types, with five, followed by the Mohegan, with four. The Montauk,
and Eastern and Mashantucket Pequot assemblages exhibit between one and three marker
types each. Most of the stones in each assemblage are also made from marble. This
includes all of the Eastern and Mashantucket Pequot stones and 95-97% of the other
assemblages.
Table 6.31: Memorial types by tribal ancestry
E. Pequot Mohegan Montauk Narragansett M. Pequot
Headstones 81% 85% 94% 76% 100%
Special Headstones 0% 4% 3% 2% 0%
Ledgers 0% 4% 0% 2% 0%
Lecterns 0% 0% 0% 4% 0%
Obelisks 19% 7% 3% 16% 0%
Other 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
The most common headstone shapes across all five assemblages are types 1 and 2.
Type 1 is the most common shape in all of the assemblages except that of the
Mashantucket Pequot, which has slightly more stones of shape type 2. Similar to the
above findings, the Narragansett assemblage contains the widest variety of headstone
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shapes, with eight. The Eastern Pequot and Montauk assemblages follow with five shape-
types each, while the Mohegan and Mashantucket Pequot assemblages contain only three
shape-types each. Figure 6.42 illustrates the relative distributions of these types. The
Mohegan assemblage is the most homogenous in this respect. In some cases, headstone
shapes are limited to single assemblages. For example, Types 5, 9, and 11 are unique to
the Narragansett stones, Type 7 is unique to the Montauk stones, and Type 12 is unique
to the Eastern Pequot stones. All of the shape-types observed among the Mohegan and
Mashantucket Pequot stones are found in at least one other ancestral tribal assemblage.
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Figure 6.42: Headstone shape by ancestral tribal group
Table 6.32 lists average monument sizes and coefficients of variation by
dimension for each assemblage. In terms of average estimated volume, the Narragansett
and Eastern Pequot assemblages contain the largest stones, while the Mashantucket
Pequot assemblage contains the smallest stones.
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Table 6.32: Stone size by ancestral tribal group
E. Pequot Mohegan Montauk Narragansett M. Pequot
Ave. Height 779.75 694.92 674.35 791.69 736.25
Height CV 49.58 42.25 37.82 51.88 28.33
Ave. Thickness 150.31 139.44 84.86 160.82 66.75
Thickness CV 115.43 110.71 136.45 111.51 36.04
Ave. Width 371.31 399.48 406.45 411.39 360.5
Width CV 29.39 34.13 44 32.03 31.91
Ave. Volume 87,076.58 60,274.14 45,741.59 97,807.49 17,850.55
Volume CV 213.27 192.17 278.87 195.55 62.34
Uses of space by ancestral tribal group
Most ancestral tribal assemblages are dispersed across at least two cemeteries.
The exceptions to this rule are the Montauk and Mashantucket Pequot stones, each of
which are limited to Union Cemetery. Eastern Pequot stones are found within both Union
and Brighton cemeteries; Narragansett stones are found within Union, Red Falls, Dick,
and Brighton cemeteries; and Mohegan stones are found in Union, Rienzi, Red Falls,
Methodist, and Brighton cemeteries. As discussed in Chapter V, religious differences
likely explain the split distribution of Narragansett graves between the Dick and Union
cemeteries.
Figure 6.43 shows the distributions of stones representing the various ancestral
groups in Union Cemetery, the only Wisconsin burial ground known to contain at least
five of the ancestral groups. It should be noted that the map provides little evidence for
ancestral tribal “neighborhoods” within Union Cemetery, but rather suggest that
immediate familial relations were the most influential factor shaping Brothertown choices
on where to bury their loved ones. This explains the presence of small clusters of tribal
groups scattered throughout the cemetery.
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Figure 6.43: Distribution of represented ancestral groups at Union Cemetery (Montauk-blue,
Narragansett-orange, Eastern Pequot-green, Mohegan-pink, Mashantucket Pequot-purple)
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Inscriptions by ancestral tribal group
The frequency of imagery found in each of the tribal assemblages ranges
dramatically. The Mashantucket (75%) and Eastern Pequot (62.5%) assemblages exhibit
the highest relative frequencies of stone imagery, followed by the Montauk (48%),
Narragansett (49%), and Mohegan (37%) assemblages. Figure 6.44 depicts the breadth of
imagery found in each of the assemblages. Although the Pequot assemblages exhibit the
highest relative frequencies of imagery, the Narragansett assemblage displays the widest
variety, followed by the Montauk assemblage. In contrast to these, the Mohegan and
Mashantucket Pequot assemblages display the relatively lowest degrees of variety. The
most popular motifs across all ancestral tribal assemblages are the willow and shield
designs, while the rose and hand pointing up follow in popularity. Of note, several motifs
are unique to only one of the five assemblages.
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Figure 6.44: Imagery by ancestral tribal group
In terms of the first clauses of inscriptions, the Mohegan and Narragansett
assemblages exhibit the widest variety, and the Eastern Pequot, Montauk, and
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Mashantucket Pequot assemblages follow103. As is typical with the entire assemblage, the
most frequent first clauses are first names and full names for all five of the tribal
assemblages. However, the ratio of first names to full names varies greatly between
assemblages. For example, the Montauk assemblage contains 20 first names compared to
only five full names (a ratio of 4), while, on the other end of the spectrum, the
Mashantucket Pequot assemblage contains one first name compared to two full names (a
ratio of 0.5). Between these two assemblages are the Mohegan (with a ratio of 1.25), the
Eastern Pequot (with a ratio of 1.2), and the Narragansett (with a ratio of 1.11).
For most of the assemblages, familial relations are the most common means of
typifying the deceased (e.g. as the wife of, son of, etc.). The Montauk assemblage
contains the greatest relative frequency of stones that typify the deceased in terms of their
familial relations (81%). Following in relative frequencies are the Mohegan (63%), the
Eastern Pequot (63%), the Mashantucket Pequot (50%), and the Narragansett (45%)
assemblages. The second most popular means of typifying the deceased in the
assemblages is in terms of their former military service. Table 6.33 lists the other types of
information included in gravestone inscriptions along with the relative frequencies of
each within the tribal assemblages.
                                                 
103 The numbers of first clause types for each assemblage are as follows: Mohegan-10,
Narragansett-10, Eastern Pequot-6, Montauk-6, and Mashantucket Pequot-3.
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Table 6.33: Inscription information by ancestral group
E. Pequot Mohegan Montauk Narragansett M. Pequot
Full Name 44% 44% 26% 45% 75%
Familial 56% 63% 74% 43% 25%
Birth date 19% 22% 6% 18% 0%
Death date 69% 78% 84% 73% 50%
Parents' Names 25% 33% 45% 18% 0%
Years 44% 52% 61% 45% 50%
Months 31% 33% 48% 33% 25%
Days 31% 7% 23% 22% 25%
Military 19% 22% 6% 14% 25%
Husband's Name 25% 19% 26% 24% 25%
Epitaph 19% 26% 19% 33% 25%
"died" 63% 63% 81% 67% 50%
Summary: comparison of ancestral tribal groups
Since the names inscribed upon the gravestones of Brothertown, Wisconsin trace
back to only five ancestral communities—the Narragansett, the Mohegan, the Montauk,
and the Eastern and Mashantucket Pequot—it is plausible that the Tunxis and Niantic
played a smaller role in the Brothertown community that previously thought; it is also
possible that individuals from these groups moved away from Brothertown during the
community’s time in New York (i.e. before they began using purchased stones bearing
inscriptions) or chose to use unmarked burials. The dates associated with the graves of
individuals descended from the five ancestral tribal groups show that a fair number of
each group remained in Brothertown, Wisconsin from the 1840s through at least the first
decade of the 20th century.
For the most part, the grave markers and cemeteries of Brothertown, Wisconsin
show little evidence for ancestral tribal distinctions within the Brothertown community.
With stone forms, the only notable distinction between the markers of different ancestral
groups is that of total estimated volume. On average, the Narragansett and Eastern Pequot
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assemblages contain larger stones than the other groups. In terms of spatial distributions,
only the Montauk and Mashantucket Pequot assemblages are limited to a single cemetery
(Union). The remaining assemblages are dispersed across two or more cemeteries each.
The reason for the division of Narragansett stones between two cemeteries in
Brothertown (i.e. Union and Dick) relates to religious differences, also discussed in
Chapter V. Those buried in the Dick Cemetery were likely Separate Baptists, while those
buried in Union Cemetery were likely Methodists. The spatial distributions of the stones
also show that there were no tribal “neighborhoods” among the multi-tribal cemeteries of
Brothertown, Wisconsin. Instead, immediate familiar relations governed decisions on
where to bury loved ones as seen in the spotty distribution of various tribal groups across
Union Cemetery.
For texts, this analysis brings to light a subtle trend in the ways in which various
ancestral groups commemorated the individuality (or dividuality, see discussion of
personhood in Chapter II) of the deceased. On one hand, the Mashantucket Pequot,
Narragansett, and Eastern Pequot assemblages contain the highest frequencies of stones
marking single graves104. The inscriptions in these assemblages also exhibit the highest
frequencies of full names and the lowest frequencies of references to familial roles, and
names of others (i.e. the deceased’s parents or husband). On the other hand, the Montauk
and Mohegan assemblages contained the lowest relative frequencies of stones marking
the graves of single individuals; the inscriptions in these assemblages exhibit the lowest
relative frequencies of full names of the deceased, and the highest frequencies of others’
                                                 
104 Percent of stones marking single graves (as opposed to the grave of one or more persons):
Mashantucket Pequot (100%), Narragansett (89%), Eastern Pequot (81%), Montauk (77%), and
Mohegan (76%).
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names (i.e. the deceased’s husband or parents). The former groups thus defined their
deceased loved ones as individuals more so than the latter groups who often defined their
deceased loved ones in terms of the relationships they shared with others.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
When the Brothertown Indians relocated to Wisconsin, they adopted new forms of
commemoration. This is most evident in their rather abrupt and nearly complete switch to
purchased stones in the 1830s and 1840s. Compared to those of the New York
cemeteries, the Wisconsin stones are generally more diverse in terms of memorial types
and shapes, inscription techniques, and imagery. They are also substantially larger than
the New York stones and distributed in distinct spatial configurations.
Intra-Communal Change
Similar to those of New York, the Brothertown cemeteries and grave markers of
Wisconsin also speak of shifting intra-communal relationships. In the previous chapter, I
argued that changing commemoration practices in Brothertown, New York began to
transform Brothertown cemeteries from spaces of communal remembrance to spaces of
individual remembrance. The cemeteries of Wisconsin continued in this trajectory,
increasingly emphasizing individuality and immediate family relations over other
communal ties. These changes are evinced by the shifts in stone forms, inscriptions, and
spatial distributions discussed above. Furthermore, the shifts in commemoration practices
also tied (at least indirectly) to the decisions that Brothertown individuals and families
made when they began moving away from Brothertown in the late 19th century, a major
period of change in the overall structure of the community.
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As time passed, the Brothertown Indians increasingly used gravestones to
commemorate single individuals. The inscriptions they chose also emphasized the
individuality of the deceased rather than defining them in relation to other persons (e.g. as
“the daughter of…”). In a similar fashion, inscriptions shifted from primarily
emphasizing the events of death and loss, as experienced by the deceased’s surviving
loved ones, to commemorating the deceased’s life and accomplishments (i.e. as unique
individuals). Finally, the spatial distribution of gravestones in small clusters of immediate
family members also attests to the increasing emphasis on individual remembrance and
genealogy. Each of these changes informed and took shape from new conceptions of
personhood and memory processes among the Brothertown community. As the
Brothertown Indians came to emphasize their individuality in death, they also made
decisions to sell their lands and move away from their community as evinced by the
Brothertown stones cataloged in cemeteries between 15 and 150 miles away from the
Brothertown settlement.
Although early community leaders such as Samson Occom and Joseph Johnson
undoubtedly saw Christianity as a central tenet of the Brothertown community, the
Wisconsin cemeteries provide evidence for a breadth of religious outlooks within the
community. Some Brothertown Indians expressed religious differences by using distinct
cemetery spaces. For example, as they had in New York, the Dick family (and other
Separate Baptists) also maintained a separate cemetery space in Wisconsin. Compared to
other Brothertown markers of the time, the gravestones of Dick Cemetery (Wisconsin)
are less elaborate, suggesting that the Brothertown Separatists believed in modest forms
of commemoration. The wide variety of inscriptions in the Wisconsin assemblage, some
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of which discuss beliefs in an afterlife and other that deny it, also speak to the breadth of
spirituality amongst the 19th-century Brothertown community. Brothertown individuals
and families living in Wisconsin thus practiced at least a few different types of
Christianity, each with slightly different understandings of death and spirituality.
Inter-Communal Change
More so than those of New York, the Brothertown cemeteries of Wisconsin
appear almost identical to contemporaneous Euroamerican cemeteries (discussed further
in the next chapter). While these transformations in cemetery material culture clearly
shaped the ways in which the Brothertown Indians remembered their pasts and related to
one another, they also allowed the community to reclassify itself to a certain degree and
to achieve certain goals. Although the New York cemeteries were indexically marked as
non-Euroamerican by the presence of “Indian” stones and a few inscriptions discussing
the tribal identities of the deceased, the Wisconsin cemeteries contain only a few
handmade stones and no inscriptions discussing tribal or Indian identities. The
ambivalent nature of the Brothertown grave markers of Wisconsin certainly shaped
Euroamerican perspectives of the community, especially those Euroamericans that shared
cemetery spaces with Brothertown Indians. Such changes blurred the lines between
“Indian” and “Euroamerican,” thus challenging dominant modes of social classification.
As discussed in Chapter IV, during this time period the Brothertown Indians also
explicitly argued their case for United States citizenship and associated land rights by
virtue of their unique position between white and Indian societies. Their cemeteries
quietly reinforced such arguments.
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Cemetery Discourse
The Brothertown cemeteries of Wisconsin “speak” both of the deceased and the
living via combinations of linguistic, material, and spatial discourses operating on various
planes of consciousness and intentionality. This analysis demonstrates the ways in which
texts, images, spatial arrangements, and forms of grave markers complement one another.
For example, although none of the inscriptions discuss Christianity explicitly, the
imagery they bear and their spatial orientations often mark them (pragmatically) as
Christian burials. Similarly, the forms and sizes of grave markers in Wisconsin convey
the relative number of persons commemorated and the age and gender of the deceased;
these qualities reinforce the direct semantic messages inscribed upon the markers’ faces.
Considering the entire sequence of Brothertown grave markers and cemeteries
between 1780 and 1910, words, things, and spaces each fluctuated in their respective
discursive importance through time. At first, the actual forms of grave markers were the
primary means of signifying social distinctions in Brothertown cemeteries. It is thus
possible that community members intentionally marked social distinctions between the
dead via physical differences between grave markers. During this time, certain
community members also began marking social relations with space, particularly by
creating and using separate burial grounds, such as Dick and Skeesuck cemeteries of New
York.
With the increase of purchased stones bearing inscriptions during the 1830s and
1840s, texts became the primary media for marking the unique qualities of the deceased.
In other words, inscriptions became the central means of distinguishing between graves
since most markers from this time period were of similar shape (rectangular, type 1), size,
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and color. During this time, the Brothertown Indians also continued to use space as an
important “social diacritic.” In fact, when creating new cemetery spaces in Wisconsin,
they chose to organize their cemeteries in small clusters of immediate family groups; in
these new configurations, space between stones iconically represented the nature of
genealogical ties between the dead (or lack thereof). Finally, stone forms became
important for marking social distinctions once again beginning in the 1850s, as certain
Brothertown individuals and families came to afford more extravagant styles of cemetery
material culture, such as obelisks and special headstones.
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CHAPTER VII: COMPARATIVE CEMETERY DATA
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, I use comparative cemetery data to situate Brothertown
commemoration practices within their larger cultural and historical contexts. These
comparisons highlight the major distinctions (and similarities) between Brothertown
grave markers and cemeteries and those of their ancestral tribal communities and
neighbors, both Native and white. As the Brothertown community emerged and
transformed through time, did it develop its own unique set of commemoration practices?
More specifically, how did these practices align with those of their ancestral tribal
communities, neighboring tribal communities of both New York and Wisconsin, and
non-Native inhabitants or neighbors in both areas? How did these relations change as
time passed and as the Brothertown community relocated from New York to Wisconsin?
I pursue these research questions by examining cemetery data from the East Coast,
central New York, and central Wisconsin.
THE ANCESTRAL COMMUNITIES AND OTHER GROUPS OF THE
NORTHEAST
In this section, I discuss burial and commemoration practices of several of the
ancestral Brothertown communities and other Native groups of the Northeast. More
specifically, I examine Narragansett, Mashantucket Pequot, and Wampanoag burial and
commemoration practices by drawing upon multiple data sources. Unfortunately, I was
only able to obtain primary data from historic Mashantucket Pequot cemeteries for this
portion of the analysis. I complement these data with secondary literature, most of which
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focus on the actual burials and funerary items recovered from graves rather than their
markers (if any). I also briefly discuss “sacrifice rocks,” another type of monument
constructed by Native groups in the Northeast.
The Narragansett
The West Ferry Site (RI-84) was a large 17th-century Narragansett burial ground
located on Conanicut Island (i.e. Jamestown Island) in Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island.
In response to land development, archaeologists gradually excavated the cemetery over
the six decades following the site’s discovery (Simmons 1970; see also McBride 1989,
1990). Although all excavated graves were unmarked and shallow, they contained a
variety of funerary items of both Native- and European-manufacture (Simmons 1970:3,
45, 68). As seen in the plan map (Figure 7.1), the Narragansett consistently oriented their
grave shafts on a northeast-southwest axis. They also laid their deceased loved ones to
rest on their sides in the flexed (or fetal) position (Simmons 1970:8).
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Figure 7.1: Plan map of West Ferry Site (reproduced from Simmons 1970:70)
William Simmons (1970) used ethnohistoric accounts of 17th-century
Narragansett beliefs and burial practices (i.e. those of Roger Williams) to reconstruct the
potential meanings behind the spatial organization of the West Ferry Site. He found that
the southwest was the home of the Narragansett deity Cautantowwit (1970:52-60), or
Keihtan (Bragdon 1996:188-189). Since Cautantowwit controlled creation and death in
the Narragansett world, the souls of deceased men and women had to travel to his house
after death. The deceased were thus placed with the tops of their heads facing
Cautantowwit’s house to help facilitate an easy voyage for the soul (believed to be
situated in the head according to Roger Williams). Simmons also interpreted the
consistent flexed burial pattern at the West Ferry Site as linked to the fetal position; the
deceased were thus put to rest in the same bodily position they held in utero.
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Approximately half a century after the discovery of the West Ferry site,
developers in North Kingstown, Rhode Island accidentally uncovered another 17th-
century Narragansett burial ground, now known as the RI-1000 site. Archaeologists
subsequently excavated the site in order to preserve information from the burials and to
protect them from looters (Rubertone 2001:117-119; see also Nassaney 1989; Robinson
and Gustafson 1982). Like the West Ferry Site, none of the RI-1000 burials were marked
above the ground, but contained a diverse array of Native- and European-manufactured
funerary material culture hidden below (see Rubertone 2001:191-197). The layout of the
RI-1000 site mirrored that of West Ferry (Figure 7.2); the deceased had been consistently
placed in the flexed position and oriented on a southwest-northeast axis (Rubertone
2001:129). The site also sat in close proximity to a Narragansett village, connecting the
everyday lives of the site’s occupants to their ancestors. Patricia Rubertone (2001:127)
explains,
[t]he dead shared the cultural landscape with the living, for whom this sacred
space served as a constant and visible reminder of communal ties that linked
generations and connected people to their ancestral homelands.
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Figure 7.2: Plan map of RI-1000 Site (reproduced from Rubertone 2001:198)
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The Mashantucket Pequot
The colony of Connecticut officially established the Mashantucket Pequot
Reservation in 1666 in the town of Ledyard (southeastern Connecticut) (McBride 1990;
McBride 1993)105. There are several cemeteries on the reservation with dates ranging
from the mid-17th century up to the present (sites 72-78, 72-49, and 72-34c) (McBride,
personal communication)106.
                                                 
105 Although it originally spanned 2,500-3,000 acres, the land base was gradually reduced to just
over 200 acres by the mid-19th century (McBride 1993:64).
106 Moving outside of the physical and temporal boundaries of the reservation, two burials
excavated at the Taylor Farm Site in North Middleboro, Massachusetts may also represent Pequot
graves (Fowler 1982; Taylor 1982). The documentary record states that a few Pequot lived in the
area following the Pequot War of 1636/37, after which time the English sent the surviving
members of the tribe to live among the Mohegan, Narragansett and Massachusetts Indians and
sold the remainder individuals into slavery (DeForest 1964[1851] quoted in Fowler 1982; see also
Cave 1996; Cipolla et al. 2007; McBride 1990, 1993 for a discussion of Pequot history following
the Pequot War). The two burials in question contained Shantok pottery, a style named from
Mohegan’s Fort Shantok in Connecticut (Fowler 1982). Prior to Fowler’s interpretation, Shantok
pottery had only been recovered in Mohegan-Pequot lands in Connecticut. The burials were laid
out in the traditional flexed position.
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Figure 7.3: Photograph of Site 72-78, Mashantucket Pequot Reservation
Cemetery site 72-78 (Figure 7.3) roughly dates between the mid-1700s and the
turn of the 19th century and covers an area of about 25 square meters (McBride, personal
communication)107. It contains no purchased stones. Instead, most burials were marked
with unmodified fieldstones or handmade gravestones similar to those found in many of
the Brothertown, New York cemeteries (Figure 7.4). The orientation of the stones is
strictly east/west, and burials are loosely organized in rows and columns (Figure 7.5).
Unlike any of the Brothertown grave markers or cemetery analyzed in the previous
                                                 
107 I rely on dates estimated by Dr. Kevin McBride (Director of Research at the Mashantucket
Pequot Museum and Research Center) since the stones rarely bear inscriptions (and dates of
erection).
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chapters, a majority of the burials found in this cemetery are marked with sets of head-
and footstones, and a few are marked with piles of unmodified fieldstones.
Figure 7.4: Photograph of handmade stone at Site 72-78, Mashantucket Pequot Reservation
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Figure 7.5: Plan map of Site 72-78, Mashantucket Pequot Reservation (provided by
Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center)
Site 72-49 (Figure 7.6) roughly dates from the mid-17th century up to the present
(McBride, personal communication); the pre-20th-century portion covers an area of
approximately 40 square meters. Stones in this cemetery are similar to those just
discussed. There is only one purchased stone (Figure 7.7) pre-dating the 20th century. The
remaining markers are unmodified fieldstones, piles of fieldstones (Figure 7.8), or
handmade gravestones; again, a majority of the burials are marked with both head- and
footstones. Like Site 72-78, burials in this cemetery are oriented east/west and loosely
organized in rows and columns (Figure 7.9).
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Figure 7.6: Photograph of Site 72-49, Mashantucket Pequot Reservation
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Figure 7.7: Photograph of purchased stone at Site 72-49, Mashantucket Pequot Reservation
Figure 7.8: Photograph of stone pile at Site 72-49, Mashantucket Pequot Reservation
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Figure 7.9: Plan map of Site 72-49 (provided by the Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research
Center)
The Wampanoag
Though the Wampanoag of Massachusetts and Rhode Island were not officially
involved in the Brothertown Movement, the archaeology of their cemeteries is still
relevant to this analysis for several reasons. First, they spoke a similar language (i.e.
within the Algonquian language family), shared similar cultural milieus, and lived in
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close proximity to several groups that did participate in the movement. Second, like many
Northeastern Native communities in the 18th century (including the Brothertown Indians),
the Wampanoags also felt the effects of the Great Awakening, many converting to
various sects of Christianity at the time. For example, Waldo Farm Cemetery—discussed
below—provides a unique glimpse of the burial customs of a community of Wampanoag
Quakers.
The Burr’s Hill site of Warren, Rhode Island was a sizeable 17th-century
Wampanoag burial ground (Gibson, ed. 1980). Although amateur archaeologists began
excavating the site in the late-19th century, a professional analysis of the recovered
materials did not appear in print for another century (Gibson 1980:9-12). At the time of
their discovery in the late 19th century, none of the burials were marked. Also—like the
other 17th-century burials discussed above—most of the individuals interred at this site
were placed in the flexed position with the tops of their heads generally oriented to the
southwest (Gibson 1980:13)108. The bodies were often wrapped in mats, blankets, or bark
boards109.
The Waldo Farm site—located in Dartmouth, Massachusetts—was an early-18th-
century Christian Wampanoag burial ground (Hodge 2005). Like many of the 18th- and
19th-century Pequot burials discussed above, the users of the site marked the graves of
their loved ones with both head- and footstones, described by the original excavators of
the site as “fieldstones” (Hodge 2005:80). Unlike the Pequot cemeteries, most of the
burials at Waldo Farm are laid out on a traditionally Native northeast-southwest axis
                                                 
108 The provenience is difficult to reconstruct in some instances given the methods of excavation
and recording (or lack thereof).
109 Of note, the Burr’s Hill burial ground is unique from the other sites discussed in its relatively
high frequencies of funerary items and multiple interments (Gibson 1980:13, 17-21).
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(Figure 7.10). Also of note, no funerary objects were recovered from the Waldo Farm
burials (Hodge 2005:78-79). Moreover, instead of coffins and/or clothing, those buried at
Waldo Farm were laid to rest in shrouds rather than the traditional mats, blankets, or bark
boards, as found in the graves of their 17th-century ancestors (and those of Narragansetts).
Given these patterns along with the site’s historic proximity to a sizeable Quaker
population, Christina Hodge (2005:78-80) interprets the burials from Waldo Farm as
representing a blend of Wampanoag and Quaker burial traditions. The blank gravestones
marking the burials are consistent with both cultural traditions to some extent. As seen in
the Pequot cemeteries discussed above, it was not uncommon for Native peoples to mark
the graves of their ancestors with blank stones. Quakers traditionally forbade the use of
grave markers, but some communities accepted the use of blank stones or stones with
minimal decoration and inscription information beginning in the early 18th century
(Bromberg and Shepard 2006:62). The use of shrouds instead of coffins or clothing also
complied with both Wampanoag and Quaker traditions; the former commonly buried the
dead wrapped in mats or other textiles, while the latter buried their dead in shrouds or
minimally decorated coffins (Bromberg and Shepard 2006:73-79). On one hand, the lack
of funerary items placed in the graves at the site is unusual for historic Native burial
grounds in the Northeast, but common among Quaker practices. On the other hand, the
orientation of the graves (i.e. with the tops of heads generally facing the southwest) is
consistent with traditional Native practices and unique among Quaker burial customs
(Hodge 2005; see also Bromberg and Shepard 2006:68).
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Figure 7.10: Plan map of the Waldo Farm Site (reproduced from Hodge 2005:80)
“Sacrifice Rocks”
Of course, grave markers were not the only forms of commemoration used by
Native groups of the Northeast. They also constructed piles of stone and/or brush to
memorialize important events or individuals, and to mark territorial boundaries (Butler
1946; Jett 1994; Rubertone 2001:167; Simmons 1986:251-256). Ethnohistoric sources
state that Native individuals added to these heaps—which often sat on the sides or in the
forks of paths—upon each encounter with them. These monuments, or “sacrifice rocks,”
as white observers referred to them, thus grew gradually as time passed. Although the
precise meanings of certain heaps are unknown at this time, colonists moving through the
landscapes of New England often made note of such sites, some even observing Native
individuals adding to the piles. One such pile sat near Stockbridge, Massachusetts (i.e.
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former home of the Stockbridge Indians). Eva Butler (1946) analyzes a rich record of
ethnohistoric commentary on this particular heap throughout the 18th- and 19th-centuries.
She also discusses several other notable heaps throughout New England. As evinced from
the ethnohistorical literature (see Butler 1946; Jett 1994; Simmons 1986:251-256) such
monuments were used throughout the 19th century. Sacrifice rocks thus represent a
tradition of communal memory making in Native New England. It is important to point
out that the materiality of memory in this case is similar to those found in
contemporaneous Native cemeteries and notably distinct from those of neighboring
Euroamericans that relied largely on texts to mark and make memories, particularly in the
case of cemeteries.
Summary
Burials dating to the 17th-century usually share most of the following
characteristics:
• No grave markers (or at least no surviving markers)
• Deceased placed in burial in flexed position with top of head pointing
towards the southwest
• Associated with high frequencies of both Native and European-
manufactured items (the latter often in greater frequencies than the
former)
• Cemeteries consist of relatively close groupings of burials often
organized in rows and columns
• Cemeteries often situated in close proximity to lived spaces (e.g.
villages).
In comparison, burials dating to the 18th- and 19th-centuries often consist of the
following:
• Marked with stones (some modified, as seen in Pequot cemeteries,
others unmodified “fieldstones”)
• Marked with both head- and footstones
• Deceased laid to rest face up with top of head pointing west
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• Cemeteries consist of relatively close groupings of burials often
organized in rows and columns
• Cemeteries often situated in close proximity to lived spaces (e.g.
Pequot cemeteries, Waldo Farm site).
NEW YORK CEMETERIES
In New York, the Brothertown Indians had both Native and Euroamerican
neighbors, each with their own distinct practices of burial and commemoration. As
discussed in Chapter III, the first Brothertown settlement sat in Oneida country, which
was part of the larger territory of the League of the Iroquois, or the Five Nations (Morgan
1962[1851]). Since Christianity spread at a much slower pace in Iroquoian country than
on the East Coast (Love 1899), it is possible that some of the practices described below
were those of non-Christian Native groups110.
Europeans and Euroamericans observed the Oneida and other Iroquoian groups
using several styles of burial mound. For example, in regard to the funerary practices of
the League of the Iroquois, an early 18th-century observer wrote,
Their funeral Rites seem to be formed upon a Notion of some Kind of Existence
after Death. They make a large round Hole, in which the Body can be placed
upright, or upon its Haunches, which after the Body is placed in it, is covered with
Timber, to support the Earth which they lay over, and thereby keep the Body free
from being pressed; they then raise the Earth in a round Hill over it. They always
dress the Corps in all its Finery, and put Wampum and other Things into the
Grave with it; and the Relations suffer not Grass or any Weed to grow on the
Grave, and frequently visit it with Lamentations. (Colden 1904[1750] quoted in
Bushnell 1920:70-71)
Similarly, Lewis Henry Morgan (1962[1851]:172) observed various Iroquoian groups
burying their dead in the sitting position, facing east. In other instances, observers
described Iroquoian communities surrounding burial mounds with wooden palisades;
                                                 
110 Unfortunately I have yet to find any definitive archaeological or ethnohistorical data
concerning Christian Oneida, or other Christian Iroquoian groups’ burial practices.
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some of these mounds contained large numbers of burials, while others only included the
graves of important political and spiritual leaders (Bushnell 1920:71-72).
Excavations at the Kleis site, an early historic Iroquois cemetery located in the
northwest corner of New York State offers further clues into Iroquoian burial practices
(White 1967). Like many of the 17th-century burials of New England, individuals at the
Kleis site were placed in their graves in the flexed position, but with the tops of their
heads generally facing west (White 1967:8) instead of southwest as was common on the
East Coast. The burials also contained a mixture of Native and European-manufactured
items like most of the East Coast contexts previously discussed.
In contrast to Iroquoian methods of commemoration, the Brothertowns’
Euroamerican neighbors primarily used purchased stone monuments to mark the graves
of their loved ones. Deansboro Cemetery (see Chapter V) contains mainly Euroamerican
graves. Most of the markers found within are marble headstones, although the cemetery
also houses a fair number of obelisks, ledgers, and other monuments of various shapes
and sizes, some made from granite. Stones in the cemetery are generally oriented to the
west—following general Christian traditions of burial (see Chapter V)—and organized in
tight rows and columns.
WISCONSIN CEMETERIES
In this section, I present data collected from non-Brothertown gravestones and
cemeteries located in or around Brothertown, Wisconsin. Since the Brothertown stones of
Wisconsin closely resemble those of their (non-Brothertown Indian) neighbors, I
analyzed these stones in much greater detail than those discussed in the previous
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sections111. I examine non-Brothertown stones in Union and Lakeside cemeteries dating
between 1850-1910. I also consider an historic Stockbridge Indian Cemetery, located just
north of Brothertown in Stockbridge, Wisconsin, and several Oneida burials, which sit in
a Methodist cemetery located in Oneida, Wisconsin.
Non-Brothertown Stones of Union and Lakeside Cemeteries
Stone characteristics
Between Union and Lakeside cemeteries, there are 251 non-Brothertown stones
dating between 1850 and 1910112. All are purchased stones, 63% made from marble, 35%
made from granite, and 2% made from various metals. Figure 7.11 depicts the relative
frequencies of raw materials used for stones in the comparative assemblage. In general,
the assemblage contains relatively more granite and less marble than the Brothertown
stones in or nearby Brothertown, Wisconsin (Chapter VI).
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Figure 7.11: Relative frequencies of raw materials, non-Brothertown (comparative) and
Brothertown markers, Brothertown, Wisconsin
                                                 
111 This is because all stone were likely purchased from the same set of carvers.
112 Union Cemetery contains 105 non-Brothertown stones and Lakeside contains 146.
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In terms of memorial types and shapes, headstones (57%), ledgers (24%), and
obelisks (17%) make up the majority of the comparative assemblage. Although this
general pattern also holds for the Brothertown assemblage, the comparative collection
contains relatively more ledgers and obelisks and relatively fewer headstones (Figure
7.12). With headstone shapes specifically, the comparative assemblage contains 18
distinct shapes, nine of which are unique to the non-Brothertown stones (i.e. not present
in the Brothertown assemblage) (Figure 7.13). Comparatively, the Brothertown
assemblage contains 15 headstones shapes, seven of which are unique to Brothertown
stones (i.e. not present in the comparative assemblage). As seen in Figure 7.3, the
comparative assemblage contains relatively even numbers of the two most popular shapes
(types 1 and 2), while the Brothertown assemblage contains a much higher frequency of
shape-type 1 (Chapter VI).
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Figure 7.13: Relative frequencies of headstone shapes, non-Brothertown (comparative) and
Brothertown markers, Brothertown, Wisconsin
Table 7.1 summarizes basic distinctions in stone sizes between the two
assemblages. On average, stones in the comparative collection are larger in size than
those of the Brothertown assemblage, with an average volume greater than twice the size
of that of the Brothertown stones. This pattern ties to the relatively higher frequency of
large memorial types (e.g. obelisks) found in the comparative assemblage.
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Table 7.1: Comparison of stone sizes, non-Brothertown and Brothertown (shaded) markers,
Brothertown, Wisconsin
Measurement Average S. Deviation CV
Height (mm) 720.84 535.79 74.33
Thickness (mm) 246.88 192.92 78.14
Width (mm) 484.94 242.35 49.98
Volume (cubic cm) 161,319.07 258,315.61 160.13
   
Measurement Average S. Deviation CV
Height (mm) 714.97 372.38 52.08
Thickness (mm) 136.80 162.00 118.42
Width (mm) 392.16 153.07 39.03
Volume (cubic cm) 77,836.97 165,133.20 212.15
Inscriptions
As seen in Figure 7.14, the earliest non-Brothertown stones in or around
Brothertown, Wisconsin date to the 1850s, approximately two decades after the
Brothertown Indians relocated to the area. The number of non-Brothertown stones in
Union and Lakeside cemeteries surpassed the number of Brothertown stones beginning in
the 1880s, when the Brothertown Indians began moving away from Brothertown. Of
note, the largest portion of the comparative sample dates to the 1890s and 1900s, while
the largest portion of the Brothertown sample dates to the 1850s and 1860s.
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Figure 7.14: Frequency of memorials through time, non-Brothertown (comparative) and
Brothertown markers, Brothertown, Wisconsin
Of the 251 stones in the comparative assemblage, 95% (N=239) bear text
inscriptions and 42% (N=106) bear inscribed décor. Stones in the Brothertown
assemblage exhibit only slightly higher frequencies of inscribed décor with 46%. The 239
stones bearing text inscriptions in the comparative assemblage mark a total of 321 graves.
Table 7.2 summarizes the number of individuals commemorated per stone. The numbers
range from one to eight, with 74% of the stones commemorating single individuals. Of
note, the Brothertown assemblage contains relatively more stones marking the graves of
single individuals than the comparative collection.
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Table 7.2: Number of persons commemorated per stone, non-Brothertown and Brothertown
(shaded) assemblages, Brothertown, Wisconsin
Number of Individuals Commemorated Non-Brothertown Brothertown
1 185 (74%) 191 (82%)
2 40 (16%) 30 (13%)
3 5 (2%) 6 (2.5%)
4 3 (1%) 2 (1%)
5 3 (1%) 1 (0.5%)
6 1 (<1%) 0(0%)
8 1 (<1%) 0(0%)
N/A 12 (5%) 2 (1%)
In terms of first clauses of text inscriptions, stones in the comparative collection
exhibit 17 distinct types, five of which are unique to non-Brothertown stones (Table 7.3).
Comparatively, the Brothertown assemblage exhibits 27 types of first clauses, 15 of
which are unique to Brothertown stones. Also of note, the comparative assemblage
contains relatively more stones with first clauses referencing the full name of the
deceased and fewer inscriptions referencing only the first name as compared to the
Brothertown assemblage. However, despite these minor distinctions, each assemblage
contains similar relative frequencies of first-clause types. First clauses relating to the
name of the deceased are the most frequent type found in each collection, followed by
those describing familial relations, loss associated with death, and those using the sleep
metaphor (see Chapters V and VI).
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Table 7.3: First clauses of inscriptions, non-Brothertown and Brothertown (shaded) markers,
Brothertown, Wisconsin
First Clause of Inscription Non-Brothertown Brothertown
Name/Initials
Full Name 37.7% 27.6%
First Name 29.3% 43.5%
Surname 9.6% 3.0%
Initials 1.7% 5.6%
Surname Initial 1.3% 0.9%
79.5% 80.6%
Family Relations
Mother 7.1% 2.6%
Father 4.6% 1.7%
Baby 0.4% 0.0%
Infant Son 0.4% 0.0%
Brother 0.0% 0.4%
Children of… 0.0% 1.3%
Infant 0.0% 0.9%
Our Darling 0.0% 0.4%
Our Father 0.0% 0.4%
Our Mother 0.0% 0.9%
12.6% 8.6%
Loss/Goodbye
Gone but not Forgotten 0.8% 0.9%
Gone Home 0.4% 1.7%
Farewell 0.0% 0.9%
Going Home 0.0% 0.4%
Gone so soon but not forgotten 0.0% 0.4%
Missed at Home 0.0% 0.4%
1.3% 4.7%
Sleep Metaphor
At rest 3.3% 3.0%
Gone to Rest 0.4% 0.4%
Only Sleeping 0.0% 0.4%
There is sweet rest in Heaven 0.0% 0.4%
3.8% 4.3%
Miscellaneous
In Memory 0.8% 0.0%
Erected to 0.4% 0.0%
Heaven 0.4% 0.0%
Military Rank 0.4% 0.4%
Eternal Life 0.0% 0.4%
Forever Darlings 0.0% 0.4%
God is Love 0.0% 0.4%
2.1% 1.7%
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Stones in the comparative assemblage typify the deceased in 17 distinct manners,
five of which are unique to non-Brothertown stones. Comparatively, stones in the
Brothertown assemblage typify the deceased in 27 distinct manners, 15 of which are
unique to the Brothertown stones (Table 7.4). Another important distinction between the
two assemblages is the prevalence of “Daughter of” as a primary form of identification
marking the deceased’s memory. In the Brothertown assemblage, this is the second-most
common type (25.6%), while it is the fifth most common (11.6%) in the comparative
assemblage. Beyond these points of distinction, the two assemblages are similar in terms
of the ways in which they typify the deceased.
Table 7.4: Primary modes of identification on stone inscriptions, non-Brothertown and
Brothertown (shaded) markers, Brothertown, Wisconsin
Primary Identification Non-Brothertown Brothertown
!
Familial Relations !
Wife of 25.3% 26.9%
Son of 17.8% 15.4%
Mother 14.4% 3.2%
Father 12.3% 1.9%
Daughter of 11.6% 25.6%
Brother 1.4% 0.6%
Baby 0.7% 0.0%
Grandfather 0.7% 0.0%
Husband 0.7% 0.0%
Infant Son 0.7% 0.0%
Sister 0.7% 0.0%
Children of 0.7% 6.4%
Daughters of 0.0% 0.6%
His Wife 0.0% 0.6%
Mother and Daughter 0.0% 0.6%
Our Father 0.0% 0.6%
Daughter and Wife 0.0% 1.3%
Other
Military 13.0% 14.7%
Father and Military 0.0% 1.3%
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In Table 7.5, I compare the two assemblages in terms of the types and frequencies
of information included in text inscriptions. Although the assemblages exhibit similarities
in certain regards, there are notable differences in frequencies of the following categories
of information: full names, parents’ names, birth dates, the word “died,” years old, and
months old.
Table 7.5: Types of inscription information, non-Brothertown and Brothertown (shaded) markers,
Brothertown, Wisconsin
Names/Family Non-Brothertown Brothertown
Full Name 89% 40%
Familial Role 45% 42%
Parents' Names 17% 31%
Husband's Name 14% 19%
 
Memories of Life/Death  
Death Date 73% 77%
Birth Date 44% 21.5%
"Died" 43% 68%
Years Old 30% 46.5%
Months Old 24% 33%
Days Old 21% 21%
 
Other  
Epitaph 21% 26%
Military Service 8% 10%
The relatively high frequencies of full names and birth dates observed in the
inscriptions of the comparative assemblage, suggest that non-Brothertown residents
emphasized the individuality of the deceased, highlighting details of her/his life.
Comparatively, the Brothertown Indians tended to commemorate the deceased in terms of
their relations to other individuals or families, de-emphasizing specific biographic details
such as full names and dates of birth. The relatively high frequency of parents’ names
found on Brothertown stones also add credence to this point. Instead of commemorating
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their children as unique individuals, the Brothertown Indians emphasized the
relationships they had with their parents, at least in much higher frequencies than did
their non-Native neighbors. The comparatively high frequency of the word “died” found
in Brothertown text inscriptions also shows that—intentionally or not—the Brothertown
Indians emphasized the event of death and loss associated with death more so than their
white neighbors.
In terms of stone imagery, the comparative assemblage contains 17 different
types, four of which are unique to non-Brothertown stones (Table 7.6). Comparatively,
the Brothertown assemblage contains 22 types, eight of which are unique to Brothertown
stones. The most prominent distinctions between the two assemblages are seen in the
relative frequencies of the willow motif and general floral designs. The willow motif is
more frequent in the Brothertown assemblage, while general floral designs are more
frequent in the comparative assemblage. The reason for this pattern is unclear at this time.
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Table 7.6: Stone imagery, non-Brothertown and Brothertown (shaded) markers, Brothertown,
Wisconsin
Type Non-Brothertown Brothertown
Personal (Accomplishments/Character) !
Military shield 10.4% 18.3%
Lamb 8.5% 7.8%
Dove 2.8% 3.5%
Anchor 0.9% 0.0%
Cannon 0.9% 0.0%
Iron Cross 0.9% 0.0%
Shield with drape 0.0% 0.9%
Sword and rifle 0.0% 0.9%
!
Status of the Deceased/Spiritual Interpretation of Death !
Dove See above See above
Lamb See above See above
Willow 6.6% 19.1%
Laurel Wreath 2.8% 6.1%
Book/Bible 2.8% 5.2%
Hand pointing up 2.8% 4.3%
Angel 0.0% 0.9%
Birds 0.0% 0.9%
Hand reaching down 0.0% 1.7%
!
Mortality !
Book/Bible See above See above
Flower (unidentified) 47.2% 5.2%
Leaf 4.7% 0.9%
Urn 1.9% 4.3%
Flower (Rose) 0.0% 7.0%
Branch with fruit 0.0% 1.7%
!
Relationships !
Friendship (clasped hands) 2.8% 4.3%
Heart 0.9% 0.9%
!
Christianity !
Book/Bible See above See above
Cross 0.9% 0.9%
Church bells 0.0% 0.9%
!
Bereavement !
Willow See above See above
!
Other !
Building 0.9% 0.0%
Unidentified and unknown 0.0% 2.6%
Uses of space
Compared to the Brothertown assemblage, the orientations of stones in the
comparative collection are slightly more variable. In the comparative assemblage, 54%
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face west and 26% face east, with the remaining 20% of the stones facing a variety of
directions (i.e. east/west, north, north/south, northwest, south, southeast). Most of the
Brothertown stones face west (87%), with the remaining 13% facing east/west, east, and
south (see Chapter VI).
In regard to distributions of Brothertown and non-Brothertown stones found
throughout the Wisconsin cemeteries, Union and Lakeside cemeteries represent two very
different organizational schemes (see also Chapter VI). Most non-Brothertown stones sit
in the northern half of Union Cemetery, while the majority of the Brothertown stones sit
in the southern half. In contrast, the Brothertown stones of Lakeside Cemetery are fairly
evenly dispersed among the non-Brothertown stones. Also of note, the non-Native side of
Union Cemetery is much more tightly packed than the Native side. In the latter, stones
are scattered in small clusters of one to five stones, representing groups of immediate
family members.
Temporal change
It is also important to take temporal change into consideration when comparing
the two assemblages, especially since the Brothertown Indians used the cemeteries of
Brothertown, Wisconsin for a longer period of time and at different rates than did non-
Native residents. Beginning with memorial types (Table 7.7), non-Native residents
generally used fewer headstones and more obelisks and ledgers as time passed.
Comparatively, the Brothertown Indians mainly used headstones until the 1880s when
they began using increasing amounts of lecterns, obelisks, and other types or markers.
Between the 1880s and 1900s, the non-Brothertown and Brothertown assemblages are
strikingly similar in terms of relative frequencies of memorial types, a pattern that
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potentially reflects similar economic standings between those Brothertown Indians that
remained in Brothertown at this time and their Euroamerican neighbors. Starting in the
1880s, headstones only represent approximately 50% or less of the memorials in each
assemblage per decade. Of note, ledgers were more popular among non-Brothertown
residents as were stone lecterns among the Brothertown Indians.
Table 7.7: Memorial types through time, non-Brothertown and Brothertown markers (shaded),
Brothertown, Wisconsin
1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Headstones - - 80% 83% 71% 51% 35% 48%
Special Headstones - - 0% 0% 0% 3% 0% 10%
Ledgers - - 10% 4% 19% 22% 30% 27%
Lecterns - - 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Obelisks - - 10% 13% 10% 24% 35% 15%
Other - - 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total - - 100% 100% 100% 100 100% 100%
! 1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Headstones 100% 100% 91% 97% 90% 46% 37.5% 23%
Special Headstones 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% 23%
Ledgers 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 32%
Lecterns 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 16% 6% 8%
Obelisks 0% 0% 9% 3% 10% 38% 37.5% 14%
Other 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100 100% 100%
In terms of headstones shapes in particular (Figures 7.15 a-b), the Brothertown
Indians used a wider variety of shapes than non-Brothertown residents up until the 1870s,
when both groups began using similar numbers of distinct headstone shapes. In the
1880s, non-Brothertown residents began using a wider variety of headstone shapes than
the Brothertown Indians. Types 1 and 2 remained the most popular shapes through the
eight decades under analysis. For the Brothertown Indians, type 1 remained the most
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popular shape until the 1870s, when type 2 became more popular. For non-Brothertown
residents, this transition occurred a decade later.
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Figure 7.15a: Headstone shape through time, non-Brothertown inhabitants of Brothertown,
Wisconsin
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Figure 7.15b: Headstone shape through time, Brothertown Indians of Brothertown, Wisconsin
Table 7.8 summarizes the average size differences between the two assemblages
by decade. Up until the 1880s, non-Brothertown stones were considerably larger than
Brothertown stones, ranging between three and five times their average volumes.
However, during and after the 1880s, average stone size in the two groups became
similar. As noted previously, it was during the 1880s that many Brothertown families and
individuals moved away from Brothertown due to financial hardship, thus, it is plausible
that this pattern reflects the prosperity of the Brothertown Indians that remained in
Brothertown post-1880. In other words, those that stayed behind could afford large,
expensive grave markers similar to their white neighbors.
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Table 7.8: Stone sizes through time, non-Brothertown and Brothertown markers (shaded),
Brothertown, Wisconsin
1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Ave. Height - - 834.30 882.92 834.05 904.70 896.84 759.17
Height CV - - 78.75 49.37 45.84 53.01 72.24 76.83
Ave. Thickness - - 113.60 189.75 221.76 314.16 370.19 342.17
Thickness CV - - 182.33 106.29 88.23 63.75 44.99 48.42
Ave. Width - - 433.50 480.75 529.33 580.81 583.05 596.93
Width CV - - 32.64 41.36 42.14 40.68 45.25 40.08
Ave. Volume - - 155,764.71 151,732.24 124,867.97 226,168.36 271,706.40 249,492.14
Volume CV - - 252.21 173.91 152.04 104.90 111.13 136.26
1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Ave. Height 548.00 655.47 793.18 748.53 762.62 1,167.42 845.12 812.59
Height CV 51.80 29.69 40.55 35.38 27.53 48.53 66.59 58.11
Ave. Thickness 55.00 48.11 90.48 67.88 88.24 326.67 299.81 361.90
Thickness CV 12.86 10.05 145.25 116.09 120.02 70.91 66.56 43.41
Ave. Width 321.00 352.74 422.21 384.46 426.83 475.08 438.37 610.09
Width CV 26.40 27.00 32.10 27.56 20.83 24.07 27.32 33.02
Ave. Volume 7,427.0012,221.05 47,147.10 27,348.45 34,390.48 283,648.64 190,873.19 244,768.53
Volume CV 53.28 57.49 261.95 260.82 204.34 101.82 130.38 84.01
As discussed earlier, certain distinctions in personhood and commemoration
practices are evident between Brothertown and non-Brothertown gravestones.
Considering the types of information listed in text inscriptions per decade between the
two assemblages sheds even more light on these distinctions (Table 7.9). For example, in
each of the assemblages, full names and birth dates generally increased through time,
while the word “died,” ages of the deceased, and parents’ names generally decreased. The
table also demonstrates distinctions in how these changes took place within the two
assemblages. For example, full names and birth dates are significantly more prevalent on
non-Brothertown stones, while the word “died” is more common on Brothertown stones.
It is important to note that both assemblages follow the same trends in the types of
information contained in text inscriptions, albeit in different frequencies. These changes
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increasingly emphasized the individuality of the deceased rather than defining them in
terms of their relationships with other persons (e.g. to their parents), while also shifting
from commemorating the event of death and loss to the memory of a life lived. In terms
of inscribed décor, Brothertown Indians generally used stone imagery more frequently
than did non-Brothertown residents up until the 1890s and 1900s (Figure 7.16). Yet, the
1900s are the only decade under analysis in which there was a clear disparity in the
frequencies of stone imagery in the two assemblages.
Table 7.9: Types of information in text inscriptions through time, non-Brothertown and
Brothertown markers (shaded), Brothertown, Wisconsin
1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Full Name - - 50% 46% 62% 66% 63% 80%
Family Role - - 70% 46% 48% 48% 47% 41%
Birth date - - 10% 29% 48% 55% 65% 93%
Death date - - 100% 100% 100% 97% 100% 100%
Parents' Names - - 50% 33% 24% 26% 19% 5%
Years - - 70% 67% 57% 45% 37% 7%
Months - - 60% 58% 48% 29% 33% 5%
Days - - 40% 54% 43% 29% 28% 5%
Military - - 0% 4% 29% 3% 9% 5%
Husband's Name - - 30% 13% 29% 18% 14% 17%
Epitaph - - 10% 25% 38% 32% 37% 10%
"died" - - 100% 75% 76% 63% 51% 24%
! 1830s 1840s 1850s 1860s 1870s 1880s 1890s 1900s
Full Name 100% 11% 32% 33% 28% 69% 63% 59%
Family Role 0% 95% 68% 67% 76% 38% 56% 50%
Birth date 0% 0% 15% 10% 7% 46% 63% 95%
Death date 100% 100% 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Parents' Names 0% 89% 41% 36% 38% 23% 31% 23%
Years 100% 74% 71% 82% 66% 46% 38% 9%
Months 0% 68% 59% 56% 41% 15% 31% 5%
Days 0% 37% 24% 36% 34% 15% 31% 5%
Military 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 6% 0%
Husband's Name 0% 11% 24% 28% 34% 15% 25% 18%
Epitaph 100% 32% 41% 18% 14% 46% 63% 36%
"died" 100% 100% 94% 97% 100% 85% 81% 36%
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Figure 7.16: Relative frequencies of stone imagery through time
Shifts in the number of persons commemorated per stone per decade (Figure 7.17)
provide a nuanced perspective of personhood and economic status at Brothertown.
Although the content of text inscriptions discussed above suggests that non-Brothertown
residents emphasized the individuality of the deceased more so than the Brothertown
Indians, changes in the number of persons commemorated per stone per decade provide a
slightly contrasting view. The number of Brothertown stones marking the graves of
individuals per decade increased rapidly until the 1860s, after which time it dropped
dramatically, only to increase once again between the 1880s and early 1900s.
Comparatively, the number of non-Brothertown stones marking the graves of
individuals per decade increased at a slower rate between the 1850s and early 1900s, with
only two minor decreases during the 1870s and 1900s. Also, the number of Brothertown
stones marking the graves of two of more persons remained fairly constant between the
1840s and 1900s, decreasing slightly as time passed, while those marking non-
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Brothertown graves increased between the 1850s and 1880s, dropped during the 1890s,
and spiked again in the early 1900s.
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Figure 7.17: Number of persons commemorated per monument through time, non-Brothertown
(blue lines) and Brothertown (pink lines) markers, Brothertown, Wisconsin
Although the Brothertown Indians chose inscriptions that defined the deceased in
terms of their relations to others more so than their Euroamerican neighbors, Brothertown
burial practices often emphasized the individuality of the deceased in other ways, namely
by marking graves individually (i.e. one stone per person). In this instance, textual
(semantic) and artifactual (pragmatic) discourses offer slightly different perspectives of
personhood within the Brothertown community. These data suggest that the Brothertown
Indians had the economic means to mark individual burials with individual stones,
perhaps more so than their Euroamerican neighbors, yet still adhered to a slightly more
“corporate” view of personhood, as read in the stones’ inscriptions. The latter point
makes sense given the fact that the earliest white inhabitants of Brothertown were
German immigrants of modest means.
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Summary of findings
In general there are no major distinctions between the gravestones of Brothertown
Indians and those sharing cemetery spaces with them in Brothertown, Wisconsin. Since
all residents of Brothertown—Indian or white—likely purchased their loved ones’ stones
from local carvers, this comes as no surprise. This comparison thus demonstrates the
homogenizing nature of consumption and its tendencies to blur cultural and social
distinctions to a certain degree.
However, several minor disparities between the two assemblages hint at subtle
differences between the Brothertown Indians and their non-Indian neighbors of
Wisconsin. Some differences are economic in nature. For example, at first, Brothertown
Indians used more expensive markers than their Euroamerican neighbors. As time passed,
however, the tides turned. Economic hardship forced many Brothertown Indians to leave
Brothertown in the second half of the 19th century. Those Brothertown individuals and
families that remained in Brothertown during and after this time marked the graves of
their loved ones with monuments of the same or similar cost as those used by their white
neighbors.
Other differences point to slight distinctions in personhood, bereavement, and
commemoration between the Brothertown Indians and their Euroamerican neighbors.
Overall, inscriptions in the Brothertown assemblage define the deceased in terms of their
former relationships with other persons and focus on the event of death and loss as
experienced by the surviving community, while inscriptions in the non-Brothertown
assemblage tend to highlight the deceased as “atomic” individuals, emphasizing their
accomplishments in life. As time passed, however, the text inscriptions on Brothertown
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stones came to mirror those of their non-Brothertown neighbors. While the texts
inscriptions of the oldest Brothertown stones of Wisconsin suggest a more “corporate”
conception of personhood among the community, actual burial practices offer a
contrasting pattern. As discussed previously, I attribute this pattern to a combination of
economic factors and slightly distinct conceptions of personhood within the two groups.
Stockbridge Cemetery, Wisconsin
 The town of Stockbridge sits just north of Brothertown, Wisconsin; it was the
19th-century home and reservation of the Stockbridge Indians, established
contemporaneously with Brothertown (see Chapter III). Although a few Stockbridge
Indians chose to bury their loved ones in Lakeside Cemetery (discussed above) during the
third quarter of the 19th century, most community members used a separate cemetery
located just a few miles to the north of the current town center (Figure 7.18). This
cemetery contains stones dating to the latter three quarters of the 19th century. It currently
houses approximately 70 gravestones and many unmarked Stockbridge graves according
to the memorial plaque situated at the cemetery’s entrance.
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Figure 7.18: Photograph of Stockbridge Cemetery, Stockbridge, Wisconsin
As seen above, Stockbridge Cemetery closely resembles Union Cemetery. It
contains mainly marble headstones along with several marble obelisks and a few granite
monuments of various shapes and sizes. The most popular headstone shapes are types 1
and 2, though the cemetery also contains several other purchased shapes and a number of
handmade stones, likely fashioned from local limestone (closely resembling Brothertown
handmade stones). Decorative motifs on the stones include the open book, military
shields, the willow tree, the handshake, the hand pointing up, and the lamb (usually
associated with children’s graves). Inscriptions often define the deceased in terms of their
relationships to other individuals and tend to emphasize the event of death over the
deceased’s accomplishments in life. The stones are also arranged on an east/west axis
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with most of their inscriptions facing west. Similar to those of Union Cemetery, the
stones in Stockbridge Cemetery sit in small clusters representing groups of immediate
family members.
Oneida Burials, Methodist Cemetery, Oneida, Wisconsin
Approximately 45 miles north of Brothertown, just outside of the Oneida
reservation sits a Methodist cemetery that houses a number of Native graves (Figure
7.19). Although many of the graves are marked with handmade stones bearing no text,
the cemetery’s proximity to the Oneida reservation suggests that most blank stones mark
the graves of Oneida individuals. Since the Oneida arrived in current-day Wisconsin at
the same time as the Brothertown and the Stockbridge, these stones likely represent
burials dating to the 1830s and 1840s. A majority of the handmade stones sit on a hilltop
in the rear central portion of the cemetery and are fairly tightly packed in rows and
columns113. Based on the positioning of purchased stones in this “Indian” section, it
seems that most burials face west. In contrast, most non-Native gravestones in this
cemetery face east, towards the roadway.
                                                 
113 Of note, this organization scheme mirrors those of the Brothertown, New York cemeteries.
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Figure 7.19: Photograph of Oneida stones in Methodist Cemetery, Oneida, Wisconsin
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The comparative data presented in this chapter contextualize the Brothertown
stones and cemeteries analyzed in the previous chapters. The Brothertown Indians’ 17th-
century ancestors buried their dead in flexed positions oriented on a southwest/northeast
axis, with the tops of their heads facing Cautantowwit’s house in the southwest (Simmons
1970). Bodies were wrapped in mats or other fabrics and placed in the earth with items of
both Native- and European manufacture. Burials were usually situated close to one
another, oftentimes organized in loose rows and columns. Yet the dead were not easily
forgotten; these cemeteries usually sat in close proximity to lived spaces, thus giving the
dead a physical presence in the daily lives of their living descendants.
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By the 18th and 19th centuries, many Native communities on the East Coast—all of
which felt the effects of the Great Awakening to some extent—began marking graves
with stone monuments. They did so with piles of fieldstones, single headstones, or sets of
head- and footstones. It is important to note that purchased stones were rarely used in
these contexts, a factor likely tied to the economic hardships of reservation life (see
Cipolla et. al 2007 for a discussion of life on the Eastern Pequot reservation) and
traditional memory practices, discussed in the subsequent paragraph. Based on the data
presented in this chapter, most Native graves marked with stones were oriented on an
east/west axis, making it more than likely that these changes tied to the spread of
Christianity during this period. These later cemeteries were usually organized in evenly
spaced rows and columns, oftentimes with the deceased placed in their graves face-up (as
opposed to the flexed position). Whether or not burials from this period contain funerary
items similar to those of the 17th century communities remains unknown.
Contemporaneous Brothertown stones and cemeteries show both similarities and
differences with the 18th- and 19th-century commemoration practices summarized above.
In New York, the Brothertown Indians continued to orient their graves on an east/west
axis and organize their cemeteries in loose rows and columns, but began marking their
graves in distinct manners from those of their East Coast relatives. The earliest settlers in
Brothertown, New York marked their graves with small mounds, which bear resemblance
to those of Iroquoian groups. Unlike the Iroquois, however, Brothertown mounds were
also associated with stone markers, a pattern that may well represent a fusion of
Iroquoian and Algonquian burial practices in the first few decades of the Brothertown
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settlement’s existence114. Most other burials in Brothertown, New York are marked with
single handmade headstones. There are no known examples of Brothertown graves
marked with sets of head- and footstones, as was common in Native cemeteries of the
East Coast. All handmade Brothertown grave markers consist of single headstones
fashioned from limestone, many of which resemble purchased headstones common in
Euroamerican cemeteries of the time (see Chapter V).
The remaining Brothertown burials in New York are marked with purchased
stones—another important difference between Brothertown cemeteries and those of their
East Coast relatives. As mentioned previously, this disparity surely ties to the economic
success of many Brothertown families as compared to those Native peoples living on
East Coast reservations. However, the adoption of purchased stones bearing the names of
the deceased also represents a significant break with traditional modes of
commemoration in Native communities. In many Native communities of the Northeast, it
was prohibited to speak individuals’ names after their death (see Morgan 1962[1851];
Simmons 1970:58-60; Williams 1973[1643]:248). For example, Roger Williams
(1973[1643]:248) made note of this practice amongst 17th-century Narragansett societies:
[T]hey abhorre to mention the dead by name, and therefore, if any man beare the
name of the dead he changeth his name; and if any stranger accidentally name
him, he is checkt, and if any wilfully name him he is fined; and amongst States,
the naming of their dead Sachims, is one ground of their warres; so terrible is the
King of Terrors, Death, to all natural men.
Lewis Henry Morgan (1962[1851]:175) reported similar practices amongst the Iroquois
in the 19th century:
                                                 
114 Since Fowler Cemetery remains closed to research at this time, these interpretations are only
speculative; it is my hope to pursue these questions further at some point in the future.
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After the mourning period had expired, the name of the deceased was never
mentioned, from a sense of delicacy to the tender feelings of his friends.
The blank head- and footstones found in many Native cemeteries of the 18th and 19th
centuries certainly adhere to this custom115. Thus, as the Brothertown incorporated
purchased stones, they also transformed memory practices and—intentionally or
not—broke with traditional forms of remembering (and forgetting) the dead. As
discussed further in Chapter IX, these changes came with both intended and unintended
outcomes.
As already discussed in previous chapters, Brothertown burial grounds came to
resemble those of their Euroamerican neighbors as the Brothertown Indians began using
purchased grave markers. The above comparisons demonstrate the similarities between
Brothertown stones and those of their Euroamerican neighbors in Wisconsin. Although
there are many similarities between the stones representing each group, a close
comparison of Brothertown and Euroamerican inscriptions suggests slight differences in
conceptions of personhood. Even though the Brothertown Indians were economically
well-off compared to their new Euroamerican neighbors in the mid-19th century and able
to afford individual headstones for their loved ones in greater frequencies than
Brothertown’s non-Indian inhabitants, inscription patterns point to a slightly more
“corporate” understanding of personhood among the Brothertown Indians and a slightly
more “atomic” understanding in the Euroamerican community.
                                                 
115 Gaynell Stone (1987:144-150) found that Dutch and English colonists sometimes used hand-
made stones resembling those of the Brothertown Indians, though they sometimes bore text
inscriptions. Since most Native-made stones analyzed in this dissertation are clearly blank, it is
possible that Native peoples still observed this custom in the 18th and 19th centuries.
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Interestingly, the layout of Union Cemetery paints a slightly contrasting picture.
Euroamerican graves are tightly packed in rows and columns, while Brothertown graves
are distributed in small clusters of immediate family members (see also Chapter VIII). In
contrast to the New York cemeteries that acted as spaces of communal remembrance,
Brothertown cemeteries of Wisconsin emphasized immediate family relations and
individuality over community. Thus, although the Brothertown Indians conceived of
personhood in a slightly different—albeit not completely unfamiliar—manner than their
Euroamerican neighbors of Wisconsin, they gradually shifted their understandings of
personhood through time. They increasingly emphasized the individuality of their
deceased loved ones as their cemeteries transformed into culturally ambivalent spaces,
interpretable from several cultural perspectives.
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CHAPTER VIII: SPATIAL DISCOURSES:
 ANALYZING BROTHERTOWN SETTLEMENT PATTERNS
INTRODUCTION
Migration constitutes a central theme in Brothertown history. As they moved into
new landscapes in New York and Wisconsin, the Brothertown Indians continually
negotiated their identities, their relations to one another, and their places in the modern
(postcolonial) world, more broadly. In previous chapters, I demonstrated the ways in
which writing and commemoration practices inform understandings of these dualities of
endurance. In this chapter, I analyze Brothertown settlement patterns in the same light,
using historic maps and documents to assess the impacts that continually starting anew in
“foreign” landscapes had on Brothertown social relations and cultural processes. More
specifically, I investigate residential patterns between the years 1800 and 1893 in both
Brothertown settlements. The detailed plot maps and record books associated with the
Brothertown settlements offer unique and valuable insights into the emergence and
transformation of the community. Not only is such a perspective rare in terms of Native
histories, it also adds a unique point of comparison for the documents and cemeteries
analyzed and discussed in the last four chapters.
I organize my analysis in relation to two central research questions. First, did
individuals and families of the seven tribal ancestries at Brothertown maintain separate
residential areas (i.e. “neighborhoods”)? If so, did these neighborhoods persist through
time and space (i.e. as the Brothertown Indians moved from New York to Wisconsin)?
For the most part, Brothertown Indians chose their lots on a first come, first serve basis.
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Individuals and families selected lots depending on a number of factors, including the
amount of land and fertility of soil, and the surrounding landscape features, communal
spaces, and neighbors. In the analysis that follows, I focus primarily on the latter. I also
consider potential connections between shifts in settlement patterns and other known
communal changes. For example, as the name “Brothertown” replaced the ancestral tribal
names of its members (e.g. “Mohegan,” see Chapter IV) and came to signify a unified
tribal entity rather than a settlement, did residential patterns also shift in conjunction with
this change? The answers to questions such as this shed light on broader anthropological
and archaeological conceptions of ethnogenesis and social identity, more broadly.
Second, what are the differences and/or similarities between Brothertown
settlement and cemetery patterns? Settlement patterns reveal life at Brothertown as
experienced, while cemetery patterns are representations of life and social relations
constructed by the families and loved ones of the deceased. Each took shape within
distinct networks of constraint, such as land availability and the consent of fellow
community members in the case of the former, and larger trends in gravestone
consumption and personal relationships between the deceased and the bereaved in the
case of the latter. Building upon the work of social theorist Henri Lefebvre (1991),
archaeologist Stephen Mrozowski (2006:14-15) recognizes the differences between
spatial perceptions, spatial conceptions, and spatial representations116. In relation to this
general typology, the settlement patterns analyzed below are perceived spaces in that
they represent the ways in which Brothertown individuals and families experienced
Brothertown, while the cemetery patterns analyzed previously are representational
                                                 
116 Of course, these types are not exclusive of one another and overlap in many cases.
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spaces in that they contained monuments marking the memories of individuals and their
relations to one another (also see my discussion of Parker Pearson in Chapter V). When
compared, what do these distinct spatial discourses reveal about social relations and
communal change at Brothertown? Moreover, how does this comparison inform
understandings of discourse in historical archaeology?
THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
The spatial patterns analyzed below resulted from sets of practices likely spanning
a range of consciousness. Although they clearly had the potential to do so, I do not argue
that spatial configurations of settlements or cemeteries simply resulted from intentionally
discursive practices designed to create or bolster social boundaries. Similar to Michel de
Certeau’s (1984:93, emphasis added) observations on pedestrians moving through the
crowded streets of Manhattan, “whose bodies follow the thicks and thins of an urban
‘text’ they write without being able to read,” I see Brothertown settlement and cemetery
patterns as the long-term and aggregated outcomes of fairly short-term decisions on the
part of Brothertown individuals and families. Like the paths described by Certeau,
decisions on where to live or where to bury the dead were influenced by the particular
contexts in which they took place, but also reflexively shaped those contexts in ways
unbeknownst to their practitioners.
Take for example Anthony Giddens’ (1984:10) discussion of ethnic segregation in
urban contexts. He (Giddens 1984:10) uses the following analogy to describe the
confluence of intentional choices and unintended outcomes that shape such phenomena:
Imagine a chessboard which has a set of 5-pence pieces and a set of 10-pence
pieces. These are distributed randomly on the board, as individuals might be in an
urban area. It is presumed that, while they feel no hostility towards the other
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group, the members of each group do not want to live in a neighbourhood where
they are ethnically in a minority. On the chessboard each piece is moved around
until it is in such a position that at least 50 per cent of the adjoining pieces are of
the same type. The result is a pattern of extreme segregation. The 10-cent [sic]
pieces end up as a sort of ghetto in the midst of the 5-cent [sic] ones. The
‘composition effect’ is an outcome of an aggregate of acts—whether those of
moving pieces on the board or those of agents in a housing market—each of
which is intentionally carried out. But the eventual outcome is neither intended
nor desired by anyone. It is, as it were, everyone’s doing and no one’s.
Though Giddens’ interpretation of this process as completely undesired by all involved is
blindly optimistic at best, his analogy provides an effective model for the interplay of
momentary decisions and intentionalities and their long-term results.
Taking influence from the works of Certeau and Giddens, I approach Brothertown
settlement and cemetery patterns in terms of their long-term (likely unintentional, but
pragmatic) results. Although the individuals and families that created and shaped the
settlement and cemetery patterns discussed below might have done so unconsciously or
on levels of what Giddens (1984) calls “practical consciousness,” the resulting patterns
still had pragmatic effects in the world. These patterns were part of the fabric of the
everyday lives of Brothertown Indians and therefore informed their identities and
relations to one another to some extent.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Data Sources, New York
I base my analysis on several historic maps and record books. The New York
State government commissioned a land survey of Brothertown, New York in the mid-
1790s. The resulting map bears a date of September 1795 (New York Surveyor General
1795). Most famously, William DeLoss Love included a version of this map in his book,
Samson Occom and the Christian Indians of New England (1899:334). As seen in
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Chapter III (Figure 3.4), the map depicts the lot divisions of the settlement. Several
record books discuss the various owners of these lots (Brotherton Indians 1788-1810;
Curtis 1785-1840; New York 1785-1804) and William DeLoss Love included an
appendix in his book presumably based on these discussions (1899:335-367).
Between the years 1785 and 1804, the Euroamerican supervisors of the
Brothertown and Stockbridge Indians documented various land transactions such as lot
assignments, changes in ownership, and land complaints117. The book dedicated to the
Brothertown community lists lot sizes and changes in ownership for each lot through
time. A typical entry includes the lot number, the number of acres in the lot, the name of
the person to whom the lot was assigned, the name of the superintendent that assigned the
lot, the date of the assignment, and additional remarks, which often include information
on why lots were assigned or reassigned in certain cases. For example, the “remarks”
section of Lot 30—a piece of land originally assigned to David Wauby in July of
1797—explains, “Died without Issue and assigned to the widow of David Wauby by the
Superintendents 21 April 1817.” Similarly, the field book used during the original survey
of the lots is also available (“Field book of the survey of the Indian lands in Brothertown,
Oneida Co., New York”)118; it includes the surveyor’s descriptions of the landscape and
the lot divisions.
                                                 
117 The Hamilton College Archives in Kirkland, New York house these records (The Brothertown
Indian Records). There is also a copy at the Brothertown Indian Nation Archives in Fond du Lac,
Wisconsin.
118 Copies of the original are housed at the New York State Archives, the Hamilton College
Archives, and the Brothertown Indian Nation Archives.
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The Brothertown Indians also kept their own records of land transactions119. The
Brothertown Peacemakers typically settled land disputes and recorded changes in land
ownership before reporting their findings to the white superintendents, discussed above.
However, in certain instances, the superintendents intervened in order to settle undecided
land disputes, on a few occasions referring cases to Samuel Kirkland, the attorney of the
Brothertown Indians.
Finally, in his appendix of Brothertown surnames, William DeLoss Love (1899)
discusses land ownership for various Brothertown individuals and families. Although
Love omits any discussion of his data sources, most of his findings match up closely with
the primary documents discussed above120.
As is evident from this discussion, there is a rich documentary record
encompassing multiple perspectives from which to piece together the history of land
ownership in Brothertown, New York.
Data Sources, Wisconsin
In 1840, a Euroamerican named George H. Featherstonbaugh completed the first
detailed land survey of Brothertown, Wisconsin; the resulting map bears the date July 13,
1840 (Featherstonbaugh 1840)121. The map contains both lot numbers and the names of
landowners122. Unlike the New York settlement, where the majority of landowners
actually lived on their lots, many of the Wisconsin lots in the eastern half of the
                                                 
119 There are copies of this document at the Wisconsin Historical Society and the Brothertown
Archives.
120 Although Love’s notes would be invaluable for this research project, their location remains a
mystery.
121 This map is housed at the Wisconsin State Archives, but has been reproduced in a number of
contexts.
122 Interestingly, each lot is depicted as divided among married couples.
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settlement were never actually occupied by Brothertown Indians despite having been
assigned to them. This is evinced by the presence of the same landowners’ names on
multiple lots across the Brothertown, Wisconsin settlement. For this reason, the
Wisconsin data are not as useful as the New York data in terms of the type of
neighborhood analysis that follows. Despite this difficulty, the map still offers insights
into neighborhoods in the western part of the settlement. Also, in 1893 and 1920,
Wisconsin State commissioned subsequent surveys of Brothertown Township. By
combining these various data sources, I constructed a fairly complete record of
Brothertown Indian landownership in Wisconsin. In concert with the New York data just
discussed, these sources provide a detailed record of Brothertown settlement patterns
through time and space.
Methodology
I began this analysis by compiling a detailed sequence of landownership at the
two Brothertown settlements using these various documentary sources. I then produced
maps depicting shifts in landownership by decade for Brothertown, New York between
1800 and 1830. Little is recorded in regard to Brothertown settlement patterns prior to
1795, mostly because the land base was halved at that time, forcing many Brothertown
individuals and families to relocate (see Chapter III). For Brothertown, Wisconsin, I
created maps of the settlement in the years 1840 and 1893 since these were the years in
which survey maps were produced. I also include a brief discussion of the 1920 survey
even though it post-dates the period of study and depicts very few Brothertown-owned
lots in Brothertown.
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I use color-coding in the maps to depict the ancestral tribal affiliation of the
landowner of each lot. I base this coding on genealogical data collected from two main
sources, the “Rudi Ottery Papers,” housed at the New England Historic Genealogical
Society in Boston, Massachusetts, and an appendix of Brothertown surnames compiled
by William DeLoss Love (1899) in the late-19th century. Rudi Ottery, a Brothertown
Indian, conducted extensive genealogical research of the tribe in the 20th century. His
papers consist of detailed diagrams of family trees, in some instances including several
diagrams for each surname. As discussed previously, William DeLoss Love was a
historian who published a detailed history of Samson Occom and the Brothertown
Indians in the late 19th century. Although Love clearly based his book on a combination
of historical documents and interviews with Brothertown elders, he never explicitly
discussed his data sources, nor were his notes archived publicly.
By integrating these sources along with information shared by the now-former
Brothertown genealogist, Caroline Andler, it was possible to piece together the ancestral
tribal affiliations of many Brothertown surnames. Other names remain ambiguous in
terms of tribal ancestry, in most cases because they were documented in several of the
East Coast communities prior to the Brothertown Movement. Lots owned by Native
individuals of unknown tribal affiliation are shaded in black, lots without documented
owners are shaded in grey, and lots with non-Native owners are not shaded.
The resulting maps (Figures 8.1-8.5, 8.7a and b) illustrate the shifting spatial
distributions of the seven ancestral tribal groups at Brothertown between the years 1800
and 1893. The visual patterns serve as a means of locating clusters or neighborhoods of
ancestral tribal groups. In order to further test these patterns, I also use quantitative
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analysis, which serves to calculate the likelihood of an individual or family of one
ancestral tribe neighboring individuals or families of the same ancestral group. For each
individual plot, I tallied the number and color of contiguous plots. I then totaled these
figures for each color group and calculated percentages. Thus, for each color group, I
quantified the frequency of neighboring colors by dividing the number of contiguous lots
of one color by the total number of contiguous lots. The resulting figures gauge the
probability of a plot of one color sharing borders with plots of each other color.
SETTLEMENT PATTERN ANALYSIS
By 1800, several small residential clusters of ancestral tribal groups existed in
Brothertown, New York (Figure 8.1), including concentrations of Narragansett
descendants in the northeast corner, Mohegan descendants in the southeast corner, and
Montauk descendants in the northern central region of the settlement. A comparatively
smaller concentration of Tunxis descendants also existed in the northern portion of the
settlement. Also of note at this time, relatively few individuals of Eastern Pequot,
Mashantucket Pequot, and Niantic ancestry had claimed lots in Brothertown, and the
southwest corner of the settlement remained largely unassigned.
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Figure 8.1: Plot map of Brothertown, New York (1800) depicting properties owned by
Narragansetts (blue), Montauks (aqua), Mohegan (red), Tunxis (gold), Eastern Pequots (pink),
Mashantucket Pequots (green), Niantics (purple), and Native individuals of unknown tribal
ancestry (black). Unassigned lots are shaded in grey.
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The quantitative analysis supports the above interpretations (Table 8.1),
demonstrating that lots owned by Narragansett and Montauk descendants bordered lots
owned by individuals of the same tribal ancestry more so than lots owned by individuals
of any of the other tribal ancestries in Brothertown. For example, 46.2% of the borders of
lots owned by Narragansett descendants touched lots owned by other Narragansett
descendants, and 46.4% of the borders of lots owned by Montauk descendents touched
lots owned by other Montauk descendents. Similarly, 30.8% of the borders of lots owned
by Mohegan descendants touched lots owned by other Mohegan descendants, yet, they
also shared borders with the same percentage of lots owned by Tunxis descendants. Also
of note, only 17.5% of the borders of lots owned by Tunxis descendants touched lots
owned by other Tunxis descendants, while 32.5% shared borders with lots owned by
Montauk descendants. It remains uncertain why Tunxis and Montauk descended
individuals and families appear to have gravitated towards one another more so than
individuals of other tribal ancestries, but it is possible that the observed pattern resulted
from intermarriage between the two groups.
Table 8.1: Quantitative analysis of 1800 map displaying the number and percentage of bordering
lots by tribal ancestry; columns represent the total number of lots representing a particular tribal
group and rows represent the types and frequencies of neighboring lots.
Narragansett Tunxis
M.
Pequot
Mohegan Montauk Niantic
E.
Pequot
Narragansett 24 46.2% 8 20.0% 5 45.5% 2 15.4% 7 12.5% 1 50.0% 5 71.4%
Tunxis 8 15.4% 7 17.5% 1 9.1% 4 30.8% 15 26.8% 1 50.0% 2 28.6%
M. Pequot 5 9.6% 1 2.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 8.9% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Mohegan 2 3.8% 4 10.0% 0 0.0% 4 30.8% 3 5.4% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Montauk 7 13.5% 17 42.5% 5 45.5% 3 23.1% 26 46.4% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Niantic 1 1.9% 1 2.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
E. Pequot 5 9.6% 2 5.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Total 52 100% 40 100% 11 100% 13 100% 56 100% 2 100% 7 100%
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As evinced by the 1810 map (Figure 8.2), many of the patterns discussed above
carried over into the next decade. Narragansett descendants remained concentrated in the
northeast corner, while new Narragansett clusters appeared in the central and
southeastern portions of the settlement. Similarly, Montauk descendants remained
concentrated in the northern central portion of the settlement along with a fair number of
Tunxis descendents, and Mohegan descendants maintained their residential cluster in the
southeast corner of Brothertown.
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Figure 8.2: Plot map or Brothertown, New York (1810) depicting properties owned by
Narragansetts (blue), Montauks (aqua), Mohegan (red), Tunxis (gold), Eastern Pequots (pink),
Mashantucket Pequots (green), Niantics (purple), and Native individuals of unknown tribal
ancestry (black). Unassigned lots are shaded in grey.
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Again, the quantitative analysis generally supports these observations. Table 8.2
shows that a majority of the lots owned by Narragansett, Montauk, and Mohegan
descendants shared boundaries with lots owned by individuals of the same tribal ancestry.
In relation to the previous decade, the probability of lots owned by Narragansett
descendants neighboring lots owned by other Narragansett descendants increased by
more than 10% to 57.1%. The probability of lots owned by Mohegan descendants
bordering lots owned by other individuals of the same tribal ancestry also increased
slightly to 32.6%. Also of note, the probability of lots owned by Montauk descendants
neighboring lots owned by other individuals of the same tribal ancestry decreased to
34.5% at this time, while the likelihood of lots owned by Tunxis descendants neighboring
lots owned by Montauk descendants increased.
Table 8.2: Quantitative analysis of 1810 map displaying the number and percentage of bordering
lots by tribal ancestry; columns represent the total number of lots representing a particular tribal
group and rows represent the types and frequencies of neighboring lots.
Narragansett Tunxis
M.
Pequot
Mohegan Montauk Niantic
E.
Pequot
Narragansett 72 57.1% 9 20.5% 9 40.9% 14 30.4% 9 15.5% 3 50.0% 9 60.0%
Tunxis 8 6.3% 8 18.2% 2 9.1% 6 13.0% 15 25.9% 0 0.0% 4 26.7%
M. Pequot 10 7.9% 2 4.5% 2 9.1% 3 6.5% 5 8.6% 1 16.7% 0 0.0%
Mohegan 16 12.7% 6 13.6% 3 13.6% 15 32.6% 6 10.3% 1 16.7% 1 6.7%
Montauk 8 6.3% 15 34.1% 5 22.7% 6 13.0% 20 34.5% 0 0.0% 1 6.7%
Niantic 3 2.4% 0 0.0% 1 4.5% 1 2.2% 1 1.7% 1 16.7% 0 0.0%
E. Pequot 9 7.1% 4 9.1% 0 0.0% 1 2.2% 2 3.4% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
Total 126 100% 44 100% 22 100% 46 100% 58 100% 6 100% 15 100%
In 1820, some of the residential clusters discussed above remained, while others
began to dissipate (Figure 8.3). Narragansett descendants remained concentrated in the
northeastern, central, and southeastern parts of the settlement, while Montauk and
Mohegan descendents began dispersing across Brothertown to a certain extent. The
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former group maintained their residential cluster in the northern central portion of the
settlement, while spreading south, and the latter group maintained their residential cluster
in the southeastern portion of the settlement, while spreading west. Figure 8.3 also
depicts a slight decrease in lots owned by Tunxis descendants from the previous decade,
although Tunxis descendants continued to maintain a small residential cluster in northern
Brothertown. The map also shows relatively low frequencies of lots owned by Niantic,
Mashantucket Pequot and Eastern Pequot descendants at the time.
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Figure 8.3: Plot map or Brothertown, New York (1820) depicting properties owned by
Narragansetts (blue), Montauks (aqua), Mohegan (red), Tunxis (gold), Eastern Pequots (pink),
Mashantucket Pequots (green), Niantics (purple), and Native individuals of unknown tribal
ancestry (black). Unassigned lots are shaded in grey.
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The quantitative analysis summarized in Table 8.3 supports these observations,
demonstrating the relatively elevated probabilities of lots owned by Narragansett,
Montauk, and Mohegan descendants bordering lots owned by individuals of the same
tribal ancestry. When compared with the information from the previous decades, these
data show slight decreases in the probability of residential clustering of Narragansett and
Montauk descendants and a slight increase in that of Mohegan descendants.
Table 8.3: Quantitative analysis of 1820 map displaying the number and percentage of bordering
lots by tribal ancestry; columns represent the total number of lots representing a particular tribal
group and rows represent the types and frequencies of neighboring lots.
Narragansett Tunxis
M.
Pequot
Mohegan Montauk Niantic
E.
Pequot
Narragansett 64 44.4% 10 27.0% 14 56.0% 17 32.1% 24 30.4% 0 0% 13 61.9%
Tunxis 12 8.3% 5 13.5% 2 8.0% 6 11.3% 13 16.5% 0 0% 3 14.3%
M. Pequot 14 9.7% 2 5.4% 2 8.0% 2 3.8% 6 7.6% 0 0% 0 0.0%
Mohegan 17 11.8% 6 16.2% 2 8.0% 18 34.0% 8 10.1% 0 0% 2 9.5%
Montauk 25 17.4% 11 29.7% 5 20.0% 8 15.1% 25 31.6% 0 0% 3 14.3%
Niantic 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0% 0 0.0%
E. Pequot 12 8.3% 3 8.1% 0 0.0% 2 3.8% 3 3.8% 0 0% 0 0.0%
Total 144 100% 37 100% 25 100% 53 100% 79 100% 0 0% 21 100%
By 1830, Narragansett descendants had spread across all of Brothertown (Figure
8.4). Although they still maintained a residential cluster in the northeast corner of the
settlement, most Narragansett descendants lived in the central and southeastern portions
of Brothertown at this time. Montauk and Mohegan descendants also maintained their
respective residential clusters in northern central and southeastern Brothertown, discussed
previously. Consistent with previous maps, Figure 8.4 also demonstrates the relatively
low numbers of lots owned by Niantic, Mashantucket Pequot and Eastern Pequot
descendents.
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Figure 8.4: Plot map of Brothertown, New York (1830) depicting properties owned by
Narragansetts (blue), Montauks (aqua), Mohegan (red), Tunxis (gold), Eastern Pequots (pink),
Mashantucket Pequots (green), Niantics (purple), and Native individuals of unknown tribal
ancestry (black). Unassigned lots are shaded in grey and lots owned by non-Native individuals
are not shaded.
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In terms of the quantitative analysis summarized in Table 8.4, the probability of
lots owned by Narragansett descendants sharing borders with lots owned by other
individuals of the same tribal ancestral increased at this time. In contrast to previous
decades, most lots owned by Montauk and Mohegan descendants bordered lots owned by
Narragansett descendants rather than sharing borders with lots owned by other
individuals of the same tribal ancestry.
Table 8.4: Quantitative analysis of 1830 map displaying the number and percentage of bordering
lots by tribal ancestry; columns represent the total number of lots representing a particular tribal
group and rows represent the types and frequencies of neighboring lots.
Narragansett Tunxis
M.
Pequot
Mohegan Montauk Niantic
E.
Pequot
Narragansett 112 54.6% 9 23.7% 13 44.8% 30 44.8% 27 38.6% 0 0% 15 53.6%
Tunxis 9 4.4% 4 10.5% 3 10.3% 8 11.9% 10 14.3% 0 0% 5 17.9%
M. Pequot 13 6.3% 3 7.9% 4 13.8% 5 7.5% 4 5.7% 0 0% 0 0.0%
Mohegan 29 14.1% 7 18.4% 5 17.2% 17 25.4% 2 2.9% 0 0% 3 10.7%
Montauk 28 13.7% 10 26.3% 4 13.8% 4 6.0% 24 34.3% 0 0% 3 10.7%
Niantic 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0% 0 0.0%
E. Pequot 14 6.8% 5 13.2% 0 0.0% 3 4.5% 3 4.3% 0 0% 2 7.1%
Total 205 100% 38 100% 29 100% 67 100% 70 100% 0 0% 28 100%
Figure 8.5 depicts the Brothertown Indians’ new settlement in current-day
Wisconsin in the year 1840. As in Brothertown, New York, Narragansett-descended
Brothertown Indians continued to own most of the land in the settlement. Similar to
patterns of landownership depicted in the previous decades in Brothertown, New York,
the 1840 map demonstrates the ubiquity of Narragansett descendents within the
Brothertown community. However, in contrast to the patterns discussed previously, in
which Narragansett descendants concentrated in the northeast corner of the settlement, a
residential cluster of Narragansett descendants developed in the northwest corner of
Brothertown, Wisconsin, abutting the eastern shore of Lake Winnebago. Likewise,
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Mohegan descendants lived mainly in the southwest corner of the new settlement. The
1840 map also shows an increase in the number of lots owned by both Mashantucket
Pequot and Eastern Pequot descendants compared to previous decades. Both groups
maintained a loose residential cluster in the southern-central portion of their new
settlement.
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Figure 8.5: Plot map of Brothertown, Wisconsin (1840) depicting properties owned by
Narragansetts (blue), Montauks (aqua), Mohegan (red), Tunxis (gold), Eastern Pequots (pink),
Mashantucket Pequots (green), Niantics (purple), and Native individuals of unknown tribal
ancestry (black). Unassigned lots are shaded in grey and lots owned by non-Native individuals
are not shaded; top of page represents west
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In a related note, William DeLoss Love (1899:328, parenthetical added) briefly
mentioned a part of Brothertown, Wisconsin known as “Pequot” in his 1899 book on
Brothertown history:
At first they [the Brothertown Indians] named their town Deansborough, though a
certain locality was called Pequot. It was also known as Manchester. The name is
now Brothertown, in remembrance of their old home.
Also, in a letter sent to Milwaukee, Wisconsin written in the year 1851, Thomas
Commuck, a Brothertown Indian, self-addressed his envelope, “Pequot Wis” (Commuck
1851) (Figure 8.6). Although these sources omit any discussion of Pequot’s location in
Brothertown, the concentration of Pequot descendants (both Mashantucket and Eastern)
in the southern-central part of the settlement provides a potential clue.
Figure 8.6: Envelope of letter written by Thomas Commuck, 1851 (Wisconsin Historical Society)
Quantitative analysis of the 1840 map data (Table 8.5) supports this hypothesis to
a degree. Although all ancestral tribal groups represented by large enough sample sizes
bordered lots owned by Narragansett descendants more than any other group, the
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prevalence of residential clusters of Pequot descendants is still fairly high123. When
considered as a whole, lots owned by Pequot descendants (both Mashantucket and
Eastern) border lots owned by other individuals of the same tribal ancestry (33.6% of the
time) almost as frequently as they border lots owned by Narragansett descendants
(36.9%).
Table 8.5: Quantitative analysis of 1840 map displaying the number and percentage of bordering
lots by tribal ancestry; columns represent the total number of lots representing a particular tribal
group and rows represent the types and frequencies of neighboring lots.
Narragansett Tunxis
M.
Pequot
Mohegan Montauk Niantic
E.
Pequot
Narragansett 300 49.4% 13 41.9% 47 35.9% 56 34.4% 114 49.6% 2 14.3% 76 39.6%
Tunxis 13 2.1% 0 0.0% 1 0.8% 5 3.1% 3 1.3% 1 7.1% 9 4.7%
M. Pequot 45 7.4% 1 3.2% 20 15.3% 14 8.6% 15 6.5% 3 21.4% 30 15.6%
Mohegan 58 9.6% 5 16.1% 14 10.7% 32 19.6% 34 14.8% 3 21.4% 20 10.4%
Montauk 113 18.6% 2 6.5% 15 11.5% 33 20.2% 38 16.5% 3 21.4% 23 12.0%
Niantic 2 0.3% 1 3.2% 4 3.1% 3 1.8% 3 1.3% 0 0.0% 2 1.0%
E. Pequot 76 12.5% 9 29.0% 30 22.9% 20 12.3% 23 10.0% 2 14.3% 32 16.7%
Total 607 100% 31 100% 131 100% 163 100% 230 100% 14 100% 192 100%
By the late 19th century, Euroamericans owned most of the land in Brothertown,
Wisconsin. Although Brothertown Indians owned nearly every lot depicted in the 1840
map, the settlement consisted of only 30 Brothertown-owned lots by 1893 (Figure 8.7a).
Despite these transformations, Narragansett-descended Brothertown Indians still owned
more lots in Brothertown than any of the other ancestral tribal groups at this time. By
1920 (Figure 8.7b), only a handful of Brothertown Indians remained in the settlement; it
                                                 
123 For example, lots owned by Montauk descendants neighbored lots owned by Narragansett
descendants 46% of the time, while they shared borders with lots owned by other Montauk
descendants only 15.3% of the time. Also, Mohegan owned properties bordered Narragansett
owned properties 31.5% of the time, Montauk owned properties 18.5% of the time and other
Mohegan owned properties only 18% of the time. Eastern Pequot owned properties bordered
Narragansett owned properties 38.2% of the time and other Eastern Pequot owned properties
16.1% of the time. Mashantucket Pequot owned properties bordered Narragansett owned
properties 28.5% of the time, Eastern Pequot owned properties 22.4% of the time, and other
Mashantucket owned properties only 14.9% of the time.
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is said that the last Brothertown Indian to actually live in Brothertown, Wisconsin moved
away sometime during the 1970s.
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Figure 8.7a: Plot map of Brothertown, Wisconsin (1893) depicting properties owned by
Narragansetts (blue), Montauks (aqua), Mohegan (red), Tunxis (gold), Eastern Pequots (pink),
Mashantucket Pequots (green), Niantics (purple), and Native individuals of unknown tribal
ancestry (black). Unassigned lots are shaded in grey and lots owned by non-Native individuals
are not shaded; top of page represents west; the red outline marks the center of Brothertown (see
Figure 8.7b for a closer view of this area)
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Figure 8.7b: Plot map of town center of Brothertown, Wisconsin (1893) depicting properties
owned by Narragansetts (blue), Montauks (aqua), Mohegan (red), Tunxis (gold), Eastern Pequots
(pink), Mashantucket Pequots (green), Niantics (purple), and Native individuals of unknown
tribal ancestry (black). Unassigned lots are shaded in grey and lots owned by non-Native
individuals are not shaded; top of page represents north
Summary of Results
In the first few decades of the settlement’s existence, Brothertown Indians of
Narragansett, Mohegan, and Montauk descent lived in loose residential clusters, or
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“neighborhoods” in Brothertown, New York. As time passed, these clusters generally
dispersed and individuals and families of different tribal ancestries increasingly entangled
themselves with one another in residential spaces across the landscape of Brothertown,
New York. In Brothertown, Wisconsin, Narragansett- and Mohegan-descended
Brothertown Indians maintained loose neighborhoods, located respectively in the
northwest and southwest corners of the new settlement. Similarly, a fairly large number
of Pequot-descended Brothertown Indians (both Mashantucket and Eastern) also formed
a loose neighborhood in the southern-central portion of the settlement, which might have
been known by the toponym “Pequot.” The sharp increase in lots owned by Pequot-
descended Brothertown Indians in Wisconsin also demonstrates that some Brothertown
Indians joined the community “late,” potentially moving to Brothertown, New York in
the 1830s or moving directly from the East Coast to Wisconsin in the mid 19th century.
William DeLoss Love (1899:338, 349) notes that this was the case for at least a few
Mashantucket and Eastern Pequot families, such as the Cocheats. Finally, in the late 19th
century, the Brothertown Indians began moving away from Brothertown. The final maps
in the analyzed sequence illustrate this transformation. By the 1893, only a few
Brothertown-owned lots remained, most located in the northwest and southwest corners
of the Township, with a few located in the center of the town and others spread out in the
far western part of the settlement.
These results are not altogether surprising given the findings of the preceding
chapters. With a few exceptions, tribal neighborhoods slowly dissolved within the larger
Brothertown community. Mohegan, Narragansett, Montauk, Tunxis, Pequot, and Niantic
descendants at Brothertown thus slowly came to see one another simply as Brothertown
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Indians and fellow community members. The reasons for this gradual shift were both
genealogical and social in nature. As time passed, members of various ancestral tribal
groups intermarried at Brothertown creating new generations of mixed tribal ancestry,
while the Brothertown community as a whole came to share a common history and
experience as Brothertown Indians.
COMPARING SETTLEMENT AND CEMETERY PATTERNS
In comparison to the settlement patterns just discussed, the cemeteries provide
scant evidence for ancestral tribal “neighborhoods,” yet still speak of important
communal changes between New York and Wisconsin. I begin my discussion with the
stones and cemeteries of Wisconsin and work my way back in time to those of
Brothertown, New York.
 As depicted in Figure 6.43 of Chapter VI, Union Cemetery contains small
clusters of ancestral tribal burials scattered throughout. These clusters only contain stones
commemorating immediate family members. Lines of contiguous stones (i.e. aligned
shoulder to shoulder, rows running north to south) usually represent child sibling- and/or
parent-child relationships, while stones placed in front of one another (i.e. aligned in a
column running east to west) either represent adult sibling- or parent-child relationships.
Thus, proximity of stones in the Brothertown half of Union cemetery almost always
(iconically) represents the nature of the genealogical connections between individuals in
life124. This general pattern demonstrates the emphasis on immediate family connections
in death as opposed to broader kinship ties and/or ancestral tribal identities.
                                                 
124 Sometimes stones are organized in relation to the ages of the deceased and familial roles; in
other occasions they are organized in the relative sequence in which individuals died.
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In order to further illustrate this organization scheme, I refer to three collections
of stones commemorating members of the Johnson family (Mohegan ancestry) located in
Union cemetery. The first cluster sits in the southwest corner of the Indian section of
Union cemetery and consists of three stones commemorating Welthey Johnson, the wife
of Orrin G. Johnson, and her children. The second cluster, located in the central part of
the Indian section of Union cemetery consists of four stones commemorating a married
couple, John W. and Rebecca Johnson, and their children, Rosetta Stevens and Wayland.
The third cluster, located in the southeastern-central part of the Indian section of Union
cemetery, consists of three stones commemorating Almira Johnson, the wife of Rowland
Johnson, and her sons, Henry and Hiram. The fathers and husbands in each of these
family groups were first cousins (i.e. each of their fathers had the same father, John
Johnson). In spite of the family ties between these groups (i.e. the children would have
been second cousins), their respective clusters sit in distinct areas of the cemetery. This
pattern also holds for a majority of the other stones in Union cemetery, which explains
the patterns of ancestral tribal clusters depicted in the previous chapter (Figure 6.43).
However, as indicated by differences in grave distributions in cemeteries of New
York and Wisconsin, the burial pattern just described was new to the Brothertown
community in the mid-19th century. In contrast to Union Cemetery’s clustered burial
pattern, the graves of Niles/Occom Cemetery of New York (late 18th/ early 19th century)
sit in tight, uniformly spaced rows and columns. Most stones sit in one of several long
rows, each with approximately 55-70 cm separating them from the neighboring stones. A
majority of the markers (i.e. 35 out of 44 total) also sit within a small area, 10 by 15
meters in size. On average, a rectangle of the same area houses only 14 grave markers in
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the Indian half of Union Cemetery. Furthermore, within the family clusters at Union
Cemetery, 60-100 cm separate individual markers, while even greater distances separate
clusters.
Although the earliest group of lot owners in Brothertown, New York loosely
distributed themselves in relation to their respective tribal ancestries, they used very
different organizational principles when burying their dead. This disparity suggests that
the residential clusters discussed above were based less on tribal distinctions (connoting
unique cultural practices, such as political organization and oral traditions) and more on
extended kinship networks within the emergent Brothertown community. Furthermore, as
Brothertown Indians intermarried, new generations were born, broader communal
experiences accrued, (ancestral) tribal distinctions diminished, and neighborhood loci
began to intermesh and disperse, new senses of communal identity congealed within the
group.
As discussed above, the cemeteries of Wisconsin organized Brothertown society
in terms of immediate family relations, demonstrating emergent emphases on
individuality and small family units. During this time, Brothertown cemeteries
transformed from spaces of communal remembrance to spaces of individual
remembrance, not only because of their new spatial configurations, but also because of
their fairly rapid incorporation of purchased grave markers, nearly all of which bear texts
and personalized inscriptions concerning the deceased (see Chapter VI). As opposed to
the earliest Brothertown cemeteries, where the unique identities of the deceased were
entangled with the larger community of ancestors, it was much easier to visit just one
grave or a small set of family graves in Wisconsin. This emergent emphasis on
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individuality within the community likely facilitated many Brothertown individuals’ and
families’ decisions to eventually sell their Wisconsin lands and disperse across the
Midwest rather than seek a new communal land base as they had in the past.
In this particular comparison, cemetery patterns predicted future shifts in
settlement patterns and broader cultural changes within the Brothertown community. The
communal emphasis of early Brothertown cemetery spaces preceded the gradual dispersal
of “tribal neighborhoods” in Brothertown settlement patterns, just as the emphasis on
individuality in the Wisconsin cemeteries preceded the diaspora of Brothertown
individuals and families across the Midwest and beyond. These patterns offer insights
into the ways in which the seven ancestral tribes became one and subsequently
transformed as they moved to a new landscape, became immersed in the world of
consumer goods, and embraced new memory practices and conceptions of personhood.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The spatial discourses analyzed in this chapter provide complementary albeit
somewhat distinct perspectives of the ethnogenesis and subsequent transformation of the
Brothertown community. The early settlement patterns exhibit several concentrations of
ancestral tribal groups, while contemporaneous cemeteries offer no evidence of disparate
tribal commemoration practices. This juxtaposition suggests that residential clusters
depicted in the settlement maps relate more to extended kinship networks than to the
maintenance of distinct tribal identities within the Brothertown community.
These analyses also demonstrated the ways in which the Brothertown Indians
transformed as they “began anew” in their new Wisconsin settlement. Both settlement
and cemetery patterns of Wisconsin speak to a decreased emphasis on extended kinship
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networks within the community. For example, the cemeteries contain no examples of
extended kin buried in close proximity to one another. Instead, individuals were either
buried on their own or with their siblings, parents, husbands, or wives.
Finally, this chapter demonstrates that cemeteries and commemoration practices
signaled communal change before the other analyzed discourses (i.e. writing and
settlement patterns). The earliest Brothertown cemeteries provide evidence for the
existence of a congealed Brothertown identity (i.e. ethnogenesis) approximately two
decades before the name “Brothertown” transformed into an ethnonym of a unified tribal
entity (Chapter IV) and several decades before the diminished emphasis on tribal ancestry
or extended kinship networks in Brothertown settlements. The Wisconsin cemetery
patterns also speak of an increased emphasis on the individuality of the deceased
approximately four decades before the Brothertown Indians began dispersing across the
Midwest as individuals and small groups of immediate family members.
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CHAPTER IX: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation investigated the ethnogenesis of the Brothertown Indians from
the perspective of collaborative historical archaeology. It did so in pursuit of several
goals. The primary objective was to explore the roles of culture, identity, and discourse in
the formation and negotiation of communal boundaries in the modern world. Moving
beyond material essences of “Indian-ness” and “European-ness,” I strove to reconstruct
the processes by which the Brothertown community emerged, evolved, and endured as
they interacted—and shared landscapes, materials, and practices—with a diversity of
“others,” Native, white, and black. I also aimed to shed new light on specificities of
Brothertown history by drawing on documents, cemeteries, and settlement patterns to
interpret the first 130 years of the community’s existence. Finally, I set out to explore
(and develop) several new research directions in historical archaeology. These included
new topical foci (i.e. Native consumption practices and Native sites dating to the more
recent past), new theories (i.e. pragmatics) and new methodologies (i.e. collaborative
frameworks).
IDENTITY
Most immediately, this dissertation contributes to anthropological discourses and
theories of identity. In regard to long standing debates over ethnicity in the social
sciences, the preceding analyses demonstrate the mutual importance of both primordialist
and instrumentalist perspectives (Chapter II). In terms of the former perspective, shared
genealogies and extended kinship networks played central roles in the constitution of
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Brothertown “boundaries.” Beginning with the mid-18th century marriage of Samson
Occom (a Mohegan Indian) to Mary Fowler (a Montauk Indian, see Chapter III), and
extending to the emphases on kinship networks and immediate family groups evident in
settlement (Chapter VIII) and cemetery (Chapter VI) analyses, “blood ties” always
weighed heavy in the Brothertown community. In terms of the latter perspective,
becoming Brothertown was also advantageous to Native peoples of the East Coast. It
allowed them the chance to begin anew with increased access to higher quality land (from
an agricultural perspective) and to escape colonial oppression for a time (Chapter III).
Kinship ties, common goals, and shared experiences complemented one another in this
instance of ethnogenesis, thus revealing the benefits of integrating primordialist and
instrumentalist theories of ethnicity rather than treating them as polar opposites.
The interconnections between collective identities and shared landscapes also
show through in the analyses. Building upon my last point, common goals led future
Brothertown Indians to share a landscape, which, in turn, led to new kinship ties—both
genealogical and fictional—between members of the seven ancestral tribal communities.
Subtle patterns of ethnonymy in Brothertown documents speak to the centrality of the
first Brothertown settlement in the ethnogenesis of the Brothertown Indians. As
individuals and families of various tribal ancestries shared this landscape, they became
kin (some biological, some fictive) and eventually took the name of their new settlement
as a collective ethnonym (Chapter IV). However, with its members currently spread
across the Midwest and beyond, the Brothertown Indian community no longer knows
such boundaries. While shared landscapes clearly shape the ways in which their
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inhabitants relate to one another and to other social entities, they are far from
deterministic.
Adding support to this assertion, outsider perspectives of the Brothertown Indians
shifted after the community began “anew” in Wisconsin. As they changed landscapes in
the 1830s and 40s, the Brothertown Indians divorced themselves from the material
legacies of their New York settlement. The ways in which they materialized their new
settlement eventually aided them in their efforts to socially situate themselves between
“Indian” and “white” worlds. For instance, their Wisconsin cemeteries closely resembled
those of their Euroamerican neighbors (Chapter VI), while their New York cemeteries
indexically marked them as inherently non-Euroamerican by virtue of the presence of
“Indian” stones and mounds within (Chapter V). I revisit this issue in greater depth below
with my discussion of the dualities of endurance.
Finally, these analyses attest to the shifting significance of various identity vectors
(Chapter II). Although this dissertation focused primarily on the boundaries between
Brothertown Indians and outsiders, other identity vectors such as gender, sex, age,
religion, and class also influenced and took shape from these boundaries. Similar to the
findings of other studies of colonial encounters (Deagan 1983; Lucas 2004; Voss 2008b),
sex, gender, and race each structured the ways in which society classified future
generations of Brothertown Indians. For example, in a land dispute between Sarah
Pendelton, a Brothertown woman that married and had children with a man of mixed
African and Euroamerican ancestry, the Brothertown Peacemakers (Brothertown Indians
n.d.) ruled the following in 1796:
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We owe this Sarah to be one of the Naraganset Tribe, but according to our
Brothertown agreement, & our ancient custom of our Nations that was made in
the year 1789, and it being the tenth article of our Town Book; Thus agreed by the
legal voters of the aforesaid Town that if any of our Indian woman or Girls shall
marry Negro or any intermixt with Negro, shall forfeit all right and privilege to
the Brothertown Lands and further agreed upon that she or they shall immediately
be removed out of the said Town and never there after shall be suffered to reside
therein anymore.
The confluence of sexual, gender, and racial politics at Brothertown thus repopulated the
world with new generations of insiders and outsiders. As evinced by this excerpt, the
Brothertown community enforced strict rules regulating these communal (and ethnic)
boundaries in the late 18th century.
Other identity vectors contributed to the internal dynamics of the Brothertown
community. Although Christianity constituted a central tenet of the Brothertown
Movement, the cemetery analyses of Chapters V and VI provide evidence for a surprising
diversity of Christian practices and beliefs within the community. For example, Separate
Baptists maintained their own cemeteries and commemoration practices in both
settlements. Moreover, the stone inscriptions of Brothertown, Wisconsin display a wide
range of understandings of death and the afterlife. In addition to these religious and
spiritual differences, emerging class identities also likely played a role in the community
during the late 19th century; during this time certain Brothertown families prospered, as
seen in their comparatively extravagant grave markers (Chapter VI).
THE DUALITIES OF ENDURANCE
As individuals and families of Narragansett, Niantic, Eastern Pequot,
Mashantucket Pequot, Mohegan, Tunxis, and Montauk ancestry negotiated their places in
the modern world and became Brothertown Indians, they simultaneously reproduced and
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transformed their cultural identities. As they endured the hardships and violence of
colonialism, they actively appropriated foreign practices and materials, such as the
English language, Christianity, and Euroamerican-style gravestones and monuments,
more specifically. Some of these changes clearly aided the Brothertown Indians in
achieving communal goals and challenging dominant (colonial) schemes of social
classification, while others had unforeseen consequences for future generations. Instead
of typifying these changes as solely submissive or resistive, this dissertation explored
Brothertown history in terms of its dualities between Indian and Euroamerican essences,
colonized and colonist, domination and resistance, and structure and agency, to name a
few. It did so by tracking and analyzing shifts in the details of everyday life at
Brothertown and assessing their pragmatic effects both within the community and
between it and the largely Euroamerican world in which it existed. Indeed, at the core of
the preceding analyses, I ask what difference did changes in writing, mourning,
commemorating, and settlement make for the Brothertown Indians, their relationships to
one another, and their connections with “outsiders” between the late 18th- and early 20th
centuries.
Analogous to Fredrik Barth’s (1998[1969]a) theory of ethnic boundaries, the
documents, cemeteries, and settlement patterns analyzed above demonstrate the
negotiated (and dual) nature of processes of social identification and colonial
entanglement. On the most basic level, the Brothertown Movement resulted only from the
meeting of “insiders” and “outsiders.” For instance, the Brothertown community formed
as a response (and a resistance) to colonialism and its legacies, yet took European
introductions like Christianity and the English language as some of its central tenets
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(Chapter III). More specifically, my analysis of documents written by, to, or about the
Brothertown Indians revealed distinct internal and external understandings of the
community and investigated the ways in which each changed in relation to one another
(Chapter IV). In written dialogue between Brothertown authors and their interlocutors,
both Indian and Euroamerican, “Brothertown” transformed from a place that housed
segments of several refugee tribes from the East Coast, to a people, a unified tribal entity
known at the “Brothertown Indians” or the “Brothertown tribe.”
Similarly, writing and commemoration practices discussed in Chapters IV through
VI attest to the centrality of culturally ambiguous practices and materials in the unfolding
of Brothertown history. These phenomena were interpretable from multiple cultural
perspectives, and thus operated on dual registers. The “brother” in the name
“Brothertown” denoted Christian brotherhood, Indian brotherhood, or both depending on
the reader or receiver, just as Brothertown cemeteries resembling those of their
Euroamerican neighbors held different meanings for Brothertown and Euroamerican
“readers.” Each of these qualities allowed the Brothertown community to situate itself in
relation to a breadth of addressees, both literally and figuratively.
The dualities of Brothertown endurance summarized above relate to what Barbara
Voss (2008a, 2008c) refers to as “the limits of ethnogenesis” (see Chapter II). She uses
this phrase to discuss the gives and takes of identity negotiation, and the long-term,
pragmatic outcomes of such processes. Given the diffuse nature of power, no single
entity wields complete control in social interactions. Voss demonstrates that, although it
initially allowed a degree of freedom from the Spanish system of racial classification,
Californio ethnogenesis ultimately offered no such escape from later forms of
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racialization and racism in California. Concurrently, the Brothertown Indians were never
completely free from the “structuring structures” (Bourdieu 1977) of larger colonial
society. They rather drew upon their knowledge of those structures in order to reflexively
shape and navigate the system. For example, they adopted the rhetoric of social
evolution, arguing their interstitial position between Indian and white worlds in order to
hold on to their new Wisconsin land base when the federal government began
formulating plans to push them further west into Indian Territory (now Kansas) in the late
1830s (Chapter IV). This decision immediately led to United States citizenship and
associated land rights, allowing the Brothertown community to remain in Brothertown,
Wisconsin, but eventually contributed to a major communal transformation in which
Brothertown individuals and families were forced to sell their respective lots and disperse
across the Midwest and beyond (Chapters III, VIII).
Thus, like Giddens’ chess analogy (1984) discussed in Chapter VIII, the
decisions, actions, and processes summarized above also had unintended consequences,
particularly when considered in the long term. For example, the Brothertown Indians
gradually transformed their commemoration practices as they incorporated purchased
grave markers bearing texts (Chapters V and VI). In addition to blurring the boundaries
between Brothertown and Euroamerican cemeteries, these changes also impacted the
ways in which future generations of Brothertown Indians re-membered their respective
histories and related to one another.
During the mid-19th century and between the landscapes of New York and
Wisconsin, Brothertown cemeteries transformed from spaces of communal remembrance
to spaces of individual remembrance. In the late 18th- and early 19th-centuries, the
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Brothertown Indians commemorated their loved ones using either handmade “blank”
limestone grave markers or small burial mounds. The materiality of these cemeteries,
including the types of markers and distribution of graves in tightly spaced rows and
columns, emphasized communal histories and ancestries, downplaying distinctions
between deceased individuals. Of note, the research summarized in Chapter VII shows
continuities and parallels between these practices and those of the 17th-century
Narragansett (as recorded by Roger Williams 1973[1643]) and 19th-century Iroquoian
groups (as recorded by Lewis Henry Morgan 1962[1851]), in which it was forbidden to
even speak someone’s name after they died. The mystery surrounding the precise
location of Samson Occom’s grave (Chapter V) also supports this general hypothesis.
As the Brothertown Indians incorporated purchased stones bearing texts and
started anew in current-day Wisconsin, they increasingly emphasized the individuality of
their deceased loved ones. Stone inscriptions from this period often include the
deceased’s name and biographical information, such as death date, age, and the names of
relatives. The spatial configurations of the later-period cemeteries, laid out in small
clusters of stones representing immediate family members, similarly emphasize
individuality and immediate family relations over other communal ties. The materiality of
these cemeteries allows Brothertown Indians to remember their personal genealogies and
histories without reference to those of their fellow community members. Since the
Brothertown Indians became United States citizens with land rights at this time, these
new representations of personhood and individual identity may relate to emergent
concerns over the inheritance of land. Of note, Kathleen Bragdon (1997:12) found
evidence for similar changes in kinship terminology among the language of the 17th and
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18th-century Massachusett, which, “gradually came to emphasize the nuclear family,
particularly with respect to the inheritance of property.”
The emergent understandings of personhood and individual identity that
influenced these cemetery transformations also likely shaped the nature of the next
Brothertown emigration. In contrast to previous moves, this time the Brothertown Indians
left their lands as individuals and immediate family groups, dispersing across the
Midwest and beyond. Although they drastically altered their geographic relationships
with one another at this time, the Brothertown Indian community endures to this day; for
example, some members regularly travel many miles to attend monthly tribal council
meetings and to participate in our collaborative research project.
DISCOURSE AND PRAGMATICS
This dissertation demonstrates the merits of incorporating semiotic theory into
historical archaeology and looking beyond the surface meanings of textual artifacts.
Increased engagements with theories of pragmatics, Peircian semiotics, and linguistic
anthropology have the potential to aid historical archaeologists in their stated goals of
approaching archival and archaeological materials in similar fashions (Chapter IV). As
outlined in Chapter II, Charles Sanders Peirce created a detailed framework for
classifying signs; although his framework is highly complex and rigid, general
understandings of Peircian sign modes (i.e. iconicity, indexicality, and symbolism), and
the triadic, processual nature of his system endow historical archaeologists with fresh
perspectives of social interactions and cultural change in the past.
In the preceding chapters, I explored the ways in which past actors communicated
their social identities and classified other actors via discourses wrought from words,
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things, and spaces. I incorporated methods and theories developed in linguistic
anthropology as a means of analyzing Brothertown documents as past speech acts. In
addition to the “dictionary definitions” of the words and phrases contained within, the
documents contain subtle, pragmatic clues into past processes of ethnogenesis,
community formation, and colonial navigation. These findings speak to the applicability
of linguistics (and pragmatics) in historical archaeology; it would thus behoove
practitioners to combine pragmatics with the trajectory pioneered by Mary Beaudry
(1988b) more than two decades ago.
Likewise, my pragmatic approach yielded novel perspectives of cemetery
discourses in both Brothertown settlements. The grave markers of Brothertown, New
York transformed dramatically with the addition of inscriptions. As discussed in Chapter
V, text inscriptions became the primary means of marking distinctions between
gravesites, previously marked by differences in stone forms (i.e. shapes and sizes). As the
Brothertown Indians incorporated inscribed stones, they homogenized all other stone
qualities. In other words, they relied upon text inscriptions to speak louder than the other
non-semantic qualities of their markers at this time. Later, in the Wisconsin cemeteries,
stone forms became important once again for reinforcing distinctions between gravesites
and the identities of the deceased. In some instances the sizes and shapes of these stones
complement the messages inscribed upon their faces. For example, stone heights
iconically represent the relative ages of the deceased in certain cases. In other instances,
non-textual aspects of the stones implicitly communicate information omitted in text
inscriptions; for instance, stone imagery often communicated religious and spiritual
messages excluded in text inscriptions (Chapter VI).
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COLLABORATION
Within North American archaeology, research on Native American human
remains and funerary practices represent two of the most politicized issues distancing
archaeological and Native communities (see Preucel and Cipolla 2008). These tensions
stem from a history of archaeological research on Native burials with little to no
consultation with descendant communities. Some archaeologists argue that it is their right
as scientists to excavate Native burials; they see their work as serving the greater good of
humanity. On the other hand, Native communities tend to frame such research as state-
and university-funded lootings of sacred sites, a practice that often alienates them from
their pasts while desecrating their ancestors’ remains. Given this history, it is not
surprising that Native communities remain weary of archaeological interest in any
practices associated with burials and human remains, including those of commemoration.
Despite this conflicted past, collaborative research offers hope for the future of
Native American archaeology. Although the Brothertown Archaeology Project is still in
its infant stage, its current focus on death and commemoration, its success in avoiding
major conflicts between stakeholders, and its ongoing commitment to academic rigor
each speak of this hope. It is important to note that this project builds upon a recent
florescence of collaborative archaeological research (e.g. Colwell-Chanthaphohn 2008;
Silliman 2008); published reports on these collaborations often focus on the advantages
and successes of working with descendant communities. Rather that reiterating these
themes below, I focus instead on a few areas of collaboration in need of future attention
and improvement that came to light during the course of my work at Brothertown.
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For the most part, the issues discussed here tie directly to the practical distinctions
between academic and non-academic stakeholders. Individuals in the former group often
make their livings conducting archaeological research (or use it as professional training)
and thus have few additional responsibilities when in the field, while individuals in the
latter group almost always have other work responsibilities that significantly limit the
amount of time and energy they have for archaeological fieldwork. As mentioned in
Chapter III, Pete Wilson took more than a week off from work to volunteer in
Brothertown cemeteries, but it is unrealistic to expect all volunteers to make such
sacrifices. Of course, there are ways of mitigating these problems, such as hiring tribal
members to work on projects for pay or college credit, but all are limited by funding. For
graduate students, such support is modest at best since granting agencies like the National
Science Foundation offer little-to-no support for hiring tribal volunteers in their doctoral
dissertation improvement grants. By turning more attention to issues such as this in the
future, it may be possible for collaborative archaeologists to develop new means of
funding Native participants and, in turn, fostering more intensive dialogue and
collaboration.
A related set of challenges arose as I attempted to implement a truly multi-vocal
venue in which all stakeholders could voice their opinions and interpretations. During the
summer of 2007, I created and launched a website (http://web.mac.com/craigcipolla)
designed specifically to disseminate information on the Brothertown Archaeological
Project to Brothertown community members (i.e. Brothertown Indians and non-Native
residents of Brothertown, Wisconsin and former Brothertown, New York). My specific
goals were to: 1) attract more field volunteers by posting information on upcoming field
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visits; 2) share my initial findings; and 3) foster dialogues about Brothertown history,
specifically creating a forum in which Brothertown community members could voice
their opinions and personal accounts. In hopes of accomplishing the last goal, I created
the “Brothertown Archaeology Forum125,” where anyone can post comments or questions
including complaints and disagreements.
Although I designed the forum page as a venue for open dialogue between
stakeholders, up to this point it has drawn only limited attention. Again, the distinction
between academic and non-academic looms large in this regard. On one hand, academics
must publish in certain venues in order to gain tenure, meaning they devote a large
portion of their time to interpreting (and representing) the past, usually in venues that
members of the general public find erudite and inaccessible. On the other hand, non-
academics have other careers that take up a majority of their time. Although it is
important for academics to support multi-vocality and recognize interpretations other
than their own, such venues do not guarantee non-academic participation. These deficits
point to the need for collaborative archaeologists to continue experimenting with new
means of dialogue and representation.
FINAL THOUGHTS
In the introduction to their edited volume, The Archaeology of Communities: A
New World Perspective, Marcello Canuto and Jason Yaeger (2000b:5, emphasis added)
define community as “a dynamic socially constituted institution that is contingent upon
human agency for its creation and continued existence.” Throughout this dissertation I
demonstrated the complexities of this agency. It is always diffuse, even in situations of
                                                 
125 (http://web.mac.com/craigcipolla/Brothertown_Archaeological_Project/Forum/Archive.html)
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extreme power differentials, and thus rarely limited to either “insiders” or “outsiders.” I
tracked the ways in which a subaltern group actively shaped their places in the
Euroamerican world that surrounded them. These instances of Brothertown agency often
took place in “dialogue” with the outside world. In contexts of culture contact,
colonialism, and multiculturalism, communities—ethnic or otherwise—exist via
continuous interaction between insiders and outsiders as they communicate their
identities, classify those around them, and exchange ideas and materials. While these
negotiations are overt and intentional at times, in other instances they occur in the
seemingly apolitical contexts of everyday life. As the Brothertown Indians wrote to one
another and to outsiders, mourned and commemorated the losses of their loved ones, and
chose lots on which to live, they also shaped who they were, forged a new type of Native
community, and navigated the politics of colonialism, albeit in small incremental steps.
Moreover, such agency is never limited to people alone. Instead, it flows through
networks of humans and things (Gell 1998; Gosden 2005; Latour 2005); material culture
continually connects and influences the human agents that surround it, past, present, or
future. Through these connections, the Brothertown Indians negotiated their places in the
world, achieving certain goals and challenging dominant modes of social classification.
Yet, the non-human nodes within these networks exercised their own types of agency,
contributing to future communal transformations unforeseen by their original creators,
consumers, and users. For example, the core of this dissertation demonstrates that the
shifting materialities of Brothertown commemoration in the 19th century influenced future
generations to conceptualize personhood, individual identity, and personal genealogical
histories in different manners than their relatives of only a few generations prior.
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At their heart, these findings and interpretations critique the dichotomous modes
of thought prevalent in the history of archaeological studies of culture contact and
colonialism. Brothertown history is best conceived as a series of dualities between
colonial domination and subaltern resistance, insiders and outsiders, and humans and
material culture. As the Brothertown community emerged and endured the legacies of
colonialism, it did so in constant interaction with other peoples, landscapes, and
materials. Such a history attests to the complexities of the past five centuries of colonial
entanglement in North America and to the myriad responses that Native peoples had to
European colonialism and its legacies.
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APPENDIX A: CEMETERY MAPS
Plan of Niles/Occom Cemetery (New York) with catalog numbers
409
Plan of Skeesuck Cemetery (New York) with catalog numbers
410
Plan of Dick Cemetery (New York) with catalog numbers
411
Plan map of Union Cemetery (Wisconsin) with catalog numbers
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Plan Map of Dick Cemetery (Wisconsin) with catalog numbers
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Plan of Elyard Cemetery (Wisconsin) with catalog numbers
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Plan of Lakeside Cemetery (Wisconsin) with catalog numbers
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APPENDIX B: STONE DATA: ALL CATALOGED STONES
Cemetery Name
Catalog
Number
Max
Height
(mm)
Max
Thick
(mm)
Max
Width
(mm)
Orientation
Raw
Material
Memorial Type
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 001 460 60 277 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 002 0 60 205 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 003 0 0 0 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 005 0 45 420 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 006 0 50 300 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 007 0 42 360 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 008 195 47 185 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 009 0 90 475 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 010 160 60 225 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 011 210 14 265 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 012 270 40 245 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 013 368 20 275 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 014 0 80 130 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 015 320 45 265 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 016 484 50 430 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 017 150 84 290 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 018 0 20 290 NE/SW Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 019 0 0 0 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 020 0 50 380 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 021 80 140 200 E/W Limestone ?
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 022 0 40 280 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 023 240 45 220 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 024 270 82 285 E/W Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 025 0 18 160 N/S Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 026 355 72 315 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 027 0 33 195 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 028 310 55 255 E/W Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 029 0 0 0 N/S Limestone Other
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 030 0 20 225 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 031 223 40 235 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 032 0 43 360 E/W Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 033 200 30 245 - Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 034 0 50 430 NW/SE - Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 035 280 55 360 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 036 335 70 405 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 037 250 92 300 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 038 275 70 255 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 039 0 25 205 NE/SW Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 040 345 40 288 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
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Niles/Occom (NY) BC 041 0 40 170 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 042 0 25 210 N/S Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 043 0 0 0 N/S Limestone Headstone
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 044 0 0 0 N/S Limestone ?
Niles/Occom (NY) BC 045 0 30 160 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 001 425 0 240 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 002 0 0 300 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 003 465 0 290 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 004 0 0 230 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 005 540 0 410 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 006 930 0 540 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 007 1250 0 530 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 008 750 0 520 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 009 0 0 220 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 010 0 0 0 Multi Marble base?
Skeesuck (NY) GC 011 550 0 330 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 012 0 0 0 N/S Marble base?
Skeesuck (NY) GC 013 0 0 270 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 014 0 0 350 N/S Marble Headstone
Skeesuck (NY) GC 015 0 0 490 N/S Marble Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 001 0 45 270 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 002 0 50 245 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 003 0 40 315 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 004 0 40 300 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 005 0 30 240 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 006 0 30 260 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 007 472 0 150 E/W Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 008 0 100 390 N/S Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 009 263 60 180 NE/SW Limestone Headstone
Dick (NY) KC 010 0 20 180 NW/SE Limestone Headstone
Deansboro (NY) DS 001 1190 60 445 NW Marble Headstone
Deansboro (NY) DS 002 1150 45 550 SE Marble Headstone
Deansboro (NY) DS 003 720 100 460 NW Marble Headstone
Shelley (NY) KS 001 1310 70 605 W Marble Headstone
Shelley (NY) KS 002 0 65 240 E/W Limestone Headstone
Union (WI) UC 001 1140 400 400 W Marble Other
Union (WI) UC 002 450 160 390 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 003 685 45 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 004 750 45 255 N Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 005 490 80 195 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 006 420 50 510 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 007 610 50 295 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 008 410 45 155 W Marble Headstone
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Union (WI) UC 009 650 50 360 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 010 870 50 537 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 011 700 45 420 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 012 1980 455 455 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 013 669 50 420 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 014 830 62 400 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 015 890 54 513 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 016 695 45 495 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 017 670 50 458 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 018 480 50 255 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 019 322 47 253 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 020 482 50 368 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 021 480 50 405 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 022 642 45 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 023 677 95 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 024 580 50 400 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 025 640 48 457 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 026 510 42 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 027 520 48 302 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 028 670 50 415 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 029 566 100 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 030 848 45 525 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 031 943 49 452 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 032 550 98 310 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 033 681 46 450 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 034 1150 0 450 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 035 477 48 400 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 036 235 78 305 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 037 305 81 310 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 038 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 039 1123 49 532 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 040 440 50 255 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 041 525 50 257 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 042 540 47 405 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 043 840 360 360 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 044 502 200 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 045 1460 510 510 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 046 1075 0 420 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 047 1045 0 400 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 048 630 50 405 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 049 1240 455 635 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 050 1315 506 500 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 051 450 47 308 E Marble Headstone
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Union (WI) UC 052 1397 525 695 Multi Marble Other
Union (WI) UC 053 605 51 204 S Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 054 515 57 205 N Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 055 520 100 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 056 505 97 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 057 180 71 310 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 058 1200 465 720 W Marble Other
Union (WI) UC 059 220 79 300 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 060 340 105 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 061 555 105 310 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 062 870 75 525 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 063 505 97 302 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 064 950 50 265 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 065 345 80 250 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 066 1960 605 605 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 067 325 70 260 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 070 150 80 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 071 2350 625 630 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 072 505 45 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 073 690 100 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 074 450 60 395 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 075 310 45 260 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 076 320 55 250 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 077 730 50 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 078 392 50 250 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 079 560 45 409 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 080 270 53 168 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 081 962 55 465 E Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 082 862 41 420 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 083 767 415 430 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 084 606 45 210 S Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 085 982 50 505 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 086 281 52 125 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 087 515 52 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 088 595 50 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 089 515 43 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 090 390 50 400 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 091 150 50 165 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 096 835 45 449 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 097 1100 0 510 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 098 340 48 455 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 099 620 45 350 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 100 990 50 413 W Marble Headstone
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Union (WI) UC 101 685 390 640 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 102 835 375 375 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 103 0 0 0 - Concrete Other
Union (WI) UC 104 535 263 255 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 105 820 50 450 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 106 750 45 450 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 112 395 42 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 113 635 248 252 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 114 585 55 413 E Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 115 904 49 465 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 116 580 52 290 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 117 515 246 295 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 118 610 100 308 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 119 1053 80 500 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 120 730 50 465 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 121 480 100 295 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 122 670 95 295 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 123 580 50 365 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 124 960 0 460 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 125 990 55 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 127 745 50 467 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 128 720 54 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 129 830 0 370 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 130 1115 0 450 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 131 1112 50 462 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 132 845 50 353 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 133 920 50 405 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 134 840 50 512 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 135 1360 510 700 W Marble Other
Union (WI) UC 136 1080 480 710 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 137 780 0 470 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 138 650 50 400 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 139 605 102 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 140 670 50 368 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 141 805 53 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 142 665 50 363 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 143 745 50 400 E Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 144 680 60 270 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 145 1120 510 970 Multi Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 146 1040 405 750 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 147 585 0 310 SW Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 148 855 45 342 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 149 746 52 406 W Marble Headstone
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Union (WI) UC 150 980 0 430 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 151 2000 571 570 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 152 750 49 408 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 153 695 52 460 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 154 395 50 254 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 155 910 50 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 156 815 50 405 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 157 765 50 454 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 158 579 48 285 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 159 450 48 255 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 161 790 0 930 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 162 460 25 150 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 163 725 50 415 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 164 710 50 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 165 605 49 250 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 166 555 50 358 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 167 985 45 450 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 168 745 50 463 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 169 910 49 518 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 170 600 51 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 171 540 55 395 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 175 1500 495 500 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 176 951 48 443 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 177 560 50 258 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 178 876 50 509 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 179 1275 460 750 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 180 1070 515 510 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 181 230 38 207 S Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 182 550 47 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 183 913 52 515 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 184 1055 490 900 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 185 234 75 302 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 186 1412 580 600 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 187 215 75 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 188 247 150 350 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 190 1205 540 950 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 192 1630 580 590 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 193 270 72 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 194 443 150 320 W Marble Ledger
Union (WI) UC 195 323 96 310 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 196 370 180 380 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 201 345 465 640 W Granite Cylindrical stone
Union (WI) UC 202 354 54 203 E Marble Headstone
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Union (WI) UC 203 1454 590 600 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 204 1465 500 500 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 208 710 98 302 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 224 580 48 303 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 227 370 46 372 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 228 425 0 240 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 229 774 0 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 230 760 0 310 E Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 231 790 48 413 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 232 1030 450 850 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 233 1920 670 670 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 234 400 350 650 W Granite Cylindrical stone
Union (WI) UC 235 743 52 408 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 236 994 50 500 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 237 495 47 250 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 238 540 43 250 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 239 493 45 260 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 240 900 50 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 241 1055 47 497 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 242 500 94 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 245 510 46 263 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 246 602 307 540 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 247 330 154 456 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 248 470 48 415 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 249 715 405 605 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 251 590 0 460 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 252 625 0 245 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 255 1400 717 717 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 256 260 65 200 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 263 995 47 413 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 264 830 50 460 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 265 1920 605 605 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 266 670 45 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 267 980 50 455 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 268 0 530 660 n/a Other Other
Union (WI) UC 269 650 55 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 271 565 50 310 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 272 790 258 610 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 273 915 415 770 E/W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 274 1050 470 770 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 277 990 50 462 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 278 90 365 670 W Metal Ledger
Union (WI) UC 279 685 45 290 W Marble Headstone
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Union (WI) UC 280 620 45 250 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 281 405 41 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 282 455 54 416 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 283 1080 0 530 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 284 1530 660 1180 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 285 20 185 360 E Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 286 20 185 360 E Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 287 360 210 360 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 288 365 220 365 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 291 815 105 410 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 292 625 80 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 293 70 230 385 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 294 970 74 449 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 295 450 47 205 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 296 1340 455 455 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 298 1800 608 599 Multi n Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 301 470 305 620 W Granite Cylindrical stone
Union (WI) UC 302 535 305 615 W Granite Cylindrical stone
Union (WI) UC 303 1340 505 505 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 307 870 305 695 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 310 920 390 630 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 311 790 425 420 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 317 250 252 510 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 321 1145 440 440 E/W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 322 1060 0 415 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 323 1310 515 505 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 324 140 265 515 E Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 325 952 306 865 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 328 953 307 875 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 333 210 50 202 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 334 1790 610 605 N/S Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 335 255 160 304 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 336 60 260 505 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 338 255 80 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 339 310 70 295 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 340 1580 528 525 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 344 90 205 420 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 345 77 205 415 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 346 485 310 493 W Granite Cylindrical stone
Union (WI) UC 350 1705 715 1280 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 351 260 180 350 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 352 275 175 350 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 354 361 50 255 W Marble Headstone
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Union (WI) UC 358 900 355 355 E/W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 359 1790 510 530 Multi Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 362 715 400 650 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 366 30 205 625 W Marble Ledger
Union (WI) UC 371 1005 440 830 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 372 710 90 291 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 373 417 70 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 374 960 400 410 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 375 355 65 299 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 376 700 0 400 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 377 275 175 320 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 378 290 160 320 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 385 460 98 340 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 386 1860 547 547 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 387 825 390 700 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 389 705 0 304 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 401 850 95 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 405 560 100 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 439 320 74 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 440 1900 545 535 W Marble Obelisk
Union (WI) UC 441 190 70 305 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 442 340 210 360 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 443 360 215 360 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 444 1040 420 915 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 448 205 280 410 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 449 330 175 410 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 450 255 75 300 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 451 990 500 810 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 452 150 75 304 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 457 140 305 460 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 472 720 96 293 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 473 570 0 260 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 474 80 310 515 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 476 660 250 780 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 479 385 220 355 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 486 195 318 1235 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 489 472 97 310 W Marble Headstone
Union (WI) UC 490 80 355 434 W Granite Ledger
Union (WI) UC 492 130 335 460 W Granite Headstone
Union (WI) UC 527 500 39 254 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 001 270 45 520 E/W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 002 585 50 258 E Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 003 340 50 130 E/W Marble Headstone
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Dick (WI) DC 004 495 57 130 E/W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 005 170 50 150 E Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 006 1025 45 500 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 007, DC 008 790 55 515 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 009 400 50 120 E/W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 010 865 50 520 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 011 390 50 150 E/W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 012 385 45 130 E/W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 013 375 53 351 E Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 014 429 50 152 E/W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 015 332 54 152 E/W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 016 745 46 311 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 017 1080 48 532 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 018 827 44 410 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 019 1002 54 560 W Marble Headstone
Dick (WI) DC 020 976 0 460 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 001 1245 0 605 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 002 350 0 405 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 003 495 0 365 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 004 155 324 630 W Granite Ledger
Elyard (WI) EC 007 447 98 306 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 008 533 100 307 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 009 675 53 282 E Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 010 1105 505 554 Multi Marble Obelisk
Elyard (WI) EC 011 1000 430 430 Multi Marble Obelisk
Elyard (WI) EC 012 880 370 510 E Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 013 120 45 255 S Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 014 480 60 255 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 015 390 55 250 NW Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 016 210 50 150 W Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 017 420 50 255 N Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 018 94 45 195 E Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 019 300 60 130 E Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 020 110 50 150 E Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 021 425 50 255 E Marble Headstone
Elyard (WI) EC 022 380 55 560 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 001 470 100 305 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 003 420 200 410 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 004 395 84 305 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 006 805 360 650 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 007 350 200 330 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 010 530 50 304 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 011 940 455 860 E Granite Headstone
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Lakeside (WI) LC 012 1052 325 785 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 013 210 200 430 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 014 2450 687 670 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 015 2000 605 610 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 016 450 85 305 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 017 250 250 235 E Marble Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 018 615 50 35 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 019 1070 200 640 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 021 360 205 305 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 024 555 90 250 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 025 540 50 410 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 026 1510 520 520 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 027 565 230 530 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 028 1680 587 587 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 029 420 100 265 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 031 1175 435 860 E/W Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 032 1295 575 1090 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 033 150 130 340 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 034 750 45 410 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 036 1840 655 650 E/W Granite Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 037 740 430 560 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 039 1135 320 685 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 040 1165 45 549 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 041 950 415 807 E/W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 042 765 300 300 W Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 043 500 55 309 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 044 1330 545 540 E/W Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 045 200 310 607 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 046 1180 470 470 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 047 1175 77 504 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 048 960 305 690 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 049 945 50 440 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 051 0 50 505 E/W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 052 845 45 455 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 054 590 105 305 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 055 490 210 400 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 056 480 50 256 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 057 1435 400 815 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 058 1120 0 450 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 059 1400 492 485 W Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 060 1300 430 430 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 061 1015 430 845 W Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 062 830 45 445 W Marble Headstone
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Lakeside (WI) LC 063 0 50 0 - Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 064 1810 540 540 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 065 610 100 256 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 066 1450 640 650 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 067 350 72 250 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 068 2000 635 635 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 069 365 80 246 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 073 520 100 255 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 074 605 55 265 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 075 940 325 330 S Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 076 1165 46 505 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 079 1300 470 470 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 080 1440 660 660 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 081 325 270 512 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 087 1330 352 620 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 091 645 100 251 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 092 1355 500 780 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 094 260 55 180 SE Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 095 405 50 160 S Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 096 760 305 300 NW Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 097 0 50 250 - Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 099 1160 455 975 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 100 170 150 355 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 101 200 150 355 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 103 610 105 258 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 104 1150 460 860 S Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 105 850 50 510 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 106 625 55 310 Multi Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 107 730 440 1430 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 108 510 245 434 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 109 445 82 305 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 111 680 440 1295 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 112 580 100 297 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 113 1380 500 500 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 114 820 46 460 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 115 255 130 305 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 116 130 130 305 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 117 140 130 305 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 118 1380 610 610 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 119 1172 505 505 W Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 120 1650 490 500 W Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 121 1230 315 125 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 122 590 100 250 W Marble Headstone
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Lakeside (WI) LC 123 585 49 449 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 124 1480 605 610 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 125 1010 410 410 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 126 690 365 530 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 127 820 320 1127 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 128 815 350 350 E Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 129 1255 470 780 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 130 1250 515 970 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 131 280 170 305 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 134 1160 455 925 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 135 1210 490 910 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 136 90 130 320 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 137 90 130 320 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 138 2350 675 675 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 139 510 200 351 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 140 340 70 260 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 141 300 80 270 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 142 210 70 260 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 143 570 400 1110 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 145 525 47 460 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 146 410 49 500 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 147 0 50 0 E/W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 148 0 0 0 E/W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 149 205 210 455 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 150 205 305 465 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 151 1124 47 556 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 153 900 60 460 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 155 2000 605 607 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 156 1030 350 350 N Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 159 1370 435 440 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 160 1770 440 450 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 161 50 170 350 W Metal Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 162 1710 340 760 N/S Metal Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 163 110 200 370 W Metal Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 164 340 220 460 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 165 340 210 460 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 166 360 190 460 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 167 160 330 915 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 168 2520 675 675 Multi Marble Obelisk
Lakeside (WI) LC 169 230 185 380 W Metal Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 170 210 315 905 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 171 870 52 415 E Marble g
Lakeside (WI) LC 172 1160 485 980 E Granite Headstone
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Lakeside (WI) LC 173 200 115 320 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 174 270 110 316 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 175 1240 70 451 W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 176, LC 177 0 0 0 - Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 178 280 320 470 W Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 179 160 320 625 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 180 120 90 265 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 181 630 330 555 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 185 410 370 765 E Granite Cylindrical stone
Lakeside (WI) LC 186 60 276 561 E Granite Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 192 85 210 520 E Marble Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 193 70 270 540 E Marble Ledger
Lakeside (WI) LC 197 735 330 600 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 198 1050 465 870 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 200 445 79 161 E/W Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 206 310 56 204 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 207 260 50 199 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 208 350 50 200 E Marble Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 209 2210 510 1090 E Granite Headstone
Lakeside (WI) LC 210 525 50 150 Multi h 4500
Lakeside (WI) LC 211 0 55 0 E Marble Headstone
Rienzi (WI) RZ 1 670 100 305 W Marble Headstone
Methodist (WI) MCO 1 740 100 305 E Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 01 540 100 305 E Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 02 425 100 305 E Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 03 1130 440 440 Multi Marble Obelisk
Red Falls (WI) RF 04 910 305 305 E Marble Obelisk
Red Falls (WI) RF 05 935 50 360 NW Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 06 940 50 470 W Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 07 430 45 205 E Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 08 230 40 50 E Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 09 555 40 310 E Marble Headstone
Red Falls (WI) RF 10 990 50 470 - Marble Headstone
Brighton (WI) BUC 1 1320 470 470 W Marble Obelisk
Brighton (WI) BUC 2 560 240 250 W Marble Other
Brighton (WI) BUC 3 815 50 405 W Marble Headstone
Brighton (WI) BUC 4 585 100 245 E Marble Headstone
Brighton (WI) BUC 5 590 260 260 Multi Marble Other
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
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Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Abrams Elyard (WI) EC 021 lamb
ALEXANDER
Son of
(illegible)
ABRAMS
DIED
March 18, 18__
(illegible)
Aerischer Lakeside (WI) LC 010 dove
SARAH E.
DAU OF
S. & M. AERISCHER
DIED
JAN. 11. 1874
Aged
4 ys 11 ms
Allen Lakeside (WI) LC 046
geometric border
design
KATIE E.
ALLEN
DIED
Apr. 20 189?
Aged
15 Y"s 5 M"s 12 d"s
ALLEN
Allen Lakeside (WI) LC 015
geometric border
design
At rest
LYMAN R.
ALLEN
DIED
Sept. 6. 1894.
Aged
29 y"s. 8 m"s. 13 d"s.
(2 lines of illegible script)
ALLEN
At rest
CAROLINE
ALLEN
DIED
Apr. 24. 1884.
Aged
64 y"s. 11 m"s. 8 d"s.
(illegible epitaph)
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Almanza Union (WI) UC 232 border design
GEORGE A.
SON OF
FRED & ALMANZA
BAKER.
BORN NOV. 9. 1888
DIED APR. 11. 1910.
Amel Union (WI) UC 333 none
HUGH E.
AMEL
OCT. 25. 1897
OCT. 19. 1898
Amel Union (WI) UC 204 none
LEONARD
AMEL.
BORN
DEC. 25, 1877
DIED
NOV. 29. 1899
AMEL
AT REST
AT REST
To angel form they
spirit"s grown,
Thy God has claimed
thee as his own:
In Paradise thou sharist
bliss.
__r to be found in
worlds like this
Amel Union (WI) UC 203 flower
PETER AMEL
BORN
MAR. 24. 1825
NANCY
HIS WIFE
BORN
MAY 8. 1843.
AMEL
AT
REST
Father I give myself in
I trust it in Thy hand:
My dying flesh shall rest
in hope_
And rise at Thy command
AT REST
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Anunson Lakeside (WI) LC 026 clover
JULIUS
ANUNSON
DIED
Aug. 12 1893
AGED
31 Y"s. 7 M"s 15 D"s.
___ ___ _une on earth he sp__
Till God for him his angel sent
And then on him he closed his eyes
To wake to glory in the skies.
ANUNSON
Anunson Lakeside (WI) LC 027 none
JULIUS
Auringer Lakeside (WI) LC 109 none
MOTHER
MINNIE A. SHAW
wife of
G.H. AURINGER
Died
July 10, 1909.
Aged
51 Y"s. 6 M"s. 10 D"s.
Babbits Union (WI) UC 234 vine
ETTA C. WIFE OF
H. BABBITS
BORN FEB. 10, 1886.
DIED JAN. 8, 1906.
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Baker Union (WI) UC 050
cross and palm
branches
At rest
ALAMANZA
BAKER
DIED
Dec. 2, 1889
AGED
33 Yrs.
-----
At rest
LUCY
BAKER
-----
JESSIE BAKER
-----
At rest
PERLEY F.
BAKER
DIED
Jan 27 1907
AGED 28 Yrs.
-----
BAKER
Baker Union (WI) UC 101
flower border, heart
shaped stone
AT REST
ARCHIE W.
BAKER
AUG. 16, 1884
SEPT. 16, 1906
BAKER
Baker Union (WI) UC 104 border designs
children of
G.H. & J.A.
BAKER
LILY
DIED
Aug. 28, 1873
AGED 2 M"s
JOSEPHINE
DIED
July 18, 1877
AGED
2 Y"s
ELLA
DIED
Sept. 19, 1885
AGED
1 M"o. 19 D"s
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Baldwin Union (WI) UC 186 none
B
REST IN PEACE
BALDWIN
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 034 none
AURILLA BALDWIN
Was Born
in the year 1800
And died
in Mar. 1851
JOHN BALDWIN
Was Born
in the year 1804
And died
in Apr. 1856
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 185 none
MOTHER
Christa
BALDWIN
Born July 2, 1828.
Died Sept 16, 1901.
No pain no grief no anxious tear
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 195 none
CORA I.
Daughter of
F. & R. BALDWIN
Born July 13, 1892
Died May 24 1895
Not lost but gone before.
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 051 none
CORNELIA J.
BALDWIN
BORN
Dec. 3, 1854
(cut off)
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Baldwin Union (WI) UC 179 ivy
B
FRED BALDWIN
DEC. 26, 1866.
OCT. 6, 1910.
SLEEP ON DEAR AND TAKE THY
REST
GOD CALLED THEE HOME, HE
THOUGHT IT BEST.
IDA BALDWIN
AUG. 8, 1888
APR. 22, 1970
BALDWIN
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 187 none
FATHER
GEORGE BALDWIN
Died Jun. 24, 1900
Aged 73 years.
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 188 none
IDA M.
BALDWIN
Died May 7, 1886
Aged 18 years.
God _________________
He ___ all things well.
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 196 none
LEVY M.
Son of
F. & R. BALDWIN
Born Feb. 19. 1886.
Died May 12. 1895
Not lost but gone before.
Baldwin Union (WI) UC 192 none
RAMONA L.
WIFE OF
FRANK
BALDWIN
JAN. 24. 1853
DEC. 19. 1909
BALDWIN
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Baldwin Union (WI) UC 194 none
ROSA M.
BALDWIN
BORN
OCT. 14. 1884
DIED
AUG. 23. 1904
She has crossed deaths
stream before us
And has gained the promised land
Basking in the Saviours
presence
As an angel bright she
stands.
Baldwin, Dick,
Babbits
Union (WI) UC 233 closed book
BALDWIN
DICK
BABBITS
Ball Union (WI) UC 248 none
ADALINE
wife of
WARREN BALL
DIED
AUG. 27, 1866,
42 Years
Ball Union (WI) UC 245 none
CHARLEY W.
(illegible)
BALL
BORN
Aug. 24, 1870
AGED
10 Y"s, 16 D"s.
Ball Union (WI) UC 247 leaf design
WALTON C.
BALL
1818-1893
Ball Union (WI) UC 246 leaf design
FATHER
WARREN L.
BALL.
MAY 26. 1818.
FEB 1. 1902
Bassett Union (WI) UC 273 handshake
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
IRA N. BASSETT
DIED
Mar. 27, 1873
AE 64 ys 7 ms
& 21 ds
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Bennett Lakeside (WI) LC 054 shield border
GEORGE R BENNETT
CPL
CO I
5 REGT
FEB 6 1833
MAY 3 1863
Betts Union (WI) UC 281 dove
AUSTIN
Son of
A.H. & A. Betts
died
April 30, 1858
________ mos
Betts Union (WI) UC 279 lamb
DANIEL
SON OF
AH & LL
BETTS
DIED
FEB. 11, 1864.
AE 5 ys, 11 ms, 13 ds.
My life was ____ in pain was great
No longer is able to relate
Therefore my friends don"t w? for me
___ trust in Christ who set me free
Betts Union (WI) UC 280 lamb
IDA
dau. of
A.M. & A.L.
BETTS
DIED
Jan. 11, 1866,
Aged
4 ms. 22ds.
Birch Lakeside (WI) LC 012 floral design
CORA MAY
WIFE OF
Died March 29. 1887.
Aged 22 yrs 2 mos
& 23 days.
CHARLES C.
Son of A.D. & C.M. Birch
Aged 1 Mo & ? days
(maker"s mark, bottom right)
L.R. LEWIS
Fond du Lac
Wis.
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Bloedorn Union (WI) UC 373 none
BLANCHE
WIFE OF
FRED
BLOEDORN
BORN
AUG. 3, 1873
DIED
MAR. 8, 1908
Bloom Union (WI) UC 208 none
CHAS. L. BLOOM
CO. K.
4 WIS. CAV.
Blunt Union (WI) UC 267 leaf design
IN MEMORY OF
STEPHEN BLUNT
DIED
Dec. 25, 1868.
AGED
67 yrs 1 mo
& 25 days.
Bourne Lakeside (WI) LC 168 floral design
BOURNE
Gone but not forgotten
BERT R.
BOURNE
DIED
Feb. 5 1892
AGED
32 Y"s 10 M"s
19 D"s
Bovee Lakeside (WI) LC 092
geometric border
design
BOVEE
FATHER
FREDERIC
1812-
-1914
MOTHER
OLIVE
-1815
1882-
AT REST
Bowe Union (WI) UC 310 floral design
BERTHA
BOWE
AUG. 25. 1858
DEC. 3. 1903
BOWE
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Bowe Union (WI) UC 311 lamb
WILLIE
Son of
A. & B. BOWE
DIED
Sept 26 1891
AGED
5 Ms. 25 Ds
Bowen Union (WI) UC 377 none
FRANK
BOWEN
DIED
APR. 27, 1858
Bowen Union (WI) UC 376 willow
HIRAM BOWEN
DIED
June 3, 1857.
AE 58 yrs, 6 ms
Bowen Union (WI) UC 378 none JOHN BOWEN
Brewer Lakeside (WI) LC 164 none
CHRISTINA
BREWER
JUNE 24, 1823.
SEPT. 30, 1899
Brewer Lakeside (WI) LC 165 none
HARVEY
BREWER
JUNE 30, 1826.
APR. 6, 1865.
Brower Union (WI) UC 224 none
FRANKLIN
Son of
Wm. _. & J. A.
BROWER
DIED
Jan. 28, 1862.
AE. 6 y"s. & 5 m"s.
Brown Union (WI) UC 106 willow
ANGELINE A.
WIFE OF
RALPH M. BROWN
DIED
___ 29th 1878
Aged
23 y"rs & 5 mo
Brown Lakeside (WI) LC 099
geometric border
design
BROWN
NICHOLAS BROWN
FEB. 24. 1820-FEB. 17. 1899
ANNA BARBARA BROWN
JUNE 11. 1842-APR. 5. 1908
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Brushel Union (WI) UC 130 none
HENRY BRUSHEL
DIED
SEPT. 24. 1864
AE 50 ys. 3 ms
NANCY J.
WIFE OF
H. BRUSHEL
DIED
APR. 7, 1864
AE. 55 ys. 11 ms
Brushel Union (WI) UC 129 none
NANCY E.
DAU OF
H. & N.J. BRUSHEL
DIED
FEB. 15, 1865
25 ys 7 ms.
Burtch Lakeside (WI) LC 087 floral design
ALICE E.
WIFE OF
A.D. BURTCH
DIED
Jan. 3, 1891
AGED
38 Years
10 Months
At rest in Jesus faithful at ____
At rest as in a peaceful bed.
Se __________ the dreadful
Which round this sinful world are spred.
C. Lakeside (WI) LC 094 none A.C.
C. Red Falls (WI) RF 08 none D.C.
C. Dick (WI) DC 009 none L.C.C.
Calkins Lakeside (WI) LC 125 none
ALMEDA
Wife of
B. CALKINS
DIED
Oct. 14. 1888
AGED
57 Y"s. 10 M"s 28 D"s
(illegible epitaph)
BENJAMIN
CALKINS
DIED
March 7, 1878
AGED 68 Y"s ____
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Charles Red Falls (WI) RF 10 hand pointing up
BETHENIA
Wife of
D. CHARLES
DIED
MAR. 5 1866
AE 26 Ys 21 Ds
Charles Red Falls (WI) RF 05 hand pointing up
DARIUS CHARLES
DIED
JUNE 29, 1871
Aged
17 Yrs 9 Mos
13 Dys
(illegible epitaph)
Charles Elyard (WI) EC 007 shield border
M.V. CHARLES
CO. A.
21 WIS. INF.
Charles Red Falls (WI) RF 09 laurel leaves
WILLIAM H.
Son of
D&B CHARLES
DIED
Mar. 28, 1860
AE. 1 yr 3MS. 10ds.
Christie Lakeside (WI) LC 149 none
JAMES CHRISTIE
1818-1892
FATHER
Christie Lakeside (WI) LC 105 hand pointing up
IN MEMORY OF
NATHANIEL,
son of
W.&C. CHRISTIE
DIED
Oct. 25 1863
AE 16 ys 9 ms
Christie Lakeside (WI) LC 150 none
SARAH CHRISTIE
1817-1891
MOTHER
Christie Lakeside (WI) LC 151
geometric border
design
SARAH,
Wife of
James Christie
DIED
May, 14. 1857.
AE 66 yrs 2 mos.
& 20 ds.
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Christie Lakeside (WI) LC 118
geometric border
design
T.W.
CHRISTIE
1821-1900
CHRISTIE
(maker"s mark)
L.R. Lewis
Fond du Lac.
Wis.
CATHARINE
Wife of
T.W. CHRISTIE.
DIED
Feb. 11, 1882
56 ys 11 mo
& 18 ds.
Clifford Union (WI) UC 163 none
CEPHA CLIFFORD
DIED
May 12, 1878,
AGED
73 y.s 2 mo. 20 ds
_______________
_______________
CEPHAS CLIFFORD is my ____
Old England was my nation
_________ my dwelling
And Heaven is my Station
Clifford Union (WI) UC 164 none
JANE
Wife of
CEPHAS CLIFFORD
DIED
March 24, 1860
Aged 40 years.
___ ____ from her ____
__________ she doth sleep
_____________________
_____________ now keep
Coffeen Union (WI) UC 125 unidentified
Gone Home
In the memory of
AUDREA M.
DAU. OF
M. & E. Coffeen
DIED
July 6, 1876.
AE 16 y"s, 11 m"s,
& 19 d"s.
442
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Coffeen Union (WI) UC 264 willow
NATHAN COFFEEN
Died
Nov. 23, 1860
AE 19 ys, 3 ms,
10 ds.
One __ __ in the dust
__ thee __ __ us
____ to one _ slate
To life in paradise.
Collins Lakeside (WI) LC 111
geometric border
design
MOTHER
HELEN M. COLLINS
JULY 17. 1836
APR. 13. 1898
Cook Lakeside (WI) LC 058 floral design
ABBIE F
WIFE OF
S.A. COOK
(illegible) 1874
Aged 20 y"s 4 m"s
INFANT SON OF
S.A. & A.F. COOK
Died Sept. 24 1874
Aged 3 weeks
My brightest fondest hap__
Here sleep in death"s embrace
My darling child and wife
Cottrell Union (WI) UC 096 handshake
EMERSON W.
COTTRELL,
DIED
July 3, 1881,
In the 26 year
of his age.
Cottrell Union (WI) UC 097 unidentified
EMMA A.
WIFE OF
E.W. COTTRELL
EMMA E
DAU OF
E.A. COTTRELL
Coyhis Union (WI) UC 082 wreath design
At REST
B.J. COYHIS
BORN
Aug 1_ 1819
DIED
April 2, 1898
Coyhis Union (WI) UC 081 unidentified
LAURA
WIFE OF
E.J. COYHIS
DIED
Jan. 14, 1855
(broken)
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Coyhis Union (WI) UC 102 flower
WILLIAM B,
COYHIS
DIED
Apr. 13, 1890
AGED
22 Y"s. 6 M"s. 7 D"s.
Gone but not
forgotten
Coyhis (Caise) Union (WI) UC 372 shield border
ZACHARIAH
CAISE
CO. B.
15 WIS. INF.
Cramond Union (WI) UC 112 none
MARY E.
daughter of
J. & E.M. CRAMOND
died
Aug 30, 1852
AE 13 M"s
Crawford Lakeside (WI) LC 052 floral design
MARY CRAWFORD
DIED
April 1, 1860
AGED
22 Ys 6 Ms
8 Ds
Crossley Union (WI) UC 151 border designs
Pamela
Ann Crossley
Mar 21, 1838
Ma] 12, 1910
CROSSLEY
Alfred
Crossley
1851-1856
John
Crossley
1830-1874
Daria
Crossley
1856-58
Crouch Lakeside (WI) LC 081 none
JOHN O. CROUCH
APR. 10. 1853
JAN. 8. 1879
HUSBAND OF ELIZA
FATHER OF LESLIE
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Crowel Union (WI) UC 142 willow
GONE TO REST
LUCENA CROWL
DIED
May 7, 1876
AGED
75 Years 10 M"s,
4 d"s.
Crowel Union (WI) UC 141 sword and rifle crossed
PETER CROWEL
DIED
July 13, 1861:
In his 66th year.
D. Dick (WI) DC 013 none A.D.
D. Union (WI) UC 272 flower
GONE TO REST
BETSEY A.
DA(illegible)
NOV. 11 1883
AGED
57 _____
Daniels Union (WI) UC 170 willow tree
SOPHIA
wife of
Robert Daniels.
DIED
Jan. 27, 1870,
AE 57 y"s.
Davis Union (WI) UC 265
geometric border
design
At rest
ROXANNA
Wife of
CHAUNCEY
DAVIS
DIED
May 27, 1891
AGED
64 Y"s 19 M"s 7 D"s.
(4 lines of illegible text)
DAVIS
CHAUNCEY
DAVIS
DIED
AGED
VERA
MOTHER
Degroat Lakeside (WI) LC 034 none
GABRIEL DEGROAT
DIED
MAY 16, 1868,
in the 36th year
of his age.
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Denney Union (WI) UC 492 none
ELVA DAU. OF
O. & C. DENNEY
AUG. 1. 1884
APR. 7. 1895
Denney Union (WI) UC 489 shield border
J__ DENNEY
CO. C.
1 WIS. CAV.
Denney Union (WI) UC 490 none
JOHN DENNEY
OCT. 8. 1826
MAY 19. 1898.
CO. C. WIS. CAV.
FATHER
Denslow Lakeside (WI) LC 122 shield border
JS DENSLOW
CO ?
? WIS INF
Denslow Lakeside (WI) LC 123 none
MARTHA W.
Wife of
E. DENSLOW
Died
Feb. 19, 1861
AE. 60 ys.
Dezell Lakeside (WI) LC 025 hand pointing up
GONE HOME
GEORGE DEZELL
BORN
Dec. 9 1854
DIED
Nov. 13 1876
Dick Union (WI) UC 023 shield design
___ W. DICK
CO. __
36 WIS. INF.
Dick Union (WI) UC 067 none ABBA
Dick Dick (WI) DC 019 willow
ABIGAIL
WIFE OF
LATEN DICK
DIED
Dec. 24, 1871
AE 66 yrs 1 Mo
& 14 d"s
Dick Skeesuck (NY) GC 008 none
IN
Memory of
ASA DICK
who died
Sept. 13, 1843, aged
47 years, 3 mos
& 22 days
Dick Union (WI) UC 080 none C.C.D
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Dick Union (WI) UC 089 willow
(broken)
CATHARINE C.
WIFE OF
Wm. DICK
DIED
Sept. 7, 1866
AGED
(cut off by ground surface)
Dick Union (WI) UC 143 none
CYNTHIA
WIFE of
Tho"s. Dick,
DIED
Nov. 21, 1871
AGED
73 Years
She sleeps in the ____
_____________ flight
________ dust _____
__________ of Light.
Dick Union (WI) UC 066 border designs
EDGAR M.
DICK
Member of
Co. E 21 Reg.
_________ (illegible)
Only sleeping
ABBA L.
Wife of
E.M. DICK
DIED
DEC. 12, 1896
AGED
58 Ys. 2Ms. 5 Ds.
As a star that is lost
the daylight is given.
___path _______to
_________in heaven
Only Sleeping
ROSELEA A
wife of
E.M. DICK
DIED
July 16, 1815
AGED 71 Ys. 7 Ms 21 Ds.
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Dick Union (WI) UC 018
geometric and floral
border designs
ELMER D.
SON OF
L.C. & _.J.
DICK
DIED
Dec 2, 1888
Aged ______ 7 Mo"s.
Dick Dick (WI) DC 016 none
EMMA S.
Dau_ of
Laten & Abigail
DICK
DIED
Feb. 18, 1843.
AE. 2 y"s 7 m"s
& 2 d"s
(3 lines of illegible script)
where kindred friends shall part no
more
Dick Union (WI) UC 044
geometric border
design
FRANCIS F
DICK
OCT. 7, 1864
JULY 11, 1890
Dick Dick (WI) DC 006 none
HANNAH DICK
DIED
Aug. 6 1855,
Aged 88 y"rs
& 7 mo"s.
Like the corn, fully ripe
To the grave thou hast come
and thy saviour in mercy
Has gathered the home
Dick Union (WI) UC 002 none
HANNAH I
DICK
Born Nov 21, 1811
Died Dec 22, 1898
---------
Rest in peace.
Dick Union (WI) UC 014
geometric border
design
HARRIET.
Dau. of
A.D. & L. Dick
DIED
Mar. 13, 1849
AE. 13 ys 11 ms 16 ds
448
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Dick Union UC 004 none
HARRIET E.
daut. of
I. _ _ DICK
DIED
Apr. 19, 1850
AE 2 y"s 3 m"s
& 13 days
------------
Ere sin Could blight [or] ____
                                    fade
Death came with fondly cure,
The opening bud to Heaven
                            conveyed,
And bade it blossom there.
Dick Union (WI) UC 003 none
ISAAC DICK
DIED
Apr. 10, 1854
AE 50 y"s
---------
------
His much loved wife nor children dear,
Could not detain his spirit here
But though our hour is with grief [are]
                                                wrong
W__  humbly says Gods will be done.
Dick Skeesuck (NY) GC 011 willow tree
JOHN W.
son of
John & Hannah
Dick died Jan.
27, 1846 AE 7
Years, 5 mo. &
5 days.
Dick Red Falls (WI) RF 01 shield border
CORPL.
LUCIUS C. DICK
CO. K.
4 WIS. CAV.
Dick Union (WI) UC 015
geometric border
design
LUREANETT
Wife of
A.D. Dick
DIED
Sep. 12, 1854
____ ____ 11ms
(Broken off)
Dick Union (WI) UC 070 none ORLANDO D
449
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Dick Union (WI) UC 071 none
ORLANDO D.
DICK
DIED
Aug 9 1881
AGED
42 Y"s, 6 M"s.
__________
Soldier of Co. _2
___________
___ ___ ___ ___ lands
___ ___ the shadow and the gloom
___ death is passed.
from the grief ___ path beset
one, ___ we have met
In heaven at last.
DICK
Dick Union (WI) UC 065 none ROSE
Dick Union (WI) UC 011 willow
SARAH J.
WIFE OF
L.C. DICK
DIED
Jan 13, 1868
AGED
23 Years
-----
Dick Dick (WI)
DC 007, DC
008
willow
THOMAS D. DICK
DIED
NOV. 3, 1867
AGED
28 y"rs 7 mo"s
(cut off)
Dick Skeesuck (NY) GC 003 none
THOMAS D
son of
Asa & Nancy
DICK
died
Aug. 20, 183[2]
AE 2 M.
Dick Union (WI) UC 088 willow
(broken)
WILLIAM DICK
DIED
Feb 28 1869.
Diedrick Union (WI) UC 474 floral design
-FATHER-
JOHN
DIEDRICK
APRIL 14, 1852
JULY 22, 1910
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Dignin Union (WI) UC 201 none
FRANKLIN DIGNIN
APR. 17, 1873
JAN. 25, 1905
Doern Union (WI) UC 325 floral design
D
ANNA MARIA
DOERN
APR. 1, 1892
SEPT. 13, 1904
WIFE OF
EDGAR BALLARD
Drake Lakeside (WI) LC 068 floral design
PHINEAS A.
DRAKE
DIED
March 26 1891
AGED
59 Y"s 8 M"s 15 D"s
Member of Co. F.
21 Reg ? Inf
DRAKE
Go to the grave for there thy sorrow ___
In death"s embrace __ he arose on
high;
An_ the ransomed by that ___ way,
Pass to ____ life beyond the sky.
ABBIE C.
DRAKE
DIED
Dec. 20 1910
AGED
68 Ys 2 Ms 8 d"s
ZENA H.
DIED
At Larouner
Hastington
AGED
22 Years.
Dustin Union (WI) UC 249 floral design
MARY A.
DUSTIN
1834-1910
WIFE OF
WARREN BALL
Dwelley Lakeside (WI) LC 013 none
GEORGE W.
DWELLEY
FEB. 25. 1796
AUG. 8. 1880
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Eastman Lakeside (WI) LC 003 none
BENNIE
EASTMAN
JULY 4. 1888
NOV 11. 1905
Eastman Lakeside (WI) LC 001 shield border
CHARLES EASTMAN
WISCONSIN
CO M
2 REGT
WIS CAV
MARCH 21 1823
JAN 3 1888
Eastman Lakeside (WI) LC 007 floral design
BABY
ESTHER
EASTMAN
Eastman Lakeside (WI) LC 004 none
JOSEPH F.
SON OF
WmL. & E.J.
EASTMAN
BORN OCT. 4. 1885
DIED
M[AR] 14. 189?
Eastman Lakeside (WI) LC 006 heart-shaped stone
JULIUS
EASTMAN
MAY 24. 1882
NOV. 18. 1910
EASTMAN
Eastman Lakeside (WI) LC 108 none
MARTHA
EASTMAN
APRIL 28. 1869
APRIL 28. 1877
IRA
EASTMAN
JUNE 17. 1872
APRIL 27. 1877
Eldred Lakeside (WI) LC 126 floral design
MOTHER
MARIETTE ELDRED
COOK
AUG. 26, 1868
MAY 30, 1898
In loving memory
of our dear Mother.
Elizabeth Union (WI) UC 274 floral design
SARAH ELIZABETH
DAU. OF
IRA N. & BETSY A.
BASSETT.
OCT. 7. 1847.
APR. 18. 1885
RICHMOND
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Ethel Lakeside (WI) LC 028
geometric border
design
ALICE ETHEL
DIED
Oct. 24. 1882
AGED
3 Y"s. 3 M"s
LOTTIE MAY
DIED
April 1. 1865
AGED
14 D"s
Children of
J.L. & J.A. DRAKE
(illegible epitaph)
JOHN LEWIS
DRAKE
DIED
June 14. 1891
AGED
45 Y"s 9 M"s 10D"s
(illegible epitaph)
DRAKE
F. Dick (WI) DC 018 none
FRANCES C.
Wife of
MOSES FRO ___G
died Dec. 17, 1854
AE 19 ys. 10 m_.
& 4 ds.
(3-4 lines of illegible script)
Then dry thine eyes for ____
Nor Husband shed the bitter ___
In thou bright world beyond the sky
She rests where every tear is dry
Feilding Dick (WI) DC 002 none
JULIANA
(illegible)
FEILDING
Died May 11
1855
AE 9 mo. 22 ds.
(illegible epitaph)
Flanders Lakeside (WI) LC 037 none
MOTHER
CLARA L.
FLANDERS
1860-1907
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Foster Lakeside (WI) LC 103 shield border
SGT.
?. H. FOSTER
CO. C.
93RD N.Y. INF.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 008 none A.F.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 091 none A.L.F.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 148 none
ADALINE
died
Feb. 16 1845
AE 12 yrs.
ADAH
died
Feb 11 1847
AE 4 yrs.
Children of H & F.F.
Fowler
Fowler Union (WI) UC 152 handshake
FAREWELL
ALMANZA E.
DAU. OF
L.S. & P.J. FOWLER
DIED
DEC. 24, 1868
AGED
26 Y, 8M, 24D.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 010 leaf design
AMY
WIFE OF
JACOB FOWLER
DIED
FEB. 10, 1862
AE 6[9] yr"s & 6 mo"s
--- . ---
___ you are ___ ___ I
___ ___ ___ __ so your ___
___________________
Fowler Union (WI) UC 049 open book
AT REST
BENJAMIN
G. FOWLER
D. APR. 7, 1887
Age 74 Yrs.
----------
HANNAH
WIFE of
B. G. FOWLER
D. JUNE 10 1876
Age 44
FOWLER
454
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Fowler Union (WI) UC 183 willow
BENJAMIN G. FOWLER
died
Dec. 12, 1848.
AE. 74 y"s.
He spoke the language of his maker.
Little children love one another.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 235
geometric border
design
ELISABETH
WIFE OF
LATON FOWLER
DIED
SEPT. 15. 1873.
AGED
51 yr"s. 4 m"s. 15 d"s.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 040 none
ELLENA
daud. of
O.D. FOWLER
DIED
Dec. 30, 1845,
AE 2ms. 18ds.
--------
Fowler Union (WI) UC 072 none
EMILA A.
Daughter of
L. P. & _ Fowler
DIED
Mar 18, 1851
AE 1 year. 6 month
______
_s_ an Infant.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 038 none
EMILY
Dau of
B. G. & H.
FOWLER
D. OCT 25 1898
Age 44 Y"s
Fowler Union (WI) UC 079 hand pointing up
EMMA E.
DAU OF
O. & R. FOWLER,
DIED
JULY 20 18 __
Fowler Union (WI) UC 149 willow
FANNY F
Wife of
H. Fowler
DIED
Aug. 17. 1857.
AE. 45 yrs. 11 ms
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Fowler Union (WI) UC 153 floral design
FRANCES A.
Died
Sept. 4, 1859:
LURENETTE
Died
Jan. 15, 1862:
AE (illegible)
Children of
L.S. & P.J. FOWLER
(illegible epitaph)
Fowler Skeesuck (NY) GC 005 none
DIED
Aug. 22, 1845
HARRIET
wife of Allexander
FOWLER
Aged 23 yrs. 5 mo.
24 days.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 154 none
HARRLET E
daut. of
L.S. & P.J.
FOWLER
DIED
Apr. 10, 1853,
AE. 4 m"s.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 060 shield design
J.D. FOWLER
CO. C (could be a #G")
38 WIS. INF.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 042 birds on branches
INFANT,
Son of
O.D. & A.J.
FOWLER
died
Nov. 7 1855
JAMES L,
Son of
O.D. & Rosetta
Fowler
died Nov 8, 1855
AE 5 yrs. 4 mos
Now I lay me down to sleep,
[Pray] the lord my soul to keep
________ before ______
_________________ (illegible)
456
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Fowler Union (WI) UC 190 none
FOWLER
JOSEPHINE
WIFE OF
J. L. FOWLER
Nov. 21. 1858
Jan. 4. 1906
Fowler Union (WI) UC 073 shield design
L.P. FOWLER
CO. D.
22 WIS. INF.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 041 none
LEWIS F.
SON OF
O.D. & Roseta
FOWLER
DIED
Mar. 11, 1849
AE 9 m"s, 8 d"s
--------
Fowler Union (WI) UC 077 handshake
FAREWELL
O.G. FOWLER
DIED
May 13, 1862
Aged 49 Years,
RUTH FOWLER
DIED
Aug. 15, 1870
Fowler Union (WI) UC 013 branches on top border
PHEBE
WIFE OF
DAVID FOWLER
DIED
March 13, 1863
AGED
89 y"s. 1m. 3d"s.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 161 none
RODOLPHUS.
DIED
____ 21, 1850
AE 15 ys, 6 ms
_______
THEOPHILIS.
Dec 28, 1859
AE 17 ys 1 mo
Children of J. D. & M. N. FOWLER
457
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Fowler Union (WI) UC 039 willow
ROSETA,
WIFE OF
O.D. FOWLER
DIED
JULY 29, 1854,
AE. 34 YS, 6Ms
& 2 Ds.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 155 none
ROXANA
FOWLER
DIED
April 20, 18__
AGED
66 Years
(illegible epitaph)
Fowler Union (WI) UC 156 none
SIMEON A.
FOWLER
BORN
(illegible)
Fowler Union (WI) UC 147 none
SIMEON
died
Sep. 7, 1849
Aged
7 month
JOHN D.
died
Oct. 1855
1 year &
5 months
Children of
H & F.F. FOWLER
Fowler Union (WI) UC 158 lamb
THEADORE M.
son of
D. & E. Fowler
DIED
Mar. 21. 1852
AE. 1 year
6 ms.
Fowler Union (WI) UC 157 flower, border design
VICTORINE
Daut. of
D & F FOWLER
Died
Mar. 8. 1861.
AE 18 y"s 7 m"s.
(cut off by ground surface)
Fowler Union (WI) UC 078 lamb
WEALTHY J.
Dau. of
O. & R. FOWLER
DIED
Sept. 29, 1864
Gasch Union (WI) UC 286 none FATHER
458
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Gasch Union (WI) UC 284 border design
G
CHARLES GASCH
Nov. 24. 1851 - Oct. 9, 1899
CHARLOTTE GASCH
MAY 19. 1855 - JULY 7. 1908
GASCH
Gasch Union (WI) UC 285 none MOTHER
Gasch Union (WI) UC 288 none
LAURA A
DAU OF
G & C. GASCH
BORN FEB. 7. 1882
DIED JUNE 18. 1887
____ blossom
[transplanted] now above
To bloom with God on high.
Gasch Union (WI) UC 287 none
WARREN C.
SON OF
G & C GASCH
BORN FEB. 7, 1895
DIED MAR 13, 1897
_____ to part with you
Hath racked our hearts with pain
[at] though our loss is great we trust
Tis your der_t gain
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Geater Lakeside (WI) LC 060
geometric border
design
WILLIAM
GEATER
DIED
APR. 5, 1899
AGED
79 Yrs. 8 Mo.
FATHER
AND
MOTHER
GEATER
HANNAH
WIFE OF
W. GEATER
DIED
Apr 16 1899
AGED
83 YRS. 3 MO
Gerhard Union (WI) UC 323
geometric border
design
AT REST
MARTHA
Wife of
H. GERHARD
BORN
Jan. 17, 1849
DIED
June 5, 1879
(illegible script)
GERHARD
German Lakeside (WI) LC 130 none
GERMAN
EDWIN  JUNE 19. 1860
JULY 8. 1929
THOMAS  MAR. 28. 1825
OCT. 12. 1892
LUCINA  MAR. 27. 1826
JULY 30. 1871
JOHN  MAR. 4 1863
JAN. 11. 1895
JOHN  NOV. 26. 1874
AGED 91 YRS.
Goodell Lakeside (WI) LC 153 none
LEMUEL
GOODELL
BORN
NOV. 27. 1800
DIED
APR. 9, 1897.
460
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Greeley Lakeside (WI) LC 061 floral design
GREELEY
G.A.R.
AT REST
JAMES H. GREELEY
NOV. 10. 1843-MAY 14. 1903
CO. I. 5. WIS. VOL. INF.
Greeley Lakeside (WI) LC 062 laurel leaves
SARAH B.
WIFE OF
GREELEY.
Groesbeck Union (WI) UC 292 unidentified
FRANKIE E
Son of
O.S. & A. T.
GROESBECK
DIED
Oct. 12 1882
Aged 7 ys 5 ms 11ds
Groesbeck Union (WI) UC 291 none
OSCAR
GROESBECK
DIED
Jan. 14 1886
AGED 33 years.
AT REST
Haight Union (WI) UC 241 open book
ALONZO HAIGHT
DIED
MAR. 7, 1866
AE 62 y"rs
3 mo"s, 11 days
Haight Union (WI) UC 240 floral design
ANNIE E.
Dau of
(illegible line)
HAIGHT
DIED
MAR. 21, 1863
AE 26 y"s 3ms
16 Ds
(three lines of illegible script)
Haight Union (WI) UC 228 flower
BENNIE L.
SON OF
J.H. & _ HAIGHT
DIED
Jan. 22, 1850
AE 1 y"s 11 m"s
& 6 d"s.
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Haight Union (WI) UC 231 tree
WILLIAM
son of
A. & P. A.
HAIGHT
DIED
Mar. 23, 1868.
AGED
16 ys 8 ms 10 d__
Halsted Lakeside (WI) LC 138 urn
RACHAEL HALSTED
DIED
Mar. 1, 1864,
47 y"s. 6 m"s. & 16 d"s.
MARY C.
Wife of
D.W. HALSTED.
Died May 11, 1871
AE. 26 y"s. 6 m"s & 5 d"s.
JANE TIMSON
Died
May 2, 1871
AE 73 y"rs. 7 m"s.
Hammar Union (WI) UC 136 none
H
HAMMAR
Hammar Union (WI) UC 043
geometric border
design
children
of A.H. & A
HAMMAR
HAMMAR
Nathan
BORN
__ 12, 1877
DIED
___ 27, 1878
At Rest
W__ng_m__
Born
May 4, 1874
DIED
Mar 30 1878
At Rest
Hammar Union (WI) UC 019 none
FRANKLIN
SON OF
J.C. & E.
HAMMAR.
DIED
Feb. 4 1846
462
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Hammar Union (WI) UC 146 leaf design
OUR MOTHER
IRENE
DAU. OF
J.C. HAMMER,
MAR. 11. 1842.
SEPT. 8. 1904.
Hammer Union (WI) UC 405 shield border
HAMILTON HAMMER
CO. A.
2 WIS. CAV.
Hammer Rienzi (WI) RZ 1 shield border
JOHN HAMMER
CO.D.
16 WIS. INF.
Hammer Union (WI) UC 001
geometric border
design
JOHN C.
1809-1889
-------------
ESTHER
HIS WIFE
1813-1899
HAMMER
Hammer Red Falls (WI) RF 03
geometric border
design
HAMMER
MARTHA
HAMMER
BORN
APR. 11 1845
DIED
JUNE 7, 1903
Gone home so soon
Harry Deansboro (NY) DS 001 willow
In
Memory of
PRUDE HARRY
Daughter of Sampson & Eunice
POQUENUP
Died Dec. 24 1884. (could be 1864)
(2 line of illegible script)
Harsch Union (WI) UC 444 floral border pattern
MOTHER       FATHER
ADAM HARSCH
NOV. 28, 1820-MAR. 28, 1903
MARY HIS WIFE
MAR. 15, 1824-MAR. 10, 1902
HARSCH
Hart Union (WI) UC 472 shield border
D.A. HART
CO. ___
__ WIS. INF.
463
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Hart Union (WI) UC 251 unidentified
Wife of
ORVILL A. HART
DIED
Apr. 17, 1878
AGED
40 yr"s 5 d"s.
Hart Union (WI) UC 473 angel
PE_CY  _RE
DAU OF
O.A. & S.P.
HART
DIED
AUG. 5, 1868
Aged 11 Mos
Hart Union (WI) UC 016 willow
SIMON HART
died
July, 1 1847
AE 37 ys, 3 ms.
ROLETT B.
son of S & L Hart
died
Nov 30 1854
AE 13 y, 7 mos
& 15 dys.
Hawley Lakeside (WI) LC 056 Dove
CARL E.
SON OF
W. & L.A.
HAWLEY
DIED
Mar. 12. 1809
AGED
__ Mos
Hawley Lakeside (WI) LC 186 none
INFANT SON OF
RALPH & ARSENE
HAWLEY
Hawley Lakeside (WI) LC 129
geometric border
design
HAWLEY
MARY A.
1850-
-1909
GEORGE W.
1838-
-1901
Hitchcock Lakeside (WI) LC 169 none
ANNA F. HITCHCOCK,
DIED JUNE 5, 1897,
AGED 36 YEARS
AT REST.
464
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Holt Lakeside (WI) LC 045 none
HOLT
MOTHER
MIRANDA
1861-1901
DAUGHTER
KATHERINE
1893-1903
Howe Union (WI) UC 113 flowers
FLORANCE E.
dau. of
Wm & Mary Howe
DIED
Apr. 22, 1863
AE 2 ys. 7 ms.
14 ds
Humphrey Union (WI) UC 294 border designs
At rest
ELSIE HUMPHREY
DIED
April 10. 1889,
AGED
88 Y"s. 9 M"s 18 D"s.
Gathered in a good old age
to the assembly of the righteous
Jacobes Union (WI) UC 087 dove
MAGGIE
DAU OF
D. & C. JACOBES
DIED
FEB. 8, 1879
AGED
4 Y"s. 4 M"s. 2 D"s.
James Lakeside (WI) LC 166 none
SAMUEL
JAMES
Jaques Union (WI) UC 401 shield border
DANIEL E. JAQUES
CO. G
36 WIS. INF.
Johanna Union (WI) UC 328 floral design
D
AMELIA JOHANNA
DOERN
MAR. 31, 1843
NOV. 23, 1881
NEE BERGIN
Johnson Union (WI) UC 017 willow
ABIGAIL
WIFE OF
DAVID JOHNSON,
DIED
June 8, 1859
AE 57 y"s, 3 m"s
Johnson Union (WI) UC 362 floral design
OUR DARLING
ADA A. JOHNSON
SEPT. 24. 1889.
FEB. 7. 1905.
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Johnson Union (WI) UC 025 none
ALMIRA
Wife of
Rowland Johnson
DIED
July 31, 1850
AE 31 y"s 6 ms.
(broken)
Johnson Union (WI) UC 083 none
AMASA
DIED
JUNE 16
1858
AE 1 Y. 4 M.
-----
CHILDREN
OF
OG & W
&M
JOHNSON
ORSIL
DIED
____ 10
18__
AE 4 yrs
-------
HERENZO
DIED
______
______
AE 2 Ms
----------
Johnson Union (WI) UC 366 none
JOHNSON
AUTHLIA
1849-1906
ALICE
1869-1930
466
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Johnson Union (WI) UC 022 none
Gazella M.
DIED
Apr. 20 1846
AE 1 yr &
3 mos.
INFANT
DIED
Mar. 12 1850
AE 14 dy"s
Children of J.W. &
J. Johnson.
Spirit ____________
Thy _____________
Thy __________
______________
_______ of mortals
_________.
Johnson Union (WI) UC 159 none
GRACY
daut. of
D. & A.
JOHNSON
DIED
May 28, 1841
AE. 2 ys. 4 ms.
Johnson Union (WI) UC 026 none
HENRY
son of
R.&A. Johnson
died
Oct.21.1846
AE 1yr. 4ms.
Johnson Union (WI) UC 027 none
HIRAM
Son of
R. & A. Johnson
died
May. 22, 1852
AE. 5 yrs
467
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Johnson Union (WI) UC 021
geometric and floral
border designs
JERAMIAH E.
DIED
Nov. 28, 1851
AE. 18 yrs
EMANUEL P.
DIED
Oct. 27 1857
AE. 19 yrs.
Children of J.W. & J.
Johnson
___ ___ ___ in the hands of God
___ ___ of [death] ____
Johnson Union (WI) UC 033 willow tree
JOHN JOHNSON SEN.
Died
May 10, 1860
AE 86 Y"s
The ____ that led me _____
____ [dark & drew] __ kindly as
_sisted me home
Johnson Union (WI) UC 046 none
JOHN W. JOHNSON
BORN
Dec. 28 1818
DIED
Feb. 27. 1881
------
Johnson Methodist (WI) MCO 1 shield border
JOS. M. JOHNSON
CO. K.
4 WIS. CAV.
Johnson Brighton (WI) BUC 4 shield border
L.M. JOHNSON
CO. A.
2ND WIS. CAV
Johnson Union (WI) UC 086 none M.J.
Johnson Union (WI) UC 084 sunflower
MAIE L.
Dau. of
O.G. &. M.
JOHNSON
DIED
April 17, 1867
Aged 1 y"r
----------
_________ earth
_________ Heaven
468
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Johnson Lakeside (WI) LC 162 anchor
MATHIAS C.
JOHNSON
BORN IN
TONSBERG, NORWAY, FEB. 2, 1815,
DIED NOV. 14, 1898,
AGED 83 YRS. 9 MOS. 12 DYS.
AT REST
JOHNSON
HANNAH GOODER
WIFE OF
M.C. JOHNSON
BORN IN
YORKSHIRE ENG.
OCT, 6, 1823.
DIED JAN. 18, 1891.
GONE, BUT NOT
FORGOTTEN
JOHNSON
Johnson Lakeside (WI) LC 091 shield border
N.H. JOHNSON
CO. F.
4TH WIS. CAV.
Johnson Union (WI) UC 451 none
JOHNSON
OSCAR JOHNSON
MAR. 28. 1842
AUG. 2.6. 1907.
ELLEN J.
HIS WIFE
APR. 16. 1844.
NOV. 21. 1901.
469
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Johnson Union (WI) UC 045
geometric border
design
REBECCA
JOHNSON
BORN
MAR. 2, 1815
DIED
MAR. 2, 1908
JOHNSON
__ sleeps ____
___ so _____
______
_____
_____
______
______
flight
Johnson Red Falls (WI) RF 02 shield border
RUEBEN W. JOHNSON
CO. F
39 WIS INF
JAN 8, 1891
Johnson Union (WI) UC 061 shield design
SGT.
W.H.
JOHNSON
CO. A.
2 WIS. CAV.
Johnson Union (WI) UC 047 finger pointing up
WAYLAND L.
son of
J.W. & R.
JOHNSON DIED
Apr. 4, 1870
AE 76 ys 11ms
& 10 ds.
Johnson Union (WI) UC 085 none
WELTHEY J.
WIFE OF
ORRIN JOHNSON
Died
Aug. 6, 1849
AE. 22 y"s.
--------
Katharina Lakeside (WI) LC 179 none
POPPE
ANNA KATHARINA
(KIMME)
JAN. 14. 1812-AUG. 25. 1895
BORN in HANOVER PRUSSIA
Keevill Union (WI) UC 053 none Mother
Keevill Union (WI) UC 054 none BROTHER
470
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Keevill Union (WI) UC 052 unidentified
OUR FATHER
THOMAS G. KEEVILL
Born Feb. 15, 1834
Died Apr. 8, 1887
CHARLOTTE A
KEEVILL
BORN
Sept. 30 1838
DIED
Oct. 19 1896
JUSTIN
KEEVILL.
BORN
Nov. 25 1865
DIED
Jan 28 1886
Keliher Lakeside (WI) LC 057 wreath
ANNA B.
Wife of
J.D. KELIHER
DIED
JULY 16. 1878.
Aged
22 yrs 4 m"s 2 dys
Keliher Lakeside (WI) LC 059 floral design
JOHN
KELIHER
BORN
(illegible)
Feb 24 1819
DIED
April 17, 1891
? to the memory
of our Father
KELIHER
Kellogg Union (WI) UC 238 none
EDWARD
son of
James H & Olive
KELLOGG
DIED
Oct. 4, 1853
AE. 1 mo. & 14 d"s.
471
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Kellogg Union (WI) UC 239 none
EDWARD D.
Son of
James H & Olive
KELLOGG.
DIED
Nov. 14, 1849.
AE. 2 y"s & 6 m"s.
Kellogg Union (WI) UC 527 none
EDWARD D.
Son of
James II & Olive
KELLOGG
DIED
Nov. 14, 1849,
AE. 2 y"s & 6 m"s.
Kellogg Union (WI) UC 237 none
ELLEN A.
daughter of
James H. & Olive
KELLOGG,
DIED
June 27, 1853
AE. 2 y"s & 11 m"s
Kiesner Union (WI) UC 334
geometric border
design
LORENZ
KIESNER
BORN
NOV. 18, 1826.
DIED
JULY 1. 1901.
KIESNER
MARY JONES
BORN
NOV. 24. 1820
DIED
SEPT. 28. 1902.
JONES
Kindness Union (WI) UC 028 leaf design
HANNAH
WIFE OF
J.J. KINDNESS
DIED
NOV. 30, 1861
AGED
53 ys, 10ms, 1 d
Kindness Union (WI) UC 005 none I.K.
Kindness Union (WI) UC 029 shield design
JAMES H. KINDNESS
CO. C
38 WIS. INF.
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Kisner Union (WI) UC 168
hand reaching down
from clouds
DELILA
WIFE OF
I. KISNER.
DIED
July 10, 1873
Kisner Union (WI) UC 169 hand reaching down
ISAAC KISNER
DIED
Mar. 29, 1874
AE. 83 y"s 9 m"s
& 19 d"s
Kisner Union (WI) UC 166 none
MELISSA J.
daut. of
A. & M.A. KISNER
DIED
Dec. 14, 1861.
AE 7 y"s. 8 m"s.
& 6 d"s.
Kisner Union (WI) UC 167 willow
WILLIAM KISNER
DIED
Dec. 27, 1860
AE. 43 y"s, 5 m"s,
& 8 d"s.
Kitchen Lakeside (WI) LC 135 leaf design
KITCHEN
AT REST
EDWARD KITCHEN
DEC. 25, 1816-JAN. 10, 1902
HANNAH KITCHEN
MAR. 3, 1828-JUN. 10 1903
Kitchen Lakeside (WI) LC 104 none
MARIA        JUNE 7. 1850    APRIL 21.
1869
BETSEY      NOV. 2. 1854    SEPT. 17.
1869
GEORGE    MAR. 4. 1856    MAY 5.
1873
MARY          FEB. 18. 1853   JAN. 22.
1878
WILLIAM      MAR. 1. 1858    DEC. 1.
1883
KITCHEN
473
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Laprairie Union (WI) UC 440
geometric border
design
CORNELIA
WIFE OF
N.D. LAPRARIE
DIED
Dec. 8. 1895
AGED
71 y"s 6 m"9s 21 D"s
(two lines of illegible script)
LAPRARIE
Laprairie Union (WI) UC 301 floral design
ELIZABETH LAPRAIRIE
1815-1907
Laprairie Union (WI) UC 302 floral border design
JOSEPH LAPRAIRIE
1803-1886
Laprairie Union (WI) UC 439 none
FATHER
N.D.
LAPRAIRIE
BORN
AUG. 20. 1810
DIED
MAR. 20. 1904
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
Lavey Union (WI) UC 457 none
KATIE LAVEY
1880-1901
SISTER
Leach Union (WI) UC 100 handshake
SARAH LEACH
DIED
JUNE 7, 1881
AGED
79 Yrs. 11 mos
29 dys
Lee Lakeside (WI) LC 146 none
(illegible)
Wife of
WILLIAM LEE
died
Mar. 25 1859
AE 63 y"s
Lee Lakeside (WI) LC 145 willow
WILLIAM LEE
DIED
(illegible)
Leffingwell Union (WI) UC 236 hand painting up
J. LEFFINGWELL
Died
March 2, 1859
AE. 45 ys.
MELVIN C.
Son of
J. & N.A. Leffingwell,
Died
Feb. 28, 1858.
AE. 4 Ds.
474
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Levkecht Lakeside (WI) LC 178
geometric border
design
LOUISE
LEVKNECHT
1810-1901
GRANDMOTHER
Lewis Union (WI) UC 105 none
CELECTA ELIZA[BETH
Died July 8, 1849
AE 2 yrs. 1 m & 26 d
MARY ANN
Died Oct. 8 1848
AE 11 m. & 16 d.
Dauts of Re] D & A LEWIS
I take these little lambs said he
And lay them in my breast,
Protection they shall find in me,
In me be ever blest.
M. Lakeside (WI) LC 063 none M
M. Union (WI) UC 181 none D.M.
M. Elyard (WI) EC 016 none I.M.
M. Union (WI) UC 202 none M.M.M.
Mandersheid Union (WI) UC 293 floral design
ELCY
MANDERSHEID
1838-1907
Mann Lakeside (WI) LC 032
geometric border
design
MANN
ELIZA J. MANN
OCT. 11. 1828-DEC. 28 1912
JOHN MANN
FEB. 9. 1826-DEC. 31. 1891
Co. E. 21 WIS. VOL. INF.
GONE HOME
Markow Union (WI) UC 336 none
AMELIA MARKOW
1859-1891
SON WILLIAM
1888
Marsilliot Lakeside (WI) LC 121 open bible
(in book)
Holy Bible
LEONARD
MARSILLIOT
DIED
MAY 29. 1879
AGED
78 Y"s. 7 M"s. 12 D"s
Sleeping in they lair ___ (illegible)
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Marsilliot Lakeside (WI) LC 120
geometric border
design
LYDIA, P.
MARSILLIOT
1805-1902
MARSILLIOT
Marsilliot Lakeside (WI) LC 107
geometric border
design
MILLER
MARSILLIOT
1845-1882
FRANCES
MARSILLIOT
1848-1927
Marthers Union (WI) UC 178 none
ELIPHALET MARTHERS
DIED
Sept. 5, 1851.
Aged 68 yrs.
Marthews Union (WI) UC 175 none
MARIAH
MARTHEWS
BORN
Oct. 27, 1822
DIED
Dec. 23, 1902
AGED
80 YRS. 1 Mo.
& 26 DAYS.
MARTHEWS
AT REST
A precious one,
From us has gone
a voice we loved
is stilled.
A place is _un___
At out home
which never can
be filled
At REST
Marthews Union (WI) UC 176 hand painting up
RANSOM MARTHEWS
DIED
June 13, 1866
AGED
48 y"s 4 m"s 5 d"s.
476
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Martin Union (WI) UC 374 floral design
JOHN H.
Son of
J & E. MARTIN
DIED
May 18, 1891
AGED
5 Y"s 2 M"s. 18 D"s.
Mathers Union (WI) UC 180 leaf design
LINDA M.
Dau. of
J. & D.
MATHERS
BORN
Sept 23 1844
DIED
Sept. 23. 1898
___ ___ and our loved ones to
For in the land of mysteries,
All life is immortality.
DELIA
Wife of
JOHN
MATHERS
BORN
May 3, 1818
DIED
June 7, 1900
MATHERS
ELIZA
Dau. of
J. & D.
MATHERS
BORN
June 30 1842
DIED
Dec 23, 1885
They are not lost tho far ___
___ alone ______ is crossed
Be of their angel faces smile.
And then we know they are ___
Mathews Union (WI) UC 177 lamb
MATHEW
Son of B & D
MATHEWS
DIED
July 8, 1873
AE. 13 y"s. 6 m"s.
477
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Miller Lakeside (WI) LC 014
geometric border
design
JOHN MILLER
DIED
AUG. 15. 1855
Aged
79 Ys 5 Ms 22 Ds
LOUISA
Wife of
J. MILLER
DIED MAR. 12. 1863
Aged
77 ys. 10 ms. 14 ds.
RUFUS THOMPSON
BORN
OCT. 11 1802
DIED FEB 25. 1878
OLIVE
R. THOMPSON
BORN DEC. 29 18?
DIED
MAR. 14. 1894
THOMPSON
OLIVE ?OSE
DIED
Mar. 13 1894
Aged
2 Yrs 1 Mo
Modlin Union (WI) UC 171 flower
HENRY MODLIN
BORN
Sept. 20, 1848
DIED
Aug. 5, 1850.
Morgan Elyard (WI) EC 014 dove
ISABELLE M.
Dau. of
A & M.A. MORGAN
Died
July 4, 1877
478
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Moyer Union (WI) UC 340
geometric border
design
At rest
ANDREW
MOYER
Died
Aug 1 1895
Aged
45 ys 9 ms 1D_
______ her _ef_
____ lose we the only few
But __ God who hath bereft us
He can all our sorrows heal
MOYER
Moyer Union (WI) UC 132 floral design
ELIZA MOYER
Born
July 29, 1851
Died
Apr. 14, 1860
She has __________
__________________
__________________
In the land of the ____
______ that survive,
_________ refrain
___ that heavenly land
_____ meet her ____
Moyer Union (WI) UC 339 none
H.M.
HOMER MOYER
Died Sept. 2. 1900
Aged 23 Years.
We loved him picture of
the mother
was our sweet bud and
darling brother.
Moyer Union (WI) UC 338 none
RAY
MOYER.
Born Jun. 24. 1881.
Died Nov. 8. 1902
Sleep, brother _ew and
take your rest.
479
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Murdock Union (WI) UC 295 lamb
CARRIE B.
DAU. OF
L. & G. D.
MURDOCK
DIED
OCT. 5. 1867
AGED
8 ms. 24 ds.
Murdock Union (WI) UC 296 border designs
LEANDER
MURDOCK
BORN
JULY 1. 1827.
DIED
MAR. 24. 1897.
MURDOCK
___ as are past
their work is done
they fought the fight
the ___ done
ALLEN _R__NE
BORN
MAY 11. 1828
DIED
NOV. 13. 1857.
ALLEN G.
FATHER
MYRICK Lakeside (WI) LC 011 none
MYRICK
S. LEWIS MYRICK
NOV. 24. 1832-OCT. 22. 1905.
ADELIA MYRICK
OCT. 2. 1837-APR. 9. 1871
Niles Union (WI) UC 035 sunflower
FANNY A.
WIFE OF
A. NILES
(broken)
Niles Union (WI) UC 030 hand pointing up
JAMES NILES.
DIED
SEP. 7. 1863
AGED 82 Y"s _____
(broken)
480
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Niles Union (WI) UC 031 willow design
SAMUEL NILES
DIED
Apr. 23. 1853
Aged 17 years
8ms & 25 dys
Niles Union (WI) UC 032 shield design
SOLOMON
NILES
CO. C
38 WIS. INF.
O'brien Union (WI) UC 137 willow
THERE IS SWEET REST IN HEAVEN
JOHN
Son of
E. & S. O"BRIEN
DIED
Jan. 9, 1872
Palmer Union (WI) UC 150 none
JOSEPH PALMER
DIED
July. 3. 1836.
AE 42 yrs
He was murdered by the Stockbridge
Indians in Stockbridge.
Parsons Lakeside (WI) LC 048 floral design
BURRLEIGH
Son of
W.P. & H.V. PARSONS
DIED
Dec. 8. 1880,
AGED
19 Y"s. 10 M"s. 8 D"s.
G____ on the bosom of thy God.
Young spirit, rest thee now.
E"en while with us they footsteps trod
His seat was on they (illegible)
Parsons Lakeside (WI) LC 047 open book
CHARLES ? PARSONS
DIED
June 29. 1878
AGED
29 y"rs. 5 m"os.
& 10 d"s
(illegible epitaph)
Parsons Lakeside (WI) LC 197
geometric border
design
PARSONS
JESSE G.
PARSONS
NOV. 15. 1891
DEC. 4. 1910
481
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Parsons Lakeside (WI) LC 065 shield border
W.P. PARSONS
CO. E.
21st WIS. INF.
Parsons Lakeside (WI) LC 064
geometric border
design
WILLIAM P.
PARSONS
Born
Aug. 23, 1822
Died
Apr. 10. 1863
(illegible script)
PARSONS
HARRIET V.
PARSONS
Born
May 29. 1824
Died
Jan. 20. 1905
Passenger Union (WI) UC 303 floral design
NANCY
wife of
PASSENGER
DIED
FEB 1. 1891
AGED
__ Y"s 4 M"s 3 D"s
(illegible text)
PASSENGER
JOHN
PASSENGER
Born
___ 15, 1825
Died
___ 9. 1900.
member of Co H
17 Reg Wis Inf
MOTHER
482
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Paul Union (WI) UC 127 willow
HANNAH
Wife of
S. Paul,
DIED
Mar, 10, 1843
AE 35 yrs.
ALMIRA
Dau. of
S.&H. Paul
DIED
July 17, 1846
that this time youth ___ ___ pass by
Th_ ____ ____ ___ ___
As you are now so are ___
Paul Union (WI) UC 128 none
MARTHA
WIFE OF
S. PAUL
DIED
JAN. 26, 1874
Pease Union (WI) UC 266 flower
IDA PEASE
dau. of
Asenath Blowers.
BORN
Sep. 29 1866
DIED
Sept. 2 1878
_ther I am not afraid to
__n going home to live
_uly Father
_ne in heaven.
Pease Union (WI) UC 283 willow
MARY PEASE
BORN
NOV. 18, 1879
DIED
__T. 29 1879
The lingering years, The toil forever
done
Lifes winter past, Eternal spring began.
Pease Union (WI) UC 282 leaf design
SYLVESTER PEASE
DIED
Feb. 19 1864.
AE 7s ys,
11 mo"s, 25 days
(illegible)
483
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Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Pemberton Union (WI) UC 387 floral design
CORA I.
DAU. OF
J.O. & C.M.
PEMBERTON
APR. 20. 1890
JULY 23, 1902.
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
Pemberton Union (WI) UC 386 cross
SUSIE D.
DAU. OF
J.D. & C.M.
PEMBERTON
DEC. 4. 1888
FEB. 19. 1889
PEMBERTON
Pemberton Union (WI) UC 385 none
WINNIFRED C.
DAU. OF
J.O. & C.M.
PEMBERTON
FEB. 12. 1907
OCT. 27. 1909
Phillips Union (WI) UC 358
geometric border
design
(illegible)
Dau of
(illegible)
PHILLIPS
(illegible script)
Phillips Union (WI) UC 354 lamb
FREDDIE
SON OF
COD & P.
PHILLIPS
DIED
DEC. 8 1883.
AGED 1 Y"R 1 D"Y.
Phillips Union (WI) UC 350 leaf design
GEORGE PHILLIPS
MAR. 31, 1825-JULY 23, 1909
PHOEBE HIS WIFE
SEPT. 8, 1826-AUG. 28, 1900
PHILLIPS
Phillips Union (WI) UC 346 floral design
WARREN H. PHILLIPS
1876-1905
484
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Pilling Lakeside (WI) LC 170 none
PILLING
CHRISTINA FREDRICKA
(BEYER)
NOV. 24 811-AUG. 9, 1880
JOHANN G.
FREDERICK
MAR. 8, 1814-APR. 28, 1888
BORN in SAXONY, PRUSSIA
Poquenup Deansboro (NY) DS 002 none
In
Memory of
ESTHER PO_QUENUP,
who was a member of the Mohegan
Tribe of Indians
Died Jan 22 1822
a practiced and exemplary Christian
Aged 96 years and 3 months
Poquiantup Skeesuck (NY) GC 007 none
AARON POQUIANTUP
formerly a member of
the Nahantic tribe of
Indians, R.I.
AE 58 y"s
LOVINIA,
his wife died Aug. 14
1835
AE 45 y"s.
Poquiantup Skeesuck (NY) GC 001 none
D P
L P
Potter Union (WI) UC 138 none
God is Love
ELLEN M.
daut. of
SARAH & E.
O"BRIEN,
& Wife of
H. POTTER,
DIED
Jan. 10, 1870
Potter Union (WI) UC 139 shield design
HENRY POTTER
CO. B.
32 WIS. INF.
Potter Lakeside (WI) LC 185 floral design
MRS. MARY POTTER
1874-1906
POTTER
485
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Powell Lakeside (WI) LC 029 none
(illegible)
SON OF
W.M. & H.
POWELL
1877-1894
Powell Lakeside (WI) LC 096 none
BRIDA M.
Wife of
L.D. POWELL
BORN
Sept. 14, 1890
DIED
Apr. 18, 1912
Powell Lakeside (WI) LC 044 none
WILLIAM
POWELL
DIED
June 14. 1909
AGED
83 Y"s 10 M"s
POWELL
EMILY A.
POWELL
DIED
____ 13 1910
AGED
(illegible)
Pratt Lakeside (WI) LC 076 handshake
RUSSELL PRATT
DIED
NOV. 13. 1880
(illegible)
68 Years
(illegible epitaph)
Pratt Lakeside (WI) LC 193 none
WORTHY
PRATT
1858  1905
Prosser Union (WI) UC 389 shield border
JOSIAH
PROSSER
CO. H.
14 WIS. INF.
Quinney Red Falls (WI) RF 06 none
KATHRINE
wife of
JOHN P. QUINNEY
DIED
May 17, 1838
R. Lakeside (WI) LC 095 none E.M.R.
486
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Rhodes Elyard (WI) EC 009 lamb
INEZ M.
Dau. of
H.J. & M.R.
Rhodes. Died
Apr. 27. 1858
Aged 6 months
& 5 days.
__ we loved Thee and will ever
Cherish thy sweet memory
Richmond Union (WI) UC 271 willow
ADDIE MAY
Daugh. of
N & S. RICHMOND.
BORN
Mar. 17 1876
DIED
Sept. 12, 1870
Roberts Dick (WI) DC 017 none
ABIGAIL ROBERTS
died
Dec. 16, 1854,
AE. 37 yrs.
(illegible epitaph)
Russell Lakeside (WI) LC 156 none
HOMER
RUSSELL
SON OF
JOHN & J.
PINGEL
BORN
(illegible)
Died
? 15, 190?
S. Union (WI) UC 307 unidentified
AT REST
AMELIA
DAU. OF
C&C SCH_SSMAN
DIED
JAN. 20, 1890
AGED 15 YRS.
(illegible)
S. Dick (WI) DC 005 none P.S.
Sampson Union (WI) UC 063 shield design
JOEL J. SAMPSON
CO. E
21
WIS. INF.
Sampson Union (WI) UC 099 border design
MELISSA A.
wife of
R.W. SAMPSON
DIED
JUNE 20, 1851
AE 22 Ys. 9 Ms
11 Ds
487
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Samson Union (WI) UC 062 handshake
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
[C]LARK D. SAMSON
DIED
March 25, 1884
Aged 65 years
Sawings Union (WI) UC 486 floral design
HOMER H.
1853-1893
FATHER
GLORINDA C.
1853-1924
MOTHER
RAY C.
1870-1895
SON
EVERRETT A.
1878-1939
SON
SAWINGS
Schaack Union (WI) UC 371 floral design
AT REST
HENRY SCHAACK
OCT. 23, 1823
DEC. 31, 1902
ROSA
HIS WIFE
OCT. 17, 1838
APR. 10, 1921
SCHAACK
Scherf Lakeside (WI) LC 021
geometric border
design
ADAM
SCHERF
1813-1884
488
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Scherf Lakeside (WI) LC 160 leaf design
ETTA
WIFE OF
A.D. SCHERF
BORN
MAY 4, 1862
DIED
SEP 3, 1881
CORA B.
DAU. OF
A.D. & E.
SCHERF
BORN
SEP. 28, 1880
DEID
JULY 14, 1881
SCHERF
LOUIS N.
BORN
NOV. 15, 1886
DIED
SEP. 9. 1895
FLORANCE L.
BORN
AUG. 14, 1888
DIED
SEP. 3, 1895
CHILDREN OF
A.D. & M.
SCHERF
GEORGE A.
BORN
SEP. 17 1855
ALICE P.
BORN
APR. 7, 1892
DIED
SEP. 13 1895
CHILDREN OF
A.D. & M.
SCHERF
Schluchter Lakeside (WI) LC 209
geometric border
design
SCHLUCHTER
RICA
1858-1910
FREDRICH
1848-1913
HERMAN
1884-1939
Schneider Union (WI) UC 443 none
HERMAN
SCHNEIDER
1895-1897
489
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Schneider Union (WI) UC 479 none
MOTHER
KATIE
SCHNEIDER
1865-1909
Schneider Union (WI) UC 442 none
WILLIAM
SCHNEIDER
1892-1892
Schooner Union (WI) UC 024 wreath design
MISSED
AT HOME
E ALLWILBA
SCHOONER
DIED
Mar 7 1874
(broken)
Schooner Union (WI) UC 056 shield design
E. N. SCHOONER
CO. E
21 WIS. INF.
Schooner Union (WI) UC 055 shield design
L.O. SCHOONER
CO. E
21 WIS. INF.
Scott Union (WI) UC 256 none J.H. SCOTT
Scott Union (WI) UC 255 floral design
In Memory
JOHN H. SCOTT
BORN
June 1 1825
DIED
April 20, 1886
SCOTT
Shaw Lakeside (WI) LC 124 none
ALVIN A.
SHAW
DIED
Mar. 22
1822.
In the 70th
(illegible)
SHAW
LUCHETIA
Wife of
A.A. SHAW
DIED
(no death date)
(illegible epitaph)
L.R. Lewis
Fond du Lac
Wi (maker"s mark)
490
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Shaw Lakeside (WI) LC 119
geometric border
design
CARRIE A.
DAU. OF
E.B. & M.S.
SHAW
DIED
JUNE 19, 1891
AGED
22 YRS
(illegible epitaph)
SHAW
Shaw Lakeside (WI) LC 043 none
MARGARET P
SHAW
DIED
April __. 1889
AGED
69 Years
Shelley Brighton (WI) BUC 1 none
(illegible)
WIFE
(illegible)
SHELLEY
Shelley Brighton (WI) BUC 2 none
DAVID J.
SHELLEY
BORN
July 5, 1866
Died
April 25, 1903
Shelley Union (WI) UC 263 floral design
FRANCES ANN
D.&M. SHELLEY
DIED
Jan. 20 1877.
Aged 27 Y
11 ms & ______
(illegible line of script)
Going _____ and wife ___
Shelley Union (WI) UC 252 lamb under willow
JOHN W.
Son of
J. & M. SHELLEY
BORN
Oct. 2, 1858
DIED
Jan. 8, 1864.
Shelley Union (WI) UC 121 shield design
L.A. SHELLEY
CO._H
32 WIS.INF.
491
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Shelley Union (WI) UC 269 leaf design
GOING HOME
MARGARET
WIFE OF
JOHN SHELLEY.
DIED
MAR. 22, 1866,
Aged 29 y"s 10m"s.
25 d"s.
Shelley Brighton (WI) BUC 3
hand holding open
book
RUTH C.
Wife of
SIMON SHELLEY
DIED
Apr. 24 1882,
AGED
29 Years
Shelley Union (WI) UC 120 flower
FATHER
SIMON F.
SHELLEY
DIED
Jun 25 1860
Aged
59 years
MOTHER
SABRINA
WIFE OF
_______
DIED
NOV 2, 1869
Aged
(cut off by ground surface)
Skeesic Union (WI) UC 115 willow
ARNOLD SKEESIC
DIED
Mar. 1 1877.
(cut off)
Skeesic Union (WI) UC 114 wreath
Gone Home
HANNAH
Wife of
A. SKEESIC.
DIED
(illegible) 1873
492
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Skeesuck Brighton (WI) BUC 5 none
EDNA H.
Dau of
W and M
SKEESUCK
(illegible epitaph)
INFANT
daughter of
W and M
SKEESUCK
Died
Feb. ?
1887
SKEESUCK
(illegible inscription)
Skeesuck Skeesuck (NY) GC 006
floral/geometric border
designs
JOHN SKEESUCK
died
July 15, 1830,
Aged 23 Years.
ABBY JANE, daughter
of John & Hannah Skeesuck
died June 16, 183_
Aged 2 Years
Smith Lakeside (WI) LC 192 none
BESSIE
SMITH
1890-1910
Smith Lakeside (WI) LC 042 floral design
BETSEY E.
SMITH
DIED
May 24. 1869
AGED
77 Years
(illegible epitaph)
Smith Lakeside (WI) LC 036 cannons
S
OZIAS C.
SMITH.
JULY 14. 1843.
DIED
AUG. 10. 1901.
LATE CO. H. 124. REGT.
OHIO INF. V. & OF BATT Y
A. 1st OHIO L. ART.
SMITH
493
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Spencer Lakeside (WI) LC 066
geometric border
design
SPENCER
SARAH J.
Wife of
R. SPENCER
DIED
NOV. 14. 1883.
AGED
50 Y"s 2 M"s 22 D"s.
RICHARD
SPENCER
DIED
April 25. 1885.
AGED
67 Years
(illegible epitaph)
Sprague Union (WI) UC 119 unidentified
Gone but not forgotten
ADALINE
WIFE OF
M. SPRAGUE
BORN
Nov. 19. 1842
DIED
Sept. 9. 1886
Dear mother thou _______
Thy toils and __________
And sorrow, pain and suffering ____
Shall never distress thee more
Sprague Union (WI) UC 118 shield design
M. SPRAGUE
U.S. NAVY
Stage Union (WI) UC 335 none
AMASA R.
STAGE
BORN
MAR. 29. 1840.
(no death date)
Stanton Elyard (WI) EC 008 none
CATO STANTON
CO. E.
21 WIS. INF.
Stanton Union (WI) UC 145 leaves around border
GONE SO SOON
BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
STANTON
MOSES E.
STANTON
FEB. 2. 1864.
DEC. 21. 1904.
494
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Stephens Lakeside (WI) LC 080
geometric border
design
MARCIA
Wife of
H. STEVENS
DIED
Feb. 11 1911
In Her
87th Year
of her Age
SALMON
STEPHENS
DIED
APR. 23 1881
In His
66 Year
of his age.
STEVENS
Stevens Lakeside (WI) LC 128 none
(illegible)
Dau of
? & ?
STEVENS
DIED
(illegible)
Born
(illegible)
It was an angel that
visited the green earth
and took a flower away.
Stevens Lakeside (WI) LC 049 wreath
FLORENCE
WIFE OF
H. STEVENS
DIED
MAR. 22. 1878
Aged
21 y"s 7ms 27 dys.
(illegible epitaph)
495
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Stevens Lakeside (WI) LC 079 building
STEVENS
GERTIE MAY INFANT DAU. OF
H. & H. STEVENS
DIED AT
SUMMIT
RICHLAND CO.
BAK. TER.
AGED 5 M"s
26 D"s
HESTER A WIFE OF H. STEVENS
DIED
NOV. 7, 1886
AGED
28 Ys. 7 Ms.
7 Ds.
Stevens Lakeside (WI) LC 143 floral design
STEVENS
LOUISA
1826-1907
BORN
CHARLOTTE VT.
ANDREW
1819-1896
BORN
WILISTON VT
Stevens Lakeside (WI) LC 127 urn
STEVENS
MOTHER
MARY J.
1878-1906
FATHER
HARMON
1850-1941
Stevens Union (WI) UC 048 none
ROSETTA C. STEVENS
Daughter of
W.&H. JOHNSON
BORN
Sept. 7 1857
DIED
March 10. 1878
T. Elyard (WI) EC 018 none L.T.
T. Elyard (WI) EC 020 none M.E.T.
T. Elyard (WI) EC 019 none Y. D.T.
496
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Teske Union (WI) UC 317 none
ERNST TESKE
MAR, 9, 1813
JUNE 2, 1895
Thomas, Powers Lakeside (WI) LC 167 none
THOMAS
THOMPSON
DIED
APRIL 12, 1887
AGED
67 YEARS
CLARINDA
WORDEN-CALL
POWERS
DIED
NOV. 10, 1879
AGED
85 YEARS
Thompson Lakeside (WI) LC 041 floral design
THOMPSON
FRANK W. 1869-1869
ERNEST P. 1871-1874
LEWIS L. 1877-1887
MABEL W. 1882-1885
Thompson Union (WI) UC 007 Anchor
JAS. THOMPSON
DIED
Nov. 25, 1867
AGED
53 y"s 3 m"s
&21 d"s
Tousey Red Falls (WI) RF 04 none
ELECTA
TOUSEY
BORN
Jan 4, 1827
DIED
Sept. 19, 1903.
Tousey Elyard (WI) EC 012
geometric border
design
At Rest
ELTON A.
Son of
C.E. & A.C. TOUSEY
Born Oct. 29, 1886
Died June 26, 1909
Weep not father and mother for me.
For I am waiting in __ for thee
TOUSEY
497
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Tousey Elyard (WI) EC 011
geometric border
design
At rest
Harry
TOUSEY
BORN
Apr. 20, 1884
DIED
Dec. 28 1902
At rest
ALFRED L.
Son of
C.E. & A.C.
TOUSEY
BORN
March 21, 1882
DIED
May 15, 1893
__ Light is from our household gone
A voice we heard is stilled,
A place is vacant by our hearth
which never can be filled
Tousey Elyard (WI) EC 015 lamb
JULIA
Dau. of
C. & A. TOUSEY
BORN
Jun. 5, 1880
DIED
______ 14, 188_
Tousey Elyard (WI) EC 010
geometric border
design
THOMAS J.
TOUSEY
BORN
Feb. 10, 1822
DIED
May 18, 1896
TOUSEY
Tousey Elyard (WI) EC 017 urn
WARREN D.
Son of
C.E. & A.G.
TOUSEY
498
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Treffert Lakeside (WI) LC 155
geometric border
design
KARL J.
TREFFERT
BORN
JUNE 8, 1835
DIED
Feb. 20, 1915
TREFFERT
JOHANNA F.
TREFFERT
BORN ? 25, 1835
DIED
Oct. 9 1900
Waffle Union (WI) UC 359 iron crosses
At rest
FANNIE
WAFFLE
Died
J_n. 8. 1891
Aged
67 Ys 7 Ms
WAFFLE
At rest
GILBERT
WAFFLE
Died
Nov. 20. 1893
Aged
72 Ys 3 Ms.
(illegible script)
Waffle Union (WI) UC 278 cross
JOHN WAFFLE
NEW YORK
 PVT 17 REGT NY MILITIA
WAR OF 1812
OCT 12 1792     MARCH 31 1870
Waffle Union (WI) UC 277 willow
ROXSALANA
wife of
JOHN WAFFLE
DIED
Apr. 16 1877.
AE 78 yrs. 9 ms.
& 14 days.
499
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Waffle Union (WI) UC 298 lamb
WAFFLE
SUSAN
Wife of
L.H. WAFFLE
DIED
Aug. 6,1891
AGED
52 Y"s 18 D
(illegible)
LOWELL H.
WAFFLE
DIED
Aug 5. 1913
AGED
79 Y"s _ M"s _D"s.
(illegible)
FATHER
Warren Lakeside (WI) LC 139 lamb
DOUGLAS E.
SON OF
F.E. & B. WARREN
SEPT. 12. 1902.
DEC. 20. 1905.
We can safely leave our boy
our darling in they trust
WARREN
Wauby Union (WI) UC 122 shield design
L.F. WAUBY
CO. A.
2 WIS. CAV.
Welch Elyard (WI) EC 003 none
Dau. of
(illegible) WELCH
DIED
Sept. 14, 1869
AGED
12 y"s ___ s. 4 ds.
Welch Red Falls (WI) RF 07 None
(illegible)
Born
? 1906
Died
Sept. 29, 1907
At Rest
Adopted dau. of
M&M Welch
Welch Union (WI) UC 009 none
ABBY JANE
wife of
Dick Welch
DIED
Feb. 11. 18__
AE. 34 yrs.
500
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 159 none
WELCH
AMOS
WELCH
Born
July 4, 1853
Died
Dec. 31, 1908
(illegible epitaph)
ANGELINE
WELCH
Born
Sep. 12 1860
Died
? 22 1889
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 113 none
WELCH
CATHERINE
WIFE OF
H. WELCH
BORN
JUNE 2. 18__
DIED
JULY 24. 1895
(illegible epitaph)
Welch Union (WI) UC 058 branches
The Lord is my
shepherd I shall
not want
Home at last
ETERNAL LIFE
CHARLES WELCH
SEPT. 2, 1834
NOV. 11, 1902
----------
ABBY J. WELCH
FEB. 27, 1845
APR. 10, 1908
WELCH
501
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Welch Union (WI) UC 012 none
CORNELIA
wife of
G.H. Welch
Died April 7, 1887
Aged 29 years ___
__ 16 d.
CHARLIE A.
son of
G.H. & A. J. WELCH
Died
Feb.11 1871
Aged
1 year 9 mos
ERWIN
Born
June 27 187_
Died
March 6 1873
PERCEY J.
Born
March 27 1875
DIED
April 13. 1877
_____ of
GH and A.J. WELCH
G.A.
Son of
G.H. & C. WELCH
Died
April 15 1862
Aged 2 Years
7 mos & 5 days
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 024 shield border
CYRENOUS WELCH
CO. C.
38TH WIS. INF.
Welch Union (WI) UC 140 none
EMELINE V.
Dau"tr of
W. & M. FOWLER
and wife of
Wm. WELCH, Jr.
DIED
Jan. 1, 1865
AE 22 yrs.
Welch Union (WI) UC 124 “draped” cape
Gone but not forgotten
ERASTUS WELCH
DIED
APR. 1. 1878,
AGED 69 Years
502
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Welch Elyard (WI) EC 004 none
GEORGE C.
WELCH
1860-1904
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 112 shield border
HORACE WELCH
CO. D.
16 WIS. INF.
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 016 none
LILLIE J.
Dau. of
A. & A. WELCH
DIED
Sept. 27. 1895.
Aged
19 Y"s 6 M"s 20 d"s
At rest
Welch Union (WI) UC 133 branch with fruit
LOUISA
Dau of
W. & R. WELCH
Died
Oct. 21, 1846
Aged 11 Yrs
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 018 hand pointing up
GONE HOME
MARGARET
WIFE OF
DAVID WELCH
DIED
Feb. 19. 1866.
AE 42 y"r
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 019 floral design
MARY ANN
WIFE OF
John Welch
DIED (cut off by ground surface)
(on bottom of stone)
(illegible)
AGED
51 Y"s. ____ 23 d"s.
(illegible)
Welch Union (WI) UC 006 doves (2); roses (2)
Forever                        Darlings,
MELVIN                         LILLY M.
son of                             Dau. of
E&M WELCH                 E&M WELCH
DIED (cut off)
Welch Lakeside (WI) LC 017 none
MYRTAL
WELCH
AGED
3 YRS
503
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Welch Shelley (NY) KS 001 none
WE,
In Memory of
NANCY WELCH
wife of william welch
died may 18 1835
AE 56 Y 7 Mo & _ D
depart my friends
dry up your tears
I must ly hear
Till Crist apears
Welch Union (WI) UC 131 flowers
OPHELIA E.
Dau. of
W. & S. WELCH
DIED
Apr. 26 1871
AGED
22 years.
In God"s ___ ___ her ___ ___ ___
__ ___ a star of Paradise.
Welch Union (WI) UC 134 branch with fruit
RACHEL
Wife of
WILLIAM WELCH
Died
Dec. 5, 1851,
Aged 45 yrs
Welch Elyard (WI) EC 001 willow
WILLIAM WELCH
Died
NOV. 3 1856
AE 93 y"s.
Whitby Union (WI) UC 321
geometric border
design
HANNAH
WHITBY
BORN
NOV 1[6] 1822
DIED
Jan. 12, 1882
(illegible script)
WHITBY
RICHARD
WHITBY
BORN
_____
DIED
_____ 1900
(illegible script)
Whitby Union (WI) UC 324 none
MARY C.
NOV. 23. 1849
NOV. 18. 1887
MOTHER
504
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
White Lakeside (WI) LC 073 shield border
A. M. WHITE
CO. B.
12TH WIS. INF.
White Union (WI) UC 322 bells
Gone
Home
EMMA,
Dau. of
L & H WHITE
BORN
Jan. 5, 1851,
DIED
Apr. 9, 1869
_______ graves of the dead
___ you on there _orks of gr___
______ the sleepers cold beds
__ think on your own as you p___
White Lakeside (WI) LC 074 lamb
GILBERT E.
SON OF
A & H
WHITE
DIED
March 7. 1886
AGED 3 Y"s.
White Lakeside (WI) LC 114 willow
WILLIAM W.
Son of
D.C. & E. WHITE.
DIED
Apr. 21, 1860.
AE. 23 y"s, 10 m"s,
& 19 d"s.
Wiechman Union (WI) UC 375 none
BESSIE
WIFE OF
RICHARD
WIECHMAN
BORN
APR. 19, 1882
DIED
MAR. 1, 1909
505
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Wiegand Union (WI) UC 184 none
WIEGAND
CONRAD WIEGAND
MAR. 18, 1813- MAY 5. 1887
MARGARET WIEGAND
AUG. 13 1813- APR. 4, 1896
CATHARINE BOWEN
SEPT. 10. 1844- SEPT.12, 1892
AUGUST WIEGAND
MAY 1, 1851- OCT. 5, 1861
Wiggins Union (WI) UC 116 none
JAMES L.
Son of
L.E. & H.M.
WIGGINS
DIED
APR. 2, 1865
AE 9 ys 4 ms.
Wiggins Union (WI) UC 117 none
WARREN M.
SON OF
L.E. & H.M.
WIGGINS
DIED
APR. 19, 1865
AE 11 ys. 2 ms.
Wiley Lakeside (WI) LC 198 floral design
ELLA A.
SEPT. 4. 1856
MAY 14. 1893
WM H. WILEY
Wiley Lakeside (WI) LC 031 none
HENRY 1832-1897
SHARLOTT 1836-1861
SARAH A.  1824-1894
WILEY
MARY ANN 1856-1858
JAMES 1859-1862
CHARLES 1862-1862
WILLIAM 1840-1903
Wilson Lakeside (WI) LC 181 none
MARIA
WILSON
APR. 2. 1864
JUNE 5. 1887
Wyatt Deansboro (NY) DS 003 flag
ROMANCE WYATT
CO. K. 9. REGT. N.Y.V.
DIED SEPT. 30, 1907
AGED 81 YEARS.
506
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
Youmans Lakeside (WI) LC 175 none
At rest
JANE
Wife of
J. YOUMANS
(illegible)
Youmans Lakeside (WI) LC 040
geometric border
design
JOHN YOUMANS
DIED
Feby. 11. 1858
Aged 60 years.
(illegible epitaph)
Youmans Lakeside (WI) LC 172
geometric border
design
YOUMANS
JOHN
YOUMANS
SEPT. 7. 1832
JULY 8. 1911
JANE
YOUMANS
NOV. 5. 1835
FEB. 18, 1888
CLARA E.
YOUMANS
APRIL 30. 1854
OCT. 27. 1921
Youmans Lakeside (WI) LC 039 none
MOTHER
OLIVE YOUMANS
BORN
APRIL 18, 1808
DIED
JAN. 2, 1881
AT REST
Union (WI) UC 064 shield border
CEO. SAMSON
CO. E (could be #F")
21st
WIS. INF.
? Elyard (WI) EC 002 none
(broken)
DIED
May 9, 1867
AGED
55 y"s. 11 M"s 15 D"s
? Lakeside (WI) LC 033 none MOTHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 067 none MOTHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 069 none FATHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 075 none
(illegible)
Erected to the
memory of only Darling
? Lakeside (WI) LC 097 flower HEAVEN
? Lakeside (WI) LC 100 none FATHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 101 none MOTHER
507
Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
? Lakeside (WI) LC 136 none MOTHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 137 none FATHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 140 none FATHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 141 none MOTHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 161 none FATHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 163 none MOTHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 171 leaf design (illegible)
? Lakeside (WI) LC 173 none FATHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 174 none MOTHER
? Lakeside (WI) LC 180 none MOTHER
? Union (WI) UC 037 none FATHER
? Union (WI) UC 090 border design
(broken)
____ 3 ds
? Union (WI) UC 182 none
_______RS.
DIED
Feb. 24, 1889
AGED
70 years 16 days.
? Union (WI) UC 193 none
MOTHER
Here lies one who in this life
Was a kind mother a true
wife
she was by many vertues
blest
And piety among the best
? Union (WI) UC 229 flower
_M_______
DIED
__________
_o__
? Union (WI) UC 242 shield design
____ L.
(illegible)
CO. _.
_ WIS. __F.
? Union (WI) UC 351 border pattern FATHER
? Union (WI) UC 352 border design MOTHER
? Union (WI) UC 441 none MOTHER
? Union (WI) UC 450 none
FATHER
MEMBER OF CO. B.
5TH WIS. INF.
FROM 61 & 65
Rest soldier, rest thy
warfare is (cut off by ground surface)
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
? Union (WI) UC 452 none
MOTHER
Weep not. She is not
dead, but sleeping
? Lakeside (WI) LC 055 none
ALICE ?
(illegible)
? Union (WI) UC 227 flower AMY
? Union (WI) UC 020 none
ANCIL
DIED
Feb. 20,
1849
Aged
8 mo"s.
WAYNE
DIED
Aug. 4
1850
Aged
4 mo"s.
Children of
(cut off by grass line)
? Lakeside (WI) LC 116 none BETSEY
? Union (WI) UC 449 none
CHESTER
1891-1984
? Lakeside (WI) LC 134 leaf design CHRISTIE
C
? Lakeside (WI) LC 206 none CLIFFORD
? Lakeside (WI) LC 131 none
DONALD
1893-1894
? Union (WI) UC 135 open book
OUR MOTHER
ELIZA
WIFE OF
DIED AUG. 15. 1895.
AE. 65 Y"s. 9 M"s. 10 D"s
Rest, Mother, rest in sleep.
While friends in sorrow over
thee weep.
? Skeesuck (NY) GC 009 none visible
DIED
January 13
ELLEN
daughter of
____ & NANCY
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
? Union (WI) UC 230 lamb
FRANKLIN _
son of
CHARLES & LYDIA
_INTER
DIED
_____ 18__
? Lakeside (WI) LC 117 none GEORGE
? Union (WI) UC 476 floral design
George
JULY 5, 1881
JAN. 23, 1883
ALBERT
Born & Died
JAN. 6, 1894
? Union (WI) UC 165 lamb
GEORGE W.
son of
______________
Died
Apr. 28, 1861
AE 3 ys, 5 m.
& 14 ds.
It only a little ____
Only just a child _____
And so they _____
From the mound __ ___ had
___ ____ day
? Lakeside (WI) LC 208 none GERTRUDE
? Union (WI) UC 344 none
HERBERT
JUNE 15-DEC. 2.
1902
? Union (WI) UC 345 none
HILDA
APR. 17-APR. 17.
1895
? Lakeside (WI) LC 142 none JOHN
? Lakeside (WI) LC 207 none LESTER
? Elyard (WI) EC 022 doves
LILLIE I
DIED
Jan 15, 1879
MITCHELL
DIED
JAN 10 1879
(cut off by ground surface)
? Lakeside (WI) LC 106 lamb
LIONEL
(illegible script)
1 yr 11 m"s
& 10 d"s
Not lost but gone ____
? Lakeside (WI) LC 115 none MARIA
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Surname
Cemetery
Name
Catalog
Number
Description of
Decorative Motifs
Inscription
? Dick (WI) DC 010 open book
PATIENCE (illegible)
DIED
(month) 22, 1874
AGED
81 y"rs 19 mo"s
? Union (WI) UC 123 lambs
SIDNEY G.
Died
Aug. 11, 1860
Aged 10 Years
CHARLES E.
Died
May 11, 1860
Aged 8 Mos.
? Union (WI) UC 448 none
TILLIE
1882-1894
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APPENDIX D: COMPARATIVE ANALYSES, BROTHERTOWN, NEW YORK
CEMETERY COMPARISON
Stone Sizes by Cemetery
Table D.1 summarizes stone dimensions by cemetery. As previously discussed,
Niles/Occom Cemetery contains 44 limestone markers126, all of which are handmade.
Deansboro Cemetery contains only three Brothertown stones127, all of which are
purchased. Skeesuck Cemetery contains parts of 15 purchased marble headstones128, two
of which are vacant stone bases. Dick Cemetery contains ten handmade stones129. Finally,
Shelley Cemetery contains only two stones130—one handmade and one purchased.
It comes as no surprise that cemeteries containing purchased stones have larger
average stones sizes than those with handmade stones (Table D.1, Figures D.1, D.2). The
thick dashed line in Figure D.1 represents the average stone size for the entire New York
assemblage. The cemeteries with purchased stones are all above this line, while
cemeteries with handmade stones are consistently below. The data presented in Figure
D.1 also shows that average stone heights are the most variable dimensions between the
cemeteries of Brothertown, New York. Again, this pattern likely ties to differences
between handmade and purchased stones.
                                                 
126 For this cemetery, the team recorded 21 heights, 39 thicknesses, and 39 widths. It was possible
to record all three dimensions for 21 stones, and for these, approximate volumes were calculated.
127 The team recorded all three dimensions for each of the gravestones.
128 The team recorded 7 heights, 0 thicknesses, and 13 widths.
129 The team recorded only two heights (since many of the stones’ tops were broken off), nine
thicknesses, and ten widths, thus it was only possible to calculate the volume for one of the ten
stones.
130 Since the top of the handmade stone is broken off, the team only recorded one height in
Shelley Cemetery. They were, however, able to record thicknesses and widths for each stone.
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Among the cemeteries with larger stones, Shelley Cemetery contains the largest
stone height recorded, while, on average, Deansboro Cemetery has the thickest and
widest stones. Among cemeteries with smaller stones, Niles/Occom Cemetery contains
the shortest stones, while Dick Cemetery contains the thinnest, narrowest stones.
Table D.1: Comparison of stone sizes by cemetery
NILES/OCCOM
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 275.24 98.1 3 35.64
Thickness (mm) 50.56 25.25 4 49.94
Width (mm) 276.28 83.87 3 30.36
Volume (cubic cm) 4,406.74 2,786.42 3 63.23
DEANSBORO
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 1020 260.58 2 25.55
Thickness (mm) 68.33 28.43 2 41.61
Width (mm) 485 56.79 2 11.71
Volume (cubic cm) 31,118.50 2,376.74 2 7.65
SKEESUCK
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 701.43 299.12 2 42.64
Thickness (mm) - - - -
Width (mm) 363.08 120.65 2 33.23
Volume (cubic cm) - - - -
DICK
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 367.5 147.79 1 40.21
Thickness (mm) 46.11 23.42 3 50.79
Width (mm) 253 72 2 28.46
Volume (cubic cm) 2,840.40 - - -
SHELLEY
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 1310 - - -
Thickness (mm) 67.5 3.54 1 5.24
Width (mm) 422.5 258.09 1 61.09
Volume (cubic cm) 55,478.50 - - -
The lines in Figure D.1 also represent relative ratios of stone dimensions (i.e.
height to thickness to width). The dashed line shows that, within the entire assemblage,
heights tend to be the largest dimensions of stones, followed by widths and thicknesses.
All of the individual cemetery assemblages conform to this rule except Niles/Occom
Cemetery. The widths of stones in this cemetery tend to be their largest dimension,
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followed by heights and thicknesses. Again, this is almost certainly due to the fact that
the stones in Niles/Occom Cemetery are all handmade limestone markers. Of note, Dick
Cemetery, which also contains only handmade limestone markers, has a similar ratio to
that of Niles/Occom, with the sizes of stone heights very close to those of stone widths.
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Figure D.1: Comparison of average stone dimensions by cemetery; the thick black dashed line
represents the averages for the combined assemblage; note that there is no average thickness
recorded for Skeesuck Cemetery (see above)
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Figure D.2: Comparison of average stone volumes by cemetery; note that there is no average
volume recorded for Skeesuck Cemetery
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Figure D.3: Comparison of coefficients of variation (CVs) by cemetery; the thick black dashed
line represents the CVs for the combined assemblage; note that there is no CV for stone
thicknesses in Skeesuck Cemetery (see above)
In terms of relative variation (Figure D.3), Skeesuck Cemetery (with a CV of
42.64) exhibits the most variation in stone heights followed by Dick, Niles/Occom, and
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Deansboro cemeteries. The CV for stone heights in Deansboro Cemetery is notably much
smaller than those of the other cemeteries, which is likely due to its small sample size.
Dick Cemetery exhibits the most variation in stone thicknesses (CV=50.79) followed by
Niles/Occom, Deansboro, and Shelley cemeteries. The CV for stone thicknesses in
Shelley Cemetery is much smaller than the other cemeteries, also likely due to the small
sample size. Shelley Cemetery also exhibits the most variation in stone widths
(CV=61.09) but this is almost certainly due to the fact that it contains one handmade and
one purchased stone, which normally vary considerably in widths. Skeesuck,
Niles/Occom, Dick, and Deansboro cemeteries follow.
When considering CVs in terms of ratios of stone dimensions (i.e. height CV to
thickness CV to width CV), an interesting pattern emerges. The dashed line in Figure D.3
shows that, for the entire assemblage, heights are the most variable dimension, followed
by thicknesses and widths. This pattern is not consistent with any of the individual
cemetery assemblages. Except for Shelley Cemetery, all other cemetery assemblages
exhibit the highest levels of variation in stone thicknesses followed by heights and
widths. This disparity between individual cemetery assemblages and the entire New York
assemblage demonstrates that stone heights within cemeteries are much less variable than
they are between cemeteries. This is also true of stone widths, but to a much lesser
degree. This pattern shows that there is a certain degree of coherence between stones of
the same cemeteries and more pronounced degrees of dissonance between stones from
different cemeteries. Thus, space is not the only trait shared between stones in the same
cemeteries or the only distinction between stones from different cemeteries.
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Stone Shapes by Cemetery
Stone shapes are another source of variation between the cemetery assemblages.
As depicted in Figure D.4, Niles/Occom Cemetery contains the widest variety of stone
shapes, followed by Deansboro, Dick, Skeesuck, and Shelley cemeteries. The distribution
of these shapes is much more even in Niles/Occom and Deansboro cemeteries than in the
other burial grounds. As I discuss below, sample size and other confounding factors must
be taken into account when comparing these assemblages.
Based on the typology developed in Chapter V, Niles/Occom Cemetery131
contains 20 stones with classifiable shapes. The most frequently occurring of which is
type C, represented with 40% of the stones. Following type C in relative frequencies are
types B (35%), A (20%) and D (5%).
Deansboro Cemetery also contains one additional type of stone shape than any of
the other cemeteries. The shapes present in this cemetery (i.e. types 3-5) are also more
elaborate than the shapes of other stones in the New York assemblage. Since two of the
                                                 
131 When considering dimensions and shapes in concert, several attributes correlate with one
another in this cemetery. It is the only cataloged New York cemetery large enough for such a
study. For each dimension (i.e. height, thickness, width) stones were divided into 2 groups (those
above the mean and those below). Thus stones were categorized as either ‘tall’ or ‘short’, ‘thick’
or ‘thin’, and ‘wide’ or ‘narrow’ whenever possible. Stone were also classified in terms of cortex
(present or absent), side shapes (parallel or splayed), and top edge shape (convex or concave).
Within each of these attribute groups, ratios of other attributes were calculated. These were then
compared to an expected ratio, which was calculated from the ratio of the entire cemetery
collection.
For example, among the 9 stones categorized as ‘tall’, 5 were categorized as ‘thick’ and 4 as
‘thin’ (a ratio of 1.25). Among the entire cemetery collection, 14 stones were categorized as thick
and 25 as thin (a ratio of 0.56). The difference between the observed ratio (the ratio of thick to
thin stones among the tall stones) and the expected ratio (the ratio of thick to thin stones among
the entire cemetery collection) is thus 0.69. These ratios were calculated for all the attributes. This
analysis revealed correlations between two groups of attributes. In the first group are stones
classified as: ‘tall’, ‘thick’, ‘wide’, ‘no cortex’, ‘splayed sides’, and ‘convex top edges’. Among
the second group are stones classified as: ‘narrow’, ‘with cortex’, ‘parallel sides’ and with
‘concave top edges’.
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three stones post-date the mid-19th century, this observation could simply be due to a
wider variety of stones shapes available to consumers at that time. It also could be that
the Deansboro stones were of higher cost compared to the other stones in the assemblage.
The presence of relatively thicker shapes among the stones in this cemetery supports the
latter hypothesis since stone thicknesses are known to have correlated with the prices of
gravestones.
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Figure D.4: Relative frequencies of stone shapes by cemetery
In contrast to the cemeteries just discussed, Skeesuck Cemetery exhibits only two
stone shapes. The majority of the stones (92%) in this cemetery are rectangular-shaped
(type 1), a classic 19th-century shape that is ubiquitous in cemeteries of the Northeast and
elsewhere. The low levels of variability observed in the remaining cemetery assemblages
are likely due to sampling bias and taphonomic issues. In Dick Cemetery, only three
stones have classifiable shapes due to breakage; these consist of two examples of type A
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and one example of type C. Similarly, in Shelley Cemetery, there is only one stone with a
classifiable shape (again due to breakage); it is an example of type 1.
Orientations by Cemetery
As discussed in Chapter V, stone orientations are remarkably consistent across the
cemetery assemblages. The majority of the stones are oriented northwest/southeast. The
only exceptions are the stones of Shelley Cemetery, which are oriented east/west.
Inscriptions by Cemetery
Every cemetery containing inscribed stones has its own unique features, a pattern
which is likely due to the small number of purchased stones in the New York assemblage.
In terms of the New York assemblage, Skeesuck Cemetery has the only inscribed stones
commemorating more than one person and it contains 80% of the stones known to mark
children’s graves. In terms of opening clauses, it is also the only Brothertown cemetery in
New York with inscriptions beginning with the deceased initials, the first name of the
deceased, or the word “died.” For other cemeteries, Deansboro contains the only stone
with a military motif and Shelley Cemetery contains the only stone with an epitaph. Each
of these characteristics are much more prominent in the Wisconsin assemblage, discussed
in the subsequent chapter.
COMPARISON OF HANDMADE AND PURCHASED STONES,
BROTHERTOWN, NEW YORK
Stone Sizes
Table D.2 summarizes differences in stone dimensions between the two groups.
This comparison reinforces several of the findings discussed in Chapter V. It
demonstrates that handmade stones tend to be short and squat in comparison to purchased
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stones, which are generally tall and skinny. On average, purchased stones stand
approximately three times the height of handmade markers (Figure D.5). Likewise, they
are approximately one and a half times as wide and, on average, 18 mm thicker, with
average volumes 8.5 times greater than handmade markers. The comparison of ratios of
variation between dimensions (i.e. height CV to thickness CV to width CV, see Figure
D.6) shows that levels of variation in the sizes of purchased stones is relatively even
between dimensions. This is shown by the relative flatness of the line representing
variation in purchased stones in Figure D.6. This line contrasts with that of handmade
stones. Variation between dimensions in handmade stones is relatively much more
variable, particularly in terms of stone thicknesses. The fairly consistent levels of
variation between purchased stone dimensions is surprising, since the inscription analysis
in Chapter V suggested that stone heights iconically represented aspects of the deceased’s
personhood.
Table D.2: Dimensions of handmade and purchased stones
HANDMADE STONES
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 283.26 102.21 2 36.08
Thickness (mm) 50.04 24.57 4 49.1
Width (mm) 270.9 80.72 3 29.8
Volume (cubic cm) 4,335.54 2,729.70 3 63.19
PURCHASED STONES
Measurement Average S. Deviation *Number of SDs CV
Height (mm) 843.64 335.41 2 39.76
Thickness (mm) 68.75 23.23 2 33.79
Width (mm) 398.82 128.09 2 32.12
Volume (cubic cm) 37,208.50 12,336.21 2 33.15
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Figure D.5: Comparison of average dimensions of handmade and purchased stones; the thick
dashed line represents the averages for the combined assemblage
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Figure D.6: Comparison of CVs of handmade and purchased stones; the thick dashed line
represents the CV for the combined assemblage
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Stone Shapes
As discussed above, there are four distinctive shapes observed among the
handmade stones and five among the purchased stones. The most popular shape among
the handmade stones is type C (39% of the handmade stone shapes), followed by types B
(31%), A (26%), and D (4%). Among the stones with classifiable sides, approximately
half (51%) have relatively straight, parallel sides, while the other half (49%) have splayed
sides (either convergent or divergent). Of the stones with classifiable top edges, 73%
have convex top edges and 27% have flat or concave top edges.
For the purchased stones, the most prevalent shape is type 1 (76% of the
purchased stone shapes), the basic rectangular shape, followed by types 2-5 (6% each).
Between the five shapes present, all have straight, parallel sides. Type 1 is the only shape
with a flat top edge. Type 2 has a simple convex top edge and types 3, 4, and 5, have
more elaborate top edges that are generally convex in shape.
As mentioned previously, some of the handmade stone shapes resemble those of
the purchased stones. This is particularly true for handmade stones with flat top edges
and parallel sides. It is possible that the makers or these stones wished to emulate the
shapes of purchased stones (Figure D.7). When comparing the two groups it is important
to consider the differences in limitation between professional stonemasons using
specialized tools as compared to non-professionals, likely limited in their access to tools
and working with local limestone. For instance, the makers of handmade stones were
clearly limited by the shapes of the fieldstones they sometimes used to construct grave
markers (See Figure 5.8). It is possible that one of the reasons that the Brothertown began
making headstones in this way is that they could replicate stone shapes from
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Euroamerican cemeteries without having to remove excessive amounts of stone since
fieldstones are naturally rounded and limestone tends to fracture in sheets conducive to
“colonial” gravestone shapes. Thus, the natural properties of limestone (abundant in great
quantities in Brothertown, New York) should not be ruled out as potential influences on
Brothertown gravestones styles.
Figure D.7: Photograph of stone BC 001, similar to a purchased shape (type 2)
Similar to the comparison of stone sizes, this portion of the analysis also
reinforces some of the findings of the cemetery comparison, adding a sharper focus to
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several points. Figure D.8 shows that the variety of stone shapes represented in each of
the assemblages under analysis is fairly even. The biggest difference between the two
assemblages is in distributions of the various stone shapes. As seen in Figure D.8, the
different stone shapes present in the handmade assemblage are much more evenly
represented than are shapes in the purchased assemblage.
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Figure D.8: Comparison of shape frequencies between handmade and purchased stones
TEMPORAL COMPARISON
Shifts in gravestone styles between the three periods are most evident with the
relative increase in stone sizes thought time (Figure D.9). As time passed, the
Brothertown Indians made, purchased, and used larger gravestones. The average size of
stones dating to the first period is 319mm-X-50mm-X-277mm, with an average volume
of 5,385 cubic cm. Stones dating to the next period average 778mm-X-68mm-X-371mm
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in size132. Between the second and third periods, increases in size were fairly consistent
across all three dimensions (approximately 20% each). Stones dating to the last period
average 955mm-X-80mm-X-453mm in size with a volume of 32,447 cubic cm. Thus,
between the first and third periods, stone volumes increased by at total of 500%.
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Figure D.9: Changes in stone size through time
The largest increase is that of height133 between the first and second periods.
Between these two periods, stone heights increased by 143%. Also of note, stone
thicknesses and widths increased consistently in relation to each other between the first
and second periods, each increasing by approximately 36%. The dramatic increase in
stone heights during this transition clearly related to increased popularity of purchased
                                                 
132 The only stone from this period with a calculated volume is 55,478.5 cubic cm.
133 Although the sizes of stones increased through time, variation in gravestone sizes and shapes
generally decreased through time. In the early period, the CVs for stone height, thickness, and
width are as follows: 63.63, 49.33, and 32.37. In comparison, the CVs for height, thickness, and
width in the second period are 45.11, 5.24 and 32.83 respectively. Those from the third period are
34.8, 35.36, and 2.34.Stone heights and thicknesses varied much more in the first period than in
the second period.
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stones, which are generally taller than handmade stones. The heights of purchased
markers also played a significant role in marking aspects of the deceased’s personhood.
The variety of stone shapes also decreased trough time. Stones from the first
period exhibit five shapes, while stones from the second and third periods exhibit two
each (Figure D.10). The most frequently occurring shapes during this period are types C
(38% of the classifiable shapes), B (29%), and A (25%), while types 5 and D are also
present (4% each). The only purchased stone dating to the first period has a much more
elaborate shape than those dating to the subsequent period. The most frequently used
shape during the second period was type 1 (93%) although type 2 was also present at the
time (7%). Stones dating to the third period exhibit two stone shapes, types 3 and 5 (50%
each). It is important to note that the shapes of stone dating to the third period are more
elaborate than those dating to the second period. These observations also suggest that
variation between gravestones diminished between the first and second periods, a change
that almost certainly ties directly to the transition from handmade to purchased
gravestones.
Despite the lack of in-situ stones dating to the second period, stone orientations
appear fairly consistent through time. The majority of stones dating to the first period are
oriented northwest/southeast. In contrast, the only in-situ stones dating to the second
period (i.e. 2 stones) face east/west. Similar to stones from the first period, the two stones
dating to the third period also face northwest. It is important to note that a large majority
of the other stones in Deansboro Cemetery face in the same direction, so this orientation
pattern is clearly not just limited to the gravestones of Brothertown Indians. As discussed
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earlier, it is unclear why the stones in Shelley Cemetery (dating to the second period) face
east/west. I discuss this disparity in more detail in the conclusion.
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Figure D.10: Comparison of stone shapes through time
As variation in gravestone sizes and shapes generally decreased through time, the
number of inscriptions—both textual and decorative—increased. Of the stones dating to
the first period, only one stone (2%) has an inscription. In contrast, there are nine
inscriptions (53%) on the stones dating to the next period, two of which also bear
inscribed decorative motifs. Finally, in the third period, both stones (100%) bear
inscribed texts and decorative motifs. This increase in text on gravestones likely
facilitated the decrease in shape and size variation between stones. As the Brothertown
Indians began marking their gravestones as distinct from one another using text and
decor, it was no longer necessary to use distinctions in sizes and shapes for these
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purposes. From this perspective, text came to perform a key role in marking stone (and
perhaps social) distinctions.
The inscriptions on stones dating to the second period contain similar types of
information and present it in a limited range of formats (Table D.4). There are five types
of first clauses observed in the inscriptions: 1) “Died”, 2) the first name of the deceased,
3) the full name of the deceased, 4) “In Memory of …”, 5) the deceased’s initials. The
first four types appear on two stones each (22% each), while the last is only present on
one stone. Inscriptions on stones dating to the first and third periods use only “In Memory
of….” or the full name of the deceased in their first clauses. This means that “Died”, the
first name of the deceased, and the deceased’s initials as first clauses of inscriptions are
unique to stones dating to the second period. Although the sample size for this analysis is
recognizably small, it will be interesting to see if the Wisconsin stones (i.e. a much larger
sample size) parallel these findings.
Table D.4: First clauses of inscriptions by time period
First clause of inscription Period I Period II Period III
"Died" 0 2 0
First name of the deceased 0 2 0
Full name of the deceased 0 2 1
"In Memory of…" 1 2 1
Initials of the deceased 0 1 0
In terms of decorative motifs, stones dating to the second period bear only two
designs, a floral border pattern (GC 006) and a willow (GC 011). The only New York
stones dating to the third period have a willow (DS 001) and a flag (DS 003). Although
these samples are small, this suggests that decorative motifs appeared in the second
period and were likely much more prominent in the third period.
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APPENDIX E: GROUND PENETRATING RADAR RESULTS
Preliminary results of ground penetrating radar survey in Union Cemetery; image created by
Brian Damiata and John Steinberg (based on original map by Craig Cipolla)
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